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Abstract 

Proton therapy uses proton beams with energies of 70 – 230 MeV to treat 

cancerous tumours very effectively, while preserving surrounding healthy tissues as 

much as possible. During nuclear interactions of these protons with matter, 

secondary neutrons can be produced. These neutrons can have energies ranging up to 

the maximum energy of the protons and can thus be particularly difficult to attenuate. 

In fact, the rooms of a proton therapy facility are generally surrounded by concrete 

walls of at least ~2 m in thickness, in order to protect the members of the staff and 

the public from the stray radiation. Today, the design of the shielding walls is 

generally based on Monte Carlo simulations. Amongst the numerous parameters on 

which these simulations depend, some are difficult to control and are therefore 

selected in a conservative manner. Despite these conservative choices, it remains 

important to carry out accurate neutron dose measurements inside proton therapy 

facilities, in order to assess the effectiveness of the shielding and the conservativeness 

of the simulations. There are, however, very few studies in literature which focus on 

the comparison of such simulations with neutron measurements performed outside 

the shielding in proton therapy facilities. Moreover, the published measurements 

were not necessarily acquired with detectors that possess a good sensitivity to 

neutrons with energies above 20 MeV, while these neutrons actually give an 

important contribution to the total dose outside the shielding. A first part of this work 

was dedicated to the study of the energy response function of the WENDI-2, a rem 

meter that possesses a good sensitivity to neutrons of more than 20 MeV. The 

WENDI-2 response function was simulated using the Monte Carlo code MCNPX and 

validation measurements were carried out with 252Cf and AmBe sources as well as 

high-energy quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams. Then, WENDI-2 measurements 

were acquired inside and outside four rooms of the proton therapy facility of Essen 

(Germany). MCNPX simulations, based on the same conservative choices as the 

original shielding design simulations, were carried out to calculate the neutron 

spectra and WENDI-2 responses in the measurement positions. A relatively good 

agreement between the simulations and the measurements was obtained in front of 

the shielding, whereas overestimates by at least a factor of 2 were obtained for the 

simulated responses outside the shielding. This confirmed the conservativeness of 

the simulations with respect to the neutron fluxes transmitted through the walls. Two 

studies were then carried out to assess the sensitivity of the MCNPX simulations to 

the defined concrete composition and the selected physics models for proton and 

neutron interactions above 150 MeV. Both aspects were found to have a significant 

impact on the simulated neutron doses outside the shielding. Finally, the WENDI-2 

responses measured outside the fixed-beam treatment room were also compared to 

measurements acquired with an extended-range Bonner Sphere Spectrometer and a 

tissue-equivalent proportional counter. A satisfactory agreement was obtained 

between the results of the three measurement techniques. 
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Résumé 

La protonthérapie utilise des faisceaux de protons de 70 – 230 MeV pour traiter 

efficacement des tumeurs cancéreuses tout en préservant le plus possible les tissus sains 

environnants. Lors d’interactions nucléaires de ces protons avec la matière, des neutrons 

peuvent être produits. Ceux-ci peuvent avoir jusqu’à l’énergie maximale des protons et 

être particulièrement difficiles à atténuer. Pour cette raison, les salles d’un centre de 

protonthérapie sont généralement entourées de murs de béton d’environ 2 m d’épaisseur 

au minimum, afin de protéger le personnel et le public. Aujourd’hui, le dimensionnement 

des murs de blindage s’effectue souvent à partir de simulations Monte Carlo. Parmi les 

nombreux paramètres dont dépendent ces simulations, certains sont difficilement 

maîtrisables et sont dès lors choisis de manière conservative. Malgré cette démarche 

conservative, il est important d’effectuer des mesures exactes de doses neutrons dans les 

centres de protonthérapie, afin de valider l’efficacité des blindages et d’évaluer le 

caractère conservateur des simulations. Dans la littérature, des études portant sur la 

comparaison de ce type de simulations avec des mesures de neutrons effectuées autour des 

salles sont très peu nombreuses. En outre, certaines mesures présentées ont été effectuées 

avec des détecteurs qui ne possèdent pas une bonne sensibilité aux neutrons de plus de 

20 MeV, alors que ces derniers contribuent de manière importante à la dose totale 

derrière le blindage. Les travaux présentés dans cette thèse portent premièrement sur 

l’étude de la réponse en énergie du WENDI-2, un rem meter possédant une bonne 

sensibilité aux neutrons de plus de 20 MeV. La fonction de réponse du WENDI-2 a été 

simulée à l’aide du code Monte Carlo MCNPX et des mesures de validation de cette 

fonction ont été effectuées avec des sources d’AmBe et 
252

Cf ainsi qu’avec des faisceaux 

quasi-monoénergétiques de haute énergie. Des mesures ont ensuite été acquises avec un 

WENDI-2 à l’intérieur et autour de quatre salles du centre de proton thérapie d’Essen 

(Allemagne), et des simulations de ces salles ont été réalisées avec le code MCNPX pour 

calculer les spectres de neutrons et la réponse du WENDI-2 aux positions de mesure. Un 

assez bon accord entre mesures et simulations a été obtenu en amont des blindages tandis 

que, en aval de ceux-ci, les résultats de simulation surestiment les mesures d’au moins un 

facteur 2, ce qui confirme le caractère conservateur des simulations pour la transmission 

des neutrons au travers des murs. Deux études ont ensuite été réalisées pour évaluer la 

sensibilité des simulations MCNPX à la composition de béton sélectionnée et au choix des 

modèles physiques utilisés pour les interactions des protons et neutrons de plus de 

150 MeV. Ces deux aspects peuvent influencer de manière significative les doses neutrons 

simulées derrière les blindages. Enfin, les mesures du WENDI-2 effectuées autour de la 

salle à faisceau fixe ont également été comparées à des mesures effectuées avec un 

compteur proportionnel équivalent-tissus et un système de spectrométrie par sphères de 

Bonner étendu au domaine des hautes énergies. Un accord très satisfaisant a été obtenu 

entre les résultats des trois systèmes de mesure. 
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  CHAPTER I

Introduction 

I-1 Introduction to proton therapy 

I-1.1 Cancer 

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a long macromolecule that contains all the 

instructions for the development and functioning of a living cell. Lasting alterations of 

the DNA structure, called mutations, can occur either spontaneously or due to 

external factors such as radiation or chemicals [1]. Mutations can sometimes cause a 

cell to start proliferating in an uncontrolled way, initiating a growth of abnormal cells 

called ‘tumour’ [2].  

Cancer is the potentially fatal disease that arises from the development of a 

malignant tumour. Malignancy is defined as the capacity to invade adjoining normal 

tissues and to create new tumours at distant sites (metastases) by spreading via the 

circulatory or lymphatic system [2].  

Cancer is a major cause of morbidity and mortality in the world. According to 

the World Health Organization, about 14 million new cancer cases and 8.2 million 

cancer-related deaths were reported in 2012 and the number of annual new cancer 

cases is expected to rise to approximately 22 million over the next two decades [3]. 

Continuing to improve the prevention and the treatment of cancer is thus of 

paramount importance. 

Cancer treatment is most often based on surgery, radiation therapy, drugs, or a 

combination of these [4][5]. Radiation therapy and surgery constitute local 

treatments. Drugs, however, are mainly used as a whole body treatment for cancers 

with metastases (chemotherapy). The choice of the treatment depends on many 

factors which include:  

 the type and location of the cancer, 

 the stage of the disease,  

 the patient’s age and general health.  
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I-1.2 General aspects of radiation therapy 

I-1.2.1 General principle 

When traversing matter, ionizing radiation deposits energy in discrete 

amounts of energy, which cause either the excitation or the ionization of the hit atoms 

or molecules. The excitation is the process in which a bound electron is raised into a 

higher energy level. In the ionization, however, an electron receives enough energy to 

be ejected from the atom or molecule. The most important impact of ionizing 

radiation on living cells is, as the name suggests, caused by the induced ionizations 

[6], as they result in the breaking of molecular bonds and the creation of free radicals. 

The latter, which are highly reactive chemical species, rapidly cause damage to 

nearby molecules as well.  

With respect to cell death caused by ionizing radiation, the chromosomal DNA 

is regarded as the most vulnerable target within a mammalian cell [7][8]. The first 

reason for this is that the DNA contains the instructions for all cellular functions, 

including its own repair mechanisms. The second is that the cell only contains two 

copies of the DNA, which moreover cannot be as quickly regenerated as other types of 

biomolecules numerously present in the cell. Cell death can occur when the repair 

mechanisms fail to correctly repair critical DNA sequences, either because these 

mechanisms were altered or because they are overtaken by the high damage rate [8]. 

Radiation therapy uses ionizing radiation with the aim to kill tumour cells 

while preserving as much as possible the surrounding normal tissues [9]. Limiting the 

ionizations inside the surrounding healthy tissues is important in order to reduce the 

side-effects of the therapy. These include not only rapidly manifesting effects (e.g. 

nausea, fatigue, skin problems etc.), but also the risk of developing late effects such as, 

for instance, second cancers [10].        

I-1.2.2 Main types of radiation therapy 

Radiation therapy techniques can be classified according to the type of ionizing 

radiation and the delivery method used. In some techniques, such as e.g. 

brachytherapy [11] and unsealed radionuclide therapy [12], a radioactive source is 

introduced inside the patient’s body. More common, however, is external beam 

radiotherapy, in which the radiation source is located outside the body [13].  

Today, the most widespread form of radiation therapy is external beam 

therapy based on megavoltage X-rays (1 – 25 MVp) produced with a linear electron 

accelerator [13]. To treat superficial tumours, X-ray photons of lower maximum 

energies (50 – 500 kVp) produced with an X-ray tube, are also used.  
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Other types of external beam therapy use for instance gamma photons, 

electrons (4 MeV – 25 MeV [14]) or specific hadrons, such as e.g. protons (50 MeV – 

250 MeV [10]), neutrons and heavy ions (e.g. carbon ions of 100 – 450 MeV/u). 

Amongst hadron therapies, the most common form today is proton therapy [15].  

I-1.3 Physics of radiation therapy 

I-1.3.1 Fluence 

An important quantity which is used to describe the number of particles at a 

given point in an ionizing radiation field is the particle fluence (or ‘fluence’) 𝛷, 

defined as “the quotient of dN by da, where dN is the number of particles incident 

upon a small sphere of cross-sectional area da” [16–18]: 

𝛷 =
𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑎
 

This quantity is expressed in units of m-2. Since the definition considers a 

spherical surface, the fluence is independent of the direction in which the individual 

particles are moving. Also, the fluence refers to a given exposure (of a given duration), 

which should be specified when stating a value of fluence.   

The time-derivative of the fluence is called the fluence rate, the flux density or 

simply, as in the rest of this work, the flux. 

To describe the energy-distribution of the particles which constitute the 

radiation field, one usually uses the spectral fluence, which is the energy-derivative of 

the fluence. The spectral fluence given as a function of energy is commonly referred 

to as the ‘energy spectrum’, or simply the ‘spectrum’.   

I-1.3.2 Absorbed dose 

Generally, the biological effects of exposure to ionizing radiation are to a 

certain degree related to the energy deposited by the radiation per unit mass of the 

irradiated tissues, a quantity which is called ‘absorbed dose’ (or ‘dose’). According to 

the International Commission on Radiation Units and measurements (ICRU), the 

absorbed dose D at a point P is formally defined as:  

𝐷 =
𝑑𝜀̅

𝑑𝑚
   [𝐺𝑦 =

𝐽

𝑘𝑔
] 

where 𝑑𝜀  ̅is the statistical average of the energy imparted by the ionizing radiation to 

the matter of mass dm around P [17]. The mass element dm in this definition is a very 

small mass but does not approach zero in the mathematical sense, because it is 

supposed to include many atoms or molecules [17]. The energy imparted ε to a finite 
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volume V of matter during a finite period of time is a stochastic quantity defined as 

[17]: 

 ε =  Rin − Rout +  𝛴Q   [J]  (I.1) 

in which  

𝑅𝑖𝑛 = the sum of the energies, excluding rest energies, of all charged and uncharged 

particles entering V, 

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 = the sum of the energies, excluding rest energies, of all charged and uncharged 

particles leaving V, 

Σ𝑄 = the net energy derived from rest mass variations within V.  Σ𝑄 is positive if the 

sum of rest masses decreases and negative for the reverse process. 

On a practical level, the mean energy imparted 𝑑𝜀  ̅can simply be regarded as 

the mean energy lost by charged particles in causing ionizations and excitations 

inside dm, This stems from the mechanisms in which ionizing particles – charged or 

uncharged – interact with matter at the energies of interest here:  

 Charged particles – including the very light ones, like electrons, as well as the 

‘heavy’ charged particles such as protons, α-particles, carbon ions, etc. – 

interact with the traversed medium mostly through Coulomb interactions with 

orbital electrons [19]. The majority of these interactions are glancing collisions, 

also called ‘soft’ collisions, in which the energy lost by the incident charged 

particle is small (a few eV or, at most, a few tens of eV). This transferred energy 

is expended either in the excitation of the hit atom or in the ejection of one of 

its valence electrons, which receives little kinetic energy. In the worst case, the 

ejected electron can cause a few excitations or ionizations very close to the 

original ion, in a local cluster. Often, however, the electron just loses energy by 

causing interatomic motion (heat production), before being captured. 

Therefore, in the initial soft collision, the energy lost by the incident charged 

particle is considered as locally absorbed by the medium: it directly results in 

absorbed dose. At rare occasions, when interacting with a single orbital 

electron instead of with the atom as a whole, the initial charged particle 

undergoes a knock-on (‘hard’) collision, in which it loses a significant fraction 

of its kinetic energy. An inner electron of the hit atom can then be ejected and 

may receive sufficient kinetic energy (at least ~100 eV) to produce its own 

significant track of excitations and ionizations through the medium. In these 

rather infrequent cases, the energy lost by the initial charged particle is not 

locally absorbed by the medium, but deposited elsewhere by the secondary 

electron called ‘δ-ray’. However, because δ-rays are relatively rare [20], 

charged particles are commonly regarded as directly ionizing radiation [21]. 

Figure I-1 schematically illustrates a track of ionizations and excitations caused 

by a charged particle that traverses matter.      
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 Uncharged particles, such as photons and neutrons, are called indirectly 

ionizing radiation because they barely ionize the medium themselves, but 

undergo interactions in which at least one energetic secondary charged particle 

is released [21]. The secondary charged particles will lose their kinetic energy 

as described above, by causing several excitations and ionizations along their 

track. Generally speaking, the absorbed dose due to the incident uncharged 

particles is not delivered in the points where these particles themselves 

interact but rather in the many interaction points of their secondary charged 

particles.    

 

Figure I-1 - Schematic representation of  a track of ionizations and excitations caused by a 
charged particle that traverses matter [22]. 

I-1.3.3 Energy loss mechanisms of charged particles 

For charged particles used in radiation therapy, electromagnetic interactions 

with orbital electrons, causing ionizations and excitations, represent the most 

frequent interaction type. These interactions are responsible for the so-called 

‘collisional’ energy losses of the charged particles.  

When passing sufficiently close to an atomic nucleus, a charged particle may 

also interact with this nucleus instead of with an orbital electron. Most interactions of 

heavy charged particles with nuclei are electromagnetic in nature, although nuclear 

interactions are also possible (but less probable). We will come back on these nuclear 

interactions later, in Section I-3.1. Most of the electromagnetic interactions with 
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nuclei are elastic collisions. Since the differential elastic scattering cross-section 

strongly decreases for increasing scattering angles of the projectile, most single 

elastic scattering events only lead to a very tiny angular deflection and a negligible 

kinetic energy transfer to the nucleus. As for the infrequent inelastic collisions, the 

acceleration of the heavy charged particle in the electromagnetic field of the nucleus 

is not large enough to cause significant radiative energy losses through the 

production of bremsstrahlung (emission of X-ray photons) [23]. Thus, in the 

considered energy range, the energy losses of heavy charged particles due to 

interactions with atomic nuclei are generally considered to be negligible.  

Electrons, which are much lighter particles, follow more tortuous paths 

through matter than heavy charged particles. Due to their light mass, they cannot 

transfer any significant amount of kinetic energy to a nucleus during elastic 

scattering. However, significant radiative energy losses through the emission of 

bremsstrahlung can occur in inelastic scattering events because the acceleration in 

the electromagnetic field of the nucleus is much larger than for a heavy charged 

particle. The intensity of these radiative losses increases with the energy of the 

incident electron and with the atomic number of the nucleus [23]. At high energies, 

e.g. above ~10 MeV in tungsten or above ~100 MeV in water [24], the emission of 

bremsstrahlung even becomes the most important energy loss mechanism for 

electrons.  

I-1.3.4 Linear Energy Transfer of charged particles 

The stopping power S is a quantity which describes the rate at which charged 

particles progressively lose their energy along their track through matter. It is 

defined as the average kinetic energy lost by the charged particle, -dE, per unit path 

length dx [25]:  

𝑆 = −
𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
 

The stopping power can be expressed as the sum of the collision stopping 

power and the radiative stopping power, referring to the abovementioned 

collisional and radiative energy losses (see Section I-1.3.3).  

The collision stopping power, also called the ‘Linear Energy Transfer’ (LET), 

is thus the average kinetic energy lost by a charged particle per unit path length due 

to ionizations and excitations. Note that for heavy charged particles in the therapeutic 

energy range, the stopping power is approximately equal to the LET, since the 

radiative losses are completely negligible. 

The LET of charged particles is obviously closely related to the concept of dose. 

The absorbed dose D due to charged particles can indeed be calculated from the LET 

as follows [22]:  
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𝐷 =
1

𝜌
 ∫  

𝑑𝛷

𝑑𝐸
(𝐸) 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙(𝐸) 𝑑𝐸 

where S𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙(𝐸) is the LET as a function of energy, (𝑑𝛷 𝑑𝐸)⁄ (𝐸) is the energy spectrum 

of the fluence, and 𝜌 is the density of the material. 

The energy dependence of the LET is accurately described by the well-known 

modern version of the Bethe-Bloch formula [26]. In the figure I-2, the LET divided by 

the density, also called the mass collision stopping power, is shown as a function of 

energy for electrons, protons and carbon ions (12C)6+ passing through liquid water.  

 
Figure I-2 - Mass collision stopping power in liquid water for electrons (values below 1 keV from 
[22], values above 1 keV from [24]), protons (values below 1 keV from [22], values above 1 keV 

from [27]) and carbon ions [28], and mass radiative stopping power in liquid water for 
electrons [24]. 

I-1.3.5 Range of charged particles 

The range R of a charged particle of a given type, with a given initial energy, 

inside a given medium, is the expectation value of the path length that it follows until 

it comes to rest (discounting thermal motion) [29]. R is thus an average value, defined 

for a beam of particles. The corresponding projected range <t> is the expectation 

value of the farthest depth of penetration tmax of a particle in its initial direction [29].  

The path of heavy charged particles, such as protons or carbon ions, is nearly a 

straight line. Most of the particles are progressively slowed down by means of many 

collisions with electrons, in which they do not suffer large angular deviations. 

Eventually, when they run out of energy, they get neutralized by picking up electrons 

from the medium. For a heavy charged particle beam, the path length of most 
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particles is almost equal to the range, which is not much larger than the projected 

range (see figure I-3).  

Electrons, however, undergo more often large deviations in their collisions and 

their range may be much longer than their projected range, depending on the 

medium. For an electron beam, the distribution of projected path lengths is typically 

broader than for heavy charged particles.  

Uncharged particles, such as neutrons and photons, tend to undergo fewer 

interactions with matter than charged particles and they do not necessarily lose their 

energy gradually. Details on photon interactions can be found in, for example,  

[30,31]. Neutron interactions will be discussed in section I-3.3. Unlike a charged 

particle, an uncharged particle has a significant probability of passing through a 

macroscopic layer of matter without interacting with it at all. A beam of uncharged 

particles does not have a finite range in matter. The beam fluence typically decreases 

as a function of depth in a progressive and exponential-like manner.  

Figure I-3 – Typical evolution of the particle fluence of an (initially) mono-energetic beam as a 
function of the depth t in an absorbing medium: for heavy charged particles (left), electrons 
(middle) and photons (right). For the charged particles, R  represents the range and <t> the 

projected range. (adapted from [29]). 

I-1.3.6 Depth-dose distributions 

    Thanks to their energy loss mechanisms and well-defined range in matter, 

heavy charged particles have more advantageous depth-dose distributions for the 

treatment of deep-seated tumours than e.g. photons (see figure I-4). The LET of heavy 

charged particles progressively increases as the particles lose energy along their 

nearly straight path through the patient. As a consequence, the largest absorbed dose 

is delivered just before the end of their trajectory, in what is commonly called the 

Bragg peak. By selecting the appropriate initial energy of the particles, the range of 

the beam can be adjusted so that the Bragg peak falls into the tumour. Healthy tissues 

located at larger depths will be spared from dose deposition by the beam itself 

(primary particles). Only secondary particles, produced during the relatively 

infrequent nuclear reactions, will deliver a small dose to these tissues. Tissues located 

in front of the tumour inside the treatment field also benefit from a smaller dose 
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deposition than with a photon beam, because the maximum of the dose deposition by 

photons occurs at a relatively small depth (with the build-up of the secondary 

electrons). In short, using heavy charged particles instead of photons, for delivering a 

same dose to the tumour, can in principle result in a reduced total-body dose, and 

thus reduced side-effects for the patient.       

         
Figure I-4 – Relative depth-dose distributions of 230MeV protons (red), 6 MV X-ray photons 

(yellow), 60Co gamma photons (green) and 20 MeV electrons (blue) [32].  

Compared to protons, heavier ions (e.g. carbon ions) have a Bragg peak that is 

even sharper. The dose deposition beyond the distal edge of the Bragg peak is 

however significantly larger, because the nuclear interactions result in the 

fragmentation of the primary ions into lighter ions with long ranges. On the other 

hand, the lateral dose fall-off may be sharper than for protons thanks to reduced 

scattering. The main advantage of heavier ions is however related to their higher 

Relative Biological Effectiveness (see section I-1.3.7).         

As for electrons, their depth-dose distribution is not a Bragg peak due to their 

tortuous paths in matter. It is rather a broad-peaked distribution, nevertheless with a 

rapid fall-off thanks to their finite range. Electron beams are particularly indicated for 

the treatment of superficial tumours extending into the patient’s skin.       

I-1.3.7 Relative Biological Effectiveness 

 In practice, the biological effects caused by ionizing radiation depend on more 

parameters than only the absorbed dose [33]. The dose rate and fractionation play for 

example an important role as well. The biological effects also typically depend on the 

LET of the radiation, which in turn depends on the type of particles, their energy and 

the density and composition of the tissue. For a same absorbed dose, radiation with a 

higher LET causes a higher ionisation density and the resulting cell damage tends to 

be more clustered and difficult to repair. Furthermore, because of biological reasons, 
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different tissues may react differently under identical irradiation conditions (some 

tissues being more radiosensitive than others).  

The Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) is a ratio of the absorbed doses of 

two types of radiation producing the same specified biological effect in identical 

irradiation conditions [18]. In this definition, the denominator is the dose delivered 

by the radiation of interest (e.g. protons) while the numerator is the dose delivered 

by a reference radiation (of which the characteristics should be specified when giving 

the RBE value).  

Because of the large clinical experience gained with photon therapy, such 

photon beams are typically used as a reference for the RBE of proton therapy beams. 

The prescribed doses in proton therapy are actually based on those of photon 

therapy. The proton beams are however more biologically effective than the photon 

beams and this is accounted for by means of the RBE. Although the RBE is not 

constant along the proton path, its variation with the LET is generally not calculated 

in the treatment planning. As a reasonable approximation, a single average value of 

1.1 is used for simplicity. To determine the dose prescription of a proton treatment, 

the dose that would have been prescribed in photon therapy is thus divided by 1.1 

[34].  

 Heavier ions used in hadron therapy have larger RBE values than protons 

(typical RBEs are in the range of 1.5 – 4) [35]. Such beams have the advantage of 

being more effective against particularly radio-resistant tumours. With heavier ions, 

the dependency of the RBE on the LET is however much stronger and needs to be 

taken into account in the treatment planning.  

I-1.4 The advent of proton therapy 

The idea of using accelerated protons and heavier ions in radiotherapy was 

first proposed in 1946 by Robert R. Wilson, from Harvard University [36]. The first  

treatments of patients with proton beams were started in 1954 at the Lawrence 

Berkeley Laboratory (California, USA) [37]. By the early 1990s, about ten nuclear 

physics research laboratories throughout the world were delivering proton therapy 

to patients [38].  

The first hospital-based proton therapy facility was opened in 1990 at the 

Loma Linda University Medical Center (California) [39]. Since then, the number of 

new clinical facilities designed and built exclusively for proton therapy has been 

growing increasingly fast. According to the Particle Therapy Co-Operative Group 

(PTCOG), at the end of June 2015 the total number of operating proton therapy 

facilities around the world had reached 49 (including 15 in Europe [40]), while 32 

new facilities were also under construction [41].  
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I-2 The proton therapy facility of Essen, Germany   

Many of the measurements reported in this thesis were acquired at the West 

German Proton therapy facility of Essen (WPE). This centre was designed and 

equipped by Ion Beam Applications (IBA).  

I-2.1.1 Structure of the facility 

A floor plan of the Essen proton therapy facility is shown in figure I-5. This 

centre possesses: 

 a ®C230 isochronous cyclotron, 

 an Energy Selection System (ESS) and a beam transport line, 

 1 fixed-beam treatment room, and 

 3 gantry treatment rooms. 

Figure I-5 – Floor plan of the proton therapy facility of Essen (courtesy of IBA).  

The cyclotron accelerates protons up to a fixed energy of ~230 MeV. The 

cyclotron-extracted beam first passes through the ESS, which allows reducing the 

energy of the protons to the required value in the range of 70 MeV – 230 MeV. The 

layout of the ESS is shown in figure I-6. It is mainly composed of [42]: 

 a set of quadrupoles to focus the cyclotron-extracted beam, 

 the energy degrader: a graphite wheel with variable thickness. Rotating 

the wheel into position allows selecting the average energy of the 

transmitted beam. A nickel beam stop, which can fully block the proton 

beam, is also present on this wheel.   

 a tantalum collimator: to limit the emittance of the beam transmitted 

through the degrader. 

 another set of quadrupoles to refocus the beam, 
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 two sets of two dipoles, which bend the beam towards the treatment 

rooms and also act like a magnetic spectrometer. In between of them, 

an energy analyser and momentum slits (nickel) serve indeed to limit 

the beam energy spread ΔE/E to at most 0.6%.   

The fixed-beam treatment room contains two beam lines: a multi-purpose 

fixed-beam treatment line and an eye treatment line. The multi-purpose fixed-beam 

line can be used for e.g. intracranial, head and neck, and prostate treatments [43]. 

Gantry treatment rooms (see picture in figure I-7) are useful for delivering 

treatment fields to a patient from any direction. A gantry, such as those installed at 

Essen, is a large electromechanical structure that can rotate at 360° around its central 

horizontal axis [43]. A picture of this structure is shown in figure I-8. At its entrance 

in the treatment room, the proton beam is aligned with this horizontal axis. The 

transport line mounted on the gantry includes a large dipole magnet and bends the 

beam so that it is delivered perpendicularly to the gantry axis. During a treatment, the 

targeted tumour is positioned at the gantry isocentre, defined as the intersection of 

the gantry axis and the central axis of the delivered proton beam.     

 
Figure I-6 – Drawing of the ®C230 cyclotron and the ESS (design by IBA) [42]. 

 
Figure I-7 – Picture taken inside a gantry treatment room at Essen. 
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Figure I-8 – 360° gantry (IBA design) [44]. 

I-2.1.2 Available beam delivery modes 

Different beam delivery techniques have been developed over the past 

decades to ensure an optimal dose delivery to the entire tumour volume, while also 

sparing surrounding healthy tissues. 

To deliver a homogeneous dose to the tumour volume in the depth direction, 

different proton energies – and thus proton ranges – may typically be needed. Via 

beam energy modulation, a Spread-Out Bragg Peak (SOBP) can be constructed by 

adding appropriately weighted Bragg peaks with different ranges (see figure I-9). 

To cover the lateral extent of the tumour, passive or active beam delivery 

techniques can be employed. The oldest and most common techniques are passive 

delivery modes, which are based on an enlargement of the proton field by means of 

scattering materials. Active delivery modes are more recent techniques that rely on 

scanning magnets to dynamically scan the proton beam in two transverse directions, 

so as to progressively “paint” the entire tumour volume with the beam.  

At the proton therapy facility of Essen, “Double Scattering” is available as a 

passive delivery mode, and “Uniform Scanning” and “Pencil Beam Scanning” as active 

modes. These irradiation techniques are described in the following subsections.   
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Figure I-9 - Spread-Out Bragg Peak (SOBP) (adapted from [45]). 

I-2.1.2.1 Double Scattering 

In the Double Scattering (DS) mode, the beam inside the treatment nozzle 

passes through a first scatterer, a range modulator, a second scatterer and two sets of 

collimating jaws (along the two transverse directions X and Y). This is illustrated in 

figure I-10. The function of the first scatterer is simply to enlarge the beam. The range 

modulator is a wheel with sectors of different thicknesses (see figure I-11). It serves, 

as its name indicates, to modify the proton range. The wheel is rotated at a constant 

frequency of ~10 Hz and the beam intensity is modulated as a function of the angular 

wheel position in order to produce the required SOBP. The second scatterer (see 

figure I-10) is contoured, i.e. its shape was optimized to flatten the lateral beam 

profile.  

After the collimator, the beam exits the treatment nozzle through the snout on 

which a patient-specific aperture and range compensator are mounted. The aperture 

delineates the lateral shape of the treated volume, whereas the range compensator 

adjusts the dose distribution to the distal profile of this volume (see figure I-12). The 

snout is retractable and allows positioning these patient-specific accessories close to 

the patient’s skin in order to reduce the lateral scattering that degrades the 

penumbra.  

This delivery mode has the following disadvantages: 

 the dose profile at the proximal edge of the target is the same as at the distal 

edge (see figure I-10), which implies that non-targeted tissues located very 

close to the proximal edge may receive a full treatment dose.  

 Individual treatment accessories need to be manufactured for each patient.  

 Secondary neutrons (see section I-3) are produced by nuclear interactions of 

the protons inside the scattering elements of the nozzle. 
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Figure I-10 – Principle of double scattering (adapted from [46])  

 
Figure I-11 – Picture of a range modulator wheel with three range modulation tracks (IBA) 

[47]. 

 
Figure I-12 - Pictures of a brass aperture and a Lucite range compensator [48]. 

I-2.1.2.2 Uniform Scanning 

Uniform Scanning (US) is similar to DS, but does not involve a second scatterer 

(see figure I-13) [49]. Instead, magnets in the nozzle are used to scan the beam over 

the entire field, in a regular 2D pattern schematized in figure I-14. The scatterer and 

the range modulator enlarge the beam width so that, in air at the isocentre, the 

standard deviation of the Gaussian beam profile is of a few cm. The range modulator 

serves the same purpose as in DS but does not rotate at the same speed. The dose is 

delivered to the tumour “layer by layer”, so the range modulator only switches to 

another step after one layer is fully covered [50]. As in DS, a patient-specific aperture 
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and compensator are used to conform the dose distribution to the lateral and distal 

edges of the tumour.   

 
Figure I-13 – Schematic representation of a uniform scanning nozzle (IBA design) [49]. 

 
Figure I-14 – Example of a uniform scanning pattern (produced with an IBA nozzle) [49]. 

I-2.1.2.3 Pencil Beam Scanning 

Pencil Beam Scanning (PBS) is the newest beam delivery mode. A schematic 

representation of the PBS technique is shown in figure I-15. A highly focussed 

“pencil” beam, with a standard deviation of 3 – 6 mm in air at the isocentre, is steered 

laterally across the tumour by means of the scanning magnets inside the nozzle [51]. 

The dose distribution is progressively delivered by consecutive “spots” and the beam 

is briefly switched off every time the magnets are reconfigured for the next position 

of the pencil beam. As in US, the dose is delivered layer by layer, but the modulation 

of the beam energy is done entirely at the level of the ESS. The use of a patient-

specific aperture and compensator is not necessary because the beam is narrow 

enough to correctly address small curvatures on the tumour edges [50]. Compared to 

US and DS, this technique also has the advantage that the production of secondary 

neutrons in the treatment nozzle is virtually inexistent.              
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Figure I-15 - Pencil Beam Scanning (adapted from [51]). 

I-3 Secondary neutrons in proton therapy 

I-3.1 Nuclear interactions of protons 

When the kinetic energy of the protons becomes large enough to overcome the 

electrical repulsion of the nucleus (the Coulomb barrier), nuclear interactions become 

possible. The probability for a proton to undergo a nuclear interaction increases as a 

function of the energy up to ~1 GeV. Depending on the target material, this 

probability is of approximately 20 – 35% for protons of 200 MeV – 250 MeV 

impinging on a stopping length target [52]. 

Nuclear interactions can be elastic or non-elastic. In elastic scattering, the total 

kinetic energy of the system (projectile + target nucleus) is conserved and no 

excitation energy is thus given to the target nucleus. In non-elastic interactions, the 

target nucleus is brought to an excited state.  

I-3.1.1 Classification of reaction mechanisms 

A comprehensive theoretical model for all types of nuclear reactions does not 

exist. For proton energies of a few MeV to ~1 GeV, the description of proton-nucleus 

non-elastic interactions is generally based on three main reaction mechanisms: direct 

reactions, compound reactions and pre-equilibrium emissions. 

I-3.1.1.1 Direct reactions 

Direct reactions are characterised by a very short time span, approximately 

equal to the transit time of the projectile across the nucleus (~10-22 s) [53,54]. No 

intermediate system is formed, so that the outgoing channel is directly linked to the 

incoming channel. The emitted particles have therefore a strongly forward-peaked 

angular distribution. The projectile may interact with a single nucleon without 

inferring with other nucleons, or it may cause a collective excitation of the nucleus 

but without being amalgamated with it. Examples of direct reactions are [55]: 
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 Inelastic scattering: the incoming particle is scattered but the total kinetic 

energy of the system is not conserved. The nucleus is left in a low-lying excited 

state and subsequently emits one or more gamma rays to return to its ground 

state. For an incoming proton: X(p,p’)X*. 

 Charge-exchange reactions: the number of nucleons in the target nucleus is 

unchanged but the outgoing particle has a different electric charge as the 

incoming particle. For an incoming proton: X(p,n)Y. 

 Transfer reactions: one or more nucleons are transferred between the 

projectile and the target nucleus (stripping or pick-up reactions).  

For an incoming proton, pick-up reactions are possible: e.g. X(p,d)Y, X(p,t)Z ...         

I-3.1.1.2 Compound reactions 

Compared to direct reactions, the time span of compound reactions is much 

longer (~10-18 s – 10-16 s) [53,54]. The projectile is captured by the nucleus and a 

compound nucleus system is formed through a complex process which involves all 

nucleons. The kinetic energy of the projectile thus gets shared amongst all nucleons 

and the system reaches a state of statistical equilibrium. When this dynamic 

equilibrium is established, the compound starts to decay through particle emissions. 

From time to time, sufficient energy is indeed concentrated on a nucleon or a group of 

nucleons so that one or more particles are emitted. Gamma ray emission may also 

compete, or become the only possible decay mode once the remaining excitation 

energy is not sufficient for particle emission. The emissions in compound reactions 

are approximately isotropic because the system has lost the “memory” of the 

momentum of the incoming particle. 

Two different types of models exist for the description of the decay process of 

a statistically equilibrated excited nucleus: 

 Evaporation models, such as the theories of Weisskopf-Ewing [56] and 

Hauser-Feshbach [57], which treat the decay process as a sequence of two-

body break-ups (i.e. one particle is emitted at each step). The Hauser-Feshbach 

theory, unlike the Weisskopf-Ewing theory, considers the conservation of the 

angular momentum and provides the angular distribution of the emitted 

particles.  

 Fermi break-up models, which considers break-ups in two or more products 

[58].  

I-3.1.1.3 Pre-equilibrium emissions 

In some cases, particles are emitted after a time which is intermediate to the 

durations of direct and compound reactions [53,59,60]. These emissions occur before 

the compound system has reached statistical equilibrium. The pre-equilibrium stage 
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is in this case described as a series of nucleon-nucleon interactions, by which the 

kinetic energy of the projectile is progressively spread over an increasing number of 

nucleons. During the interactions, nucleons are occasionally ejected (individually or 

grouped inside light clusters). The angular distribution of the emitted particles tends 

to be forward-peaked despite the fact that the time span of the pre-equilibrium is 

longer than that of direct reactions. At the end of the pre-equilibrium stage, the 

excited compound nucleus is statistically equilibrated and continues its decay as 

described in the previous section.  

Nuclear physicists have developed many kinds of pre-equilibrium models, a 

review of which can be found in [59]. Two types of models will essentially be referred 

to in this thesis: 

 Exciton models [61,62]: these models do not follow trajectories of nucleons in 

the nucleus, but only focus on the partition of excited particles (above the 

Fermi energy) and holes (in the Fermi sea). The Fermi energy is the highest 

energy state occupied by a nucleon when the nucleus is in its ground state. The 

Fermi sea refers to all energy levels below the Fermi energy. In the pre-

equilibrium stage, a projectile can excite a nucleon from the Fermi sea and 

create a “particle-hole” pair. Excited particles and holes are both called 

excitons. Due to nucleon-nucleon interactions, the number of excitons varies 

over time until the statistical equilibrium state is reached. Exciton models 

follow this evolution and determine the particle emission probability at each 

exciton configuration by making use of the inverse reaction cross-section.          

 Intranuclear cascade models [63–65]: The nucleons are considered as point-

like objects that have straight classical trajectories inside a nucleus described 

by a degenerate Fermi gas model. This model considers independent particles, 

subjected to the Pauli exclusion principle, inside a spherical square well 

potential. Here, the potential represents an average for the interactions of a 

nucleon with all its partners. A nucleon can be emitted if it reaches the surface 

of the nucleus with sufficient kinetic energy.  

Several intranuclear cascade models (e.g. Bertini [66,67], CEM [68,69]) are 

based on a space-like approach. In this case, the nucleus is seen as a continuous 

medium in which the incoming projectile – and all the subsequently involved 

nucleons – systematically undergo a collision with another nucleon after having 

travelled a distance equal to their mean free path. The latter is calculated as the 

inverse of the product of the nucleon density and the experimental free 

nucleon-nucleon cross-section. 

Other intranuclear models (e.g. Isabel [70,71], INCL [72,73]) use a time-like 

approach. The projectile and each nucleon are followed in coordinate and 

momentum space. Collisions occur when two nucleons approach each other at 

a distance that is smaller than the square root of the experimental free nucleon-

nucleon cross-section divided by π1/2. 
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The intranuclear cascade models use free nucleon-nucleon cross-sections 

because they are based on the assumption of independent binary collisions. As 

explained in detail in [74], this assumption is not valid when the kinetic energy 

of the projectile is lower than 100 – 200 MeV. In fact, intranuclear cascade 

models are generally considered as valid for projectile energies ranging from a 

few hundred MeV to a few GeV.                     

I-3.1.2 Influence of the projectile energy 

For projectiles of a few MeV, the nuclear reactions proceed mainly through the 

compound reaction mechanism, but direct reactions can also occur [54]. The spectra 

of the emitted particles are mostly characterised by a low-energy component, from 

the decay of the statistically equilibrated compound nucleus, and by a high-energy 

component (close to the projectile energy) from direct reactions.  

When the projectile energy increases above ~10 MeV, pre-equilibrium 

emissions become increasingly probable [59]. To illustrate this, examples of proton 

and neutron total emission spectra are shown in figure I-16, for the nuclear reactions 

with lead nuclei of protons of 10 MeV (on the left) and 100 MeV (on the right).  

 
Figure I-16 – Differential cross-sections of the proton production (above) and the neutron 

production (below) in nuclear reactions of protons of 10 MeV (left) and 100 MeV (right) with 
208Pb nuclei [75]. Distinction between the contributions from direct reactions, pre-equilibrium 

emissions and the decay of statistically equilibrated compound nuclei.   

Up to energies of ~150 MeV, pre-equilibrium emissions are often predicted by 

means of an exciton model. Intranuclear cascade models are preferably used only for 

projectile energies above ~150 MeV.  
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Despite the different calculation models, the underlying physical process of the 

pre-equilibrium emissions is thought to be the same for projectile energies of 10 MeV 

– 230 MeV. In the rest of this chapter, we will therefore simply refer to all pre-

equilibrium reactions as “intranuclear cascades”.    

I-3.2 Secondary particles in proton therapy 

As mentioned in the sections I-1.3.3 and I-3.1, electromagnetic and nuclear 

interactions of protons with energies up to 230 MeV lead to the production of various 

types of secondary particles: 

 electromagnetic interactions produce secondary electrons and X-ray photons; 

 nuclear interactions create secondary neutrons, protons, other light ions (d, t, 
3He, α …) and gamma-ray photons.  

The most energetic secondary particles are those produced in direct nuclear 

reactions or intranuclear cascades. Neutrons and charged particles produced by these 

mechanisms can have high kinetic energies ranging almost up to the primary proton 

energy (which can be of 230 MeV, at most). The gammas, however, have energies 

limited to at most ~10 MeV.  

Inside the patient, the secondary electrons produced by the electromagnetic 

interactions of the protons allow delivering the therapeutic dose to the tumour. The 

other secondary particles may, depending on their penetrating power, also deposit an 

unwanted dose in the patient’s healthy tissues outside the treatment field. Neutrons 

and gammas, which tend to be more penetrating than the charged particles, typically 

give the largest contribution to the secondary dose in out-of-field organs [46]. They 

are usually considered as the main causes for the induction of second cancers in 

patients treated with proton therapy [76,77]. With beam delivery techniques such as 

DS or US, more secondary particles are produced than with PBS, because nuclear 

interactions also occur inside elements of the treatment nozzle. The secondary doses 

delivered to the patient are thus unfortunately larger in these cases. Proton therapy 

(in PBS, especially) is nevertheless considered as a better treatment than intensity-

modulated X-ray therapy in several cases, even when taking the risks related to the 

secondary neutron/photon doses into account [76,78].      

Besides the risk of inducing second cancers in patients, other consequences of 

the production of secondary particles are: 

 the need for radiation protection measures for members of the staff and the 

public visiting the proton therapy facility; 

 induced radioactivity in the equipment and walls, which impacts the 

decommissioning process of the facility. 
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This thesis is related to the first of these two aspects and focusses on the 

shielding against prompt radiation. In this context, we can underline the fact that 

treatment rooms are not the only areas in which secondary particles are produced. 

Protons may also interact with matter inside the cyclotron, the ESS and the transport 

lines. An overview of the main production sites of secondary particles is shown in 

figure I-17.  

   
Figure I-17 – Main production sites of secondary particles in the cyclotron room and a 

treatment room [79].  

I-3.3 Interactions of neutrons 

Amongst the secondary particles produced in proton therapy, the high-energy 

neutrons constitute the most penetrating radiation and essentially determine the 

minimum required shielding thickness [55].  Neutrons are electrically neutral and can 

only interact with the atomic nuclei in matter.    

I-3.3.1 Neutrons with energies below ~1 MeV 

Thermal neutrons have kinetic energies typically below ~0.5 eV and are in 

approximate thermal equilibrium with their surroundings. Their velocities follow 

roughly a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, with an average kinetic energy of 

0.025 MeV at 20°C [80]. The main interaction mechanisms of thermal neutrons with 

matter are [81]: 

 Elastic scattering, i.e. scattering in which the total kinetic energy is conserved. 

By means of elastic scattering, thermal neutrons can lose or gain small amounts 

of kinetic energy.  

 Radioactive capture: the neutron is absorbed by the nucleus, which 

subsequently decays by emitting a gamma ray. 
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Neutrons with energies in the range of 0.5 eV – 100 keV are referred to as 

intermediate neutrons, and neutrons between 100 keV and ~10 MeV as fast neutrons. 

Evaporation neutrons, which are emitted in the evaporation stage of nuclear reaction 

(section I-3.1.1.2), are typically fast neutrons [81].  

Intermediate neutrons and fast neutrons of less than ~1 MeV interact with 

matter mainly through elastic scattering. The probability of radioactive capture is 

generally smaller than for thermal neutrons. The most likely scenario is thus one in 

which a neutron is progressively slowed down to thermal energies through several 

elastic collisions, before being eventually captured.       

I-3.3.2 Neutrons with energies above ~1 MeV 

For neutrons of at least a few MeV, elastic and non-elastic nuclear interactions 

can both occur. The non-elastic nuclear interactions follow the same mechanisms as 

those described for protons in section I-3.1. A difference lies however in the fact that 

the Coulomb barrier is inexistent for neutrons.  

I-4 Radiation protection 

I-4.1 System of quantities used in radiation protection 

According to the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), 

the adverse effects of ionizing radiation on the human body can generally be 

classified into deterministic and stochastic effects [18]. Deterministic effects are the 

consequence of situations in which high radiation doses induce sufficient cell killings 

to cause detectable tissue reactions (malfunctioning or tissue death). A threshold 

dose generally has to be attained for this to be the case. The severity of the injury then 

increases with the received dose.  

With lower radiation doses, there may be no detectable tissue reactions, but a 

single or a few cells might be affected by mutations (see Section I-1.1). Some 

mutations may evolve into a cancer or a heritable disease, which are called the 

stochastic health effects of ionizing radiation. The probability of occurring of a 

stochastic effect – but not its severity – is considered to be a linear function of the 

dose without a threshold. This function depends on the biological effectiveness of the 

radiation type and on the radiation sensitivity of the tissue type.  

The present system of quantities used in radiation protection against external 

irradiation is articulated around three categories of quantities [16,18]: 

 Physical quantities, which are defined at a point and are measurable. The 

fluence (already defined in Section I-1.3.1), the absorbed dose (defined in 

Section I-1.3.2) and the kerma (definition in [18]) belong to this category. For 
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the assessment of deterministic health effects, the absorbed dose serves as the 

reference quantity. 

 Radiation protection quantities, in terms of which national legal dose limits 

for low dose exposure are defined. These quantities are linked to the risk of 

developing stochastic health effects. They are expressed in Sievert (Sv) in order 

to distinguish them easily from the absorbed dose expressed in Gy, although 

both units are equivalent to J/kg. Their definitions [18] are based on the mean 

absorbed dose to individual organs or tissues, which are not directly 

measurable but ought to be calculated using a computational anthropomorphic 

voxel phantom recommended by the ICRP:    

 The equivalent dose HT to a tissue or organ is a weighted sum of the 

absorbed doses averaged over the tissue or organ caused by the 

different types of radiation involved. The appropriate radiation-

weighting factors wR [18] were determined by the ICRP on the basis of 

experimental data for the RBE (defined in section I-1.3.7) relative to 

photon radiation at low doses (therefore, wR=1 for photons). The wR 

factors are intended to be roughly consistent with the quality factor 

function Q(L), which will be defined in section I-4.2.1 [82]. 

 The effective dose E to a person is a weighted sum of the equivalent 

doses HT to the different tissues and organs of the body. The tissue-

weighting factors wT [18], which are normalized to their sum, were 

established by the ICRP “based on epidemiological studies of cancer 

induction as well as on experimental genetic data after radiation 

exposure, and on judgements” [18].  

The shielding design of a proton therapy facility, for instance, is based on 

calculations of the expected annual effective doses, which have to remain below 

the corresponding legal limits of the hosting country.  

 Operational quantities, against which radiation measuring devices are 

calibrated. They were defined by the ICRU based on well-defined (but 

theoretical) tissue-equivalent phantoms and irradiation conditions. The 

definition of the ambient dose equivalent H*(10), used for area monitoring of 

strongly penetrating radiation, is given below in Section I-4.2. Other 

operational quantity definitions can be found in the ICRU Report 51 [16]. 

Initially, the operational quantities were meant to serve as measurable 

quantities which provide conservative estimates for the radiation protection 

quantities [18]. It should be noted, however, that they are in fact non-directly 

measurable either [83,84] and that the ambient dose equivalent H*(10) may 

underestimate the effective dose E in the vicinity of high energy particle 

accelerators and in cosmic ray fields [18]. Despite these limitations, common 

neutron ambient dosimeters still in use today are devices that were designed 

for measuring the neutron H*(10). This is for instance the case of the WENDI-2 
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(see section I-6.1), a detector with which many of the measurements reported 

in this thesis were performed.         

I-4.2 The ambient dose equivalent H*(10) 

I-4.2.1 Definition 

Following the definition of the ICRU [16], the ambient dose equivalent H*(10) 

at a point in a strongly penetrating radiation field is the dose equivalent that would be 

produced by the corresponding expanded and aligned field in the ICRU sphere at a 

depth of 10 mm on the radius vector opposing the direction of the aligned field.  

The dose equivalent H at a point is given by [16]: 

  𝐻 = ∫𝑄(𝐿)
𝑑𝐷

𝑑𝐿
(𝐿)𝑑𝐿 

where  

𝐿 is the LET of the secondary charged particles produced by the incident radiation 

field (see Section I-1.3.4 for the definition of LET), 

𝑑𝐷

𝑑𝐿
(𝐿) is the spectral distribution in terms of LET of the absorbed dose D, 

𝑄(𝐿) is the quality factor function. It reflects the biological effectiveness of the 

secondary charged particles in low dose exposures. The values were determined 

based on experimental RBE data as well as judgements (concerning the extrapolation 

towards lower doses, and concerning the biological endpoints that are important in 

the context of stochastic health effects [82]). The following definition of 𝑄(𝐿)  

published in 1991 in ICRP Publication 60 [85] is still of application today [18]:   

𝑄(𝐿) =

{
  
 

  
 

 

1                           𝐿 < 10
𝑘𝑒𝑉

𝜇𝑚
                          

0.32𝐿 − 2.2        10 
𝑘𝑒𝑉

𝜇𝑚
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𝑘𝑒𝑉

𝜇𝑚
300

√𝐿
                      𝐿 > 100

𝑘𝑒𝑉

𝜇𝑚
                        

 

 

This quality factor function from ICRP Publication 60 is shown in figure I-18, together 

with its earlier version from ICRP Publication 26.  
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Figure I-18 - Quality factor Q as a a function of the LET (L): current convention (ICRP 60) and 

earlier convention (ICRP 26) [82]. 

The ‘ICRU sphere’ is a theoretical phantom defined as “a 30-cm diameter 

tissue-equivalent sphere with a density of 1 g cm-3 and a mass composition of 76.2% 

oxygen, 11.1% carbon, 10.1% hydrogen and 2.6% nitrogen” [16]. The ‘expanded and 

aligned field’ refers to a theoretical unidirectional field in which the fluence and its 

energy distribution are constant throughout the entire volume of interest (a 30 cm 

diameter sphere) and equal to the fluence and its energy distribution at the point of 

reference in the actual field. This concept is schematized in Figure I-19. 

Like the effective dose (see Section I-4.2), the ambient dose equivalent is 

expressed in units of Sv.   

Figure I-19 - Expanded and aligned field in the definition of H*(10). 

I-4.2.2 Fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients 

If the energy spectrum of the fluence is known (through calculation or 

measurement), the radiation protection quantities and the operational quantities can 

be calculated by folding that spectrum with the appropriate conversion coefficients 

recommended by the ICRP. These conversion coefficients are based on the results of 

Monte Carlo simulations for monoenergetic irradiations of reference phantoms, more 
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specifically anthropomorphic phantoms for the radiation protection quantities and 

the ICRU sphere or slab for the operational quantities. The latest versions of the 

conversion coefficients are given in ICRP Publication 116 [86] for the organ-absorbed 

dose and the effective dose in five idealized whole-body irradiation geometries, and 

in ICRP Publication 74 [87] for H*(10) and the other operational quantities.  

In this work, the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients for neutrons from 

ICRP Publication 74 were used to compute the neutron H*(10) in several Monte Carlo 

simulations. These ICRP coefficients, shown on a log-log scale in figure I-20, are given 

up to 200 MeV. Their definition is based on the quality factor function Q(L) from ICRP 

Publication 60. 

It can be noted that extensions above 200 MeV were also calculated by two 

groups of authors [88,89] using two different Monte Carlo codes, but their results 

differ from each other by a factor of 1.30 – 1.45 in the range of 200 MeV – 500 MeV 

(probably reflecting to a certain degree the relatively large uncertainties that affect 

the physics models in this energy range). However, not having clearly established 

conversion coefficients above 200 MeV has been of negligible importance in this 

work, because the maximum neutron energy was limited to 230 MeV and the fraction 

of neutrons with energies larger than 200 MeV was expected to be very small in all 

considered neutron spectra (<2% of the total neutron fluence according to the 

simulated spectra).   

 
Figure I-20 - Fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients from ICRP Publication 74 [87]. 
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I-4.4 Shielding in proton therapy 

As mentioned earlier, the high-energy neutrons are the most penetrating 

secondary particles produced inside a proton therapy facility. As a consequence, 

neutrons constitute the main radiation hazard for members of the staff and the public 

in this facility. Shielding against this prompt radiation is usually achieved by means of 

thick concrete walls. Wall thicknesses of at least ~2 m are common around the 

accelerator room and the treatment rooms. Concrete is a popular shielding material 

for such facilities because [81]: 

 it contains hydrogen. Hydrogen is a very effective neutron moderator because 

of its high elastic scattering cross-section and its small mass as a target nucleus 

which allows for large energy transfers during an elastic collision. 

 it also effectively attenuates photons.  

 it has sufficient structural strength to support a building and can be poured in 

almost any configuration. 

 it is relatively inexpensive. 

The attenuation of the neutrons through such thick shields is relatively 

complex because the source spectra are continuous (ranging from 0 MeV to the initial 

energy of the primary protons) and neutrons of different energies are attenuated 

differently. As shown in figure I-21, neutrons of less than ~1 MeV, and especially 

thermal neutrons, have larger probabilities of interacting with nuclei of the concrete 

than neutrons of more than ~1 MeV. Moreover, the attenuation process of energetic 

neutrons by means of non-elastic nuclear reactions regenerates additional neutrons 

inside the shield (see reaction mechanisms in sections I-3.1.1.2 and I-3.1.1.3). These 

additional neutrons can have very different energies depending on the reaction 

mechanism by which they were produced. During an intranuclear cascade, for 

instance, a large fraction of the energy is often transferred to a single nucleon. 

Therefore, intranuclear cascades induced by projectiles of more than ~50 MeV can 

generate high-energy neutrons that are themselves able to induce new intranuclear 

cascades deeper in the shield. That process is sometimes referred to as “internuclear 

cascades” [55].  

The shape of the source spectra in front of the shielding depends strongly on 

the angle to the proton beam direction, due to the anisotropy of the intranuclear 

cascade emissions. As shown in figure I-22 (left side), at forward angles, the emission 

of high-energy neutrons is large and the peak maximum typically lies above 100 MeV. 

As the angle to the proton beam increases, the amplitude of the high-energy peak 

decreases and its maximum progressively shifts to lower energies. At 180° of the 

proton beam direction, the high-energy peak is not distinguishable any more.  
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Figure I-21 - Total interaction cross-section for neutrons in NIST Portland concrete (MCNPX, 

nuclear data from ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation). 

Inside the concrete shield, the shape of the neutron spectrum typically changes 

as a function of depth, but an equilibrium shape is generally reached after a certain 

depth [90]. This equilibrium shape, represented in figure I-22 (right side), is 

characterised by a high-energy peak around ~100 MeV (produced by intranuclear 

cascades), a peak of evaporation neutrons around ~2 MeV, and a peak at thermal 

energies. For 2 – 3 m thick shields, the magnitude of this spectrum strongly depends 

on the fraction of neutrons of more than ~100 MeV in the source spectrum [81].  

Figure I-22 – Lethargy plots of the neutron fluence produced at various emission angles by a 
230 MeV proton beam impinging on a large water phantom. The spectra were calculated at 0 m 
depth (left) and 2 m depth (right) in a large spherical concrete shield. (Simulated with MCNPX).  
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The spectra in figure I-22 are represented as lethargy plots [91], which show 

the fluence per unit lethargy (on a linear scale) as a function of the neutron energy 

(on a logarithmic scale). The fluence in each energy bin [Ei, Ei+1] has thus been 

normalized by the corresponding bin lethargy, which is defined as: 

𝑏𝑖𝑛 𝑙𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑦 = ln(𝐸𝑖+1) − ln(𝐸𝑖) = ln (
𝐸𝑖+1

𝐸𝑖
)     

Using a logarithmic abscissa to plot wide-range energy spectra provides a more 

detailed view on their low-energy components. The advantage of log-lin lethargy 

plots resides in the fact that the areas under the curve are proportional to the 

corresponding fluences. 

Originally, most neutron transport calculations for shielding design were 

based on analytical, semi-empirical methods. The simplest and most common 

method, called the line-of-sight model or point kernel model [55,92], is applicable to a 

point-like source and considers an exponential attenuation of the dose equivalent by 

the shield: 

𝐻(𝑟, 𝑑, 𝜃) = 𝐻0(𝜃)
𝑒−𝑑/𝜆(𝜃)

𝑟2
 

where r is the distance to the source, d is the traversed thickness along the line of 

sight (line that connects the source to the reference point), θ is the angle between the 

line of sight and the proton beam direction, H0(θ) is a source term and λ(θ) is the 

attenuation length. Both the source term and the attenuation length depend on the 

shape of the local spectrum. 

For a monoenergetic neutron source, theoretical calculations (see figure I-23) 

predict that the attenuation length in concrete is approximately constant for initial 

neutron energies of 1 MeV – 10 MeV, but increases as a function of the energy 

between ~20 MeV and ~400 MeV due to the increasing occurrence of intranuclear 

cascades [93].  

 
Figure I-23 – Theoretical predictions of the attenuation length of monoenergetic neutrons in a 

concrete as a function of the neutron energy [93].  
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In practice, the source spectra in a proton therapy facility are not 

monoenergetic. As a consequence, the attenuation of the dose equivalent can only be 

considered as exponential over limited shielding thicknesses. The spectrum shape, 

and thus the attenuation length, change indeed with increasing depth until the 

equilibrium spectrum shape is attained.   

The analytical methods are easy to use and have the advantage of rapidly 

providing an estimate of the dose rates behind the shield. On the other hand, many 

aspects of the neutron transport physics are simplified and the models are limited to 

simple planar geometries. Moreover, the attenuation lengths involved in the 

calculations depend on the material and dimensions of the target, as well as on the 

composition and density of the concrete. For geometries as complex as a proton 

therapy room, these limitations often result in large errors on the calculated doses 

outside the room. In some cases, these errors can be larger than two orders of 

magnitude [94,95].  

Today, thanks to generally improving computer performances, the shielding 

design of proton therapy facilities are almost always based on Monte Carlo 

simulations, which are better adapted for treating complex geometries and generally 

allow modelling the neutron transport physics in a more accurate way than analytical 

models [81,95].  

I-5 The Monte Carlo method 

I-5.1 General principle 

Monte Carlo simulations can be used to stochastically solve complex radiation 

transport problems [96–99]. In this case, the simulation consists in a sort of 

numerical experiment in which a pseudo-random sequence of numbers is used to 

sequentially simulate many possible “particle histories”. A history starts with the 

emission of a primary particle from a source of which the characteristics are defined 

by the user. All the interactions undergone by this particle inside the user-defined 

geometry are then simulated one by one, after which the same is done for each 

generated secondary particle as well. Each particle of the history is tracked until (a) it 

is absorbed in an interaction, (b) its kinetic energy drops below the predefined cut-off 

value, or (c) it exits the geometrical domain of interest. The pseudo-random numbers 

are used to sample from probability distributions which characterise for example: 

 the initial position and velocity of the particle emitted by the source; 

 the distance covered in straight line between two interactions (a probability 

distribution that depends on the total interaction cross-section of the material); 
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 which isotope the particle interacts with (distribution based on the elementary 

composition of the material and the total interaction cross-sections of the 

involved isotopes); 

 which type of interaction the particle undergoes (according to the cross-

sections of the different possible interactions for the selected isotope); 

 the outcome of the interaction, i.e. the characteristics of the secondary particles 

(based on double-differential particle production cross-sections).    

Cross-sections are typically either extracted from evaluated data stored in 

tabular form (see section I-5.3) or calculated from nuclear reaction models (see 

section I-5.4). 

Where desired, a macroscopic physical quantity of interest can be calculated 

such as, for instance, the fluence averaged over a surface or volume. The 

contributions to this quantity should be scored for a large number N of histories, so as 

to obtain the required statistical convergence of these scores. In a well sampled 

problem, the relative statistical uncertainty on the average result should in principle 

decrease as N-1/2 [98].  

Examples of Monte Carlo radiation transport codes that can be used for 

simulations related to proton/hadron therapy are: 

 MCNPX (Monte Carlo N-Particles eXtended) [100]. This code has also recently 

been merged with the MCNP5 code capabilities to form MCNP6 [101].  

 GEANT4 (GEometry ANd Tracking) [102,103] and the GATE platform (GEANT4 

Application for Tomographic Emission) [104]. 

 FLUKA (FLUktuierende KAskade) [105–107].  

 PHITS (Particles and Heavy Ions Transport code System) [108].  

I-5.2 The MCNPX code 

In this thesis work, radiation transport simulations were carried out with 

MCNPX 2.7.0 [100,109]. MCNPX is one of the most used radiation transport codes, 

including for the shielding design of particle accelerators. The code can simulate 34 

different particle types, including for instance protons, neutrons, photons, electrons, 

deuterons, tritons, 3He, α particles and carbon ions. The covered energy domain 

corresponds roughly to 0 – 100 TeV.  

An MCNPX simulation is based on a user-created input file that describes all 

the parameters of the problem. The geometry is specified by means of reference 

surfaces and so-called “cells” which are volumes delimited by these surfaces. The 

predefined commands that can be used in an MCNPX input file are called “cards” and 

the estimators of the investigated physical quantities are referred to as “tallies”.     
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 Seven types of standard tallies are available in MCNPX [98,100]. In this thesis 

work, we will frequently refer to the F4:n tally, which can be used to calculate the 

volume-averaged neutron fluence in a cell of volume V. This quantity can be 

expressed as follows:  

Φ𝑉 =
1

𝑉
∫∭Ψ(�̅�, 𝑣, Ω̂, 𝑡) 𝑑𝑣 𝑑Ω 𝑑𝑡  𝑑𝑉  

where Ψ(�̅�, Ω̂, 𝑡) , expressed in cm-2.s-1, is the angular neutron flux at time t 

corresponding to neutrons moving with a velocity v along the direction vector  Ω̂  

through point P, which is determined by the position vector �̅�.  

If 𝑛(�̅�, Ω̂, 𝑡), expressed in cm-3, is the density of neutrons moving at velocity v along  Ω̂ 

through point P at time t, then one can also write:  Ψ(�̅�, 𝑣, Ω̂, 𝑡) = 𝑛(�̅�, 𝑣, Ω̂, 𝑡) 𝑣.  

Let us call 𝑁(�̅�, 𝑣, 𝑡) the density of neutrons in point P at time t, which is obtained by 

integrating 𝑛(�̅�, 𝑣, Ω̂, 𝑡) over all possible directions Ω̂.  The average neutron fluence in 

volume V can then be rewritten as: 

Φ𝑉 =
1

𝑉
∭𝑁(�̅�, 𝑣, 𝑡) 𝑣 𝑑𝑡 𝑑𝑣 𝑑𝑉 

Since the product 𝑣 𝑑𝑡 represents a differential unit of track length ds, we can actually 

think of the product 𝑁(�̅�, 𝑣, 𝑡) 𝑣 𝑑𝑡 as a density of track lengths. If the collisions inside 

V are negligible compared to the number of tracks crossing this volume (often a 

reasonable assumption), we can assume that Φ𝑉  can be reliably estimated by 

summing the track lengths Ti of all neutrons crossing V. The F4:N tally therefore 

calculates Φ𝑉 as follows:     

Φ𝑉 = 
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑊𝑖

𝑇𝑖

𝑉

𝑚
𝑖=1   

where Ti is the track length of particle i inside V, Wi is the weight of this particle and N 

is the number of simulated histories. By default, the weight of a particle is equal to 1 

unless a variance reduction technique is applied (see section I-5.5). As for most tallies 

in MCNPX, the result of an F4:n tally is by default normalized per source-emitted 

particle, i.e. per simulated history.    

I-5.3 Evaluated cross-section data in MCNPX 

 The tabulated cross-section data used by MCNPX to simulate proton and 

neutron interactions for projectile energies up to 150 MeV (or 20 MeV, depending on 

the target isotope and the selected library) are evaluated nuclear data. Such data are 

based on both experimental data and nuclear reaction models. Accurate experimental 

data are seldom available for all important reaction channels and usually concern a 

limited amount of projectile energies. Nuclear data evaluation groups, such as for 

example the Cross Section Evaluation Working Group (CSEWG) [110], make 

compilations of available cross-section measurements and use nuclear reaction 

models for interpolating and extrapolating from these data, or for determining which 
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values should be discarded when facing discrepant experimental data [111]. The 

CSEWG releases the so-called ENDF/B evaluations (‘Evaluated Nuclear Data File’) 

[112], which are often relied on by MCNPX users.      

  Evaluated cross-section data for protons and neutrons below 20 MeV are 

generally considered as well-established since long. They are based on relatively 

large sets of experimental data and their accuracy is satisfactory e.g. for the main 

requirements of nuclear power applications.  

At energies above 20 MeV, experimental proton and neutron cross-section 

data are quite scarce. In spite of this, evaluated cross-section libraries for protons and 

neutrons in the range of 20 MeV – 150 MeV were progressively developed from the 

late 1980s onwards, notably in the context of the U.S. Accelerator Production of 

Tritium (APT) program [113]. The APT program led to the creation of the la150 

proton and neutron libraries for MCNPX. The development of the evaluated cross-

section data for the la150 libraries relied extensively on nuclear reaction calculations 

performed with the GNASH code. This code was originally created at Los Alamos in 

the 1970s [114], and further improved during the 1980s [115] and 1990s [116,117]. 

It includes, amongst others, a pre-equilibrium exciton model and an evaporation 

model based on the Feshbach-Hauser theory, which were used in the calculations of 

the la150 libraries [113,118,119]. The code was used for calculating particle emission 

cross-sections, including their angular distributions and energy spectra. To provide 

the necessary input data to the GNASH code, optical model calculations were carried 

out with the ECIS code [120]. The parameters of the potential in the optical model 

were adjusted in order to reproduce the experimental data available for total, elastic, 

non-elastic and inelastic (direct reaction) cross-sections, as well as the elastic 

scattering angular distributions. The transmission coefficients intervening in the pre-

equilibrium and equilibrium calculations were also determined with ECIS. Other 

parameters involved in the GNASH calculations, e.g. parameters describing the 

nuclear level density, were adjusted to optimize the agreement with the experimental 

data as well [119,121]. The data of the la150 libraries was eventually integrated in 

the ENDF/B-VI.6 and following evaluations. The latest version of the ENDF/B 

evaluation available in MCNPX 2.7.0 is called ENDF/B-VII.0  [122].    

I-5.4 Physics models in MCNPX 

For energies above the upper limit of the evaluated cross-section tables 

(150 MeV or 20 MeV) and below a few GeV, MCNPX simulates proton and neutron 

interactions by means of implemented physics models. For the pre-equilibrium phase, 

the user can select an intranuclear cascade model and/or an exciton pre-equilibrium 

model. Once the excited nucleus is statistically equilibrated, its further decay is 

modelled with an evaporation model, except for light nuclei which are fragmented 

through the Fermi break-up model (as implemented by Brenner et al. [123]). For 

heavy nuclei, a fission model may also be invoked.   
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I-5.4.1 Intranuclear cascade models 

The Bertini model is the oldest intranuclear cascade model available in 

MCNPX. It was developed in the 1960s by H.W. Bertini at the Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory [66,67]. The model was designed for nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus 

interactions with projectile energies up to 3.5 GeV and 2.5 GeV, respectively. It relies 

on a space-like approach (see section I-3.1.1.3) and uses a 3-step radial function for 

the description of the nucleus density, i.e. the nucleus contains three areas of constant 

density which are separated by concentric spheres. Although its further development 

was stopped in the 1980s [124], the Bertini model has been widely used until today 

for transport calculations in the intermediate energy range. 

The Isabel model was developed in the 1970s – 1980s by Y. Yariv and 

Z. Fraenkel at the Weizmann Institute in Israel [70,71]. The implementation of the 

model in MCNPX applies to nucleon-nucleus interactions as well as nucleus-nucleus 

interactions with projectiles such as deuterons, tritons, 3He and α [125]. The model is 

considered valid for projectile energies up to 1 GeV/nucleon. Its description of the 

nucleus density is by default based on a 16-step radial function. It is a time-like model 

(see section I-3.1.1.3) and requires a significantly longer running time per collision 

than the Bertini model.  

 The original idea of the CEM model (‘Cascade Exciton Model’) was proposed 

in the 1980s by Gudima et al. from the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) in 

Dubna, Russia [68]. The model was improved at the JINR until the end of the 1990s. 

Since then, it has been under continuous development by S.G. Mashnik’s team at the 

Los Alamos National Laboratory [69,126]. The developments have been mainly 

focussed on improvements for spallation reactions [127], involved for instance in  the 

APT program [113] and in accelerator-driven nuclear reactors. The version of the 

model included in MCNPX 2.7.0 is named CEM03.01 [128]. The CEM model is not an 

alone-standing intranuclear cascade model; it also contains an exciton model (see 

section I-5.4.2) and an evaporation-fission model (see section I-5.4.3), which are 

invoked after the intranuclear cascade. The Fermi break-up model is integrated as 

well, and is used at any stage of the reaction if A < 13, where A is the number of 

nucleons in the excited nucleus. The calculation of the intranuclear cascade is based 

on the standard Dubna IntraNuclear Cascade model [129] and uses a space-like 

approach. It is designed for nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus interactions with 

energies up to 5 GeV and 2.5 GeV, respectively. For light nuclei like carbon the 

recommended use is actually limited to 1 GeV [69]. The description of the nucleus 

density is based on a 7-step radial function. The model also includes a nucleon 

coalescence model which considers the possibility of cluster formation during the 

intranuclear cascade. Light clusters up to α are possible ejectiles at this stage, as are 

nucleons and pions.  
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The INCL model (‘IntraNuclear Cascade Liège’) was created in 1980 by 

J. Cugnon et al. from the University of Liège, in Belgium [72]. It was initially developed 

for collisions between heavy ions in the GeV range. In the following decade, it was 

however adapted for nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus interactions in the range of 

100 MeV – 2 GeV [130,131]. Similarly to Isabel, INCL uses a time-like approach. The 

nucleus density is modelled by means of a continuous Woods-Saxon distribution 

[127]. In INCL4.2 [132], the version of the model available in MCNPX 2.7.0, the 

allowed projectiles are nucleons, pions, deuterons, tritons, 3He and α, with energies 

up to 2 GeV. The emission of light clusters during the cascade is however not yet 

implemented. 

I-5.4.2 Exciton models 

The Multi-stage Pre-equilibrium Model (MPM), developed by Prael et al. 

[133] at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, can be used after the intranuclear 

cascade models Bertini, ISABEL and INCL4. With the MPM, the excited nucleus may 

emit a nucleon or a light cluster (up to 4He) at each intermediate state, which is 

characterised by a certain “pair-hole” configuration. When no emission occurs, the 

pair-hole configuration evolves through an internal rearrangement that increases the 

number of excitons. The MPM terminates upon reaching the equilibrium exciton 

number.   

The Modified Exciton Model (MEM), included in the CEM03 package, was 

developed at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, in Dubna. In contrast to the 

MPM, it allows transitions that reduce the number of excitons [134].  

I-5.4.3 Evaporation-fission models 

In MCNPX, two evaporation models can be selected after the Bertini, ISABEL 

and INCL4 models, or after the MPM: the Dresner model or the ABLA model. Both are 

based on the compound nucleus decay theory of Weisskopf-Ewing [56]. 

The Dresner model [135] was developed at the Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory (ORNL). Although 19 different particles can be emitted by the excited 

nucleus in the original model, the implementation in MCNPX is limited to the 

emission of nucleons and light clusters up to 4He [125]. This evaporation model must 

be used in association with a separate high-energy fission model for heavy nuclei: 

either the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) fission model [136] or the ORNL 

fission model [137]. The former applies to atomic numbers Z ≥ 71, the latter to Z ≥ 91 

[100].    

The ABLA model, originally based on a part of the abrasion-ablation theory 

for heavy ions [138,139], was essentially developed at the Gesellschaft für 

Schwerionenforschung (GSI) by K.-H. Schmidt’s team [140]. It is usually coupled to the 

INCL4 model. The version of ABLA implemented in MCNPX 2.7.0 only allows for the 
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emission of nucleons and α (unlike the new ABLA07 model [141] which considers 

also deuterons, tritons, 3He and intermediate mass fragments as ejectiles). This 

version of ABLA however includes its own semi-empirical fission model.  

The Generalized Evaporation Model (GEM), included in the CEM03 package, 

was developed by S. Furihata from the Mitsubishi Research Institute of Tokyo [142]. 

It is also based on the Weisskopf-Ewing approach. The model considers 66 types of 

ejectiles ranging from nucleons to 28Mg. A fission model, based on the RAL model, is 

also included. 

I-5.4.4 Default physics models settings 

With the default options of MCNPX 2.7.0 [100], a first part of the pre-

equilibrium phase is treated with the Bertini intranuclear cascade model and a 

second part with the MPM. The transition from one model to the other occurs when 

all nucleons have energies below a cut-off value corresponding to ~7 MeV above the 

Fermi energy [64,125]. For the default equilibrium decay, the following models are 

invoked depending on the number of protons Z and the total number of nucleons A in 

the intermediate state: 

 the Fermi break-up model, if  A ≤ 13, or if 14 ≤ A ≤ 20 and the excitation 

energy E* < 44 MeV; 

 the Dresner evaporation model, if A > 20, or if A > 13 and E* > 44 MeV; 

 the RAL fission model, which competes with the evaporation model if 

Z ≥ 71.  

I-5.5 Variance reduction 

Analog Monte Carlo simulations, which follow the general principle outlined in 

section I-5.1, are simply based on natural event probabilities and only use unit 

particle weights. Sometimes, however, obtaining the statistical convergence of a 

particular tally in an analog Monte Carlo simulation requires an unreasonably long 

computer time. This is typically true for shielding simulations of proton therapy 

facilities, because the neutron H*(10) gets attenuated by a factor of 103 – 106 

throughout the shield. For a history initiated by a high-energy proton inside the vault, 

the probability of registering a neutron track inside a tally cell located somewhere 

outside the shielding is thus extremely small. The statistical convergence of such a 

tally is very difficult to obtain without using a variance reduction technique, designed 

to artificially follow “interesting” particles more often than “uninteresting ones”. An 

“interesting” particle is one that contributes significantly to the tally. To avoid biasing 

the average tally result when using such a technique, the scores need to be multiplied 

by a particle weight: for example, if a particle is made w times as likely to follow a 

certain random walk, the corresponding score to the tally will be multiplied by 1/w 

[98].  
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Four classes of variance reduction techniques can be used with MCNPX: 

truncation methods, population control methods, modified sampling methods and 

partially deterministic methods. An overview of these methods can be found in [98]. 

In this work, the variance reduction technique applied within the shielding 

simulations is the “geometry splitting and Russian roulette” method, which belongs to 

the category of population control methods. 

Geometry splitting and Russian roulette can be used to maintain the particle 

population that migrates towards tally regions more or less constant, and to kill 

particles that are heading in an unimportant direction. The geometry is subdivided in 

cells, to each of which an importance Ii is assigned by the user. When a particle of 

weight w moves from a cell of importance Ii into an adjacent cell of importance Ii+1, the 

following recipe is applied [98]: 

 If Ii < Ii+1 : particle splitting takes place, with two possible scenarios: 

1) the ratio Ii+1/Ii is an integer n ≥ 2 : the particle is split into n identical 

particles of weight w/n. 

2) the ratio Ii+1/Ii is not an integer: the splitting is done probabilistically so that 

the expectation value of the number of splits is equal to this importance ratio. If 

we call n the largest integer smaller than Ii+1/Ii, there is a probability p = Ii+1/Ii - n 

that the particle gets split into n+1 particles of weight w/(n+1) and a 

probability 1 - p of splitting it into n particles of weight w/n.  

 If Ii > Ii+1 : Russian roulette is played. There is a probability of Ii+1/Ii that the 

transport of the particle continues (with a weight of w x Ii+1/Ii) and a 

probability of 1 - Ii+1/Ii that the particle gets “killed”. 

Further information on this variance reduction technique can be found in [98] 

and [143].   

I-6 Neutron measurement techniques 

I-6.1 The extended-range rem meter WENDI-2 

Rem meters [144] typically consist of a thermal neutron detector surrounded 

by a moderator assembly, often principally made of polyethylene. Neutrons up to 

~10 MeV have a relatively high probability of interacting through elastic scattering 

with the hydrogen (or carbon) nuclei of polyethylene. Moreover, thanks to the light 

weight of the recoiling nucleus – hydrogen, especially –, the incident neutron can 

transfer a large amount of kinetic energy during one interaction. The slowing down of 

the neutrons is thus very efficient, which is necessary because the sensitivity of the 

central detector quickly decreases as a function of the neutron energy.  
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The response of a rem meter can be expressed as: 

𝑅 = 𝐶∫ 𝑟(𝐸)
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥

0

 𝛷(𝐸) 𝑑𝐸 

where  

 𝛷(𝐸) is the neutron fluence as a function of the neutron energy; 

 𝑟(𝐸) is the absolute response function of the rem meter. If the central detector is for 

instance a gas proportional counter, the absolute response is expressed in counts per 

unit fluence. The function 𝑟(𝐸) gives the absolute response of the rem meter to 

monoenergetic neutron beams, as a function of their energy. 

𝐶 is the H*(10) calibration factor, which allows to convert the absolute response into 

a dose response expressed in Sv. It is often determined by means of reference 

radioactive neutron sources of 252Cf or AmBe [145]. 

A rem meter is designed so that its dose response function 𝐶𝑟(𝐸) 

approximately matches the official fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients over a 

large energy range (at least 10 orders of magnitude). Active rem meters, which 

contain a gas proportional counter, are very convenient and widely used since the 

1970s for the routine neutron ambient monitoring in many sectors, e.g. around 

particle accelerators [99,146], around nuclear reactors [147], in nuclear waste 

management facilities, etc.   

The response function of conventional rem meters however strongly 

decreases for neutrons above ~10 MeV [148]. In neutron fields which contain a 

relatively important fraction of high-energy neutrons, for example outside the 

shielding of high-energy charged particle beams, the measurements of a conventional 

rem meter can significantly underestimate the real neutron H*(10) rates [149]. Since 

the 1990s, a new generation of extended-range rem meters has therefore been 

developed, based on the original design of the ‘LINUS’ by Birattari et al. [150,151]. 

The concept relies on the insertion of a heavy metal layer of 1 – 2 cm in thickness (e.g. 

Pb or W) inside the hydrogenous moderator. Neutrons above ~10 MeV can undergo 

nuclear interactions inside the heavy metal layer in which secondary neutrons of 

lower energy (evaporation neutrons) are produced. These secondary neutrons are 

subsequently slowed down by the inner layer of hydrogenous moderator and 

effectively detected in the central detector. Thanks to this heavy metal insert, the 

measuring range of a rem meter is extended up to energies on the order of the GeV. 

The majority of the neutron measurements presented in this thesis were 

performed with a WENDI-2, an extended-range rem meter designed by Olsher et al. 

[152] and currently commercialised by Thermo Scientific [153]. The good sensitivity 

of the WENDI-2 to high-energy neutrons is due to the tungsten layer embedded in the 

polyethylene shell (see figure I-24). The central detector is a cylindrical proportional 
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counter filled with 3He gas. It detects thermal neutrons through the ionisation of the 

gas induced by protons and tritons produced in 3He(n,p)3H reactions.  

 
Figure I-24 – Picture of a WENDI-2 connected to a FH40-G survey meter [154] and cutaway 

view of the WENDI-2 [152]. 

All WENDI-2 measurements reported in this thesis were carried out with the 

same device: model FHT 762, drawing number 42540/85, serial number 344 [155]. A 

FH40-G digital survey meter [156] (also shown in figure I-24) was connected to the 

WENDI-2 to operate it and to display its response.  

I-6.2 Bonner Sphere Spectrometry 

Neutron spectrometry consists in measuring a neutron fluence spectrum. In 

Chapter VI of this thesis, neutron spectrometry measurements performed with a 

Bonner Sphere Spectrometer (BSS) will be presented. A BSS consists of a collection of 

moderating spheres, with different sizes and/or inner structures, used around a 

thermal neutron detector [157]. Most of the spheres are made primarily of 

polyethylene (see figure I-25), but some of them may also contain for instance 

cadmium or heavy metals. To measure a neutron spectrum in one position, 

consecutive measurements should be made with each single sphere, which acts like 

an ‘integral’ device similar to a rem meter. Due to their different diameters (or inner 

structures), the spheres have different response functions and can thus provide 

different energy-integrated responses in the same neutron field. The neutron fluence 

spectrum can then be determined from the set of readings via an unfolding procedure 

[158]. The range of the measured spectrum typically spans from thermal energies up 

to ~10 MeV, with a conventional BSS, and up to several hundreds of MeV if at least 

one of the spheres contains a heavy metal insert [159]. 
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Figure I-25 – Picture of the CERN BSS [160]. 

I-6.3 Microdosimetry with a Tissue-Equivalent Proportional 

Counter 

As explained by A.J. Waker in [161], microdosimetry with a Tissue-Equivalent 

Proportional Counter (TEPC) studies the energy deposition spectra of (secondary) 

charged particles in low pressure proportional counters that simulate microscopic 

sites of tissue. A TEPC allows measuring the absorbed dose (section I-1.3.2) as well as 

the spectral distribution of the absorbed dose in terms of LET (section I-1.3.4). Such 

measurements are highly interesting for radiobiology, but can also be used in 

radiation protection to measure the dose equivalent H (section I-4.2.1). Some TEPC 

dose equivalent measurements will be presented in Chapter VI. 

The wall of a TEPC consists of a material of equivalent energy-absorbing 

properties as human tissue. Photons or neutrons will mainly interact with this wall, 

and produce secondary charged particles that induce ionisations inside the gas. The 

latter is also tissue-equivalent, meaning that the mass stopping power of a charged 

particle inside the detector is the same as in human tissue. A microscopic tissue site 

can then be mimicked by adjusting the gas pressure so that the product of the gas 

density by the cavity diameter equals the product of the tissue density by the 

micrometric tissue site diameter. 

The electric field established between the wall (cathode) and the central anode 

is such that the detector functions as a proportional counter. Each initial charged 

particle triggers a voltage pulse of which the amplitude is proportional to the number 
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of ionisations created by this particle along its path through the gas. The signal thus 

reflects the energy imparted by the charged particle to a micrometric tissue site.  

Microdosimetric spectra are usually represented as spectra of the lineal 

energy y, defined as the energy imparted by a charged particle divided by the mean 

chord length of the simulated tissue site [162]. The mean chord length is the average 

length of all chords, i.e. all straight lines joining two points on the border of the 

micrometric site. For a spherical site, the mean chord length is equal to 4/3 of the 

sphere radius. Since for a micrometric site the lineal energy is by definition 

approximately equal to the LET, the microdosimetric spectra are also commonly 

considered as LET spectra.  

The spectral distribution of the absorbed dose in terms of LET – or, more 

precisely, the lineal energy – can be derived from the lineal energy spectra. This 

requires multiplying the number of counts in each interval by the corresponding 

average lineal energy (and by a constant equal to the ratio of the mean chord length 

to the mass of the gas). The integral under the curve of the resulting distribution thus 

provides the measured absorbed dose. Folding this distribution with the quality 

factor function Q(L) (section I-4.2.1) gives us the equivalent dose H. 

I-7 Experimental validation of shielding calculations 

There are relatively few published data regarding comparisons between 

Monte Carlo shielding simulations and neutron measurements performed in proton 

therapy facilities (behind the shielding). At the onset of this PhD project, the most 

recent comparison was – to our knowledge – the one by Newhauser et al. [94], 

published as much as ten years earlier. In their experiment, a 235 MeV proton beam 

was delivered to a thick brass target in a gantry treatment room of the proton therapy 

centre at the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH). Neutron H*(10) measurements 

were performed in several positions inside the access maze and outside the treatment 

room. The measurements were in the first place compared to H*(10) calculations 

obtained through analytical models originally used for the shielding design. A few 

results were also compared to those of an MCNPX simulation in which the geometry 

of the shielding was realistically modelled. Both the analytical and Monte Carlo 

predictions overestimated the measurements in positions outside the shielding. The 

two methods were thus considered as leading to a conservative shielding design. The 

agreement achieved with the Monte Carlo simulation was however much better than 

with the analytical calculations. Outside the shielding, the analytical calculations 

yielded overestimates by one to two orders of magnitude, whereas the authors 

reported an overestimate by a factor of 2.4 for the MCNPX simulation. At the entrance 

of the maze, an overestimate by a factor of 4 was obtained with the analytical model, 

against an overestimation factor of 1.2 in the MCNPX simulation. The latter was based 

on the la150 cross-section libraries for proton and neutron interactions up to 
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150 MeV and on the Bertini intranuclear cascade model for higher-energy 

interactions. The defined concrete composition was not specified in the article. No 

details were given either on the use of any variance reduction technique. The 

statistical uncertainties were nevertheless mentioned to be within 10% for the 

simulated H*(10) rates. The neutron measurements were acquired with a 

conventional rem meter (Model 2241, Ludlum Instruments). In positions outside the 

treatment room, the readings probably significantly underestimated the true neutron 

H*(10), due to the decreased sensitivity of the detector above ~10 MeV. The 

statistical uncertainties on the measurements were also relatively large (25%).     

Previous studies, conducted inside other proton therapy facilities with 

different neutron detectors, also showed an overestimate of the shielding calculations 

with respect to the measurements. Let us mention in this case J.V. Siebers’s PhD thesis 

from 1990 [163] and a paper by A. Mazal et al. from 1997 [164]. 

J.V. Siebers [163] presented dose equivalent measurements performed with a 

TEPC at the Loma Linda Proton Therapy facility (California, USA). The experiment 

used a 230 MeV proton beam impinging on a thick iron target, positioned in the 

shielding study area. Measurements were acquired at different depths inside the 

surrounding shielding walls (inside PVC pipes), along four different angles with 

respect to the proton beam direction: 0°, 22°, 45° and 90°.  

First, Siebers compared the measurements with existing half-stochastic half-

analytical calculations used in the shielding design of the facility [165,166]. In this 

case, the neutron production in the target were simulated with the Monte Carlo code 

HETC [167] (based on the Bertini model), whereas the subsequent attenuation of the 

neutrons was analytically calculated with the ANISN code [168] assuming a spherical 

shield geometry. The overestimate of the calculated dose equivalent with respect to 

the measurement was found to increase as a function of the depth in the shield. 

Depending on the considered angle, the overestimate reached a factor of 4 – 10 at 2 m 

depth. When fitting the data measured beyond 60 cm depth with a decreasing 

exponential curve, overestimates in the calculations were actually observed both on 

the source term (intercept at 0 m depth) and the attenuation length (exponential 

slope). Depending on the considered angle, overestimates on the source term ranged 

up to a factor of 6 and those on the attenuation length up to a factor of 1.2 – 1.4. The 

concrete composition used in the calculations contained however 4 – 5 times less 

hydrogen atoms per unit volume than the actual composition analysed by X-ray 

fluorescence spectrometry. The assumed concrete density was, on the other hand, 

~20% larger than the measured density.  

Secondly, Siebers carried out Monte Carlo simulations with the LAHET Code 

System (LCS) [169], a partial forerunner of MCNPX. The code provided an 

implementation of the Bertini intranuclear cascade, a multistage pre-equilibrium 

model, the Dresner evaporation model and the Fermi break-up model (for light 
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nuclei). The la150 libraries of evaluated nuclear data were however not yet available. 

Also, a simplified spherical model was used instead of a realistic representation of the 

shielding geometry. On the other hand, the concrete composition and density were 

based on the abovementioned experimental data. Altogether, a relatively better 

agreement with the measurements was obtained with these simulations, compared to 

the previous calculations. At 2 m depth, the results overestimated the measurements 

by a factor of 3 – 6 depending on the considered angle. 

Mazal et al. [164] conducted a similar experiment for 201 MeV protons 

impinging on a thick aluminium target. The measurements were carried out in the 

experimental area of the Orsay proton therapy facility (France). A bunker was built 

with several blocks of concrete, of which the elemental composition was not specified 

but the density was estimated to 2.2 g/cm³. The total thickness of the concrete was 

changed from 0 m to 3 m in several steps. At each step, neutron measurements were 

performed at several angles with respect to the proton beam (0°, 22.5°, 45°, 67.5° and 

90°). Different types of detectors were used, including an extended-range rem meter 

based on the LINUS design [151].  The data of the extended-range meter acquired 

beyond 1 m of concrete were fitted with an exponential function. The corresponding 

attenuation lengths were compared to calculated data from Alsmiller et al. [170], 

obtained by combining Monte Carlo HETC calculations for the neutron production 

and analytical ANISN calculations for the transport through the concrete. The 

calculated attenuation lengths were larger than the measured ones by a factor of 1.1 – 

1.3.  

In the early 2000s, Siebers’s shielding simulations with LAHET for the 

230 MeV protons incident on a thick iron target were repeated by Tayama et al. [171], 

using MCNPX with the la150 libraries. The agreement with the measurements was 

much improved, most probably thanks to the use of the evaluated cross-section data 

for proton and neutron energies up to 150 MeV. At 2 m depth, the overestimates of 

the simulated dose equivalents remained nevertheless as large as a factor of 2 – 3. For 

the exponential attenuation beyond 1 m depth, the source terms and the attenuation 

lengths agreed with the measured values within factors of 2 and 1.35, respectively. 

Evidently, the neutron attenuation through the concrete shields of proton 

therapy facilities is a complex problem that depends on many parameters. The initial 

neutron spectrum, at the entrance of the shield, is of course one of them. Accurately 

simulating these neutron spectra is in fact not trivial, partly due to the complex 

configuration and equipment of the treatment rooms. Examples of simulation-to-

measurement comparisons for positions located inside treatment rooms can be found 

in  [46,172–176]. Amongst these, the three most recent comparisons (dating from 

2011 – 2014) include measurements acquired with wide-energy-range neutron 

detectors. The treatment room walls were also taken into account in the Monte Carlo 

simulations. All simulations were performed with MCNPX using the la150 libraries 

and the Bertini model.  
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 The experiment of Hohmann et al. [175] was conducted in the gantry treatment 

room of the Paul Scherrer Institute in Villingen, Switzerland. A water phantom 

was irradiated with 200 MeV protons delivered in active mode, i.e. without the 

use of a scatterer inside the nozzle. WENDI-2 measurements were acquired at 

various angles between 0° and 90° with respect to the proton beam direction. 

The simulation-to-measurement ratios were in the range of 0.95 – 1.3. 

Additional measurements were also performed with a conventional rem meter 

(LB 6411, Berthold Technologies) at angles of 0° – 30°, where the spectra are 

characterised by large fractions of high-energy neutrons. The LB6411 

measurements were lower than the WENDI-2 measurements by factors of 1.6 – 

2.6.  

 In her PhD thesis [46], Rima Sayah presented a similar study carried out in the 

gantry treatment room of the Orsay proton therapy facility. In this case, 

however, a water phantom was irradiated in the Double Scattering mode, using 

an initial proton energy of 178 MeV. She reported measurements performed 

with a WENDI-2 and a TEPC at angles of 50° – 125° with respect to the proton 

beam axis. The measurements agreed with each other within at most a factor of 

1.25, but the MCNPX simulation overestimated them by factors of 1.6 – 2.4. The 

absence of the gantry structure in the simulated geometry was indicated as one 

of the possible causes for the observed discrepancies.  

 Hereafter, Farah et al. [176] also published such a study for the fixed-beam eye 

line of Orsay, using an initial proton energy of 75 MeV. This treatment room did 

not possess a gantry. The beam was delivered through a passive technique 

using several scatterers and collimators. Five measurement positions were 

considered at angles of 0° – 120° with respect to the delivered proton beam. 

The WENDI-2 and TEPC measurements agreed with each other within factors 

of 1.1 – 1.3. The neutron H*(10) rates simulated with MCNPX agreed with the 

WENDI-2 measurements within factors of 1.0 – 1.4. 

It thus seems that the neutron H*(10) inside treatment rooms can be 

simulated with relatively good accuracy when using MCNPX with the la150 libraries 

and the Bertini model. Nevertheless, the difficulty to achieve satisfactory accuracy 

seems to depend a lot on the lay-out of the treatment room, and perhaps especially on 

the specific structure of the gantry (if present). The considered irradiation modalities, 

including the initial proton energy and the beam delivery technique, might also 

influence the achievable accuracy. 

Finally, in the context of carbon ion therapy, a successful benchmark exercise, 

conducted  under well-controlled conditions at GSI, was published in 2009 by 

members of the Coordinated Network for Radiation Dosimetry (CONRAD) 

[149,177,178]. The experiment was carried out in an experimental area instead of the 

hadron therapy room, but mimicked the typical secondary neutron production and 

shielding attenuation of carbon ion therapy facilities. The study is in part relevant for 
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the radiation protection inside proton therapy centres as well, because the neutron 

spectra outside the shielding have similar shapes in both types of facilities. Carbon 

ions of 400 MeV/nucleon, suitable for the treatment of deep-seated tumours, were 

delivered onto a thick carbon target. The walls of the surrounding concrete bunker 

had thicknesses between 160 cm and 480 cm. Neutron measurements were 

performed with different types of detectors in six positions outside the bunker. A 

good agreement in general was obtained between dose equivalent measurements of 

TEPCs and ambient dose equivalents measured with extended-range rem meters 

(including a WENDI-2) and extended-range BSSs. The measurements of conventional 

rem meters were however lower than those of the wide-energy-range detectors by a 

factor of ~1.7. The results of four different Monte Carlo simulations, carried out by 

three independent groups, were compared to the average ambient dose equivalents 

derived from the BSS measurements. Two groups each performed a “one-step” 

FLUKA simulation of the neutron production and subsequent attenuation through the 

shielding. The results of the two groups agreed well with each other for some 

positions, but for others discrepancies of a factor of 1.3 – 1.7 were observed (not 

attributable to the stated statistical uncertainties). It is not clear which parameters 

caused these differences. Apparently, the two groups used the same version of FLUKA 

(2006) and the same realistically represented shielding geometry. The simulation-to-

measurement ratios were in the range of 0.8 – 1.3 in one case, and 0.8 – 1.5 in the 

other. Another group performed calculations with FLUKA in two steps, with separate 

runs for the neutron production in the target and the transport through the shielding. 

The FLUKA output for the neutron production in the target was also used in the 

definition of a neutron source of an MCNPX simulation. In the latter, a simplified 

rotationally symmetrical geometry was however used for the shielding. The 

simulation-to-measurement ratios obtained in the “two-step” FLUKA and 

FLUKA/MCNPX simulations were also in the range of 0.8 – 1.3. In this study, a good 

accuracy of the Monte Carlo simulations was thus achieved. The accuracy is better 

than in the abovementioned studies on the neutron shielding in proton therapy 

facilities [94,163,164]. Several favourable aspects should be underlined in this 

context [177]: 

 The simulated double-differential distributions (in angle and energy) of the 

secondary neutrons produced by the carbon ions could be successfully 

benchmarked against experimental data existing in literature.  

 The configuration inside the bunker was relatively simple to model, with a 

single experimental beam line but no treatment nozzle and no gantry structure. 

 The elemental composition and density of the concrete could be determined by 

chemical analysis. Earlier comparisons [179,180], from the time when this 

information was not yet available, in fact reported simulation-to-measurement 

ratios of ~2 outside the shielding. 
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I-8 Goals of the thesis work 

Monte Carlo simulations used for the shielding design of proton therapy 

facilities depend on many parameters, several of which tend to be difficult to control 

in a precise way. The exact average concrete composition of the future building is for 

instance rarely known in advance. Often, only a minimum density is selected 

beforehand and imposed on the concrete provider. The cross-sections for the 

interactions of protons and neutrons with matter also have limited precisions, 

especially in the case of projectile energies above ~20 MeV. Where possible, it is 

preferable to use a library of evaluated cross-section data. Above the upper limit of 

the evaluated data tables (e.g. 150 MeV for the la150 libraries in MCNPX), theoretical 

physics models however need to be invoked. Different models have been developed 

over the past decades but none of them truly stands out as the most accurate in 

general. Experimental validation data are unfortunately scarcely available at high 

energies. It is in fact up to the user to assess which physics options ought to be the 

most suitable to the considered application. Furthermore, the geometry of the 

treatment rooms or the accelerator room is rather complex, especially since the 

equipment may have a significant influence on the distribution of the neutron fluxes. 

Due to time constraints, only a limited amount of detail can be represented in the 

modelled geometry. Informed physical insight is required to identify the most 

important elements to model. Moreover, correctly modelling the proton beam losses, 

for example inside the accelerator, is not necessarily straightforward either.  

As a consequence, a conservative approach is preferably adopted in the Monte 

Carlo simulations. In a conservative simulation, the neutron doses calculated outside 

the shielding are in principle overestimated, so that a safety margin will be implicitly 

included in the shielding design. A typical conservative choice consists for instance in 

defining a concrete density that is slightly lower than the minimum density requested 

to the concrete provider. Another one consists in selecting the physics models that 

lead to the highest calculated neutron doses. The simulations will also be based on 

the highest delivered proton energy, because the average number of secondary 

neutrons produced per proton increases with the energy of the proton beam.  

Despite the conservative choices, it remains important to assess the overall 

conservative nature of the original shielding design simulations for existing proton 

therapy facilities. The simulation method should indeed be validated experimentally 

by means of comparisons with on-site neutron measurements performed outside the 

shielding. As highlighted in the previous section, the scientific literature contains few 

comparisons of this type. Moreover, amongst the studies published before 2012, we 

only found one that focusses on measurement positions around an actual treatment 

room [94] (instead of an experimental area). In this case, the measurements were 

however acquired with a conventional rem meter and probably underestimated the 

true H*(10) rates.              
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Therefore, a central part of this thesis work was dedicated to the acquisition of 

accurate neutron H*(10) measurements around the treatment rooms and the 

accelerator room of an existing proton therapy facility. These measurements were 

then compared to Monte Carlo simulations based on the same parameter choices as 

the original shielding design simulations. The main objective was to evaluate the 

degree of conservativeness of the applied simulation method, i.e. to verify whether 

the simulated neutron doses outside the shielding were indeed overestimated and if 

so, to which extent.  

For the measurements, it was preferable to use a neutron detector that 

possesses a good sensitivity over the entire width of the neutron spectra, which 

ranged from thermal energies up to 230 MeV. The literature review actually indicated 

that conventional rem meters, which have a poor sensitivity for high-energy neutrons 

(E > 10 MeV), might underestimate the neutron H*(10) by a factor of ~2 in some 

positions inside proton or carbon ion therapy facilities (see section I-7). The WENDI-

2, as an extended-range rem meter, was selected as a suitable detector because of its 

wide energy range and its practical use.  

A first part of this work focussed on the characterisation of the WENDI-2 

response according to the energy of the detected neutrons. The level of accuracy 

achieved in H*(10) measurements indeed depends on the local energy spectrum and 

the corresponding adequacy of the detector response function and calibration. As a 

reminder, the dose response function of a detector provides its response (in Sv) to an 

irradiation by neutrons of a single energy, as a function of this energy. The dose 

response function is the product of the calibration factor and the absolute response 

function. An ideal detector of which the dose response function perfectly reproduces 

the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients at all energies does unfortunately not 

exist. As a consequence, if the energy distribution of the local neutron field is very 

different from that of the calibration field, the reading of a detector may significantly 

deviate from the true H*(10) rate (depending on the local spectrum shape). 

The standard calibration of a WENDI-2 is based on a 252Cf field, which is 

characterised by a bell-shaped energy spectrum in the range of ~0.1 MeV – 10 MeV. 

The shapes of the neutron spectra inside a proton therapy facility are quite different, 

in particular behind the shielding walls (see section I-4.3). It should thus be verified 

which accuracy can be expected when measuring H*(10) with a WENDI-2 in such 

neutron fields. At the start of this project, there were no specific studies in literature 

that treated this problem in detail for WENDI-2 measurements performed inside 

proton therapy facilities. Jägerhofer et al. [181] had nevertheless suggested that a 

measurement uncertainty of 20% should probably be considered when using the 

WENDI-2 (with the standard 252Cf calibration) behind the shielding of primary proton 

beams of ~250 MeV. They had inferred this from an experiment conducted at the 

Research Centre for Nuclear Physics of Osaka, with a quasi-monoenergetic neutron 

beam of 246 MeV and different shielding thicknesses of iron. Other engaging results 
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had also been reported in the CONRAD experiment at GSI [149,177,178]. Based on 

comparisons with Bonner Sphere Spectrometry results, the study indicated that the 

WENDI-2 should provide relatively accurate H*(10) measurements outside the 

shielding of carbon ion therapy beams. Depending on the considered position, the 

WENDI-2 measurements agreed indeed within 15% – 40% with the H*(10) values 

obtained via extended-range Bonner Sphere Spectrometry.  

So far, it seems that the best way to evaluate the accuracy of a WENDI-2 

measurement consists in measuring the local neutron spectrum through an adapted 

spectrometry technique, like in the CONRAD experiment. The WENDI-2 measurement 

can then be compared to an H*(10) evaluation obtained by folding the measured 

spectrum with the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients. In the last part of this 

thesis (Chapter VI), this method was actually applied for a couple of measurement 

positions, by means of extended-range Bonner Sphere Spectrometry. However, for 

the majority of the WENDI-2 measurements such an experimental validation could 

not be done, because we did not have access to suitable spectrometry equipment at 

that time. Also, Bonner Sphere Spectrometry is very time-consuming since more than 

half a dozen of irradiations (one per sphere) have to be performed to acquire the 

spectrum in a single position. With a given set of Bonner Spheres, only a few 

spectrum acquisitions can therefore be obtained during an 8-hour shift at the proton 

therapy facility.     

As an alternative to the validation by means of neutron spectrometry, the 

project was first oriented towards the study of the WENDI-2 response function 

(Chapter II). The underlying goal was to fold the neutron spectra obtained in the 

Monte Carlo simulations of the proton therapy facility with this response function 

(Chapter III). In this way, the results of the shielding simulations would be directly 

comparable to the WENDI-2 measurements (Chapter IV).  

For the characterisation of the detector response function, one generally relies 

on Monte Carlo simulations representing the irradiation of the detector by 

monoenergetic neutron beams of different energies. The simulated response function 

will be in principle affected by uncertainties related to, for example, the modelled 

geometry, the material definitions and the interaction cross-sections (selected from 

evaluated data tables or calculated from physics models). It is therefore important to 

also perform validation measurements of the response function by means of well-

characterised neutron fields.  

In Chapter II, we will present simulations of the WENDI-2 response function 

carried out with MCNPX 2.7.0. The results will be compared to those of other authors, 

calculated with different Monte Carlo codes. In a second part of the chapter, 

validation measurements in the range of approximately 0.1 MeV – 10 MeV, carried 

out with radionuclide sources of 252Cf and AmBe, will be presented as well. These will 

be confronted to validation data from literature concerning irradiations with 
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monoenergetic neutron beams. The third and last part of the chapter revolves around 

the experimental validation of the response function at high energies (above 20 MeV).  

In this energy range, monoenergetic beams cannot be produced. One has to rely on 

quasi-monoenergetic beams, of which the spectrum is characterised by a well-marked 

high-energy peak and a low-energy tail extending down to 0 MeV. Due to the limited 

availability of quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams of high metrological quality, very 

few data have been published for the experimental validation of the WENDI-2 

response function above 20 MeV. To our knowledge, the only published 

measurements are those by Olsher et al. [182]. These measurements were acquired 

with quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams at the Theodor Svedberg Laboratory (TSL), 

in Uppsala (Sweden). Compared to the response function simulated by Olsher et al. 

using MCNPX 2.1.5 [152], the measurements are actually lower by a factor of 2.1 in 

the range of 40 MeV – 150 MeV, and 1.6 at 173 MeV. Since the causes of these 

discrepancies were not explained, we decided to conduct a similar experiment at the 

TSL, to see whether the results of Olsher et al. would be reproducible. Section II-4 

provides a full account of this experiment, including amongst others a detailed 

description of the neutron fluence monitoring method.  

Chapter III focusses on the MCNPX simulations of the neutron fields inside the 

proton therapy centre of Essen, the facility in which we performed our WENDI-2 

measurements. Four case-studies will be presented: the cyclotron room, a gantry 

room operated in PBS, a gantry room operated in DS and the fixed-beam treatment 

room. The methodology followed in the MCNPX simulations will be described in 

detail. It relies on the same conservative hypotheses as those of the original shielding 

design simulations for this facility. For every position in which a WENDI-2 

measurement was performed at Essen, the simulated neutron spectrum will be 

shown. The knowledge gathered in Chapter II about the WENDI-2 response function 

will be used to calculate the corresponding energy-integrated WENDI-2 responses, 

which can be directly compared to the measurements. We will also provide an 

evaluation of the uncertainties on the energy-integrated responses with respect to 

the uncertainties on the evaluation of the WENDI-2 response function. Finally, the 

simulated responses will be compared to simulated H*(10) rates, obtained by folding 

the neutron spectra with the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients. This 

comparison will give us a theoretical prediction of the accuracy of the WENDI-2 

measurements in terms of H*(10) in the considered positions. 

In Chapter IV, we will describe the experimental set-up and the results of the 

WENDI-2 measurements carried out at Essen. The measurements will be compared to 

the simulated WENDI-2 responses from Chapter III. In this way, we will assess the 

expected conservative nature of these simulations concerning the neutron fluxes 

outside the shielding. 

In the shielding simulations of Chapter III, the main conservative hypotheses 

concern the density of the concrete as well as the physics models selected in MCNPX 
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for the interactions of protons and neutrons above 150 MeV. In Chapter V, we will 

explore how the results of the shielding simulations could vary if other physics 

models were selected, or if a different elemental composition and density was used in 

the material definition of concrete. A simplified spherical geometry of the shielding 

will be used in these studies. 

In Chapter VI, we will present additional measurements acquired inside and 

around the fixed-beam treatment room, using an extended-range BSS, a conventional 

rem meter LB 6411 and a TEPC. The H*(10) values obtained from the BSS spectra will 

be used to assess the accuracy of the WENDI-2 measurements (from Chapter IV) and 

that of the other detectors. Furthermore, the BSS spectra will be compared to the 

spectra obtained in the MCNPX simulation of Chapter III. We will try to quantify the 

potentially conservative impact of the selected physics models on the simulation 

results. A comparison will also be made with MCNPX results that are based on the 

least conservative physics models identified in Chapter V. Finally, we will also 

attempt to use the measured spectrum that has the largest fraction of high-energy 

neutrons to validate the simulated WENDI-2 response function at high energies (as a 

consistency check for the results of Chapter II).   
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  CHAPTER II

Response function of the WENDI-2 

II-1 Introduction 

The goal of this chapter is to characterise the WENDI-2 response function, i.e. 

to study how the WENDI-2 responds to monoenergetic neutron beams as a function 

of the energy of those neutrons. The motivation for this study has been outlined in 

section I-8.  

This chapter consists of three main parts: 

 The first part is dedicated to a theoretical study of the response function by 

means of Monte Carlo simulations performed with MCNPX 2.7.0 [100]. These 

simulation results are compared to similar results from other authors 

[152,183,184], obtained with different Monte Carlo codes.  

 The second part focusses on the experimental validation of the simulated 

response function in the range of ~0.1 MeV – 10 MeV. The validation relies on 

measurements performed with radionuclide sources of 252Cf and AmBe in the 

Laboratory for Nuclear Calibrations of the SCK-CEN (Mol, Belgium). The 

measurements were performed following the recommendations of the ISO 

8529 norm [145,185,186]. The results were also confronted to a series of 

monoenergetic neutron beam measurements published by Olsher et al. [152]. 

 The third part revolves around the experimental validation of the WENDI-2 

response function at energies between ~20 MeV and ~175 MeV. Calibration 

neutron fields in this energy range are typically produced by means of 

cyclotron-accelerated protons or deuterons reacting with a light element target 

(Li or Be). Truly monoenergetic neutron beams cannot be produced because 

the high energy of the charged projectile generally exceeds the threshold for 

multi-body break-up reactions. This creates a continuous low-energy tail in the 

neutron spectrum, which is therefore referred to as “quasi-monoenergetic”. 

The presence of this low-energy tail constitutes a major complication for the 

high-energy calibration of extended-range rem meters like the WENDI-2, which 

have a good sensitivity to both the peak and tail neutrons. In fact, no 

international standard comparable to the ISO 8529 norm currently exists for 

this type of high-energy calibrations [187]. In this work, WENDI-2 

measurements were performed in high-energy quasi-monoenergetic neutron 

beams at the Theodor Svedberg Laboratory (Uppsala, Sweden). The results are 

compared to similar measurements of Olsher et al. [182], which were acquired 

in the same facility in a slightly different manner (see section II-4.2.4). 
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II-2 Simulation of the WENDI-2 response function 

II-2.1 Methodology 

II-2.1.1 Main principle 

The WENDI-2 absolute response function, expressed in counts per unit 

neutron fluence, was evaluated with MCNPX 2.7.0 [100] for 80 neutron energies 

between 10-9 MeV and 250 MeV. The value of the absolute response function at a 

given energy was calculated as the ratio of the results from two different simulations:  

 In the first simulation, the structure of the detector was modelled (see Figure 

II-1 (a)). Details on the geometric model will be given in the following section. 

This simulation calculated the average number of counts generated in the 

helium tube per source-emitted neutron.  

 In the second simulation, only air was considered and the volume-averaged 

neutron fluence per source-emitted neutron was calculated within a reference 

volume. Following the convention adopted by other authors [152,183,184], the 

reference volume corresponds to the sensitive volume of the helium tube 

defined in the first simulation. In this simulation, however, this cylindrical 

volume is filled with air instead of helium (see Figure II-1 (b)).    

 

  

Figure II-1 - Geometry of the MCNPX simulations used to calculate (a) the counts generated in 
the WENDI-2, and (b) the average neutron fluence within the reference volume. 
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II-2.1.2 Definition of the neutron source 

The response function was simulated for lateral irradiations of the WENDI-2. 

The reason hereof is that, in the measurements reported in this thesis, the main 

neutron flux reached the detector from lateral angles. (Directional response 

measurements with radionuclide sources can also be found in [152]).   

Two different geometric configurations of the monoenergetic neutron source 

were compared for the simulation of the WENDI-2 response function: 

 In the first version, an isotropic point source located at 50 cm from the centre 

of the detector was considered, following the work of Olsher et al. [152] and 

that of Vanaudenhove et al. [184]. To speed up the calculation, the isotropic 

emission was actually limited to a cone circumscribed to the detector, having a 

half aperture angle α of 17.25°. This variance reduction method was also 

applied by Vanaudenhove et al. [184]. 

 In the second version, a rectangular parallel beam that encompasses the whole 

volume of the detector, was used as in the work of Jägerhofer et al. [183]. The 

neutron emission originated from a 23 x 24 cm² rectangle at 50 cm from the 

centre of the detector.  

II-2.1.3 Modelling of the WENDI-2 

The counter tube at the centre of the WENDI-2 is a cylindrical 3He-filled 

proportional counter Type 252180 manufactured by LND, Inc (New York). The active 

volume was modelled as a 3He cell with a diameter of 2.438 cm and a height of 

5.13 cm, following the specifications in [188]. The 3He density was set to 0.333 kg/m³, 

correspondingly to the gas pressure of 2 atm indicated in [188]. For the 0.5 cm thick 

tube hull, a generic elementary composition of stainless steel was defined with 74% 

Fe, 18% Cr and 8% Ni in mass, and a density of 8 g/cm³. The borated rubber patch, 

which closes off the air volume above the counter tube, was not represented in the 

simulations, because of its negligible influence during side irradiations of the 

detector. 

The central counter tube is surrounded by a thick polyethylene moderator 

with an embedded layer of tungsten powder. The outer diameter of the WENDI-2 is of 

22.86 cm and its height of 21 cm. The assumption was made that the polyethylene has 

a medium density of 0.94 g/cm³ [189,190]. The tungsten shell was defined with an 

inner radius of 4.0 cm and a thickness of 1.5 cm [152]. Its density was set to 

10.624 g/cm³,  according to R.H. Olsher’s estimate for the effective density of the 

tungsten powder [184]. An overview of the material definitions used in the 

simulations is given in table II-1.  
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Table II-1 - Material definitions in the MCNPX simulation of the WENDI-2 counts. The upper 

limit in energy of the cross-section data tables applies to both the neutron and the proton data. 

Material 
Isotope 

or 
element 

Atom fraction 
Neutron 
library 

Upper 
limit 

(MeV) 

Proton 
library 

Polyethylene 0.94 g/cm³ 
1H 0.666667 

la150n 
& s(α,β) 

150 
4.10-6 

endf70prot 

natC 0.333333 la150n 150 / 

Tungsten powder 
10.624 g/cm³ 

184W 0.306203 la150n 150 endf70prot 
186W 0.281056 la150n 150 endf70prot 
182W 0.267745 la150n 150 endf70prot 
183W 0.144996 la150n 150 endf70prot 

Stainless steel 8 g/cm³ 

56Fe 0.671469 la150n 150 endf70prot 
54Fe 0.044354 la150n 150 endf70prot 
57Fe 0.015234 la150n 150 endf70prot 
58Fe 0.001996 endf70b 20 / 
52Cr 0.160062 la150n 150 endf70prot 
53Cr 0.017967 la150n 150 endf70prot 
50Cr 0.008661 la150n 150 endf70prot 
54Cr 0.004369 la150n 150 endf70prot 
58Ni 0.051998 la150n 150 endf70prot 
60Ni 0.019365 la150n 150 endf70prot 
62Ni 0.002599 la150n 150 endf70prot 
61Ni 0.000826 la150n 150 endf70prot 
64Ni 0.000640 la150n 150 endf70prot 

Helium  
3.33 . 10-3 g/cm³ 

3He 1 endf70a 20 endf70prot 

Air  
1.205 . 10-3 g/cm³ 

14N 0.784431 la150n 150 endf70prot 
16O 0.210748 la150n 150 endf70prot 

natAr 0.004671 rmccsa 20 / 
natC 0.000150 la150n 150 / 

 

II-2.1.4 Calculation of the WENDI-2 counts 

The 3He(n,p)3H reactions constitute the main count generating mechanism in 

the WENDI-2. In our simulations, the average number of (n,p) reactions per source-

emitted neutron was obtained by folding the average neutron fluence in the 3He 

volume with the 3He(n,p)3H cross-section from the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation [122] 

(table 2003.70c [100]), multiplied hereafter by the atomic density of the gas and the 

volume of the gas cell. To that end, a tally multiplier card (FM4 -1 1 103) and a 

segment divisor card (SD4 1) were associated to a F4:n tally defined in the helium cell 

[100].  

With this method, each (n,p) reaction was assumed to generate one count, 

meaning that any count losses due to the wall effect were neglected. The wall effect 

corresponds to the situation in which one or both of the reaction products of an (n,p) 

reaction escape the gas volume without having deposited together enough energy to 

trigger a count. In the WENDI-2, the minimum energy deposition required for this is 

of 50 keV, due to the lower discriminator of the detector electronics which is set to 
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1 mV [152]. Jägerhofer et al. used the Monte Carlo code FLUKA to simulate the 

spectrum of the energy depositions in the gas and estimated herefrom that only 1.1% 

of the (n,p)  reactions do not trigger counts (on average, for all incident neutron 

energies considered) [183]. Therefore, even if our simulation method does not 

account for the wall effect, it was judged sufficiently satisfactory for our purposes. 

The neutron cross-sections available for 3He in the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation  

[122] are shown in figure II-2. In the total generated WENDI-2 counts, the 

contribution of neutron absorbing reactions other than (n,p) is evidently negligible at 

energies below a few MeV. Above the reaction threshold of 5 MeV, the (n,d) reaction 

becomes possible, but the number of these reactions, which was evaluated in a 

similar manner as the number of (n,p) reactions, was found to be negligible compared 

to the latter (< 0.01%, at all energies). 

      
Figure II-2 - Neutron cross-sections for 3He from the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation (figure from 

[191]). The cross-section of the (n,p) reaction is shown in pink, that of the (n,d) reaction in cyan. 

Some of the charged particles – protons, mainly – that are produced by 

neutron interactions inside the solid materials of the detector may also cross the 

helium volume and occasionally deposit enough energy therein to trigger counts. This 

contribution, which is believed to be small in the considered energy range (below 

250 MeV), was not taken into account in our calculation of the absolute response 

function of the WENDI-2. The response function calculations referenced in 

[152,183,184] did not include this contribution either. Olsher et al. calculated 

nevertheless that, at the incident neutron energy of 500 MeV, this contribution from 

protons, deuterons, tritons, 3He ions, charged pions and muons represents only 

~2.5% of the total counts (and ~3% at 5 GeV) [152].     
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Pions can only be produced in the intranuclear cascade above the threshold of 

~280 MeV for an incident neutron (or proton) [65]. Therefore, the decay of neutral 

pions into highly energetic photons and the possible subsequent photon-induced 

nuclear reactions did not need to be considered over the studied energy range. It thus 

sufficed to only track neutrons and protons for the simulation of the intranuclear 

cascades.   

II-2.1.5 Evaluated cross-section data and physics models 

Neutron interaction cross-sections from the la150n library [113,119], defined 

up to 150 MeV, were used wherever possible, namely for all isotopes/elements except 
3He, 58Fe and Ar (see table II-1). In the same manner, the available data from the 

endf70prot library [192] was used for the proton cross-sections (see table II-1). Most 

of the data included in the endf70prot library is given up to 150 MeV since it 

originates directly from the la150h library [113,119].  

By default, MCNPX treats neutron scattering by using a free-gas approximation 

for the target nuclei. Below neutron energies of a few eV, this approximation is no 

longer valid in liquids and solids because the energy transfers in scattering become 

similar to different types of excitation energies of condensed matter. In such case, the 

binding of the target nucleus has an important effect on the scattering cross-section 

and on the angular and energy distributions of the scattered neutrons. To account for 

these effects in the scattering on hydrogen nuclei inside polyethylene, the S(α,β) 

poly.01t table from the tmccs library (ENDF/B-V evaluation) [100], was used below 

4 eV.  

Initially, neutron and proton interactions for which no evaluated cross-section 

data was available (at projectile energies above 150 MeV, essentially), were simulated 

using the default physics models of MCNPX 2.7.0. These encompass the Bertini 

intranuclear cascade model, the multistage pre-equilibrium exciton model and the 

Dresner evaporation model (or the Fermi break-up model for light nuclei).  

In a second phase, the sensitivity of the calculated response function to the 

selected physics models was assessed. All possible combinations of intranuclear 

cascade and evaporation models available in MCNPX 2.7.0 were tested. These 

combinations are summarized in table II-2. The CEM03 model (version .02)  differs 

from the other intranuclear cascade models in the sense that it is a self-contained 

package which includes its own pre-equilibrium and evaporation models, and which 

does not offer any user-adaptable options [100]. For the other models, only default 

parameters were used. Thus, after using the Bertini, Isabel or INCL4 model, the 

multistage pre-equilibrium exciton model was invoked, followed by [100]: 

 the Fermi break-up model, if  the atomic mass number A ≤ 13, or if 14 ≤ A ≤ 20 

and the excitation energy E* < 44 MeV,  or 
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 the selected evaporation model, in the other cases.  

With the CEM03 model, the Fermi break-up model is used at any stage of the reaction 

as soon as A < 13. 

Table II-2 – Possible combinations of the models available in MCNPX 2.7.0 for the intranuclear 

cascade and the evaporation. 

Intranuclear cascade Evaporation 

Bertini Dresner (ATC80) 
Bertini ABLA 
Isabel Dresner (ATC80) 
Isabel ABLA 
INCL4 Dresner (ATC80) 
INCL4 ABLA 

CEM03 

 

II-2.2 Results 

II-2.2.1 Absolute response function 

II-2.2.1.1 With the default physics models of MCNPX 2.7.0 

Figure II-3 shows the simulation results for the average number of WENDI-2 

counts generated per source-emitted neutron, as a function of the energy of the 

source neutrons. The corresponding absolute response function is calculated by 

normalizing these results with respect to the reference neutron fluence in air (per 

source-emitted neutron), for which the simulation results are shown in Figure II-4.  

The neutron fluence in air depends very little on the neutron energy. The small 

decrease in the fluence for decreasing neutron energies is related to the fact that the 

air outscatter between the source and the reference volume is more important for 

lower neutron energies. However, the effect is very small in this case thanks to the 

short distance between the source and the reference volume. For the rectangular 

parallel beam, the simulated average fluence at high energy (where the air outscatter 

is negligible) corresponds, as expected, to the inverse area of the source: 1/(23.0 cm . 

24.0 cm) = 0.00181 cm-2. In the case of the point source, emitting neutrons 

isotropically in a cone circumscribed to the detector, the average fluence per source-

emitted neutron at high-energy is equal to 0.00142 cm-2. This corresponds to the 

inverse of the area S = Ω.d², where Ω = 0.282 sr is the solid angle of the source 

emission and d = 50 cm the distance from the source to the centre of the reference 

volume. 
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Figure II-3 – Simulated number of WENDI-2 counts per source-emitted neutron, for the close 
point source and for the rectangular parallel beam. The relative statistical MCNPX uncertainties 

are well below 1%.      

 

Figure II-4 –Simulated free-in-air neutron fluence per source-emitted neutron, for the close 
point source and for the rectangular parallel beam. The relative statistical MCNPX uncertainties 

are well below 1%. 
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Figure II-5 - Absolute response function of the WENDI-2, simulated with the close point source 
and with the rectangular parallel beam. Neutron interactions above 150 MeV were calculated 

with the default physics models of MCNPX 2.7.0 (Bertini & Dresner). The relative statistical 
uncertainties are smaller than 1%. The lines connecting the points are only a guide for the eye. 

 

 

Figure II-6 - Absolute response function of the WENDI-2 for a close point source (simulated with 
MCNPX 2.7.0 using the Bertini & Dresner models): comparison with the results obtained by 

Olsher et al. using MNCP4B and MCNPX 2.1.5 [152] and by Vanaudenhove et al. using GEANT4 
9.6 with (a) the Bertini model and (b) the BIC model [184]. The two curves of Vanaudenhove et 

al. are identical below 20 MeV because they rely on the same evaluated cross-section data. 
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Figure II-7 - Absolute response function of the WENDI-2 for a rectangular parallel beam 
(simulated with MCNPX 2.7.0 using the Bertini & Dresner models): comparison with the results 

obtained by Jägerhofer et al. using FLUKA [183]. 

The calculated absolute response functions corresponding to the close point 

source and to the rectangular parallel beam are compared in Figure II-5. With respect 

to the parallel beam irradiation, the use of the close point source increases the 

absolute response function by ~20% for thermal neutrons, and by ~5-15% for 

neutrons between 0.5 MeV and 10 MeV (evaporation neutrons). The influence of the 

source configuration thus decreases with increasing energies, and becomes entirely 

negligible above ~70 MeV. High-energy neutrons tend to travel more in straight line 

through matter than low-energy neutrons, which undergo more scattering. At high 

energies, the parallel beam therefore leads to a larger number of counts than the 

close point source (see Figure II-3). In the absolute response, this increase at high 

energies is however compensated by a similar increase in the neutron fluence in air 

(see Figure II-4). 

Our absolute response function simulated with the close point source 

configuration is compared in Figure II-6 to the results of other authors who used that 

same source definition:  

 Olsher et al. [152]: used previous versions of MCNPX, namely MCNP4B below 

20 MeV and MCNPX 2.1.5 above 20 MeV. Like in our work, their simulations 

relied on evaluated data for the S(α,β) thermal treatment of hydrogen in 

polyethylene (below 4 eV) and on the la150 libraries (up to 150 MeV). A good 

agreement of our response function with theirs was obtained below 150 MeV. 

Their response function differs from ours by less than 10% in the thermal 

region, and less than 5% at other energies up to 150 MeV. The small differences 
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can be due to little variations in the geometric model or material definitions. 

For neutron interactions above 150 MeV, Olsher et al. used the first 

implementation of the CEM model (CEM95). It led to a discontinuity in the 

response function around 150 MeV which, to our knowledge, is not physically 

justified. Between 150 MeV and 250 MeV, the response function of Olsher et al. 

is ~25% smaller than ours, which must be mainly due to the use of different 

hadronic models. Our response function, which is based on the Bertini & 

Dresner models, does not have a marked discontinuity around 150 MeV.  

 Vanaudenhove et al. [184]: used the Monte Carlo code GEANT4 9.6. For the 

scattering of neutrons by hydrogen nuclei of polyethylene, their simulations 

invoked evaluated S(α,β) thermal scattering data from the class 

G4NeutronHPThermalScattering below 4 ev. This data was based on the 

ENDF/B-VI.2 evaluation (a more recent evaluation than the one used in the 

poly.01t table of MCNPX). At thermal energies, the response function of 

Vanaudenhove et al. is 20-40% larger than ours. For neutron interactions up to 

20 MeV, Vanaudenhove et al. used cross-section data from the G4NDL 4.2 

library, which is based on the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation [122]. In this energy 

range, their response function agrees within 10% with ours. Above 20 MeV, 

evaluated cross-section libraries were not available in GEANT4 9.6 and 

hadronic non-elastic models had to be selected. Two different intranuclear 

cascade models of GEANT4 9.6 were compared in this case: the Bertini model 

[66,67,193] and the Binary Intranuclear Cascade Model (BIC) [194,195]. In 

both cases, the simulated intranuclear cascade is followed by the Griffin exciton 

pre-equilibrium model [61,196] and the Weisskopf evaporation model [56,197] 

(or the Fermi break-up model [58,198], for light nuclei). Between 20 MeV and 

250 MeV, the use of the GEANT4 Bertini model led to a response function which 

is up to ~20% larger than our function based on the la150n library and the 

Bertini model of MCNPX. The response function based on the GEANT4 BIC 

model, on the other hand, is ~10-20% smaller than our response function over 

that same energy range.    

For a lateral irradiation by a parallel beam, our simulated response function is 

compared in figure II-7 to the corresponding results of Jägerhofer et al. [183], who 

used the Monte Carlo code FLUKA [106]. For the interactions of neutrons up to 

20 MeV, FLUKA uses a cross-section library which is divided in 260 energy groups 

and provides group-to-group transfer probabilities [199]. This library is continuously 

updated according to the most recent evaluations (including ENDF/B evaluations) 

and contains specific data for hydrogen in its bound state within polyethylene [199]. 

However, Jägerhofer et al. did not indicate in their paper [183] which version of 

FLUKA (and which cross-section data) they used. Compared to our parallel beam 

response function, theirs is ~25–35% smaller at thermal energies and only ~3-13% 

smaller in the range of 0.5 MeV – 20 MeV. Between 20 MeV and 250 MeV, the hadron 

interactions in FLUKA are modelled through the Generalised Intra-Nuclear Cascade 
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(GINC) model [65,200], the Blann exciton pre-equilibrium model [65,201–204] and 

the Weisskopf evaporation model (as adapted by Ferrari & Sala)  [56,65,205] (or, for 

light nuclei, the Fermi break-up model [58,65]). The response function of Jägerhofer 

et al. differs from ours by less than 10% in the range of 20 MeV – 150 MeV, while it is 

10-15% smaller than ours in the range of 150 MeV – 250 MeV.  

Without distinguishing between the two different source configurations, the 

largest observed discrepancies between all different results here compared, are of: 

 a factor of 3.0 at thermal energies (GEANT4 vs. FLUKA), 

 a factor of 1.3 in the range of 0.5 MeV – 20 MeV (MCNP4B vs. FLUKA), 

 a factor of 1.5 in the range of 20 MeV – 250 MeV (GEANT4 Bertini vs. 

MCNPX 2.1.5). 

II-2.2.1.2 Influence of the selected physics models in MCNPX 2.7.0 

Figure II-8 shows how the simulated WENDI-2 response function varies in the 

range of 150 MeV – 250 MeV according to the intranuclear cascade and evaporation 

models selected within MCNPX 2.7.0. Without varying the evaporation model, the 

intranuclear cascade models Bertini and Isabel seem to produce nearly identical 

results, whereas INCL4 yields 6-7% smaller results in general. Comparing the 

evaporation models (without varying the intranuclear cascade model), the results are 

8-9% smaller when using ABLA instead of Dresner.     

 

Figure II-8 – Absolute WENDI-2 response function, as simulated above 150 MeV using the seven 
possible combinations of hadronic models in MCNPX 2.7.0. 
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 The choice of the selected hadronic models within MCNPX 2.7.0 has thus a 

relatively limited impact on the simulated WENDI-2 response function between 

150 MeV and 250 MeV. Compared to the ‘default’ response function based on the 

Bertini & Dresner models, the largest positive discrepancies were obtained  with the 

CEM03 model (+4% at 250 MeV) and the largest negative discrepancies with the 

INCL4 & ABLA models (-15% around 160-180 MeV). These differences are smaller 

than those observed with the results of Vanaudenhove et al. and Olsher et al. (see 

figure II-9). 

 

 

Figure II-9 – Absolute WENDI-2 response function simulated with MCNPX 2.7.0 using the Bertini 
& Dresner models (in red), the CEM03 model (in orange), and the INCL4 & ABLA models (in 

blue), compared to the results of Olsher et al. [152], Jägerhofer et al. [183] and Vanaudenhove 
et al. [184].  

 

II-2.2.2 Dose response function 

The built-in calibration factor of the WENDI-2 allows converting the number of 

counts into a dose expressed in Sv. According to the datasheet provided by the 

manufacturer for our detector [155], this calibration factor corresponds to 

1.14 (μSv/h)/(counts/s), which is equal to 3.17 . 10-10 Sv/count. To obtain the dose 

response function of our WENDI-2, our simulated absolute response function was 

multiplied by this calibration factor. These results, for a parallel beam irradiation, are 
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shown in figure II-10 together with the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients 

from ICRP Publication 74 [87]. The ratio of the dose response function to the fluence-

to-H*(10) coefficients, which is called the relative dose response function, is also 

given in figure II-11, along with the results from other authors [152,183,184] 

(considering the same calibration factor).  

 

 

Figure II-10 - Dose response function of the WENDI-2 for a lateral irradiation by a parallel 
beam, compared to the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients from ICRP Publication 74 [87]. 

 

Figure II-11 - Relative dose response function of the WENDI-2, as simulated with MCNPX 2.7.0 
using the Bertini & Dresner models, and as calculated by Olsher et al. [152], Jägerhofer et al. 

[183] and Vanaudenhove et al. [184], considering a calibration factor of 3.17 . 10-10 Sv/count. 
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The WENDI-2 was calibrated by Thermo Scientific using a bare 252Cf source. 

Therefore, in the emission range of such a neutron source (~0.1 MeV – 10 MeV), the 

obtained dose response function matches as expected quite closely with the fluence-

to-H*(10) conversion coefficients. At high energies (10 MeV – 250 MeV) and at 

thermal energies, the dose response function differs from the ICRP 74 coefficients by 

at most a factor of 2. The agreement is less satisfactory at intermediate energies (1 eV 

– 0.1 MeV), where the dose response function overestimates the ICRP 74 coefficients 

by up to a factor of ~7. 

Except for neutrons in the range of 0.1 MeV – 10 MeV, relatively large 

discrepancies thus exist between the predicted WENDI-2 dose response function and 

the ideal behaviour required to measure H*(10) accurately in any neutron field. 

Fortunately, intermediate neutrons do not represent a large fraction of the typical 

neutron spectra encountered behind the shielding of proton therapy rooms (see 

section III-3). In such neutron fields, the WENDI-2 response will be in fact largely 

determined by the neutrons of the evaporation peak and the cascade peak. The 

response function in these energy regions is indeed more than ten times larger than 

for thermal neutrons. In principle, the response to the evaporation neutrons (0.1 MeV 

– 10 MeV) ought to be quite accurate. The accuracy of the WENDI-2 measurements 

will thus depend for a great deal on the capacity to accurately measure the 

contribution of the high-energy neutrons. Judging from the simulated dose response 

function, that contribution has the potential to be relatively accurate too, thanks to a 

compensating effect between the underestimated response to neutrons of ~10 – 

50 MeV and the overestimated response above ~50 MeV.  

The validity of the simulated response function needs however to be verified 

experimentally. In the context of this thesis work, the experimental validation seems 

especially important for the evaporation neutrons and the high-energy neutrons up 

to ~230 MeV. The following parts of this chapter are therefore dedicated to validation 

measurements in these energy regions. 
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II-3  Validation measurements using radionuclide 

source of 
252

Cf and AmBe 

II-3.1 Methodology 

II-3.1.1 Experiment 

WENDI-2 measurements were performed with radionuclide sources of 252Cf 

and AmBe at the Laboratory for Nuclear Calibration (LNC) of the SCK-CEN, in Mol, 

Belgium. The SCK-CEN staff provided us with the up-to-date reference H*(10) rates 

delivered by the sources. The calibration of these sources is traceable to primary 

standards from the National Physical Laboratory in the United Kingdom. 

The measurements were performed inside the LNC bunker represented in the 

figures II-12 and II-13. The neutrons sources were stored in pits below the floor and 

lifted up by a cable into the bunker when irradiations had to be performed.  

In a first series of measurements, the bare 252Cf source labelled as 'CF3' was 

used. As indicated in the figure II-12, the WENDI-2 was placed at three different 

distances from this source: 0.69 m (position 1), 1.00 m (position 2) and 2.00 m 

(position 3). In a second series, measurements were acquired at two different 

distances from the AmBe source: 1.00 m (position 4) and 2.00 m (position 5). For all 

measurements, the position of the detector was adjusted using a horizontal laser at 

source height as well as a vertical plumb line. The geometric centre of the detector 

was considered to be the reference point for the measurements. 

 

Figure II-12 - Measurement positions with respect to the radionuclide sources in the LNC 
bunker. 
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Figure II-13 - Picture of a rem meter calibration procedure performed with the shadow cone 
technique in the LNC bunker (courtesy of SCK-CEN). 

 

Without any uplifted radionuclide sources inside the bunker, only 12 counts 

were registered with the WENDI-2 within 200 s, which corresponds to a neutron 

background of (68 ± 24) nSv/h. This background was negligible compared to the dose 

rates delivered by the uplifted radioactive sources (see table II-3). Dead-time losses 

were also considered to be negligible in all measurements, since the measured dose 

rates were well within the range of WENDI-2 specified by the manufacturer (1 nSv/h 

– 100 mSv/h [154]) .  

 

Table II-3 - Reference H*(10) rates at the measuring positions (date: 15/10/2013). 

Position Source 
Source-to-detector 

distance [cm] 
Reference H*(10) 

rate [µSv/h] 
1 252Cf  69.0 1084 ± 48 
2 252Cf  100.0 516 ± 22 
3 252Cf  200.0 129 ± 6 
4 AmBe 100.0 128 ± 7 
5 AmBe 200.0 32 ± 2 

 

The response of the WENDI-2 was determined according to recommendations 

of the ISO 8529 norm [185]. Among other things, this norm specifies how the detector 

readings should be corrected for extraneous effects related to neutron scattering by 

the air and the walls, floor and ceiling of the calibration room. The calibration factor 

of a detector should indeed be an intrinsic property that does not depend on the used 

calibration facility and experimental technique.  
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Four different methods to correct for scatter effects are proposed in the ISO 

8529 norm [185]. The method applied in this case was the “shadow cone technique”, 

which is routinely used at the SCK-CEN. This technique relies on the experimental 

determination of the so-called inscattered components of the detector reading. 

Inscattered components are due to neutrons which reach the detector from an 

indirect angle after having been scattered by the air and/or the room surfaces. To 

measure this contribution, a specifically designed shadow cone is placed between the 

source and the detector to prevent the detection of neutrons coming directly from the 

source. The contribution from direct neutrons is then obtained by subtracting this 

shadow cone measurement from the regular measurement performed without the 

cone. Finally, a correction should also be applied for the outscatter of direct neutrons 

by the air between the source and the detector. If l represents the centre-to-centre 

distance from the source to the detector, the response R(l) of the detector is thus 

obtained through the following equation [185,206]: 

𝑅(𝑙) = (𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑙) − 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑐(𝑙)) 𝑒
 �̅�𝑙   (II.1) 

where  

𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑙) is the detector reading measured without the shadow cone, 

𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑐(𝑙) is the detector reading measured with the shadow cone, 

𝑒  �̅�𝑙 is the air outscatter correction factor for direct neutrons, with 𝛴 = 1055 . 10-7 cm-1 

for a bare 252Cf source [185] and 𝛴 = 890 . 10-7 cm-1 for a bare AmBe source [185]. 

The equation (II.1) is only valid as long as the source-to-detector distance l is 

at least two times larger than the radius of the detector [185,206]. This condition 

ensures a negligible geometry correction for the finite size of the source and the 

detector.  

The ISO 8529 criteria on the design and the use of a shadow cone [185] were 

met in the experiment at the SCK-CEN. The used shadow cone, which is shown in 

figure II-13, was made of an iron front part, of 20 cm in length, and a 5% boron-

doped polyethylene rear part, of 30 cm in length. Shadow cone measurements were 

only carried out for the measurement positions 3, 4 and 5. For the positions 1 and 2, 

the corrected response was determined using the factors in table II-4, which the SCK-

CEN staff obtained from previous shadow cone measurements with another WENDI-2 

probe. The ISO 8529 norm states indeed that once the shadow cone measurements 

have been carried out for one particular instrument type, they need not be repeated 

each time an identical device is calibrated in the same conditions [185].   
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          Table II-4 – Pre-established correction factors for WENDI-2 calibration measurements 

with the 252Cf source ‘CF3’ at the SCK-CEN. These factors were derived by the SCK-CEN staff from 

shadow cone measurements with another WENDI-2 (serial number: 10420; 11/09/2013). 

Position 
Distance to the 252Cf 

source ‘CF3’ [cm] 
Correction factor for WENDI-2 

calibration measurements  

1 69.0 0.841 ± 0.025 

2 100.0 0.745 ± 0.022 

3 200.0 0.509 ± 0.015 

 

II-3.1.2 Simulated WENDI-2 responses and H*(10) rates 

Simulations were performed using MCNPX 2.7.0 in which a point source emits 

neutrons isotropically with an energy distribution based on the group source 

strength values given in the ISO 8529-1 (table A.2 for the 252Cf source and table A.4 

for the AmBe source) [145]. The corresponding neutron spectra are shown on 

lethargy plots in the figures II-14 and II-15. The fluence-average energy of the 

emitted neutrons is of 2.13 MeV for 252Cf and 4.16 MeV for AmBe, respectively. 

For each measurement, a simulation was made in which a reference air-filled 

cell, with the dimensions of the active 3He volume of the WENDI-2, was defined at the 

appropriate distance in air from the point source. An F4:n tally in association with 

DE-DF cards [100] was applied to the reference air cell. This allowed simulating the 

WENDI-2 response by folding the volume-averaged fluence spectrum with the 

detector response function (multiplied by 3.17 . 10-10 Sv/count, the built-in calibration 

factor [155]). This calculation was done for different versions of the response 

function, which are shown in the figure II-16:  

 our response function obtained with MCNPX 2.7.0 considering a point source at 

50 cm from the geometric centre of the detector, 

 our response function obtained with MCNPX 2.7.0 for a parallel beam,  

 the results of Olsher et al. obtained with MCNP4B [152], 

 the results of Jägerhofer et al. obtained with FLUKA [183], 

 the results of Vanaudenhove et al. obtained with GEANT4 9.6 [184], 

 the experimental data obtained by Olsher et al. at the Physikalisch-Technische 

Bundesanstalt (PTB), with monoenergetic neutron beams of energies from 

0.144 MeV to 19 MeV (and, at energies below 0.144 MeV, the abovementioned 

simulation results of Olsher et al.).    

In the air cell used to compute the WENDI-2 response, the neutron H*(10) rate 

was also calculated, by means of the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients of the 

ICRP Publication 74 [87]. 
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Figure II-14 - Neutron emission spectrum of a bare 252Cf source, normalized to a total source 
strength of 1 neutron/s [145]. 

 

 

Figure II-15 - Neutron emission spectrum of a bare AmBe source, normalized to a total source 
strength of 1 neutron/s [145]. 
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Figure II-16 – Simulated WENDI-2 response functions (from this work and from [152,183,184]) 
& experimental responses obtained by Olsher et al. at the PTB with monoenergetic neutron 

beams [152].  

 

For the comparison with the measurements and the reference H*(10) rates, a 

normalization factor equivalent to the neutron source strength (in neutrons/s) 

needed to be applied to the simulation results, because the latter are given per 

source-neutron. To this end, the SCK-CEN staff provided us with the reference values 

of the neutron flux at 1.00 m distance from the source, in the direction of the 

measurement positions (see table II-5). Therefore, a neutron fluence tally F4:n, 

applied to a reference air cell at 1.00 m from the source, was added to our 

simulations. The normalization factor was subsequently calculated as the ratio of the 

reference neutron flux to the corresponding simulated neutron fluence per source-

neutron. 

 

Table II-5 – Reference neutron flux at 1.00 m from the source, along the axis of the measurement 

positions. 

Source 
Reference neutron flux 

[cm-2.s-1] 
252Cf  (label ‘CF3’) 373.46 ± 13.99 

AmBe 90.69 ± 5.11 
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II-3.2 Results 

II-3.2.1 Measurement results 

The results of the WENDI-2 measurements performed with and without the 

shadow cone are summarized in the table II-6. This table also gives the WENDI-2 

responses corrected for all scatter effects. These were determined according to the 

equation (II.1) for all positions except those at 0.69 m and 1.00 m from the 252Cf 

source. In these two cases, the measurement performed without shadow cone was 

multiplied by the global correction factor given in table II-4. The overall 1σ 

uncertainty associated to the corrected WENDI-2 responses (3.1%) includes: 

 the uncertainty on the inscattered response component measured with 

the shadow cone technique (3% according to the ISO 8529, based on 

“experience gathered over many years” [185]) , 

 the uncertainty on the linear air-attenuation coefficient 𝛴 (1.5%, 

according to the ISO 8529 [185]), 

 the Poisson counting uncertainties (0.4% - 0.8%), 

 the uncertainty on the source-to-detector distance l (<0.1%). 

It can be noted about the measurements at 2 m from the 252Cf source that the 

ratio of the corrected response to the measurement without shadow cone equals 

0.519 ± 0.016, which is compatible within one standard uncertainty with the 

corresponding ratio determined by the SCK-CEN with another WENDI-2 (0.509 ± 

0.015; see table II-4). 

 

Table II-6 - WENDI-2 measurements with and without shadow cone, and scatter-corrected 

WENDI-2 responses (air outscatter correction factor  𝑒  �̅�𝑙 included). 

Source 

Source-to-
detector 
distance 

[cm] 

WENDI-2 
measurement without 
shadow cone [µSv/h] 

WENDI-2 
measurement with 

shadow cone [µSv/h] 

Corrected 
WENDI-2 
response 
[µSv/h] 

252Cf 69.0 1230 ± 5 / 1034 ± 31 

252Cf 100.0 652 ± 4 / 486 ±  15 

252Cf 200.0 232 ± 1 114 ± 3 121 ± 4 

AmBe 100.0 167 ± 1 53.3 ± 1.7 115 ± 4 

AmBe 200.0 62.5 ± 0.5 32.4 ± 1.0 31 ± 1 
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II-3.2.2 Simulation results 

The results of the source strength normalization factors are given in table II-7. 

Correspondingly to the uncertainties on the reference neutron fluxes provided by the 

SCK-CEN, the normalization factors have a relative standard uncertainty of 3.7% and 

5.6% for the 252Cf and AmBe sources, respectively.  

 

Table II-7 – Simulated neutron fluence per source-emitted neutron at 1 m from the source, and 

the corresponding source strength normalization factor. 

Source 
Reference neutron flux 

at 1 m [cm-2.s-1] 
Simulated neutron 

fluence at 1 m [cm-2] 
Normalization factor 

[s-1] 
252Cf 373.46 ± 13.99 (8.041 ± 0.007) . 10-6 (4.645 ± 0.174) . 107  

AmBe 90.69 ± 5.11 (8.020 ± 0.009) . 10-6 (1.131 ± 0.064) . 107 

 

The simulation results for the neutron H*(10) rates and the WENDI-2 

responses are summarized in the tables II-8 and II-9, for the 252Cf and the AmBe 

irradiations, respectively. The standard uncertainty associated to the results includes 

the uncertainty on the source strength normalization factor (see table II-7) and, in 

the case of the response based on the measurements of Olsher et al., the experimental 

uncertainty of 5% [152].  The statistical MCNPX uncertainties were negligible.    

 

Table II-8 - Simulation results relative to the irradiations with the 252Cf source. 

Distance to 252Cf source  [cm] 69.0 100.0 200.0 

Neutron H*(10) [µSv/h] 1080 ± 41 515 ± 19 128 ± 5 

Response MCNPX 2.7.0   
(resp. fct. close point source)  [µSv/h] 

1221 ± 46 582 ± 22 145 ± 5 

Response MCNPX 2.7.0  
(resp. fct. parallel beam) [µSv/h] 

1121 ± 42 535 ± 20 133 ± 5 

Response MCNP4B  
(resp. fct. of Olsher et al. [152])  [µSv/h] 

1263 ± 47 602 ± 23 150 ± 6 

Response FLUKA  
(resp. fct. of Jägerhofer et al. [183]) [µSv/h] 

1028 ± 39 490 ± 18 122 ± 5 

Response GEANT4 9.6  
(resp. fct. of Vanaudenhove et al. [184]) [µSv/h] 

1122 ± 42 535 ± 20 133 ± 5 

Response Monoenergetic measurements of 
Olsher et al. at PTB [152]  [µSv/h] 

1046 ± 65 499 ± 31 124 ± 8 
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Table II-9 - Simulation results relative to the irradiations with the AmBe source. 

Distance to AmBe source  [cm] 100.0 200.0 

Neutron H*(10) [µSv/h] 128 ± 7 31.8 ± 1.8 

Response MCNPX 2.7.0   
(resp. fct. close point source)  [µSv/h] 

143 ± 8 35.5 ± 2.0 

Response MCNPX 2.7.0  
(resp. fct. parallel beam) [µSv/h] 

133 ± 8 33.1 ± 1.9 

Response MCNP4B  
(resp. fct. of Olsher et al. [152])  [µSv/h] 

148 ± 8 36.8 ± 2.1 

Response FLUKA  
(resp. fct. of Jägerhofer et al. [183]) [µSv/h] 

123 ± 7 30.7 ± 1.7 

Response GEANT4 9.6  
(resp. fct. of Vanaudenhove et al. [184]) [µSv/h] 

131 ± 7 32.6 ± 1.8 

Response Monoenergetic measurements of 
Olsher et al. at PTB [152]  [µSv/h] 

124 ± 9 30.8 ± 2.3 

 

II-3.2.3 Discussion 

As shown in the figures II-17 and II-18, the simulated H*(10) rates are in 

excellent agreement with the corresponding reference rates in all cases. It proves that 

the source strength normalization factors were calculated accurately.  

 

 

Figure II-17 – Comparison of the simulated H*(10) rate and the corrected WENDI-2 response 
with the reference H*(10) rate, for different distances to the 252Cf source. 
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For the 252Cf irradiations (see figure II-17), the measured WENDI-2 responses 

deviate from the reference H*(10) rates by -4.5% to -6.6%. In each position, the two 

quantities agree with each other within one standard uncertainty (1σ). In this aspect, 

our measurements thus validate the built-in calibration factor determined by the 

manufacturer of the WENDI-2 [155].  

In the AmBe field (see figure II-18), deviations of -10% and -3.9% were 

obtained for the measured WENDI-2 responses with respect to the reference H*(10) 

rates. It corresponds to an agreement within 2σ and 1σ for the measurements at 1 m 

and 2 m from the source, respectively.   

The results tend to confirm that the WENDI-2 can provide accurate 

measurements for the contribution to H*(10) due to neutrons in the range of 0.1 MeV 

– 10 MeV.   

 

Figure II-18 - Comparison of the simulated H*(10) rate and the corrected WENDI-2 
measurement with the reference H*(10) rate, for different distances to the AmBe source. 

The simulated WENDI-2 responses, based on the different versions of the 

response function (see figure II-16), are compared to the measured WENDI-2 

responses in the figure II-19 and II-20. The experimental validation of Olsher et al. 

performed with monoenergetic neutron beam measurements at the TSL is confirmed 

by our measurements, which agree with the corresponding energy-integrated 

responses within 1σ. Amongst the response functions calculated with a Monte Carlo 

code, the version of Jägerhofer et al. [183], obtained with FLUKA, provided the best 

agreement with our measurements (agreement within 1σ). The worst agreement was 

obtained with the response function of Olsher et al. [152] simulated with MCNP4B 

(agreement within 3σ; deviations of 20-30 % with respect to the measured response).  
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Figure II-19 – Comparison for the 252Cf irradiations of the measured WENDI-2 responses with 
the simulated responses based on different versions of the response function, obtained either by 

simulation (this work and [152,183,184]) or from monoenergetic neutron measurements [152]. 

 
 

Figure II-20 – Comparison for the AmBe irradiations of the measured WENDI-2 responses with 
the simulated responses based on different versions of the response function, obtained either by 

simulation (this work and [152,183,184]) or from monoenergetic neutron measurements [152]. 
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II-4 Validation measurements in high-energy quasi-

monoenergetic neutron beams 

II-4.1 Methods and procedures 

II-4.1.1 QMN beam irradiations  

Irradiations of the WENDI-2 were performed in high-energy QMN beams at the 

Theodor Svedberg Laboratory (TSL), in Uppsala, Sweden. A beam of cyclotron-

accelerated protons was directed at a thin lithium target enriched to 99.98% in 7Li, in 

order to produce QMN beams through the 7Li(p,xn) reaction. To avoid the 

contamination of the QMN beam with protons, a magnet downstream the target 

deflected the exiting proton beam towards a water-cooled graphite beam dump.  

The neutron beam was shaped by a cylindrical iron collimator block (100 cm 

long) with a 10.2 cm diameter aperture. This allowed creating a uniform field of 

25 cm in diameter at the Actual User Position (AUP). The AUP was located at 9.50 m 

of the target, inside the experimental area referred to as the ‘Blue Hall’. This area is 

shielded from the target by 60 – 120 cm thick concrete blocks, as shown on the map 

in figure II-21. Additional information on the QMN facility can be found in [207,208]. 

Runs were conducted at three different proton energies:  

 The minimum available proton energy (~25 MeV), producing a QMN beam with 

a peak near 22 MeV. This energy was selected as a kind of benchmark point for 

the experiment since the WENDI-2 response function is already well 

characterised between ~0.1 MeV and ~20 MeV thanks to, amongst others, the 

experimental data acquired by Olsher et al. at the PTB [152]. 

 The maximum available proton energy (~180 MeV), producing a QMN beam 

with a peak around 175 MeV.  

 An intermediate proton energy of ~100 MeV, producing a QMN beam with a 

peak around 95 MeV. Apart from providing an intermediate point between the 

minimum and maximum energies, this energy is also of interest because it 

approximately corresponds to the centre of the high-energy peak in the 

neutron spectra typically encountered in proton therapy facilities when 

delivering protons of ~230 MeV. 

The exact proton energies, which were measured by the TSL staff, are given in 

Table II-10, along with the corresponding thickness of the used Li target.  
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Table II-10 - Measured proton energies and Li target thicknesses of the three QMN runs 

Date of the run 13/06/2014 17-18/06/2014 18-19/06/2014 

Measured proton 

energy [MeV] 
177.8 ± 1.0 96.3 ± 0.4 24.60 ± 0.05 

Target thickness 

[mm] 
23.5 8.5 2.0 

 

Figure II-21 - Map of the Blue Hall at the TSL (courtesy of the TSL). Measurement positions are 
indicated by coloured dots: the positions AUP (Actual User Position) is centred on the beam axis, 

whereas the positions A, B, C, D and E lie out of the beam. 

WENDI-2 measurements were performed in the first place at the AUP, which is 

the reference position for the measurement of the delivered neutron fluence. The 

diameter of the plateau in the neutron beam profile at the AUP was of 25 cm in order 

to irradiate uniformly the entire volume of the WENDI-2 (which, as a reminder, has a 

diameter of 22.86 cm and a height of 21 cm).  

At the AUP, the geometric centre of the WENDI-2 was aligned with the fixed 

horizontal laser indicating the beam axis. For each run, the measurement uncertainty 

related to the detector positioning was also assessed by redoing the positioning 

procedure in between two irradiation series.       
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Complementary measurements were made with the WENDI-2 in other 

positions than the AUP, including several outside of the QMN beam. The 

measurement positions are described in Table II-11 and shown in Figure II-21.  

 The lateral extent of the QMN beam at the AUP was roughly assessed by 

successively displacing the WENDI-2 by 15 cm, 30 cm, 50 cm and 88.5 cm 

perpendicularly to the beam axis (see positions HO, A, B and C, respectively). 

 Measurements were also performed in two positions (D and E) located at more 

than 1 m from the beam axis. These measurements give indications on the 

room-scattered neutron flux and the neutron leakage through the target 

shielding. They were used to make a rough estimate of the contribution of low-

energy neutrons (E < 0.1 MeV) to the WENDI-2 response at the AUP, a 

contribution which was not directly measured in this experiment. Based on this 

estimate (see section II-4.2.1) and on consistent low-energy fluence 

measurements from [207], it was assumed reasonable in a first approach to 

neglect the contribution of neutrons with less than 0.1 MeV in the data analysis.                     

 Table II-11 – Overview of the measurement positions in the Blue Hall 

Position Description 

AUP Actual User Position: reference position at 9.50 m from the Li target. 

HO Not shown in Figure 1; located between AUP and A, at 15 cm from 

AUP. About half of the detector volume stood in the beam penumbra. 

A At 30 cm from AUP.  

B At 50 cm from AUP. 

C At 88.5 cm from AUP. 

D At 11 m from the Li target (measured along the neutron beam axis) 

and at 1m20 from the neutron beam axis. 

E At 7 m from the Li target (measured along the neutron beam axis) 

and at 1 m from the neutron beam axis. 

II-4.1.2 Operation of the WENDI-2 

Before starting the irradiations, the neutron background was measured during 

5 minutes with the WENDI-2 positioned at the AUP. The average measured dose rate 

did not exceed 2 nSv/h, wherefore the neutron background was considered to be 

negligible. The Blue Hall is in fact an underground facility.  

During the irradiations, the WENDI-2 was operated in counter mode, which 

means that the detector counted the triggered impulses during a preselected 

measuring time. The accumulating number of counts was displayed by the FH-40 

monitor during the counting. Immediately at the end of the measuring time, the 

display switched to the “average dose rate”, calculated by the FH-40 as the number of 

counts divided by the preselected measuring time and multiplied by the built-in 
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calibration factor (0.317 nSv/c [155]). Since there was no guarantee that the 

measuring time would systematically be equal to the irradiation time, it was 

preferable to record the total number of counts instead of the average dose rate 

calculated by FH-40. Knowing that the neutron background was negligible, the 

preselected measuring time was therefore chosen to be a bit longer than the 

estimated irradiation time so that (1) the counting could be started just before 

turning the beam on and (2) the counting continued a little while after the irradiation 

had ended, leaving time to write down the total number of counts before the display 

switched to the average dose rate.   

The beam was automatically switched off as soon as the peak fluence preset in 

the TSL “BORN” software was delivered.  This peak fluence was set so as to ensure 

good counting statistics (> 2000 counts) for the peak fluence monitoring system, 

which is described in section II-4.1.3. This setting also ensured excellent counting 

statistics for the WENDI-2 measurements, with more than 105 counts at the AUP and 

more than 104 counts in out-of-beam positions. 

At the beginning of each run, the proton beam intensity was increased in steps 

until reaching a suitable neutron flux that allowed delivering the requested fluence 

within 3 – 5 min. In the runs with the 24.6 MeV and 93.1 MeV protons, the neutron 

flux was continuous since the cyclotron was operated in Continuous Wave (CW) 

mode. In the run with the 177.8 MeV protons, however, the cyclotron functioned in 

Frequency Modulated (FM) mode and produced beam pulses of 600 µs at a frequency 

of 160 Hz, which corresponds to a duty cycle of 9.6%.  

Since the helium tube inside the WENDI-2 is a proportional counter, its dead-

time losses were estimated following the basic model of Feller for a non-paralyzable 

detector (Type I model) [209]. This model is based on the idea of a fixed dead-time, 

during which any occurring event is lost, and after which the detector fully recovers. 

The true count rate n can then be estimated from the observed count rate m and the 

dead-time τ with the following formula [209]: 

𝑛 =
𝑚

1 −𝑚𝜏
 

A dead-time 𝜏 of 1.8 µs was assumed for the WENDI-2 according to the 

datasheet of the manufacturer [155]. The observed count rate m was determined by 

dividing the WENDI-2 counts by the irradiation time deduced from the fluence 

monitoring logs that the TSL staff provided after the experiment. In the two runs 

operated in CW mode, the dead-time losses were found to be negligible (< 1%) in all 

positions. For the run in FM mode (177.8 MeV protons), the logged irradiation time 

was multiplied by the duty cycle of 9.6 % to provide a conservative estimate of the 

true neutron irradiation time. Under this assumption, the true count rate n was 

estimated to be 4.9 % larger than the observed count rate m for the irradiations at the 

AUP. Dead-time losses in other positions were negligible.  
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Figure II-22 – Exploded view of the TFBC monitor (adapted from [210]) 

II-4.1.3 Neutron fluence measurements 

The measurements of the neutron fluence at the AUP were carried out entirely 

by the TSL staff. The cornerstone of the fluence monitoring system at the TSL is a 

monitor based on two Thin-Film Breakdown Counters (TFBCs). The TFBCs [211–214] 

are Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor capacitors to which a low voltage of ~100 V is 

applied. They consist of a very thin SiO2 dielectric film sandwiched between a low-

resistivity n-type silicon wafer and a very thin metal electrode. As shown in the 

schematic view in figure II-22, the TFBCs are placed on both sides of a thin natural 

uranium target, in which the neutron beam induces fast fissions of 238U nuclei. The 

produced fission fragments are detected in the TFBCs thanks to their track of 

ionizations which causes an electrical breakdown of the capacitor. Most of the time, 

these breakdowns do not cause lasting short-circuits because they create a tiny hole 

in the insulator and the thin metal electrode by evaporation. As such, the TFBCs in 

regular use at the TSL generally have a lifetime of a few years [215]. Important 

advantages of the TFBCs are their good timing capabilities and their insensitivity to 

electrons, light ions, gammas and neutrons. 
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The TFBC monitor was absolutely calibrated by the TSL staff to measure the 

fluence of the neutrons in the high-energy peak of the QMN spectrum (the ‘peak 

fluence’). A detailed explanation of the calibration method is given in [215].  It relies 

on previous measurements in which the thin natU target inside the TFBC monitor was 

replaced by a similar target containing a mixture of natU and 252Cf, with a known 

surface density of spontaneous fission activity. To avoid dismantling the TFBC 

monitor at every calibration, a relationship was established between this absolute 

calibration and the response to an external Pu-Be radioactive neutron source. Hence, 

at the beginning of a new QMN run, the TSL staff performs a measurement with a Pu-

Be source. This allows to determine the sensitivity speak, defined as the ratio of the 

number of TFBC monitor counts to the peak fluence, using the following formula 

derived in [215]:  

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 
𝜎𝑓𝑓(𝐸𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘)𝑁𝑃𝑢𝐵𝑒

𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑘𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑠𝐵
𝑘180 

where 

𝜎𝑓𝑓(𝐸𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘)  is the fission cross-section of 238U at the neutron peak energy 

(experimental data from [216]) 

𝑁𝑃𝑢𝐵𝑒 is the count rate of the TFBC monitor in the irradiation with the Pu-Be source, 

𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑤 is the ratio of the number of 238U fission events induced by peak neutrons to the 

total number of 238U fission events (experimental data from [215]), 

𝑘𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑠 is a correction for the angular anisotropy in the emission of the fission 

fragments (experimental data from the similar proton-induced fission of 238U, see 

references cited in [217]), 

𝑘180 is a correction for the difference in efficiency between the ‘forward’ TFBC and 

the ‘backward’ TFBC (experimental data from [215]), 

𝐵 = 8.017 . 10−21 (±5%)  is the constant that establishes the relationship with the 
natU+252Cf calibration [215].  

The factor 𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑤was determined from data acquired during the experiment 

described in [217], in which the Time-Of-Flight (TOF) technique was applied with the 

use of a TFBC coupled to a 238U fission sample. The TOF spectra of fission events were 

decomposed into a component due to peak neutrons and a component due to tail 

neutrons by means of a “simple empirical algorithm” [217]. No details about this 

decomposition method are given in [217], but [215] mentions a “graphical 

procedure” with an estimated uncertainty of 5-7% related to the time structure of the 

cyclotron micropulse, the time resolution of the detector and the counting statistics. 

An explicit explanation of how this uncertainty was estimated is not given. The report 

points out, though, that most of the 𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑤values measured at the same neutron peak 

energies (2 - 6 values per energy) agree with each other within these uncertainties 

[215].  
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Because the TFBC monitor has a relatively low sensitivity, the online fluence 

monitoring at the TSL is usually performed with the Ionization Chamber Monitor 

(ICM) [210], used as a relative monitor calibrated against the TFBC monitor. This 

allows to gain one to two orders of magnitude in sensitivity [210]. The ICM is 

essentially a fission chamber with a stack of eleven electrodes: five cathodes and six 

anodes positioned in alternation. Each cathode is coated on both sides with U3O8 and 

the chamber is filled by a gas mixture of 90% Ar – 10% CF4 at atmospheric pressure. 

As in the TFBC monitor, the neutrons are detected through a two stage process. In the 

first stage, 238U fission fragments are produced in the U3O8 coating. In the second 

stage, the fission fragments are detected through the ionizations they produce in the 

gas and the subsequent drift of the free electrons towards the anode.      

 In our experiment, the ICM was located upstream the AUP, at ~3.3 m from the 

Li target. Before each run, the TSL staff positioned the TFBC at the AUP in order to 

determine the calibration factor PICM, by which the ICM counts NICM need be multiplied 

to obtain the peak fluence Φpeak delivered at the AUP. This calibration factor was 

simply calculated as follows: 

𝑃𝐼𝐶𝑀 = 
𝛷𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘

𝑁𝐼𝐶𝑀
=

𝑁𝑇𝐹𝐵𝐶
𝑁𝐼𝐶𝑀𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘

 

 The PICM factors of the three runs are given in Table II-12. The TSL staff 

estimated the overall relative uncertainty associated to PICM to 10%. The full 

uncertainty analysis behind this estimate was not given, but the most important 

contributions probably arise from the factors 𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑤 (5-7%) and B (5%), as well as the 
238U  fission cross-section (5% at  173 MeV, 4% at 93 MeV and 2% at 21.8 MeV [216]). 

A relative uncertainty of 2.7% was associated to the count rate 𝑁𝑃𝑢𝐵𝑒 (Prokofiev, A.V., 

private communication).     

A negligible statistical uncertainty on the number of ICM counts was reached 

during the WENDI-2 irradiations. Following the evaluation made by the TSL staff, an 

overall uncertainty of 10% was thus considered on the peak fluence delivered at the 

AUP. 

Table II-12 – Values of the ICM calibration factor for the three QMN runs 

Measured proton energy [MeV] 177.8 96.3 24.60 

PICM  [cm-2] 72.0 58.3 112 

 

Unlike the peak fluence, the fluence of neutrons in the low-energy tail could 

not be measured with the available means. This aspect constitutes a large limitation 

to the experiment because, depending on the peak energy, the measured peak fluence 

Φpeak only represents at most ~50% of Φtotal, and the WENDI-2 has a good sensitivity 

to a large part of the low-energy tail (above 0.1 MeV). Determining the WENDI-2 
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response thus requires dividing the number of WENDI-2 counts by the total neutron 

fluence Φtotal.  

Unfortunately, the ideal monitor that would be capable of measuring Φtotal 

directly does not exist. Therefore, the fraction of peak neutrons kpeak needs to be 

determined through a precise characterisation of the neutron fluence spectrum down 

to the thermal energies, or at least down to 0.1 MeV in a first approach. Once kpeak is 

known with good accuracy, Φtotal. can be determined from the measurement of Φpeak 

by dividing it by kpeak.  

Accurately characterising the QMN spectra is however not a straightforward 

task. In the absence of adequate neutron spectrometry equipment, kpeak had to be 

estimated from neutron spectrum calculations or from previously published 

experimental spectra. Four different versions of the spectra were taken into account 

in this work, in order to assess the influence of the assumed spectrum shape on kpeak 

and the associated WENDI-2 response. The following sections describe how these 

spectra were obtained.  

II-4.1.4 Spectra simulated with MCNPX 2.7.0 (default models) 

Simulations were run with MCNPX 2.7.0 in order to calculate the QMN 

spectrum at the AUP for the three different beams. A simple geometry was defined in 

which a monoenergetic source produces a narrow proton beam impinging on a thin 
7Li target in air. The proton energy and the thickness of the target were set to the 

values given in table II-10. Because on a first basis it was considered reasonable to 

neglect the low-energy room-scattering component in the neutron spectra (see 

section II-4.2.1), the walls of the Blue Hall were not included in the geometry.  

In the officially distributed version of MCNPX 2.7.0, the only available 

evaluated cross-section data for protons interacting with 7Li are those from table 

3007.70h [100] of the endf70prot library [192]. This table is limited to a maximum 

proton energy of 10 MeV and was thus not useful to our simulations. As a work-

around, the default intranuclear cascade model (Bertini) was used, in conjunction 

with the multi-stage pre-equilibrium exciton model and the Fermi break-up model, to 

simulate the interactions of the high-energy protons with the 7Li target. It should be 

noted here, however, that intranuclear cascade models are believed to be less reliable 

below 150 MeV and that pre-equilibrium models are relatively poor if applied to light 

target nuclei such as 7Li. Therefore, only moderate expectations were held regarding 

the validity of the neutron spectra obtained with these models.      

Below 150 MeV, neutron interactions with 7Li and air were based on evaluated 

cross-section data from the endf70 library [218], which includes the data of the la150 

library. The Bertini intranuclear cascade model, the pre-equilibrium model and the 

Dresner evaporation model (or the Fermi break-up model for the lighter nuclei) were 

used for neutron interactions above 150 MeV.    
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In the experiment, the protons exiting the target were removed from the 

neutron beam by electromagnetic deflection. Since MCNPX does not allow simulating 

magnetic fields, the protons in the simulation were killed after exiting the target. This 

was done by defining immediately behind the 7Li target an air cell with a proton 

importance set to zero.  

The neutron spectrum was calculated at 9.50 m downstream the target as the 

energy distribution of the fluence averaged over the volume of a cell (Tally type F4 + 

E card [100]). The tally cell was a cylindrical air volume with a radius of 11 cm 

(perpendicular to the beam) and a thickness of 2.5 cm along the beam axis. The 

thickness corresponds to the diameter of the He tube in the WENDI-2, which is 

generally taken as the reference volume for fluence calculations (see section II-2.1.1). 

In the transverse direction, however, the tally cell was made almost as large as the 

entire WENDI-2 detector in order to obtain better statistics when reaching the 

maximum allowed number of histories per simulation. With the executable of MCNPX 

2.7.0 for Linux, the number of histories per simulation is indeed limited to 

2 147 483 647, the maximum positive value of the 32-bit signed integer. In this case, 

it was difficult to obtain a good sampling of the low-energy tail despite the relatively 

coarse energy binning. The assumption was made that the enlargement of the studied 

solid angle, which corresponds to a half aperture angle of 0.7°, would not affect the 

shape of the average neutron spectrum in a significant way. 

Despite the coarse energy binning and the enlargement of the tally cell, it was 

not possible to reach sufficient statistics in the bins of the low-energy tail with the 

maximum allowed number of histories per simulation. The relative uncertainties 

calculated by MCNPX were between 10% and 20% for most of the tail bins, which 

according to the MCNPX manual means that  the results may be questionable [100]. 

To increase the overall statistics, twenty-five separate simulations were run, each of 

which used a different series of pseudorandom numbers. The modified parameter of 

the pseudorandom number generation was the random number stride S, which is the 

number of pseudorandom numbers allocated to each single history. Since this 

parameter also influences the initial random number of the first history [98], it can 

easily be used to generate a simulation in which all histories are different from those 

of the simulation based on the default random number stride. For each new 

simulation, the value of the random number stride was simply increased by one, 

starting from the default value of 152 197. The maximum allowed number of histories 

was run in each simulation. The average of the twenty-five simulated spectra was 

taken to produce the final spectrum and the statistical uncertainties calculated by 

MCNPX in each simulation were combined according to the method described in 

[219]. To assess the accuracy of the uncertainties calculated by MCNPX, Type-A 

standard uncertainties were also computed using only the spectrum values, as 

twenty-five independent observations obtained under the same simulation 

conditions. Since the calculated Type-A standard uncertainties [220] were found to be 
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compatible with the combined MCNPX uncertainties, the simulation results were 

considered to be reliable from the statistical point of view.  

The simulated spectra for the three different QMN beams will be shown and 

discussed in section II-4.2.2.        

II-4.1.5 Spectra simulated with MCNPX 2.7.0 (3007.00h table) 

At the end of the 1990s, Mashnik et al. attempted to produce evaluated 7Li(p,n) 

cross-section data which could potentially be included in the la150h library of 

MCNPX. Experimental data for protons in the range of 10 – 150 MeV were used to 

evaluate the 7Li(p,n0) and 7Li(p,n1) direct reactions, which populate the ground state 

and the first excited state of 7Be, respectively. The available measured data for the 

angular distributions of the n0 and n1 neutrons were fitted with Legendre polynomials 

as described in [221].  The GNASH code [116], which relies on the evaporation model 

of Hauser-Feshbach and a pre-equilibrium exciton model, was used to calculate the 

remaining reaction flux, including reactions to higher excited beryllium states and 

break-up reactions (see [221] for details). The GNASH output for the n0 and n1 

neutron emission cross-sections was not used in the evaluation. 

At projectile energies lower than 150 MeV, the compound nucleus decay 

theory, on which the GNASH code is based, is assumed to be generally more reliable 

for nuclear reaction calculations than intranuclear cascade models such as e.g. the 

Bertini model. Intranuclear cascade models are indeed based on the assumption that 

the projectile-nucleus interactions can be approximately described as free collisions 

of the projectile with individual nucleons. This assumption only holds for sufficiently 

energetic projectiles that have a wavelength of the order of the internucleonic 

distance (~10-13 cm).   

Although the nuclear models of the GNASH code are better adapted to the 10 – 

150 MeV range, they are not ideal either in the case of light target nuclei such as 7Li. 

This is due to the fact that statistical pre-equilibrium and evaporation models are 

based on a level density formalism, which in general does not work well for widely 

spaced levels as encountered in light nuclei. Therefore, some weaknesses are 

inevitably expected in the evaluated 7Li(p,n) data of Mashnik et al. [221]. 

Moreover, Mashnik et al. also mention in [221] that their evaluation may be 

particularly problematic for simulations with protons of more than 30 MeV, due to 

less accurate Legendre fits of the n0 and n1 neutron emission data.  

Eventually, the evaluated 7Li(p,n) data was not included in the official la150h 

library of MCNPX 2.7.0, perhaps because of the abovementioned problems. The data 

is nevertheless still available for downloading on the MCNPX Data Library Access 

webpage (https://mcnpx.lanl.gov/data.html), as a standard Type-1 formatted table 

labelled as “3007.00h” (version of 27th September 2000).  

https://mcnpx.lanl.gov/data.html
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More recently, an experimental validation of the evaluated 7Li(p,n) data for 

proton energies between 20 MeV and 40 MeV has also been published by S.G. 

Mashnik and J.S. Bull [222]. This work shows a relatively satisfactory agreement of 

the simulated spectra with the zero-degree neutron spectrum measurements of 

Uwamino et al. [223]. These TOF measurements were performed with a NE213 liquid 

scintillator placed at about 12 m of a 2-mm thick Li target (backed with a 12-mm 

thick graphite beam stopper). Figure II-23 shows that the zero-degree QMN spectrum 

produced with 25 MeV protons was much better reproduced using the 3007.00h data 

table, than using the Bertini or CEM03.03 intranuclear cascade models.  

Based on these encouraging results, it was deemed worthwhile to rerun our 

MCNPX simulation for the 24.6 MeV proton beam (see section II-4.1.4), using the 

3007.00h data table instead of the default physics models for proton interactions. The 

same table was also tested in the simulation with the 96.3 MeV proton beam, but 

without high expectations given the warnings of Mashnik et al. concerning the use of 

this data at high energies. The table was in any case of no use for the simulation with 

the 177.8 MeV protons since it is limited to a maximum energy of 150 MeV. The 

results of these simulations based on the 3007.00h data will be shown and discussed 

in Section II-4.2.2. 

     

Figure II-23 – Comparison of MCNP6 results of Mashnik & Bull [222] for the neutron spectrum 
from a 7Li target bombarded with protons of 25 MeV to the experimental data by Uwamino et al. 

[223] (figure from [222]).    
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II-4.1.6 Spectra calculated by the TSL  

The third set of spectra used in the analysis was calculated by members of the 

TSL. Figure II-24 shows these spectra on a lethargy plot, in which the areas under the 

curves are proportional to the corresponding energy-integrated fluences.  

The shape of the high-energy peak (in terms of fluence per unit energy) was 

assumed to be rectangular, with a width equal to the proton energy loss in the target. 

This energy loss was calculated based on the measured energy of the impinging 

protons and the thickness of the Li target, using the SRIM software [224] (SRIM 

stands for ‘Stopping Range of Ions in Matter’). Subsequently, the Q-value of the  
7Li(p, n)7Be reaction and one half of the calculated proton energy loss were 

subtracted from the measured energy of the impinging protons in order to determine 

the centre of the peak. Concerning the Q-value, it should be noted that two reaction 

paths contribute significantly to the high-energy peak: the ground state reaction 
7Li(p,n0) (Qg.s.=-1.64 MeV) and the first excited state reaction 7Li(p,n1)  (E*=0.43 MeV, 

Q1=-2.07 MeV). For simplicity, the hypothesis was made that these two reaction paths 

are equiprobable and the Q-value was taken equal to the average value of -1.855 MeV. 

The calculated values for the centre of the peak and the peak width are summarized 

for the three runs in Table II-13.  

 

 

Figure II-24 – QMN spectra as calculated by the TSL staff 
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Table II-13 – Calculated peak centre and peak width for the three QMN runs 

Proton energy [MeV] 177.8 96.3 24.6 

Average energy of peak 

neutrons [MeV] 
173.4 93.1 21.8 

Neutron peak width [MeV] 5.0 2.6 1.9 

 

The low-energy continuum of the 21.8 MeV QMN beam was calculated by the 

members of the TSL from the ready parameters in an ENDF-formatted file compiled 

at the Los Alamos National Laboratory in July 1999 (Prokofiev, A.V., private 

communication). This data is most likely an earlier version of the ENDF data on which 

the latest 3007.00h table is based [221] (see section II-4.1.5).   

For the 93.1 MeV and 173.4 MeV QMN beams, the continuum was calculated 

according to semi-empirical systematics developed by Prokofiev et al. for protons 

energies of 50 – 200 MeV [225]. These systematics are partially based on an original 

idea of Baba et al. [226] to calculate the low-energy tail by means of G. Olhsen’s 

phase-space distribution for a three-body break-up process [227], applied to the 
7Li(p,n3He)α reaction. According to Baba et al., this method worked well within the 

proton energy range of 40 – 90 MeV. Prokofiev et al. extended the applicability of the 

method up to 200 MeV by multiplying the phase-space distribution with an 

empirically parametrized function of the neutron energy [225], following an idea of S. 

Neumann [228]. Compared to MCNPX results based on the 3007.00h table (for proton 

energies above 40 – 50 MeV), the semi-empirical systematics lead to overall peak-to-

tail ratios which are in much better agreement with experimental data [225].   

II-4.1.7 Experimental spectra from literature 

The fourth set of spectra used in our analysis was obtained experimentally at 

the TSL in the 2000s [207,208].  The conditions in which the three QMN beams of 

interest were produced were very similar to those of our own experiment. Yet, in the 

case of the two highest energies, slightly larger proton energies were used (~1.0 MeV 

- 1.5 MeV larger, see Table II-14 below vs. Table II-10 on p. 79). 

Table II-14 – Measured proton energies and Li target thickness in the PRT measurements 

[207,208] 

Proton beam energy [MeV] 179.3 ± 0.8 97.9 ± 0.3 24.68 ± 0.04 

Target thickness [mm] 23.5 8.5 2.0 

Average energy of peak 

neutrons [MeV] 
175 95 21.8 
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The QMN spectra were measured using a conventional “Proton Recoil 

Telescope” (PRT) technique, involving n-p elastic scattering on a polyethylene target.  

This target was placed at the centre of the so-called “Medley” set-up  (see [229] for a 

full description). A ΔE-ΔE-E telescope, placed at an angle of 20° relative to the neutron 

beam, was used to detect recoil protons from n-p elastic scattering on H nuclei, as 

well as protons, deuterons, 3H nuclei, 3He nuclei and α particles from n + C reactions. 

This telescope, which is schematized in Figure II-25, also allowed identifying these 

different types of charged particles. It essentially consisted of: 

 a fully depleted silicon surface barrier detector of 50-60 µm in thickness, 

recording the energy loss ΔE1; 

 another fully depleted silicon surface barrier detector, with a thickness of 

either 400-500 µm  (if used with QMN beams of  22 MeV -  95 MeV [207,229]) 

or ~1000 µm (if used with 175 MeV QMN beams [208,230]), measuring the 

energy loss ΔE2; 

 a CsI(Tl) scintillation crystal coupled to photodiodes. The thickness of the 

crystal was large enough to ensure the absorption of the total energy of the 

most energetic charged particles involved. This detector thus measured the 

remaining energy E of the detected charged particle.  

 

Figure II-25 – Sketch of the ΔE-ΔE-E telescope [208] 

The ΔE-ΔE-E telescope was calibrated according to the method described in 

[229]. The proton events were selected by means of a particle identification 

procedure based on scatter plots of ΔE1 vs. ΔE2 and ΔE2 vs. E (details given in [229]). 

Proton events due to n + C reactions could be subtracted thanks to data obtained in 

the same manner using a graphite target instead of a polyethylene target. Background 

events were removed as well, based on acquisitions performed without a reaction 

target. Hereafter, the recoil proton spectrum was corrected for the non-negligible 

energy loss and absorption within the thick polyethylene target, using the TCORR 

code [231]. 
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 The neutron spectrum was then derived from the net recoil proton spectrum 

in the following way:  

 using the kinematics of elastic scattering, the one-to-one relationship between 

the energy Ep of the recoil proton at 20° and the energy En of the incident 

neutron at 0° was established. 

 For a given neutron energy En, information on the probability that the recoil 

proton is emitted at an angle of 20° (vs. at any other angle) was also required. 

Therefore, reference data for the differential cross-section dσnp/dΩ of n-p 

elastic scattering was taken from the online database of the SAID Partial-Wave 

Analysis Program (http://gwdac.phys.gwu.edu). Each bin value of the neutron 

spectrum Φ(En) was calculated from its corresponding bin value of the recoil 

proton spectrum Snp(Ep) with the following formula: 

Φ(𝐸𝑛) =  
𝑆𝑛𝑝(𝐸𝑝)

𝑑𝜎𝑛𝑝
𝑑Ω

(𝐸𝑛)|
20°
 ΔΩ  𝑁𝑝

 

where ΔΩ is the solid angle of detection and Np the number of target hydrogen 

atoms. 

The experimental spectra that were used in our analysis are shown on a 

lethargy plot in Figure II-26. The 22 MeV and 95 MeV QMN spectra were taken from 

[207] (in which the statistical uncertainties are not given). The low-energy tail was 

measured down to 4.5 MeV for the 25 MeV QMN beam, and down to 10 MeV for the 

95 MeV QMN beam. We extended these tails down to 0.1 MeV, using a linear function 

of the fluence per unit lethargy which has a zero at 0.1 MeV. The 175 MeV QMN 

spectrum was taken from [208]. It was measured down to 2 MeV and did not require 

a low-energy extension in the context of our analysis.     

   

http://gwdac.phys.gwu.edu/
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  Figure II-26 – Experimental QMN spectra of 25 MeV and 95 MeV from [207] (with their 
calculated low-energy extensions in dashed lines), and the experimental QMN spectrum of 

175 MeV from [208] (with its statistical 1σ uncertainties)    

 

II-4.1.8 Comparison with the simulated WENDI-2 responses  

The four series of QMN spectrum evaluations described in the preceding 

sections were used for two purposes. The first one was to estimate the kpeak factor, i.e.  

the ratio of the peak fluence to the total fluence, which is necessary for determining 

the measured WENDI-2 response to the QMN beam. The measured WENDI-2 

response is indeed obtained by dividing the number of WENDI-2 counts by the total 

fluence, i.e. the ratio of the measured peak fluence to the kpeak factor.  

The second purpose of the QMN spectrum evaluations was to fold them with 

the different available versions of the WENDI-2 response function, in order to assess 

which of these functions tends to produce the best match with the WENDI-2 

measurements.  

Folding the QMN spectra with the WENDI-2 response functions was done 

using MCNPX simulations, in which a neutron source emits a parallel QMN beam that 

uniformly irradiates the air cell of reference (having the same volume as the He tube 

of the WENDI-2). To this air cell, the Tally type F4 was applied in combination with 
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DE – DF cards [100], which defined the response function to be folded with the 

neutron fluence.  

The response functions that were used are shown in Figure II-27. A common 

section for all response functions was defined between 0.144 MeV and 19 MeV, using 

the experimental data acquired by Olsher et al. [152]. This allowed focusing entirely 

on the impact that the high-energy part of the response function (above 20 MeV) has 

on the energy-integrated response. Our version of the response function, obtained 

using MCNPX 2.7.0 with the Bertini and Dresner models, was compared to other 

published versions obtained with MCNP4B & MCNPX 2.1.5 [152], FLUKA [183], and 

GEANT4 9.6 (with the Bertini model and with the BIC model) [184]. A response 

function was also defined based on the experimental values at high energies that 

Olsher et al. acquired at the TSL in the 2000s [182].    

 

 

Figure II-27 – Response functions which were used to simulate the WENDI-2 response to the 
QMN beams. The connections between the points are only a guide for the eye; a log-log 

interpolation was automatically calculated by the MCNXP code.  
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II-4.2 Results 

II-4.2.1 WENDI-2 and peak fluence measurements 

The data collected with the WENDI-2 positioned at the AUP are given in the 

tables II-15, II-17 and II-19, for the QMN beams of 21.8 MeV, 93.1 MeV and 

173.4 MeV, respectively. At each energy, the irradiations were repeated several times 

(6 – 15 times) and the measurements show a good reproducibility. The relative type-

A standard uncertainty on the average of the WENDI-2 counts was of 0.4% - 0.8 %. It 

was smaller than 0.1% for the average of the ICM counts. The PICM factor, which 

converts the ICM counts into the peak fluence, was assumed to have a relative 

standard uncertainty of 10%, following the estimate of the TSL members (see section 

II-4.1.3). Variations in the detector response due to the repositioning of the WENDI-2 

at the AUP were of 0.4% - 0.5%. Based on these contributions, the relative combined 

standard uncertainty on the average WENDI-2 counts per unit peak fluence was 

estimated to 10%. 

Tables II-16 (21.8 MeV), II-18 (93.1 MeV) and II-20 (173.4 MeV), show the 

average WENDI-2 counts per unit peak fluence measured in positions out of the QMN 

beam or in its penumbra. With a lateral displacement of 30 cm with respect to the 

AUP (see position A), the WENDI-2 stood as expected entirely out of the beam 

plateau, yet still partially in the penumbra. Its response corresponded to 3-4 % of the 

response at the AUP. At distances of more than 50 cm from the beam axis, the 

WENDI-2 response varied between ~0.5% and ~2.5% of its corresponding AUP 

value. A decreasing trend was observed as the distance to the Li target increased (see 

positions E – C – D), which might reflect a contribution of the neutron leakage 

through the shielding of the target area. The neutron spectrum in these positions was 

expected to be largely dominated by low-energy room-scattered neutrons (mostly 

thermal neutrons), with perhaps a more significant contribution of cascade and 

evaporation neutrons in positions that are closer to the target area. It was assumed, 

based on the out-of-beam measurements, that the contribution to the WENDI-2 

response at the AUP due to low-energy neutrons (E < 0.1 MeV) was negligible. The 

assumption also seems consistent with the measurements at the AUP reported in 

[207], in which the TFBC monitor containing a 235U target was temporarily shielded 

by a sheet of cadmium (that acts as a strong absorber of neutrons below ~0.5 MeV). 

From these measurements, Prokofiev et al. estimated the low-energy fluence to ~0.5 

– 2% of the peak fluence, i.e. less than 1% of the total fluence. Taking also into account 

the lower sensitivity of the WENDI-2 in this energy region, the contribution of low-

energy neutrons to the WENDI-2 response should then indeed be smaller than 1%.  
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Table II-15 – Measurements in the 21.8 MeV QMN beam, with the WENDI-2 at the AUP 

Position of 
WENDI-2 

WENDI-2 
counts 

Irradiation 
time [s] 

Dead-time corrected 
WENDI-2  counts 

ICM counts 

AUP 455.103 195 457.103 2132 
451.103 190 453.103 2135 
479.103 199 481.103 2145 
485.103 198 487.103 2139 
472.103 196 474.103 2129 
444.103 188 446.103 2141 
464.103 197 466.103 2143 
441.103 185 443.103 2158 
465.103 196 467.103 2142 
441.103 187 443.103 2159 
470.103 199 472.103 2146 
455.103 191 457.103 2151 
470.103 199 472.103 2144 
461.103 193 463.103 2142 
474.103 199 476.103 2145 

Average (464 ± 4) .103 2143 ± 2 

PICM (cm-2) 112 ± 11 

Average WENDI-2 
counts/peak fluence (cm²) 

1.93 ± 0.19 

Position of 
WENDI-2 

WENDI-2 
counts 

Irradiation 
time [s] 

Dead-time corrected 
WENDI-2  counts 

ICM counts 

AUP 
(repositioning) 

479.103 205 481.103 2155 
466.103 198 468.103 2157 
461.103 196 463.103 2161 
549.103 194 461.103 2150 

Average (468 ± 5) .103 2156 ± 7 

PICM (cm-2) 112± 11 

Average WENDI-2 
counts/peak fluence (cm²) 

1.94 ± 0.19 

 

Table II-16 – Penumbra and out-of-beam measurements in the 21.8 MeV QMN beam 

Position of 
WENDI-2 

Distance to Li 
target (m) 

Lateral 
displacement from 

beam axis (m) 

Average WENDI-2 counts/peak 
fluence (cm²) 

HO 9.5 0.15 1.3 ± 0.1 
A 9.5 0.30 0.067 ± 0.007 
B 9.5 0.50 0.030 ± 0.003 
C 9.5 0.885 0.023 ± 0.002 
D 11.0 1.2 0.015 ± 0.002 
E 7.0 1.0 0.039 ± 0.004 
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Table II-17 – Measurements in the 93.1 MeV QMN beam, with the WENDI-2 at the AUP 

Position of 
WENDI-2 

WENDI-2 
counts 

Irradiation 
time [s] 

Dead-time corrected 
WENDI-2  counts 

ICM counts 

AUP 727.103 209 732.103 5156 
735.103 210 740.103 5154 
736.103 216 741.103 5132 
739.103 212 744.103 5127 
734.103 214 736.103 5124 
751.103 217 756.103 5157 
721.103 218 725.103 5140 
731.103 212 736.103 5135 
733.103 211 738.103 5128 
719.103 215 723.103 5115 

Average (737 ± 3) .103 5137 ± 5 

PICM (cm-2) 58.3 ± 5.8 

Average WENDI-2 counts 
/peak fluence (cm²) 

2.46 ± 0.25 

Position of 
WENDI-2 

WENDI-2 
counts 

Irradiation 
time [s] 

Dead-time corrected 
WENDI-2  counts 

ICM counts 

AUP 
(repositioning) 

737.103 226 741.103 5144 
736.103 220 740.103 5142 

Average (741 ± 3) .103 5143 ± 6 

PICM (cm-2) 58.3 ± 5.8 

Average WENDI-2 counts 
/peak fluence (cm²) 

2.47 ± 0.25 

 

Table II-18 – Penumbra and out-of-beam measurements in the 93.1 MeV QMN beam 

Position of 
WENDI-2 

Distance to Li 
target (m) 

Lateral 
displacement from 

beam axis (m) 

Average WENDI-2 counts/peak 
fluence (cm²) 

HO 9.5 0.15 1.5 ± 0.2 
A 9.5 0.30 0.093 ± 0.009 
B 9.5 0.50 0.038 ± 0.004 
C 9.5 0.885 0.019 ± 0.002 
D 11.0 1.2 0.012 ± 0.001 
E 7.0 1.0 0.028 ± 0.003 
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Table II-19 – Measurements in the 173.4 MeV QMN beam, with the WENDI-2 at the AUP 

Position of 
WENDI-2 

WENDI-2 
counts 

Irradiation 
time [s] 

Dead-time corrected 
WENDI-2  counts 

ICM counts 

AUP 712.103 287 747.103 4194 
714.103 289 749.103 4182 
692.103 283 725.103 4185 
706.103 284 741.103 4182 
715.103 289 750.103 4176 
710.103 286 745.103 4195 

Average (743 ± 4) .103 4186 ± 3 

PICM (cm-2) 72.0 ± 7.2 

Average WENDI-2 counts 
/peak fluence (cm²) 

2.46 ± 0.25 

Position of 
WENDI-2 

WENDI-2 
counts 

Irradiation 
time [s] 

Dead-time corrected 
WENDI-2  counts 

ICM counts 

AUP 
(repositioning) 

686.103 276 720.103 4186 
706.103 282 741.103 4184 
723.103 290 758.103 4198 

Average (740 ± 11) .103 4189 ± 4 

PICM (cm-2) 72.0 ± 7.2 

Average WENDI-2 counts 
/peak fluence (cm²) 

2.45 ± 0.25 

 

Table II-20 – Penumbra and out-of-beam measurements in the 173.4 MeV QMN beam 

Position of 
WENDI-2 

Distance to Li 
target (m) 

Lateral 
displacement from 

beam axis (m) 

Average WENDI-2 counts/peak 
fluence (cm²) 

A 9.5 0.30 0.095 ± 0.010 
B 9.5 0.50 0.060 ± 0.006 
C 9.5 0.885 0.038 ± 0.004 
D 11.0 1.2 0.023 ± 0.002 
E 7.0 1.0 0.058 ± 0.006 
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II-4.2.2 QMN spectrum evaluations 

A good knowledge of the shape of the QMN spectrum is necessary in order to 

accurately determine kpeak, the ratio of the measured peak fluence to the total fluence. 

Without an accurate estimate of kpeak, and thus of the total delivered fluence, the 

measured WENDI-2 response cannot be determined properly. Four methods to 

characterise the QMN spectra (see sections II-4.1.4 – II-4.1.7) were examined in this 

work. The spectra calculated by the TSL staff and the spectra measured through PRT 

spectrometry [207][208] have already been shown on p. 89 and p. 93, respectively. 

Here, the results of our two MCNPX simulations, based on the Bertini model and the 

3007.00h table, are shown in the figures II-28 and II-29, respectively. These spectra 

are presented on lethargy plots in order to give a meaningful visual appreciation of 

the relative neutron energies. 

 

 
Figure II-28 – Lethargy plot of the QMN spectra simulated with MCNPX using the Bertini model 

(with proton energies of 24.6 MeV, 96.3 MeV and 177.8 MeV). 
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Figure II-29 – Lethargy plot of the QMN spectra simulated with MCNPX using the 3007.00h data 

(with proton energies of 24.6 MeV and 96.3 MeV). 

Next, the four different spectrum evaluations are compared with each other, 

for each QMN beam separately, in the figures II-30, II-31 and II-32. These are linear-

logarithmic plots of the neutron fluence per unit energy, which provide a more 

detailed view of the high-energy end of the spectra. The peak fluences are normalized 

to unity, because the experimental data in [207,208] are given with this 

normalization (and not as absolute fluences per unit proton). A summary of the main 

characteristics of the four evaluations, including the average peak energy, the peak 

Full-Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) and the kpeak value, is given in table II-21.  

The comparison shows that the spectral resolution of the PRT spectrometry 

was relatively poor. The FWHMs of the high-energy peak in the experimental spectra 

are indeed 2 – 3 times larger than the theoretical widths corresponding to the 

maximum proton energy loss in the Li target (see the spectra calculated by the TSL 

staff). It was not attempted to correct these spectra through an unfolding procedure, 

because the knowledge on the energy dependence of the resolution was considered 

insufficient. As such, the influence of the poor spectral resolution on the kpeak value is 

difficult to quantify precisely. In the case of the 21.8 MeV and 93.1 MeV QMN beams, 

the kpeak value is also influenced by the way in which the spectra were extrapolated at 

low energies. The non-extrapolated spectra of the 21.8 MeV and 93.1 MeV QMN 

beams had kpeak values that were larger by 21% and 5%, respectively. Let us then 

assume that these percentages constitute an upper estimate for the relative 

uncertainty on kpeak due to the extrapolation method.         
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Figure II-30 – Evaluations of the QMN spectrum produced by 24.6 MeV protons on a 2 mm thick 
Li target, as calculated by the TSL members and as simulated with MCNPX using the Bertini 

model and the 3007.00h data, respectively. Comparison with the spectrum measured through 
PRT spectrometry for a proton energy of 24.68 MeV (±0.04 MeV) and the same target thickness 

[207]. The peak fluences are normalized to unity. 
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Figure II-31 – Evaluations of the QMN spectrum produced by 96.3 MeV protons on a 8.5 mm 
thick Li target, as calculated by the TSL members and as simulated with MCNPX using the 

Bertini model and the 3007.00h data, respectively. Comparison with the spectrum measured 
through PRT spectrometry for a slightly higher proton energy of 97.9 MeV (±0.3 MeV) and the 

same target thickness [208]. The peak fluences are normalized to unity. 
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Figure II-32 – Evaluations of the QMN spectrum produced by 177.8 MeV protons on a 23.5 mm 
thick Li target, as calculated by the TSL members and as simulated with MCNPX using the 

Bertini model. Comparison with the spectrum measured through PRT spectrometry for a slightly 
higher proton energy of 179.3 MeV (±0.8 MeV) and the same target thickness. The peak fluences 

are normalized to unity. 
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Table II-21 – Characteristics of the four QMN spectrum evaluations 

 
MCNPX 
Bertini 

MCNPX 
3007.00h 

TSL 
calculation 

Experimental 
spectrum 

Ep [MeV] 24.6 24.68 

Li target thickness [mm] 2.0 2.0 

Average peak energy [MeV] 19 22 21.8 21.8 

Peak FWHM [MeV] 5 2 1.9 4.5 

kpeak 0.529 0.465 0.413 0.48 

Ep [MeV] 96.3 97.9 

Li target thickness [mm] 8.5 8.5 

Average peak energy [MeV] 90.8 93.5 93.1 95 

Peak FWHM [MeV] 6 3 2.6 6 

kpeak 0.462 0.183 0.391 0.40 

Ep [MeV] 177.8 - 177.8 179.3 

Li target thickness [mm] 23.5 - 23.5 23.5 

Average peak energy [MeV] 171 - 173.4 175 

Peak FWHM [MeV] 6 - 5.0 18 

kpeak 0.489 - 0.421 0.53 

 

Concerning the ‘default’ MCNPX simulations, it appears that the Bertini model 

fails to satisfactorily predict the studied QMN spectra, even at the proton energy of 

177.8 MeV. In the three cases, the average energy of the high-energy peak is too low 

and the peak width too large, given the maximum energy losses in the Li target. An 

improvement with increasing proton energies is nevertheless noticeable in the 

prediction of the high energy peak. This is however not the case for the low-energy 

tail. There is a clear underestimate compared to the experimental spectra on a large 

part of the continuum above a certain energy (~4 MeV/25 MeV/50 MeV), whereas 

below that energy, the simulated continua seem to be overestimated. In spite of these 

issues, the resulting kpeak value might be relatively realistic in the case of the 

173.4 MeV QMN beam (0.489, compared to 0.53 for the experimental spectrum). For 

the two lower energy QMN beams, the kpeak values predicted by the Bertini model are 

~10 - 15% larger than those of the extrapolated experimental spectra.  

The MCNPX simulations based on the 3007.00h data (see Figures II-30 and II-

31) reproduce the shape of the high-energy peak more realistically than the Bertini-

based simulations, especially at the lowest energy. At both QMN energies (21.8 MeV 

and 93.1 MeV), the centre and the width of the high-energy peak reasonably match 

those of the theoretical peak calculated by the TSL staff. The peak-to-tail ratio, 
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however, seems to be reproduced correctly only in the case of the 21.8 MeV QMN 

beam.  The low-energy tail in Figure II-30 indeed approximates the experimental 

continuum relatively well, whereas an overall overestimate of the continuum is 

visible in Figure II-31 (93.1 MeV). For the 21.8 MeV QMN beam, the MCNPX 

simulation based on the 3007.00h data thus seems to provide a rather realistic 

spectrum representation. The obtained kpeak factor is only 3% smaller than that of the 

extrapolated experimental spectrum (0.465 vs. 0.48). In the case of the 93.1 MeV QMN 

beam, the kpeak factor of the 3007.00h-based spectrum is however much 

underestimated (0.183 vs. 0.40).  

Our results for the 93.1 MeV QMN beam confirm the discrepancies that 

Prokofiev et al. observed when using the 3007.00h data (referred to as the “la150 

library” in their work [225]). The semi-empirical systematics that they developed to 

remedy this problem [225], and which were used here in the spectrum calculated by 

the TSL staff, indeed provide a better match for the experimental continuum in Figure 

II-31 (93.1 MeV).  The kpeak value is in this case just ~2% smaller than that of the 

extrapolated experimental spectrum (0.391 vs. 0.40). For the 173.4 MeV QMN beam, 

the semi-empirical systematics obviously agree much better with the experimental 

continuum than the Bertini-based MNCPX prediction (see Figure II-32), but the 

agreement is apparently a little less satisfying than for the 93.1 MeV QMN beam. This 

translates as a 20% smaller kpeak value compared to the experimental spectrum 

(0.421 vs. 0.53).     

For the 21.8 MeV QMN beam, the spectrum calculated by the TSL staff is as 

expected very similar to our 3007.00h-based spectrum (see Figure II-30), since the 

results are based on nearly the same evaluated nuclear data.   

The kpeak value of the calculated spectrum is about 14% smaller than that of the 

extrapolated experimental spectrum (0.413 vs. 0.48). 

II-4.2.3 Simulated WENDI-2 responses 

For each QMN spectrum evaluation, the WENDI-2 response was calculated 

using the different versions of the response function shown in Figure II-27 on p. 94. 

The results for the QMN beams of 21.8 MeV, 93.1 MeV and 173.4 MeV are shown in 

the Figures II-33, II-34 and II-35, respectively.   

These results show that, for a given QMN beam, the simulated WENDI-2 

response does not depend strongly on the choice of the spectrum evaluation. This can 

be related to the fact that, regardless of the tested function, the value of the absolute 

response function at the peak energy is not extremely different from the values at the 

energies mainly represented in the low-energy tail. For the 21.8 MeV QMN beam, for 

instance, the WENDI-2 response varies by maximum 2-3% due to the selected 

spectrum shape (for a given version of the response function). For the 93.1 MeV QMN 

beam, these variations do not exceed 2-4% for most response functions. They are a 
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bit larger for the two functions which tend to “stick out”  from the others at higher 

energies, namely the response function calculated with GEANT4 using the Bertini 

model (variations of maximum 9%) and the response function based on Olsher’s 

experimental data (maximum 25%). The same trend is seen in the results for the 

173.4 MeV QMN beam. The maximum variations related to the choice of the spectrum 

shape are of 4-6% for all response functions except for the GEANT4 Bertini version 

(11%) and the experimental version (16%).  

Following the same logic, the WENDI-2 responses to the QMN beams are in 

most cases not very different from their corresponding monoenergetic response 

(variations of less than 10%). The largest observed differences are: 

  a variation of +12% with the GEANT4 BIC response and the Bertini 

spectrum, for the 21.8 MeV QMN beam, 

 a variation of +32% with Olsher’s experimental response and the 

3007.00h spectrum, for the 93.1 MeV QMN beam, and  

 a variation of -16% with the GEANT4 Bertini response and the Bertini 

spectrum, for the 173.4 MeV beam.  

As such, the spread between the responses obtained from different response 

functions remains quite large with the QMN beams of 93.1 MeV and 173.4 MeV. The 

maximum spread reaches up to a factor of 2.1 and 2.5, respectively (see GEANT4 

Bertini vs. Olsher’s experimental data). With the 21.8 MeV QMN beam, however, 

nearly the entire low-energy tail lies below 19 MeV, i.e. in the common section of the 

used response functions. In this case, the maximum spread between the QMN 

responses does not exceed 8%.        
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Figure II-33 – Simulated WENDI-2 response to a monoenergetic beam of 21.8 MeV vs. four 
evaluations of the corresponding QMN spectrum (from left to right: with MCNPX using the 

Bertini model, with MCNPX using the 3007.00h data, calculated by the TSL, and measured with 
the PRT technique [207]). Five different versions of the WENDI-2 response function were used 
(see Figure II-27). The response function based on Olsher’s experimental data acquired at the 

TSL is not considered for the 21.8 MeV QMN beam, because these experimental values were only 
given above 46 MeV. The lines connecting the points are just a guide for the eye.   

 
Figure II-34 – Simulated WENDI-2 response to a monoenergetic beam of 93.1 MeV vs. four 
evaluations of the corresponding QMN spectrum (from left to right: with MCNPX using the 

Bertini model, with MCNPX using the 3007.00h data, calculated by the TSL, and measured with 
the PRT technique [207]). For each case, the WENDI-2 response was evaluated according to six 
versions of the response (see Figure II-27). The lines connecting the points are just a guide for 

the eye.   
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Figure II-35 – Simulated WENDI-2 response to a monoenergetic beam of 173.4 MeV vs. three 
evaluations of the corresponding QMN spectrum (from left to right: simulated with MCNPX 

using the Bertini model, calculated by the TSL, and measured with the PRT technique [207]). 
For each case, the WENDI-2 response was evaluated according to six versions of the response 

(see Figure II-27). The lines connecting the points are just a guide for the eye.   

II-4.2.4 Comparison with measured WENDI-2 responses 

Due to the direct proportionality existing between kpeak and the measured 

WENDI-2 response, the latter is much more sensitive to the assumed spectrum shape 

than the simulated WENDI-2 responses discussed in the previous section. This is 

illustrated in the figures II-36, II-37 and II-38, which compare the measured and 

simulated WENDI-2 responses for each considered QMN spectrum evaluation. The 

error bars on the measured WENDI-2 responses correspond to the 1σ uncertainty on 

the measured peak fluence (10%, see sections II-4.1.3 and II-4.2.1). 

For the 21.8 MeV QMN beam, the kpeak value varies by up to 28% depending on 

the considered neutron spectrum. Due to the limitations of the available experimental 

spectrum, it is not possible to determine kpeak with a better precision in this case. 

Nevertheless, the results show a general trend in which the measured WENDI-2 

response tends to be smaller than the simulated responses, and Vanaudenhove’s 

function based on the GEANT4 BIC model yields the better agreement with these 

measurements (see figure II-36). The latter seems relatively reasonable because, 

around 20 MeV, this function provides the least abrupt transition with the 

experimental data acquired by Olsher et al. up to 19 MeV (see Figure II-27 on p. 94). 

To our knowledge, no existing physical process ought to cause a brusque increase in 

the response function between 19 and 20 MeV.  
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 Figure II-36 – Simulated vs. measured WENDI-2 response for the 21.8 MeV QMN beam, 
considering  four different evaluations of the corresponding QMN spectrum (from left to right: 
calculated by the TSL, simulated with MCNPX using the 3007.00h data, measured with the PRT 

technique [207], and simulated with MCNPX using the Bertini model). The plain black dots 
represent the WENDI -2 measurements. 

Concerning the 93.1 MeV QMN beam, the kpeak  value of the spectrum simulated 

using the 3007.00h data has seemed much underestimated, in comparison to that of 

the experimental spectrum (0.183 vs. 0.40, see section II-4.2.2). As a matter of fact, 

the measured WENDI-2 response based on this kpeak value also seems unrealistically 

low, with respect to both the simulated response functions and the high-energy QMN 

measurements of Olsher et al. (see Figure II-37). By contrast, the spectrum evaluation 

based on the Bertini model of MCNPX leads to a measured response that agrees 

within 1σ with nearly all simulated response functions (except the one based on the 

Bertini model of GEANT4 9.6). In this case, however, the spectrum shape is not very 

realistic either and we cannot exclude that the kpeak value might be a bit 

overestimated (see section II-4.2.2). A more accurate measured response is probably 

obtained when using the kpeak value of the spectrum calculated by the TSL staff 

(0.391) or the extrapolated experimental spectrum (0.40). In these two cases, the 

measured response agrees within 2σ with the BIC-based simulated response, as well 

as with the QMN measurements of Olsher et al. 
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Figure II-37 – Simulated vs. measured WENDI-2 response for the 93.1 MeV QMN beam, 
considering  four different evaluations of the corresponding QMN spectrum (from left to right: 

simulated with MCNPX using the 3007.00h data,  calculated by the TSL, measured with the PRT 
technique [207], and simulated with MCNPX using the Bertini model). The plain black dots 

represent the WENDI -2 measurements. 

As for the 173.4 MeV QMN beam, the true kpeak value potentially lies 

somewhere in between that of the spectrum calculated by the TSL (0.421) and that of 

the (particularly poorly resolved) experimental spectrum (0.53). A more precise 

evaluation of kpeak could not be determined. Nevertheless, for any of the considered 

spectrum evaluations, our measurements are in better agreement with the simulated 

response functions than the measurements of Olsher et al. (see Figure II-38). The 

response functions calculated with MCNP4B/MCNPX 2.1.5 and the BIC model of 

GEANT4 9.6 yield the best agreement, with energy-integrated responses lying within 

one to two standard uncertainties of the measured response. These two simulated 

responses are very similar in this case because of the discontinuity near 150 MeV in 

the MCNP4B/MCNPX 2.1.5 response function (see Figure II-27 on p. 94): the larger 

response to continuum neutrons (compared to the BIC response function) is 

compensated by a smaller response above 150 MeV. Finally, it should be noted that 

our measurements are also compatible with those of Olsher et al. within two (to 

three) standard uncertainties.  
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Figure II-38 – Simulated vs. measured WENDI-2 response for the 173.4 MeV QMN beam, 

considering  three different evaluations of the corresponding QMN spectrum (from left to right: 
calculated by the TSL, simulated with MCNPX using the Bertini model ,and measured with the 

PRT technique [207]). The plain black dots represent the WENDI -2 measurements. 

Olsher et al., unlike us, used polyethylene filters to harden the QMN spectra, by 

preferentially attenuating the neutron fluence below 20 MeV [182]. The optimum 

polyethylene thickness for each QMN beam was determined through MCNPX 

simulations, in which the source spectrum was based on the semi-empirical 

systematics of Prokofiev et al. The optimum filter thicknesses ranged from 30 cm (for 

the 46.5 MeV QMN beam) up to 50 cm (for the 173 MeV QMN beam). According to the 

MCNPX simulations, the use of these filters allowed increasing the peak fluence 

fraction (kpeak) from ~0.4 to ~0.6 for each QMN beam [182]. This publication does not 

mention, however, whether the estimated kpeak factors were actually used to correct 

the measured neutron fluences. No description of the fluence measurements is in fact 

provided in the paper. It is likely, though, that the fluence measurements also relied 

on the TFBC monitor, which was already operational at the TSL in the 2000s. 

Nevertheless, without a full knowledge of the methodology followed by Olsher et al., it 

is difficult to assess whether any specific systematic errors are largely responsible for 

the differences observed between their measurements and our own.  

Also, an accurate validation of the high-energy response function would 

actually require correcting the measured QMN response for the contribution of low-

energy neutrons, in order to determine the true monoenergetic response at the 
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energy of the QMN peak.  In the publication of Olsher et al. [182], the WENDI-2 

measurements were presented on a graph as monoenergetic responses at the peak 

energies, but the text does not mention any correction for the contribution of tail 

neutrons. Possibly, the correction was simply considered to be negligible. Looking 

back on our simulation results in section II-4.2.3, in particular those of the BIC-based 

WENDI-2 response, it actually seems plausible that the required correction would be 

relatively small (<10%), at least for the two high-energy QMN beams. However, it was 

not possible to estimate these corrections by means of measurements performed 

within the facility of the TSL. Moreover, trying to calculate them would not yield 

precise results because the calculation requires the knowledge of both the spectrum 

and the response function over the entire low-energy tail (including at energies above 

19 MeV in the case of high-energy QMN beams).   

The large measuring uncertainties thus prevent us from precisely determining 

the values of the high-energy response function at the peak energies. Nevertheless, 

our measurements indicate that this function might be intermediate to the 

measurements of Olsher et al. and the response function simulated with the BIC 

model of GEANT4 9.6 by Vanaudenhove et al. In this aspect, our results confirm that 

the sensitivity of the WENDI-2 in the range of 20 MeV – 175 MeV is very similar in 

magnitude to its sensitivity between ~0.5 MeV and 20 MeV (see figure II-27 on p. 94).  

        

II-5 Conclusion 

The absolute response function of the WENDI-2 was simulated using MCNPX 

2.7.0 for energies from 10-9 MeV to 250 MeV. Two different neutron source 

configurations were compared for the lateral irradiation of the detector: an isotropic 

point source located at 50 cm from the detector centre and a uniform rectangular 

parallel beam. The differences due to the considered source configuration were found 

to decrease with increasing neutron energies, starting from ~20% at thermal 

energies and becoming fully negligible above ~70 MeV. In both cases, evaluated 

cross-section data from the la150n library were used to compute neutron 

interactions up to 150 MeV. At higher energies, hadronic models had to be used to 

simulate the intranuclear cascade, pre-equilibrium and evaporation stages of the 

nuclear reactions. The different nuclear reaction models available in the code were 

compared but yielded relatively similar results between 150 MeV and 250 MeV 

(differences of ~20% at most). In general, our results were found to be intermediate 

to those obtained by other authors with different Monte Carlo codes. The 

intercomparison of their results showed differences of up to ~300% at thermal 

energies, ~30% in the range of 0.5 MeV – 20 MeV, and ~50% between 20 MeV and 

250 MeV.  
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The dose response function of the WENDI-2, obtained by multiplying the 

absolute response function with the built-in calibration factor, was compared to the 

fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients of the ICRP Publication 74. The latter 

represent the behaviour of an ideal detector, capable of measuring H*(10) accurately 

in any kind of neutron spectrum. Relatively large discrepancies between the response 

function and the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients were observed in some 

energy regions (intermediate neutrons in particular). In spite of these discrepancies, 

the WENDI-2 seems to have a good potential for providing accurate H*(10) 

measurements behind shielding walls in proton therapy facilities. The WENDI-2 

response to such neutron fields is indeed expected to be largely due to evaporation 

and high-energy neutrons. An accurate response to evaporation neutrons is in 

principle ensured by the 252Cf calibration of the WENDI-2. As for the high-energy 

neutrons, the theoretical dose response function in the range of 10 MeV – 250 MeV 

seems relatively well-balanced with respect to the fluence-to-H*(10) coefficients. 

To validate the simulated response function in the energy range of evaporation 

neutrons (0.1 MeV – 10 MeV), measurements were performed with 252Cf and AmBe 

sources. These measurements were found compatible within one standard 

uncertainty with the monoenergetic beam measurements of Olsher et al. at energies 

between 0.144 MeV and 19 MeV. Since the measured WENDI-2 responses to the 252Cf 

field were within one standard uncertainty of the reference H*(10) rates, our 

measurements also validated the built-in calibration factor determined by the 

manufacturer. The responses based on our simulated response functions, obtained 

with MCNPX 2.7.0, agreed with the measurements within two to three standard 

uncertainties. Amongst the different response functions compared in this work, the 

best agreement with the measurements was obtained with the function simulated by 

Jägerhofer et al. using FLUKA (agreement within one standard uncertainty).  

At energies between 20 MeV and 250 MeV, validating experimentally the 

response function of an extended-range rem meter like the WENDI-2 remains a 

challenging task. The core difficulty lies in the fact that the calibration fields always 

contain a fraction of lower-energy neutrons yielding a significant contribution to the 

detector response. As a consequence, the delivered neutron fluence needs to be 

measured accurately over the entire neutron spectrum and the shape of the spectrum 

has to be well characterised. The lower-energy contribution should be evaluated with 

good precision so that it can be subtracted from the measurement. No international 

standard has yet been established for such procedure. In this work, WENDI-2 

measurements were performed in high-energy QMN beams at the TSL in Uppsala. The 

used beams had peak energies of 21.8 MeV, 93.1 MeV and 173.4 MeV. Only the peak 

fluence could be measured, with a relative uncertainty estimated to 10%. The total 

fluence had to be derived from the measured peak fluence by dividing it by the 

fraction of peak neutrons kpeak. The latter was however affected by a rather large 

uncertainty (of probably ~20-30%), due to the difficulty to obtain a precise 

characterisation of the neutron spectra. The experimental spectra available in 
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literature, obtained through proton recoil spectrometry, suffer from a poor spectral 

resolution and their lower energy threshold is of a few MeV at best. The latter is 

particularly limiting for the QMN beam with the lowest peak energy (21.8 MeV). Also, 

the experimental spectra for the two high-energy QMN beams were not acquired for 

exactly the same peak energies as in our experiment (differences of 1.0-1.5 MeV). The 

capabilities of MCNPX 2.7.0 to simulate these spectra were also found disappointing, 

except perhaps when using the evaluated cross-section table 3007.00h in the case of 

the 21.8 MeV QMN beam. For 7Li(p,n) reactions induced by protons in the range of 

40 MeV – 175 MeV, there seems to be a lack of appropriate evaluated cross-section 

data and the existing statistical nuclear reaction models, which are based on a level 

density formalism, are ill-adapted. The semi-empirical systematics developed by 

Prokofiev et al. seem to provide a reasonable alternative for these spectrum 

calculations, but they still need to be confronted to spectral measurements of higher 

quality. Due to the uncertainties in the spectrum shape, a precise validation of the 

high-energy response function of the WENDI-2 could not be achieved. Nevertheless, 

our results suggest that the response function near the peak energies of 93.1 MeV and 

173.4 MeV might be intermediate to the results of Vanaudenhove et al. simulated with 

the BIC model of GEANT4 9.6 and the earlier QMN measurements by Olsher et al. 

They thus confirm that the sensitivity of the WENDI-2 in the range of 20 MeV – 

175 MeV must be comparable to its sensitivity in the range of ~0.5 MeV – 20 MeV.  

Further progress in the experimental characterisation of the WENDI-2 

response function at energies between 20 MeV and 250 MeV can perhaps be achieved 

by means of QMN irradiations at the Research Centre for Nuclear Physics (RCNP) in 

Osaka, Japan. Very recently [232,233], characterised QMN beams with peak energies 

of 76 MeV, 96 MeV, 134 MeV, 197 MeV and 244 MeV have become available in this 

facility. The spectra of these QMN beams have been measured down to 3 MeV through 

the time-of-flight method, with a very good precision thanks to among others the 

great length of the experimental tunnel (~100m). Moreover, Iwamoto et al. have 

proposed a promising method for the calibration of high-energy neutron dosimeters 

in which the contribution of the low-energy tail can be evaluated experimentally 

[233]. The method relies on the capacity to move the 7Li target within the swinger 

magnet in order to select various neutron emission angles between 0° and 30°. At 

angles of 20°-30°, the shape of the low-energy continuum in the neutron spectrum is 

strikingly similar to that of the 0° spectrum, while its high-energy peak is very small 

(nearly indistinguishable from the continuum). At each beam energy, Iwamoto et al. 

have determined for the spectrum at 25° the normalization factor k that equalizes its 

continuum to that of the spectrum at 0°. They suggest that the mono-energetic 

response of a high-energy neutron dosimeter at the peak energy could be evaluated 

by measuring the detector response to the beam at 25°, multiplying it by k and 

subtracting this contribution from the detector response to the beam at 0°.  
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  CHAPTER III

MCNPX simulations of secondary neutrons 

in the proton therapy facility of Essen 

III-1 Introduction 

This chapter presents Monte Carlo simulations carried out with MCNPX 2.7.0 

to compute the neutron fluxes and their energy spectrum in several positions inside 

and around four rooms of the proton therapy facility at Essen. The simulations were 

carried out following the same methodology as in the MCNPX simulations on which 

the shielding design for this facility was based (design by F. Stichelbaut, IBA, [79]). 

This methodology is based on several conservative hypotheses, which will be 

explained in this chapter.   

Later, in Chapter IV, it will be our goal to verify the conservative nature of 

these MCNPX simulations, by comparing the simulated results of this chapter to on-

site neutron dose measurements performed with a WENDI-2 at Essen. In this chapter, 

the simulated neutron spectra will therefore be used to compute the operational 

quantity H*(10). The WENDI-2, like most ambient neutron dosimeters in use today, 

was indeed designed to measure H*(10). However, as we have shown in Chapter II, its 

response function does not perfectly follow the ideal behaviour represented by the 

fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients. Thus, in neutron fields that differ strongly 

from the 252Cf calibration field, one should in principle verify the degree of accuracy 

with which the WENDI-2 can measure H*(10). This constitutes another goal of this 

chapter. The knowledge on the WENDI-2 response function gathered in Chapter II 

will be used to theoretically predict the WENDI-2 responses at the positions of 

interest inside the proton therapy facility and these predictions will be compared to 

the simulated H*(10). 

Four case-studies will be presented here: 

 an irradiation of the proton beam stop inside the cyclotron room, 

 a simple Pencil Beam Scanning (PBS) irradiation inside a gantry treatment room, 

 a simple Double Scattering (DS) irradiation inside a gantry treatment room, and 

 a simple Uniform Scanning (US) irradiation inside the fixed-beam treatment 

room.  

(See section I-2.1.2 for a brief introduction to the principles of the PBS, DS and 

US irradiation modes).  

Comparable simulation results obtained with GEANT4 for the three first case-

studies can also be found in Thibault Vanaudenhove’s PhD thesis [184], and in [234].  
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III-2 Methodology 

III-2.1 Modelled geometries and particle sources 

III-2.1.1 Cyclotron room 

The C230 cyclotron, the Energy Selection System (ESS), the adjacent shielding 

walls and the access maze were modelled according to the plans of the Essen facility. 

An overview of the modelled geometry is shown in figure III-1. A detailed view of the 

modelled cyclotron and ESS is also given in figure III-2.  

The magnet yoke and poles of the cyclotron were represented in iron and its 

electromagnetic coil in copper. According to data provided by IBA, it is assumed that 

only 40% of the accelerated protons are extracted from the cyclotron. The other 60% 

do not follow the ideal acceleration trajectory and end up interacting with solid 

constituents of the cyclotron, which causes a significant production of secondary 

neutrons. The distribution of the proton losses inside the cyclotron is however 

difficult to quantify. Most of these losses are thought to occur on the copper septum of 

the extraction channel as well as, to a lesser extent, on the copper counter-dees [79] 

(see figure III-3 below and figures 4.11 and 4.12 in T. Vanaudenhove’s thesis [184]). 

The assumption was made that 40% of the accelerated protons are lost on the septum 

(see ‘P2’ arrow in figure III-1) and 10% on each of the two pairs of counter-dees (see 

‘P3’ and ‘P4’ arrows in figure III-1). As a conservative approximation, the losses were 

considered as localized in a point on the extraction radius, where the protons have 

already reached their maximum energy of ~230 MeV. The angular neutron emission 

spectra were calculated beforehand, in a simulation representing a 230 MeV proton 

beam impinging on a thick copper cylinder (using MCNPX 2.5.0, with the la150n 

library and the default physics models [235]). The calculated spectra were then 

integrated in the definition of the neutron sources ‘P2’, ‘P3’ and ‘P4’ in the cyclotron 

room simulations.       

The cyclotron-extracted proton beam (40%) was considered to be fully 

stopped on the nickel beam stop located on the degrader wheel of the ESS. This 

configuration, in which the beam is being produced but not (yet) delivered to a 

treatment room, obviously causes the largest production of secondary neutrons in the 

maze. Apart from the nickel beam stop, high Z materials of the ESS quadrupoles and 

dipoles (iron & copper pieces) were also modelled because they constitute important 

neutron scattering elements which significantly influence the neutron flux 

distribution in the room.        
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Figure III-1 - Modelled geometry of the cyclotron room (horizontal cut at height of the cyclotron 

median plane, 1.25 m above the floor). The concrete walls are represented in yellow, the 
cyclotron vacuum in green. The proton losses inside the cyclotron are represented by the ‘P2’, 
‘P3’ and ‘P4’ arrows. A long red arrow also represents the cyclotron-extracted proton beam 
impinging on the beam stop of the degrader wheel. The red numbers in the maze (4 - 9) and 

outside the cyclotron room (1 - 3) indicate the WENDI-2 measurement positions. In the positions 
1-3, the detector stood directly on the floor. In the positions 4-9, the detector stood on a trolley 

at ~1 m above the floor. 
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Figure III-2 - Detailed view of the modelled cyclotron and ESS (horizontal cut at 8 cm below the 
cyclotron median plane). 

 
 

Figure III-3 - Positions of the counter-Dees and the extraction channel inside the cyclotron 
(courtesy of IBA). 
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III-2.1.2 Gantry room operated in PBS 

The shielding walls and access maze of a standard gantry treatment room of 

the Essen facility were modelled with MCNPX 2.7.0 as shown in figure III-4. The 

gantry was assumed to be positioned at the worst angle from the radiation protection 

point of view (270°), i.e. the proton beam was shot horizontally in the direction of the 

patient-accessible area of the adjacent gantry room.      

Figure III-4 - Modelled geometry of the gantry room operated in PBS. The concrete walls are 
represented in yellow, the water phantom in green. The red numbers in the maze (1 – 6) and 

outside the treatment room (7 – 11) indicate the WENDI-2 measurement positions. In positions 
1 -7, the detector stood at ~25 cm above the floor. In positions 8 -11, the detector stood at ~1 m 

above the floor. Proton beam height: 1.25 m. 
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A water phantom was irradiated with a simple PBS configuration, consisting in 

a single beam spot with a fixed initial proton energy of 226.7 MeV. This proton beam 

has a range of 32.2 cm in water. In order to simulate the pencil beam, a Gaussian 

intensity profile with a standard deviation of 3 mm was defined for the proton source 

in front of the water phantom. The phantom was modelled as a water volume of 64 x 

64 x 40 cm³. The proton beam was directed towards the gantry isocentre and had a 

perpendicular incidence onto the vertical entrance plane of the water phantom. The 

isocentre lied at 16 cm below the water surface in this entrance plane.  

The gantry structure, which is quite complex, was not modelled entirely. 

Initially, only two massive elements located downstream from the proton beam were 

represented in the model: the high-density (HD) polyethylene beam stop and the steel 

counterweight (see figure III-5). Preliminary results for this model simulated with 

MCNPX 2.5.0 were already presented in [184] and [234]. Later, the front ring of the 

gantry (see figure III-5) was added to the model, to see whether it would significantly 

influence the simulation result for position 9 in the control room (see figure III-4).   

 

 

Figure III-5 - Schematic view of the gantry installed at the Essen facility (courtesy of IBA). 
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III-2.1.3 Gantry room operated in DS 

A simple DS irradiation of a water phantom, without beam current modulation 

and without rotation of the Range Modulator wheel, was modelled as well. The 

corresponding beam shaping elements of the treatment nozzle were added to the 

geometry of the gantry treatment room (see figure III-6).  

 

Figure III-6 - Modelled geometry of the gantry room operated in DS. The concrete walls are 
represented in yellow, the water phantom in green. The red numbers in the maze (12 –1 6) and 

outside the treatment room (17 – 21) indicate the WENDI-2 measurement positions. The 
detector stood at ~25 cm above the floor in positions 12-17, ~1 m above the floor in positions 18-

19, and directly on the floor in positions 20-21. Proton beam height: 1.25 m. 
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A close-up of the modelled treatment nozzle is shown in figure III-7. The 

selected DS configuration produced a 16 cm diameter proton field at the isocentre, 

with a range of 28.2 cm in water. The following settings were used:  

 Proton energy at the entrance of the treatment nozzle: 227.5 MeV. 

 First Scatterer: tantalum, 1.351 mm thick. 

 Range Modulator: Track #2 on Wheel #3. The wheel was held still so that only 

the first step of track #2 was irradiated. This step, covering the angles from 

26.09° to 140.64° on the wheel, consists of 1 mm aluminium and 2.74 mm lead.  

 Second Scatterer: Lens #3, consisting of a contoured piece of Lexan with a 

contoured lead topping. The thickness of both layers is a function of the radius. 

 The opening of the collimating jaws along the X- and Y-axes was set to 10.6 cm. 

The X- and Y-axes are the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively, which are 

perpendicular to the proton beam axis. The X-axis jaws are made of nickel; the 

Y-axis jaws of brass. The pieces are 57 mm thick.   

 Snout: retractable type #100-A, made of brass. Position: completely drawn in.  

 Aperture: brass, with an internal diameter of 117 mm.  

 

 

Figure III-7 – Modelled geometry of the DS treatment nozzle  
(horizontal cut through the beam axis).  
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The scanning magnets inside the nozzle, which are not active during the DS 

delivery mode, were modelled because of their important neutron 

scattering/attenuating power (iron & copper pieces).  

The phantom was modelled as a water volume of 64 x 64 x 45 cm³, positioned 

with its vertical entrance plane perpendicular to the proton beam axis (see figure III-

6). The gantry isocentre lied in this entrance plane, at 15 cm below the water surface. 

The proton source was defined in the same way as in the PBS simulation, except that 

it was positioned in front of the First Scatterer.  

 

III-2.1.4 Fixed-beam treatment room 

The fixed-beam treatment room of the Essen facility was modelled as shown in 

Figure III-8. This room possesses two separate beamlines: one for fixed-beam 

irradiations (in US mode, for example) and one dedicated to eye treatments. In this 

case, the beam was delivered to a water phantom through the fixed-beam treatment 

nozzle, which was operated in a simple US configuration.  

The phantom was modelled as a 64 x 64 x 45 cm³ water volume. It was 

positioned in such way that the beam isocentre lied in its vertical entrance plane, 

which was perpendicular to the beam direction. The dimensions of the proton field at 

the entrance of the phantom were of 19 cm x 22 cm. This was obtained only by means 

of active scanning, i.e. no beam scatterer was used inside the nozzle. The particle 

source in the simulation was therefore defined right in front of the water phantom, as 

a rectangular planar source of 19 cm x 22 cm, producing a parallel and uniform 

proton beam. It was assumed that this source definition provides a sufficiently good 

approximation of the true US field, which is actually not perfectly uniform (as will be 

shown in section IV-2.4). The proton energy at the entrance of the phantom was of 

226.7 MeV. No scatterer and no energy modulation were used.  

The fixed-beam treatment nozzle and the eye line were not modelled because 

it was assumed that they would have a negligible impact on the simulated neutron 

fields in the positions of interest (indicated with red labels in figure III-8). In fact, 

none of these structures intersect the straight lines that connect the water phantom 

to the considered measurement positions. 
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Figure III-8 - Modelled geometry of the fixed-beam treatment room. The concrete walls are 

represented in orange, the water phantom in green. The indicated isocentre is that of the fixed-
beam treatment line. The red labels indicate the measurement positions (all situated at ~150 cm 

above the floor, except for 2d located right on the floor).  
 

III-2.2 Neutron H*(10) and WENDI-2 responses 

As explained in section I-4.2, ambient dosimeters commonly used today were 

designed to measure the operational quantity H*(10). Therefore, when one wishes to 

compare the results of a Monte Carlo simulation to on-site measurements performed 

with a neutron ambient dosimeter (our goal in Chapter IV), the neutron H*(10) rates 

at the positions of interest should in principle be computed in this simulation. This 

can be done for instance by folding the simulated neutron spectra with the 

appropriate fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients (see section I-4.2.2). 
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  However, ideal dosimeters which measure H*(10) accurately in just any type 

of neutron spectrum do not exist. In Chapter II, we have shown that the WENDI-2 

(with its 252Cf calibration) is no exception to this assertion, because in some energy 

regions discrepancies by up to a factor of ~7 seem to exist between the WENDI-2 

dose response function and the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients (see section 

II-2.2.2). Nevertheless, there are reasons to believe that for the typical neutron 

spectra encountered in proton therapy facilities the WENDI-2 response function is 

relatively well-balanced with respect to the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients. 

One of the goals of this chapter is therefore to verify theoretically whether the 

WENDI-2 can measure H*(10) accurately in all the measurement positions indicated 

in the figures III-1, III-4, III-6 and III-8. This can be done by folding the simulated 

neutron spectra with the WENDI-2 dose response function, and comparing the results 

to the simulated H*(10) rates.    

Predicting the true WENDI-2 response requires an accurate and precise 

knowledge of the WENDI-2 response function. In Chapter II, several simulated 

versions of this response function, obtained with different Monte Carlo codes, have 

been compared amongst each other, as well as with a few validation measurements. 

From these comparisons, it appeared that in some energy regions the uncertainties 

on the response function are relatively large, especially at high energies (20 MeV –

 250 MeV) and at thermal energies. To take these uncertainties into account, a 

systematic study was carried out in which the simulated neutron spectra at the 

measurement positions were folded with each of the following versions of the 

WENDI-2 response function (see Chapter II):    

 our response function simulated with MCNPX 2.7.0, using the Bertini & Dresner 

models for neutron interactions above 150 MeV (case of the parallel beam 

irradiation), 

 the results of Jägerhofer et al. obtained with FLUKA [183], 

 the results of Vanaudenhove et al. obtained with GEANT4 9.6, using the Bertini 

model for neutron interactions above 20 MeV [184], 

 the results of Vanaudenhove et al. obtained with GEANT4 9.6, using the BIC 

model for neutron interactions above 20 MeV [184], 

 the simulation results of Olsher et al. obtained with MCNP4B [152] (from 

thermal energies up to 0.144 MeV), and the experimental data acquired above  

46 MeV by Olsher et al. with QMN beams at the TSL [182]. 

These  absolute response functions were multiplied by the built-in calibration 

constant of the WENDI-2 (3.17 x 10-4 µSv/c [155]). The resulting dose response 

functions are shown in figure III-9, together with the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion 

coefficients. Between 0.144 MeV and 19 MeV, however, the values of all simulated 

response functions were replaced by a common section based on the experimental 

data acquired by Olsher et al. with monoenergetic neutron beams at the PTB [152]. As 

a reminder, these measurements agreed within less than 3σ with the five 
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abovementioned simulated response functions and were also compatible within 1σ 

with our measurements performed with 252Cf and AmBe sources (see Chapter II). For 

this reason, these measurements were considered sufficiently accurate to be taken as 

a reference in this energy range. A relative uncertainty of 5%, corresponding to the 

experimental uncertainty estimated by Olsher et al. [152], was taken into account on 

the contribution of 0.1 MeV – 19 MeV neutrons to the simulated WENDI-2 response 

(𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑝).  

Figure III-9 – Five versions of the dose response function used to simulate the WENDI-2 response 
at the measurement positions inside the proton therapy facility. The fluence-to-H*(10) 

conversion coefficients of ICRP Publication 74 are also shown. The connections between the 
points are only a guide for the eye; a log-log interpolation was calculated by MCNPX. 

The reference value for the simulated WENDI-2 response at a given 

measurement position was calculated as the average Rsim,avg of the five energy-

integrated responses Rsim,i obtained with the abovementioned response functions. A 

symmetric uncertainty σresp.fct., representing the uncertainties on the response 

function below 0.144 MeV and above 19 MeV, was then estimated as: 

𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝.𝑓𝑐𝑡. =
1

3
 max
1≤i≤5

|𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑖 − 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑎𝑣𝑔|. 

The total uncertainty σtot on Rsim,avg, which combines the average statistical 

MCNPX uncertainty σstat and the uncertainties on the entire WENDI-2 response 

function, was calculated as:   

 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡 = √𝜎𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡
2 + 𝜎𝑒𝑥𝑝2 + 𝜎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝.𝑓𝑐𝑡.

2  . 
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From a practical point of view, the neutron spectra at the measurement 

positions (see figures III-1, III-4, III-6 and III-8) were calculated inside air spheres of 

25 cm in diameter, using an F4:n neutron fluence tally in association with an E card 

[100]. In addition, DE-DF cards [100] were used to calculate the neutron H*(10) by 

folding these neutron spectra with the conversion coefficients of the ICRP Publication 

74 [87]. Other sets of DE-DF cards were also used to fold the neutron spectra with the 

abovementioned versions of the WENDI-2 dose response function. By adding an E 

card [100] to the tallies of the neutron H*(10) and the WENDI-2 responses, the 

energy spectra for these quantities were calculated as well.     

III-2.3 Material compositions & evaluated cross-section data 

The compositions of the materials defined in our MCNPX simulations are 

summarized in Table III-1. The concrete that constitutes the Essen facility is an 

ordinary type of concrete, but no quantitative information on its average elemental 

composition was available. Like the original shielding design simulations, our 

simulations were based on the standard ‘Portland’ composition [236]. This 

composition was defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST), U.S.A. The choice of the density, 2.30 g/cm³, is in principle a conservative one, 

because the concrete provider was asked to ensure a minimum density of 2.35 g/cm³ 

for the construction of this facility (private communication, F. Stichelbaut, IBA).    

Since the maximum energy of the simulated particles (~230 MeV) was lower 

than the pion production threshold (~280 MeV), it sufficed to only track protons and 

neutrons in the simulations (following the same argument as in section II-2.1.4).  

For neutron interactions, evaluated cross-section data from the endf70 library 

were used [100,192,218]. The library is based on the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation [122], 

in which the data of the earlier la150n library [113,119] was officially integrated. For 

most isotopes of interest here, the library thus contains data for neutron energies up 

to 150 MeV (see table III-1). For proton interactions, the cross-section data from the 

endf70prot library [100,192] was used anywhere possible.   

Where no evaluated cross-section data was available in MCNPX 2.7.0 at high 

energies, the default physics models were used: the Bertini intranuclear cascade 

model, followed by the multi-stage pre-equilibrium model, and the Dresner 

evaporation model (or the Fermi break-up model for light nuclei, see details in 

section II-2.1.5) [100]. Selecting the default physics models was however a well-

considered decision because the Bertini model yields the highest simulated neutron 

doses at forward angles in this type of simulations (as will be shown in Chapter V). 

The Bertini model thus constitutes the most conservative choice in these case-studies. 
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Table III-1 - Material definitions in the MCNPX simulation of the proton therapy rooms. The 

given upper energy limit of the cross-section data tables applies to the neutron data. The upper 

limit for the data from the proton library ‘endf70prot’ is 150 MeV. 

Material 
Isotope 

or 
element 

Atom fraction 
Neutron 
library 

Upper 
limit 

(MeV) 

Proton 
library 

NIST Portland concrete 
2.30 g/cm³ 

16O 0.562562 endf70a 150 endf70prot 
28Si 0.188905 endf70a 150 endf70prot 
29Si 0.009277 endf70a 150 endf70prot 
30Si 0.005927 endf70a 150 endf70prot 
1H 0.168742 la150n 150 endf70prot 

27Al 0.021350 endf70a 150 endf70prot 
40Ca 0.018152 endf70a 200 endf70prot 
44Ca 0.000355 endf70a 200 / 
42Ca 0.000116 endf70a 200 / 
48Ca 0.000029 endf70a 200 / 
43Ca 0.000023 endf70a 200 / 
23Na 0.011836 endf70a 20 / 
natK 0.005654 actia 20 / 
56Fe 0.004257 endf70b 150 endf70prot 
natC 0.001416 endf70a 150 / 

natMg 0.001399 actia 20 / 

Soil 1.4 g/cm³ 

16O 0.517766       endf70a 150 endf70prot 
1H 0.254036        la150n 150 endf70prot 

28Si 0.128118       endf70a 150 endf70prot 
27Al 0.061957 endf70a 150 endf70prot 

natMg 0.026025       actia 20 / 
56Fe 0.009424 endf70b 150 endf70prot 
40Ca 0.002676       endf70a 200 endf70prot 

Air   1.205 . 10-3 g/cm³ 
(or vacuum 10-10 g/cm³) 

14N 0.784431 endf70a 150 endf70prot 
16O 0.210748 endf70a 150 endf70prot 

natAr 0.004671 rmccsa 20 / 
natC 0.000150 endf70a 150 / 

Iron 7.87 g/cm³ 

56Fe 0.920000 endf70b 150 endf70prot 
54Fe 0.060000 endf70b 150 endf70prot 
57Fe 0.020000 endf70b 150 endf70prot 

Copper 8.96 g/cm³ 
63Cu 0.690000 endf70b 150 endf70prot 
65Cu 0.310000 endf70b 150 endf70prot 

Nickel  8.90 g/cm³ 

58Ni 0.680800 endf70b 150 endf70prot 
60Ni 0.262200 endf70b 150 endf70prot 
62Ni 0.036300 endf70b 150 endf70prot 
61Ni 0.011400 endf70b 150 endf70prot 
64Ni 0.009300 endf70b 150 endf70prot 

Aluminium 2.70 g/cm³ 27Al 1.000000 endf70a 150 endf70prot 

Water 1.0 g/cm³ 
1H 0.666667 la150n 150 endf70prot 

16O 0.333333 endf70a 150 endf70prot 

HDPE 0.97 g/cm³ 
1H 0.666667 la150n 150 endf70prot 

natC 0.333333 endf70a 150 / 

Brass 8.96 g/cm³ 

63Cu 0.417439       endf70b 150 endf70prot 
65Cu 0.182066       endf70b 150 endf70prot 
natZn 0.390646      endf70b 20 / 
208Pb 0.007298 endf70i 200 endf70prot 
206Pb 0.002551 endf70i 200 endf70prot 
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Table III-1 (continued) 

Material 
Isotope 

or 
element 

Atom fraction 
Neutron 
library 

Upper 
limit 

(MeV) 

Proton 
library 

Lexan 1.2 g/cm³ 

natC 0.484821        endf70a 150 / 
1H 0.424249        la150n 150 endf70prot 

16O 0.090930 endf70a 150 endf70prot 

Lead  11.35 g/cm³ 

208Pb 0.524000 endf70i 200 endf70prot 
206Pb 0.241000 endf70i 200 endf70prot 
207Pb 0.221000 endf70i 200 endf70prot 
204Pb 0.014000 endf70i 200 / 

Tantalum 16.6 g/cm³ 181Ta 1.000000 endf70i 20 / 

Cellulose 0.5 g/cm³ 

1H 0.605812        la150n 150 endf70prot 
natC 0.203330        endf70a 150 / 
16O 0.190858 endf70a 150 endf70prot 

 

III-2.4 Variance reduction and statistical treatment 

To obtain sufficient statistics within a reasonable computing time in positions 

located outside the treatment rooms or at the end of the access mazes, it was 

necessary to rely on a variance reduction technique. The population control method 

named “geometry splitting and Russian roulette”, introduced in section I-6.5, was 

applied. The geometry of the shielding walls was divided in several cells of ~20 cm in 

thickness, perpendicularly to the main direction of the neutron flux. An importance 

was assigned to each cell in order to maintain the cell populations of neutrons 

relatively constant between the source region and the tally region. The distribution of 

these neutron importances was determined using the population ratios of adjacent 

cells, obtained from a short run in which all cell importances were set to unity. 

Working outwards, starting from the source region, the importance In+1 of a cell with a 

population Pn+1, was set to In+1 = In . Pn/Pn+1, based on the population Pn and 

importance In of the previous cell. The concrete layer being nearest to the neutron 

source was assigned the importance I1 = 1. The chosen thickness of the concrete cells 

allowed keeping the importance ratios below a factor of ~8 at all depths of the 

concrete walls, as generally recommended when using this variance reduction 

technique [143,237]. Inside the access maze, geometry splitting was also applied to 

the air volumes, perpendicularly to the main direction of the diffusing neutron flux.  

The distribution of the neutron importances used in each simulation are 

shown in the figures III-10 and III-11 for the cyclotron room, in figures III-12 the 

gantry treatment rooms operated in PBS and DS, and in figure III-13 for the fixed-

beam treatment room. 

For each simulation, 25 runs with different pseudorandom number sequences 

were submitted in parallel, to gain more statistics. Generating different 

pseudorandom number sequences was done by incrementing the random number 
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stride S following the same method as already outlined in section II.4.1.4. The tally 

results 𝑥𝑖  of the 25 runs were combined by computing their weighted average �̅� based 

on the corresponding MCNPX absolute uncertainties 𝜎𝑖:  

�̅� =

∑
1
𝜎𝑖2

𝑥𝑖𝑖

∑
1
𝜎𝑖2
𝑖

 

with  𝜎�̅� = √
1

∑
1

𝜎𝑖
2𝑖

 

Only results of tallies that had reached a satisfactory statistical convergence 

were taken into account (𝑥𝑖 with a relative uncertainty 𝜎𝑖/𝑥𝑖  ≤ 0.10, as advised in the 

MCNPX manual [100]). 

  In the positions 1 – 3 outside the cyclotron room, obtaining good statistical 

convergence of the tallies remained relatively difficult in spite of the applied variance 

reduction, especially for the simulations in which the considered proton beam was 

not directed towards the maze region (i.e. in all simulations except that with the ‘P4’ 

source). After tracking 850 million histories per run in about 4 weeks of computing 

time, the statistical uncertainties on the doses in the positions 1 – 3 were not 

necessarily smaller than 10% in each of the 25 runs. A few outliers, affected by 

MCNPX uncertainties larger than 10%, were left out before combining results. 

With the simulations of the gantry room and the fixed-beam room, no 

particular problems were encountered in the statistical convergence of the tallies. 

Eventually, all 25 runs had similar tally results and statistical uncertainties (≤ 10%). 

For the PBS case, as well as for the fixed-beam room, 750 million histories were 

simulated per run in ~2.5 weeks.  In the DS case, 300 million histories were simulated 

per run in ~3 weeks.  
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Figure III-10 - Variance reduction for the neutron transport in the simulation of the cyclotron-
extracted proton beam impinging on the beam stop in the cyclotron room. 
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Figure III-13 - Variance reduction for the neutron transport in the simulation of the fixed-beam 
treatment room. 
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III-3 Results 

III-3.1 Cyclotron room 

The results obtained for the neutron H*(10) due to the four different neutron 

sources in the cyclotron room are listed in table III-2 and shown in figure III-14.  

All along the maze (positions 4 – 9) and behind the maze door (position 3), the 

neutrons produced in the beam stop cause the largest contribution to H*(10). This 

contribution constitutes more than 80% of the total H*(10), except in the positions 6 

(71%) and 7 (56%) where the contribution from the cyclotron losses ‘P4’ plays a 

more significant role. These two positions lie in fact at small angles from the direction 

of the ‘P4’ proton beam and at almost 180° from the direction of the proton beam 

impinging on the beam stop (see figure III-1 on p. 117).  

Inside the main control room (positions 1 and 2), the ‘P4’ cyclotron losses are 

the largest contributor to H*(10). The ‘P4’ contribution is proportionally larger in 

position 2 than in position 1, mainly because of the smaller angle of position 2 with 

respect to the direction of the ‘P4’ proton beam. 

Table III-2 - Neutron H*(10) obtained in the cyclotron room simulations. The results are 

expressed in µSv/(nA.h), where the nA.h refer to the cyclotron-extracted proton charge. The 

given uncertainties are the MCNPX statistical uncertainties (1σ). 

Position Beam stop P2 P3 P4 Total H*(10) 

4 
(1.277 ± 0.001) 

x 103 
(1.379 ± 0.002)  

x 102 
(2.945 ± 0.004)  

x 101 
(9.008 ± 0.009)  

x 101 

(1.534 ± 0.001)  

x 103 

5 
(2.024 ± 0.004) 

x 102  
(1.504 ± 0.004)  

x 101 
(4.30 ± 0.01) 

x 100 

(8.06 ± 0.02) 

x 100 

(2.298 ± 0.004)  

x 102 

6 
(6.74 ± 0.06)   

x 100 

(7.94 ± 0.05) 

x 10-1 
(2.06 ± 0.01)  

x 10-1 
(1.701 ± 0.007)  

x 100 

(9.44 ± 0.06) 

x 100 

7 
(3.53 ± 0.08)  

x 10-1 
(9.6 ± 0.1)  

x 10-2 
(2.54 ± 0.02)  

x 10-2 
(1.62 ± 0.04) 

x 10-1 

(6.36 ± 0.09)  

x 10-1 

8 
(8.4 ± 0.2)   

x 10-2  
(4.2 ± 0.2)  

x 10-3 
(1.07 ± 0.05)  

x 10-3 
(8.8 ± 0.2)  

x 10-3 
(9.8 ± 0.2)  

x 10-2 

9 
(9.9 ± 0.2) 

x 10-2 
(1.5 ± 0.2)  

x 10-3 
(4.7 ± 0.4)  

x 10-4 
(4.0 ± 0.1)  

x 10-3 
(1.05 ± 0.02)  

x 10-1 

3 
(1.09 ± 0.01)  

x 10-2 
(6.5 ± 0.5)  

x 10-5 
(2.1 ± 0.2)  

x 10-5 
(7.2 ± 0.5)  

x 10-5 

(1.11 ± 0.01)  

x 10-2 

1 
(9.6 ± 0.2)   

x 10-5 
(1.25 ± 0.05)  

x 10-5 
(2.10 ± 0.09)  

x 10-6 
(2.57 ± 0.03)  

x 10-4 
(3.67 ± 0.03)  

x 10-4 

2 
(8.0 ± 0.3) 

 x 10-6 
(2.52 ± 0.08)  

x 10-5 
(9.5 ± 0.4)  

x 10-7 
(1.86 ± 0.02)  

x 10-3 
(1.89 ± 0.02)  

x 10-3 
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 Figure III-14 - Neutron H*(10) obtained with each of the four neutron sources in the cyclotron 

room simulations. 

The simulated energy spectra of the total neutron fluence are presented in the 

figures III-15 and III-16 for the positions inside the maze and outside the cyclotron 

room, respectively. Similarly, the energy spectra of the total neutron H*(10) are 

shown in the figures III-17 and III-18 (in black). To facilitate the discussion of these 

results, integrals of the fluence and H*(10) spectra were also calculated over four 

energy domains, which will be subsequently referred to as: 

 ‘Thermal neutrons’: 10-9 MeV ≤ En ≤ 2.10-7 MeV; 

 ‘Intermediate neutrons’: 2.10-7 MeV < En ≤ 0.1 MeV; 

 ‘Evaporation neutrons’: 0.1 MeV < En  ≤ 10 MeV; 

 ‘High-energy neutrons’: 10 MeV < En  ≤ 230 MeV (neutrons emitted 

during the pre-equilibrium and the intranuclear cascade). 

Figures III-19 and III-20 show the relative contributions of these four 

categories to the total neutron fluence and H*(10), respectively.  

At the entrance of the maze, in position 4, the fraction of high-energy neutrons 

in the fluence neutron spectrum (see figures III-15 and III-19) is negligible, because 

none of the considered proton beams are pointing towards that position. The neutron 

field essentially involves neutrons of thermal and intermediate energies, which have 

undergone several scattering interactions throughout the room before reaching the 

entrance of the maze. About 55% of the neutron fluence in position 4 originates from 

the beam stop. That may seem surprising knowing that the cyclotron sources are 

actually closer to position 4 than the beam stop. However, the massive structure of 
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the cyclotron, consisting of iron and copper, significantly attenuates the neutrons 

produced inside it. Evaporation neutrons only constitute 19% of the simulated 

fluence in position 4, but due to their larger fluence-to-H*(10) coefficients compared 

to low-energy neutrons (see Figure III-9 on p. 126) they give the largest contribution 

to the total H*(10) (79%, see figures III-17 and III-20).  

Moving along the maze from position 4 towards position 7, the fluence spectra 

are softening: the evaporation and intermediate components progressively diminish 

in favour of thermal neutrons (see figures III-15 and III-19). The neutron field in 

these positions is thus dominated by neutrons that have been moving along the maze 

path, progressively losing their kinetic energy through scattering interactions. In 

comparison, the fluence of high-energy neutrons directly transmitted through maze 

wall ‘A’ (see figure III-1 on p. 117) is negligible. In positions 6 and 7, a tiny 

contribution around 100 MeV is nevertheless distinguishable in the fluence spectra. It 

is mainly due to high-energy neutrons emitted by the ‘P4’ source and transmitted 

through maze wall ‘A’. Because of their high fluence-to-H*(10) conversion 

coefficients, these few neutrons cause a non-negligible contribution to H*(10), which 

is clearly visible in the spectra of the total H*(10) in figure III-17.  

Continuing one’s walk towards the exit of the maze, it appears that the maze-

scattered fluence component is already fully thermalized in positions 8 and 9 (see 

figure III-15). Yet, small contributions in the evaporation and high-energy regions 

can be noticed in the fluence spectra, especially in position 9. These are due to a small 

amount of high-energy neutrons emitted mainly by the beam stop and transmitted 

directly through maze wall ‘B’, and perhaps maze wall ‘A’ as well (see figure III-1 on 

p. 117). As shown in the figures III-17 and III-20, the few evaporation and high-

energy neutrons are actually responsible for ~60-80% of the total H*(10). 

Throughout the last portion of the maze, these energetic neutrons are less strongly 

attenuated than the thermal component. In position 3 behind the maze door (see 

figure III-16), the fraction of evaporation and high-energy neutrons is therefore 

larger than in position 9.    
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Figure III-15 - Neutron fluence spectra simulated inside the maze of the cyclotron room. 
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Figure III-16 - Neutron fluence spectra simulated behind the maze door of the cyclotron room 
(position 3) and inside the main control room (positions 1 and 2). 

The neutron fluence spectra in positions 1 and 2, inside the main control room, 

have the characteristic shape of the shielded neutron fields described in section I-4.1 

(see figure III-16). The “cascade” peak represents high-energy neutrons that have 

barely undergone any interactions and travelled nearly in straight line from the 

source to the position of interest. As indicated earlier, this peak is mainly populated 

by the forward-peaked intranuclear cascade emissions of the ‘P4’ source and is 

therefore proportionately larger in position 2 than in position 1. The evaporation 

peak follows the same trend as the cascade peak because it mainly consists of 

neutrons produced inside maze wall ‘C’ (see figure III-1 on p. 117) by non-elastic 

interactions of high-energy ‘P4’ neutrons. The thermal peak corresponds mainly to 

room-scattered neutrons, also indirectly due to the ‘P4’ source. Their contribution to 

the total H*(10) does not exceed a few percent. The latter is almost entirely 

determined by the high-energy and evaporation neutrons only (see figures III-18 and 

III-20). 
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Figure III-17 - For positions inside the maze of the cyclotron room: neutron H*(10) spectra (in 
black) and WENDI-2 spectra based on the GEANT4 9.6 BIC response function  (in green), the 

FLUKA response function (in cyan) and the response function of Olsher et al. based on 
experimental data above 46 MeV  (in pink).  
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Figure III-18 - For positions inside the maze of the cyclotron room: neutron H*(10) spectra (in 
black) and WENDI-2 spectra based on the GEANT4 9.6 BIC response function (in green) and the 

response function of Olsher et al. based on experimental data above 46 MeV  (in pink). 

In brief, the overview presented in the figures III-19 and III-20 shows that: 

 In all positions except position 2, the thermal neutrons constitute the largest 

fraction of the fluence, but do not cause dominant H*(10) contributions, except 

in the middle of the maze (positions 7 – 8). 

 In the first part of the maze (positions 4 – 6), the largest contribution to H*(10) 

is due to the evaporation neutrons (~45-80%). The contribution from high-

energy neutrons is small (< 10%).  

 Starting from position 7, behind maze wall ‘B’, the fluence fraction of high-

energy neutrons keeps increasing along the maze and, from position 9 

onwards, their contribution to H*(10) outgrows that of the evaporation 

neutrons (which does not exceed ~35-40% in positions 7 – 9).  
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 Outside the cyclotron room, the high-energy neutrons represent ~55-65% of 

H*(10) and the evaporation neutrons ~30-40%.       

 

Figure III-19 - Fractions of the simulated neutron fluence that are due to 'thermal’, 
'intermediate', 'evaporation' and 'high-energy’ neutrons, in the positions inside and around the 

cyclotron room. 

Figure III-20 - Fractions of the simulated neutron H*(10) that are due to 'thermal’, 
'intermediate', 'evaporation' and 'high-energy’ neutrons, in the positions inside and around the 

cyclotron room. 
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Apart from the neutron H*(10) spectra, the figures III-17 and III-18 also show 

the spectra for the WENDI-2 responses simulated using the following response 

functions from figure III-9 on p. 126: 

 the response function of Vanaudenhove et al. simulated with GEANT4 9.6 using 

the BIC model [184],  

 the response function of Olsher et al. based on MCNP4B simulations 

(E < 0.144 MeV) [152] and high-energy QMN measurements [182], 

 the response function of Jägerhofer et al. simulated with FLUKA (only shown in 

figure III-17). 

As a reminder, our measurements performed in high-energy QMN beams at 

the TSL suggest that the WENDI-2 response function above 20 MeV might have values 

that are intermediate to the two first functions (see section II-4). As for the third 

function, it differs quite strongly from the two others in the thermal and intermediate 

energy regions and is therefore interesting for the positions in the maze.  

For each of the response functions shown in figure III-9 (p. 126), the 

corresponding energy-integrated responses are given in table III-3.  The percent 

deviation of these simulated responses with respect to the simulated H*(10) is shown 

in figure III-21. 

Table III-3 - Simulated WENDI-2 responses obtained in the cyclotron room simulations, using 

the different versions of the response function shown in figure III-9. The results are expressed in 

µSv/(nA.h), where the nA.h refer to the cyclotron-extracted proton charge. The given 

uncertainties are the MCNPX statistical uncertainties (1σ). 

Position 
MCNPX 2.7.0 

Bertini & 
Dresner 

GEANT4 9.6 
Bertini 

GEANT4 9.6 
BIC 

FLUKA 
MCNP4B + 
 HE QMN 

Olsher et al. 

4 
(1.642 ± 0.001)  

x 103  
(1.731 ± 0.001) 

x 103  
(1.726 ± 0.001) 

x 103 

(1.530 ± 0.001)  

x 103  
(1.717 ± 0.001)  

x 103  

5 
(2.505 ± 0.004) 

x 102  
(2.752 ± 0.004)  

x 102 

(2.749 ± 0.004) 

x 102 
(2.264 ± 0.004)  

x 102  
(2.719 ± 0.004)  

x 102  

6 
(9.37 ± 0.06 ) 

x 100  
(1.150 ± 0.006)  

x 101  
(1.122 ± 0.006) 

x 101  
(8.52 ± 0.06) 

x 100  
(1.047 ± 0.006)  

x 101  

7 
(5.38 ± 0.09)  

x 10-1  
(7.00 ± 0.09)  

x 10-1  
(6.76 ± 0.09)  

x 10-1 

(4.00 ± 0.08)  

 x 10-1  
(5.92 ± 0.09)  

x 10-1 

8 
(8.7 ± 0.2)  

x 10-2  
(9.7 ± 0.2)  

x 10-2 

(9.3 ± 0.2)  

x 10-2 

(7.5 ± 0.2)  

x 10-2  
(8.5 ± 0.2)  

x 10-2 

9 
(9.6 ± 0.2)  

x 10-2  
(1.02 ± 0.02)  

x 10-1 
(9.5 ± 0.2) 

x 10-2  
(8.9 ± 0.2)  

x 10-2  
(8.2 ± 0.2)  

x 10-2 

3 
(9.8 ± 0.1)  

x 10-3 

(1.06 ± 0.01)  

x 10-2  
(9.6 ± 0.1)  

x 10-3  
(9.9 ± 0.1)   

x 10-3  
(8.0 ± 0.1)  

x 10-3  

1 
(3.79 ± 0.04)  

x 10-4 

(4.13 ± 0.04)  

x 10-4 
(3.59 ± 0.04)  

x 10-4 
(3.78 ± 0.04)  

x 10-4 
(2.81 ± 0.03)  

x 10-4 

2 
(2.12 ± 0.02)  

x 10-3 
(2.35 ± 0.02)   

x 10-3 
(1.96 ± 0.02)  

x 10-3 
(2.10 ± 0.02)  

x 10-3 
(1.41 ± 0.02)  

x 10-3 
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Figure III-21 – Percent deviation of the WENDI-2 response with respect to the neutron H*(10) 
obtained in the cyclotron room simulations. The WENDI-2 response was calculated using the 

different versions of the response function shown in figure III-9.The uncertainty bars represent 
the MCNPX statistical uncertainties (1σ). 

In the first part of the maze (positions 4 – 5), all the considered response 

functions lead to an energy-integrated response that overestimates H*(10), except for 

the FLUKA response function of Jägerhofer et al. due to its lower values at thermal 

and intermediate energies (see spectra in figure III-17). As the neutron spectrum 

softens towards position 7, the discrepancies between the different versions of the 

response increases. For a better characterisation of the response in these positions, 

an experimental validation of the response function with thermal neutron beam 

irradiations could thus be useful. The results nevertheless indicate that the WENDI-2 

should allow to measure H*(10) with tolerable accuracy in positions 4 – 7. In the last 

part of the maze (positions 8 – 9) and behind the maze door (position 3), the 

simulation results suggest that the WENDI-2 might perhaps slightly underestimate 

H*(10), although not by more than ~30%.  

 In the main control room (positions 1 – 2), the WENDI-2 response is more 

strongly determined by the sensitivity of the detector to high-energy neutrons. 

Position 2, which has the largest fraction of high-energy neutrons, shows the largest 

discrepancies between the different versions of the simulated WENDI-2 response. 

Assuming that the true response function above 20 MeV would be intermediate to the 

GEANT4 BIC response and the experimental response of Olsher et al. (see 

measurements in section II-4), then the WENDI-2 would provide quite accurate 

(though slightly underestimating) H*(10) measurements outside the cyclotron room. 

However, without precise validation measurements of the WENDI-2 response 
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function between 20 MeV and 230 MeV, it is not possible to predict the WENDI-2 

response with such precision at this stage. One can thus only be confident that the 

WENDI-2 response will lie within at most 30% of H*(10).  

Based on the present results, it was chosen not to use H*(10) as a reference 

quantity for the comparison of our simulation results with real on-site WENDI-2 

measurements, which will be the topic of Chapter IV. Instead, the measurements will 

be compared to the average simulated WENDI-2 response Rsim,avg and its estimated 

total uncertainty σtot (calculated as explained in section III-2.2). These results are 

given in table III-4. For positions outside the cyclotron room, the average values 

Rsim,avg are very similar to the responses obtained with the GEANT4 BIC-based 

response function. This is however not the case inside the maze. The uncertainties σtot 

represent 4 – 11% of Rsim,avg depending of the positions. The uncertainties that were 

considered in the estimation of σtot are detailed in table III-5. The uncertainties on the 

response function below 0.144 MeV and above 19 MeV give the largest contribution 

to σtot in all positions except position 4.  

Table III-4 – Average WENDI-2 response Rsim,avg and its total uncertainty σtot in the simulation of 

the cyclotron room.  

Position 
Rsim,avg 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
σtot 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 

𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑎𝑣𝑔

𝑥 100% 

4 1.67 x 103 0.07 x 103 4% 
5 2.60 x 102 0.14 x 102 5% 
6 1.02 x 101 0.06 x 101 6% 
7 5.8 x 10-1 0.6 x 10-1 11% 
8 8.7 x 10-2 0.5 x 10-2 6% 
9 9.3 x 10-2 0.5 x 10-2 5% 
3 9.6 x 10-3 0.6 x 10-3 6% 
1 3.6 x 10-4 0.3 x 10-4 8% 
2 2.0 x 10-3 0.2 x 10-3 10% 

Table III-5 – Uncertainties on the average WENDI-2 response in the simulation of the cyclotron 

room: the average MCNPX statistical uncertainty σstat, the systematic uncertainty σexp 

representing 5% of the contribution of 0.144 MeV – 19 MeV neutrons to the simulated WENDI-2 

response, and the systematic uncertainty σresp.fct. caused by the uncertainties on the WENDI-2 

response function below 0.144 MeV and above 19 MeV. 

Position 
σstat  

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
σexp 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
σresp.fct. 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
4 1.0 x 100 5.8 x 101 4.6 x 101 
5 3.8 x 10-1 7.6 x 100 1.1 x 101 
6 5.7 x 10-2 2.1 x 10-1 5.7 x 10-1 
7 9.2 x 10-3 3.4 x 10-3 6.1 x 10-2 
8 2.3 x 10-3 1.8 x 10-3 4.2 x 10-3 
9 2.2 x 10-3 2.1 x 10-3 3.4 x 10-3 
3 1.3 x 10-4 2.1 x 10-4 5.3 x 10-4 
1 3.7 x 10-6 7.7 x 10-6 2.7 x 10-5 
2 2.2 x 10-5 3.3 x 10-5 1.9 x 10-4 
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III-3.2 Gantry room operated in PBS 

The neutron fluence spectra simulated for the gantry room operated in PBS 

are shown in the figures III-22 and III-23. These figures actually compare two 

versions of the spectra: 

 The spectra in red were obtained in an earlier simulation, in which the gantry 

front ring was not yet included in the geometry; 

 The spectra in black are the latest results for the geometry shown in figure III-4 

(gantry front ring included).  

For the latest version of the simulation, the neutron H*(10) spectra are also 

shown, in black, in the figures III-24 and III-25. The fluence and H*(10) fractions of 

thermal, intermediate, evaporation and high-energy neutrons were calculated in the 

same way as in the previous section. The results hereof are shown in the figures III-

26 and III-27. As for the results for the total neutron H*(10), they are given in table 

III-6, for both versions of the simulation. 

From a global perspective, the evolution of the spectra throughout the maze is 

quite similar to the one observed in the maze of the cyclotron room. The fluence is 

dominated by the maze-scattered component. From position 1 to 3 (see figure III-22), 

the neutron spectrum softens as this component is being attenuated. At the same 

time, the contribution of high-energy neutrons transmitted through the maze wall 

increases because of the decreasing angle with the proton beam direction. This causes 

the small peak around ~100 MeV which appears in the spectra of positions 5 and 6.  

One difference here is that the neutron spectrum at the entrance of the maze 

contains a larger fraction of neutrons with energies between ~10 MeV and ~50 MeV 

(see ‘PBS Position 1’ on figure III-22 vs. ‘CYCL Position 4’ on figure III-15). There is 

indeed no massive shielding structure such as that of the cyclotron between the water 

phantom and the entrance of the maze. Moreover, the angle between the proton beam 

and the entrance of the maze is smaller than for the beam stop contribution in the 

cyclotron room. The larger fraction of high-energy neutrons results in a much larger 

contribution to H*(10) in ‘PBS Position 1’ (figure III-24), than in ‘CYCL Position 4’ 

(figure III-17).   

Inside the maze, the presence of the gantry ring leads to a non-negligible 

fluence increase for neutrons of less than ~1 MeV (see figure III-22). Since in iron, 

elastic scattering is by far the most probable neutron interaction for energies 

between ~10-4 MeV and ~1 MeV, these extra neutrons must have reached the 

entrance of the maze after undergoing elastic scattering inside the front ring. As one 

moves towards the door, the influence of the front ring progressively decreases 

because the maze-scattered component is being attenuated while the wall-

transmitted fluence component increases. In terms of H*(10), the front ring causes a 
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maximum increase of 24% in position 1 and a minimum increase of 7% in position 6 

(see table III-6).   

The most important impact of the gantry front ring is observed in position 9 

inside the control room. The total neutron fluence in this position is reduced by about 

55% after including the front ring in the simulation. Figure III-23 shows that the 

reduction affects the entire width of the spectrum, with a somewhat larger impact on 

the high-energy peak. It translates as a reduction of H*(10) by a little more than a 

factor of 2 (see table III-6). The other positions located outside the treatment room 

are not affected by the inclusion of the gantry front ring. This can be understood by 

the fact that the doses behind the shield are mainly determined by the fluence of high-

energy neutrons present in front of the shield, while high-energy neutrons tend to 

travel almost in straight line through the shield. As shown in figure III-4, the front 

ring crosses the straight line that connects the isocentre to position 9. Due to this, 

high-energy neutrons produced in the water phantom and emitted towards position 9 

have to cross a total average thickness of ~10 cm of iron, which is an efficient 

attenuator of high-energy neutrons (via inelastic scattering). 

Iron is however not a good neutron attenuator at energies below 847 keV, the 

first excited state of 56Fe. Elastic scattering on such heavy nuclei is indeed an 

inefficient slowing-down mechanism because of the relatively small energy transfers. 

In consequence, an iron shield tends to soften the neutron spectra by preferentially 

attenuating high-energy neutrons. This effect explains why, compared to other 

outside positions such as 8 and 11 (see figure III-23), a lower fraction of high-energy 

neutrons is encountered in position 10, which is shielded by the thick iron 

counterweight of the gantry (see figure III-4). The same effect is in fact also visible, to 

a lesser extent, in position 9 when the gantry front ring is introduced in the 

simulation.  
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Figure III-22 - Neutron fluence spectra simulated inside the maze of the gantry treatment room 
operated in PBS. The spectra in red were obtained without the gantry front ring, those in black 

with the gantry front ring. 
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Figure III-23 - Neutron fluence spectra simulated outside the gantry treatment room operated 
in PBS. The spectra in red were obtained without the gantry front ring, those in black with the 

gantry front ring. 
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Figure III-24 - For positions inside the maze of the gantry treatment room operated in PBS (with 
gantry ring): neutron H*(10) spectra (in black) and WENDI-2 spectra based on the GEANT4 9.6 

BIC response function  (in green), the FLUKA response function (in cyan) and the response 
function of Olsher et al. based on experimental data above 46 MeV  (in pink).  
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Figure III-25 - For positions outside the gantry treatment room operated in PBS (with gantry 
ring): neutron H*(10) spectra (in black) and WENDI-2 spectra based on the GEANT4 9.6 BIC 
response function (in green) and the response function of Olsher et al. based on experimental 

data above 46 MeV  (in pink). 
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Figure III-26 - Fractions of the simulated neutron fluence that are due to 'thermal’, 
'intermediate', 'evaporation' and 'high-energy’ neutrons, in the positions inside and around the 

gantry room operated in PBS (simulation with gantry front ring). 

 

Figure III-27 - Fractions of the simulated neutron H*(10) that are due to 'thermal’, 
'intermediate', 'evaporation' and 'high-energy’ neutrons , in the positions inside and around the 

gantry room operated in PBS (simulation with gantry front ring). 
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Table III-6 – Neutron H*(10) obtained in the PBS simulations, without and with the gantry front 

ring. The results are expressed in µSv/(nA.h), where the nA.h refer to the proton charge 

delivered to the phantom. The given uncertainties are the MCNPX statistical uncertainties (1σ). 

The third column contains the H*(10) variation factors for the insertion of the gantry front ring 

in the simulated geometry.  

Position 
H*(10) [µSv/(nA.h)] 
without gantry ring 

H*(10) [µSv/nA.h] 
with gantry ring 

𝐻∗(10)𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝐻∗(10)𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
 

1 229.6 ± 0.5 284.6 ± 0.5 1.239 ± 0.003 
2 45.1 ± 0.2 54.4 ± 0.2 1.21 ± 0.01 
3 12.0 ± 0.1 14.3 ± 0.1 1.19 ± 0.01 
4 5.45 ± 0.05 6.38 ± 0.06 1.17 ± 0.01 
5 2.97 ± 0.04 3.31 ± 0.04 1.11 ± 0.02 
6 1.45 ± 0.03 1.55 ± 0.03 1.07 ± 0.02 
7 0.244 ± 0.007 0.243 ± 0.007 0.99 ± 0.04 
8 3.26 ± 0.02 3.32 ± 0.01 1.02 ± 0.01 
9 3.02 ± 0.02 1.35 ± 0.01 0.446 ± 0.005 

10 0.78 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.02 1.02 ± 0.02 
11 2.33 ± 0.02 2.36 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.01 

 

 

The figures III-26 and III-27 show that: 

 In most positions (all except 8 and 11), the thermal neutrons constitute the 

largest fraction of the fluence, but do not cause dominant H*(10) contributions.  

 Inside the maze (positions 1 – 6), the largest contribution to H*(10) is due to 

the evaporation neutrons (~40-75%). The relative contribution from high-

energy neutrons at the beginning of the maze (~15-30%) is larger than in the 

cyclotron maze.  

 Starting from position 3, after the first maze corner, the fluence fraction of 

high-energy neutrons keeps increasing along the maze, but does not exceed 

that of the evaporation neutrons until outside the treatment room.  

 Outside the treatment room, the high-energy neutrons represent ~50-60% of 

H*(10) and the evaporation neutrons ~25-45%. Iron parts of the gantry tend to 

reduce the fluence fraction of high-energy neutrons in some outside positions 

(see 9 and 10).        

 

The WENDI-2 responses simulated using the response functions of figure III-9 

(p. 126) are given in table III-7.  The percent deviation of these simulated WENDI-2 

responses with respect to the simulated H*(10) is also given in figure III-28.  
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Table III-7 - Simulated WENDI-2 responses obtained in the PBS simulation (with gantry ring), 

using the different versions of the response function shown in figure III-9. The results are 

expressed in µSv/(nA.h), where the nA.h refer to the proton charge delivered to the phantom. 

The given uncertainties are the MCNPX statistical uncertainties (1σ). 

Position 
MCNPX 2.7.0 

Bertini & 
Dresner 

GEANT4 9.6 
Bertini 

GEANT4 9.6 
BIC 

FLUKA 
MCNP4B + 
 HE QMN 

Olsher et al. 
1 261.7 ± 0.5 271.7 ± 0.5 263.5 ± 0.4 256.6± 0.5 251.5 ± 0.4 
2 53.4 ± 0.2 57.4 ± 0.2 56.3 ± 0.2 51.2 ± 0.2 54.5 ± 0.2 
3 14.6 ± 0.1 15.8 ± 0.1 15.7 ± 0.1 13.4 ± 0.1 15.5 ± 0.1 
4 6.50 ± 0.06 7.16 ± 0.06 7.11 ± 0.06 5.87 ± 0.06 6.91 ± 0.06 
5 3.33 ± 0.04 3.73 ± 0.04 3.62 ± 0.04 3.01 ± 0.04 3.38 ± 0.04 
6 1.55 ± 0.03 1.78 ± 0.03 1.63 ± 0.03 1.44 ± 0.03 1.39 ± 0.03 
7 0.272 ± 0.008 0.321 ± 0.008 0.264 ± 0.007 0.273 ± 0.008 0.182 ± 0.006 
8 3.56 ± 0.01 3.92 ± 0.02 3.37 ± 0.01 3.54 ± 0.01 2.60 ± 0.01 
9 1.47 ± 0.01 1.63 ± 0.01 1.40 ± 0.01 1.46 ± 0.01 1.07 ± 0.01 

10 0.82 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.01 0.63 ± 0.01 
11 2.62 ± 0.02 2.92 ± 0.02 2.47 ± 0.02 2.59 ± 0.02 1.86 ± 0.02 

 

 

Figure III-28 - Percent deviation of the WENDI-2 response with respect to the neutron H*(10) 
obtained in the PBS simulation with gantry ring. The WENDI-2 response was calculated using 

the different versions of the response function shown in figure III-9. The uncertainty bars 
represent the MCNPX statistical uncertainties (1σ). 
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The results in figure III-28 indicate that the WENDI-2 should allow measuring 

H*(10) with an accuracy better than ~15% inside the maze. The differences between 

the various simulated responses tend to be smaller here than in the cyclotron maze, 

thanks to the somewhat larger fraction of evaporation neutrons. As a reminder, 

evaporation neutrons correspond to the energy region where a common section, 

based on validation measurements, was used for the response functions (see figure 

III-9). Because of its 252Cf calibration, the WENDI-2 measures the H*(10) contribution 

from evaporation neutrons quite accurately (see Chapter II).  

In position 1, the simulation suggests that the WENDI-2 might slightly 

underestimate H*(10), but not by more than ~10%. This slight underestimation is 

related to the fraction of neutrons with energies between ~10 MeV and ~50 MeV (see 

figure III-24): these neutrons give a relatively large contribution to the response but 

the response functions underestimate the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients 

in that energy region (see figure III-9). For the WENDI-2 responses in the other maze 

positions, an experimental validation of the response function at thermal energies 

would help further reducing the uncertainties.   

Outside the treatment room, the discrepancies between the different 

simulated versions of the WENDI-2 response tend to be larger than in the maze. This 

is related to the larger fraction of high-energy neutrons for which our knowledge of 

the response function is relatively imprecise. In terms of percent deviation with 

respect to H*(10), the results are quite similar to those obtained outside the cyclotron 

room (see figure III-21). According to the simulation results, one may assume that 

the WENDI-2 response will lie within at most 25% of H*(10) in the positions 8 – 11. 

In position 7, behind the maze door, the uncertainties on the simulated 

WENDI-2 response are in fact a bit larger than in the positions 8 – 11. The cause 

hereof is that, next to a relatively important fraction of high-energy neutrons, the 

simulated spectrum also contains a large fraction of thermal neutrons, for which the 

response function is even less precisely determined. The present results suggest 

though that the WENDI-2 response should not deviate by more than 35% from 

H*(10) in this position.     

Table III-8 contains the results for the average simulated WENDI-2 response 

Rsim,avg and its estimated total uncertainty σtot, calculated as explained in section III-

2.2. Similarly to the case of the cyclotron room, in positions outside the gantry room 

(7 – 11) Rsim,avg is very similar to the BIC-based response. The total relative 

uncertainty on Rsim,avg is of 4-5 % in the maze and 7-11 % outside the treatment room.     

The uncertainties included in the evaluation of σtot are detailed in table III-9. The 

largest contribution comes from the uncertainties on the response function below 

0.144 MeV and above 19 MeV, except for the two first positions in the maze, where 

the uncertainty on the contribution from evaporation neutrons predominates.  
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Table III-8 – Average WENDI-2 response Rsim,avg and its total uncertainty σtot in the simulation of 

the gantry room operated in PBS (with gantry ring). 

Position 
Rsim,avg 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
σtot 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 

𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑎𝑣𝑔

𝑥 100% 

1 2.6 x 102 0.1 x 102 4% 
2 5.5 x 101 0.2 x 101 4% 
3 1.50 x 101 0.07 x 101 5% 
4 6.7 x 100 0.4 x 100 5% 
5 3.4 x 100 0.2 x 100 5% 
6 1.56 x 100 0.09 x 100 5% 
7 2.6 x 10-1 0.3 x 10-1 11% 
8 3.4 x 100 0.3 x 100 8% 
9 1.4 x 100 0.1 x 100 8% 

10 7.9 x 10-1 0.6 x 10-1 7% 
11 2.5 x 100 0.2 x 100 9% 

 

Table III-9 – Uncertainties on the average WENDI-2 response in the simulation of the gantry 

room operated in PBS (with gantry ring): the average MCNPX statistical uncertainty σstat, the 

systematic uncertainty σexp representing 5% of the contribution of 0.144 MeV – 19 MeV neutrons 

to the simulated WENDI-2 response, and the systematic uncertainty σresp.fct. caused by the 

uncertainties on the WENDI-2 response function below 0.144 MeV and above 19 MeV. 

Position 
σstat  

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
σexp 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
σresp.fct. 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
1 4.5 x 10-1 9.4 x 100 3.6 x 100 

2 2.1 x 10-1 1.9 x 100 1.1 x 100 

3 9.5 x 10-2 5.1 x 10-1 5.3 x 10-1 

4 5.7 x 10-2 2.0 x 10-1 2.8 x 10-1 

5 3.7 x 10-2 9.2 x 10-2 1.3 x 10-1 

6 2.7 x 10-2 3.2 x 10-2 7.4 x 10-2 

7 7.4 x 10-3 3.0 x 10-3 2.7 x 10-2 

8 1.5 x 10-2 7.1 x 10-2 2.7 x 10-1 

9 1.3 x 10-2 2.9 x 10-2 1.1 x 10-1 

10 1.4 x 10-2 1.8 x 10-2 5.4 x 10-2 

11 1.7 x 10-2 4.8 x 10-2 2.1 x 10-1 
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III-3.3 Gantry room operated in DS 

The neutron fluence spectra simulated for the gantry room operated in DS are 

shown in the figures III-29 and III-30. As in the previous section, these figures also 

show how the fluence spectra were modified after inserting the gantry front ring in 

the simulated geometry.  

For the simulation with the gantry front ring, the neutron H*(10) spectra are 

shown, in black, in the figures III-31 and III-32. The fluence and H*(10) fractions of 

thermal, intermediate, evaporation and high-energy neutrons are shown in the 

figures III-33 and III-34. The results of the total neutron H*(10), obtained without 

and with the gantry front ring, are given in table III-10. 

The evolution of the spectra along the maze is very similar to the one of the 

PBS simulation (see previous section). The DS irradiation causes however a much 

larger secondary neutron production than the PBS irradiation (see figure III-29 vs. 

figure III-22). The main reason for the increased neutron production are the high-Z 

materials that the proton beam traverses inside the DS nozzle, such as tantalum 

(Z=73) and lead (Z=82). Indeed, at the considered proton energy of nearly 230 MeV, 

the average number of neutrons emitted per proton – called the neutron multiplicity 

– significantly increases with the atomic number Z of the target. The neutron 

multiplicity for a tantalum target is for instance larger by a factor of ~8 than for a 

low-Z target like human tissue, according to MCNPX simulations for stopping-length 

targets based on the Bertini model [79].  

The larger neutron multiplicity observed for targets of increasing Z is mostly 

due to a larger emission of evaporation neutrons. This is for instance seen in the 

measurements of double differential neutron yields by Meier et al. [238]. This 

tendency might explain: 

 the larger fraction of evaporation neutrons observed at the entrance of the 

maze, in comparison with the PBS results (see positions 12 – 13 in figure III-29 

vs. positions 1 – 2 in figure III-22); 

 the lower fraction of high-energy neutrons towards the end of the maze, in 

comparison with the PBS results (see positions 15 – 16 in figure III-29 vs. 

positions 5 – 6 in figure III-22). Indeed, most of the high-energy neutrons in 

these positions were transmitted through the maze wall. The relative 

importance of the wall-transmitted fluence, compared to the maze-scattered 

fluence, thus seems to be smaller in the DS case than in the PBS case. In other 

words, the high-Z nozzle elements cause a larger relative increase of the maze-

scattered component than of the wall-transmitted component, because the 

former is mostly driven by evaporation neutrons and the latter by high-energy 

neutrons.              
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Figure III-29 - Neutron fluence spectra simulated inside the maze of the gantry treatment room 
operated in DS. The spectra in red were obtained without the gantry front ring, those in black 

with the gantry front ring. 
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Figure III-30 - Neutron fluence spectra simulated outside the gantry treatment room operated 
in DS. The spectra in red were obtained without the gantry front ring, those in black with the 

gantry front ring. 
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Figure III-31 - For positions inside the maze of the gantry treatment room operated in DS (with 
gantry ring): neutron H*(10) spectra (in black) and WENDI-2 spectra based on the GEANT4 9.6 

BIC response function  (in green), the FLUKA response function (in cyan) and the response 
function of Olsher et al. based on experimental data above 46 MeV  (in pink). 
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Figure III-32 - For positions outside the gantry treatment room operated in DS (with gantry 
ring): neutron H*(10) spectra (in black) and WENDI-2 spectra based on the GEANT4 9.6 BIC 
response function (in green) and the response function of Olsher et al. based on experimental 

data above 46 MeV  (in pink). 
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Unlike in the maze, the neutron fluences in positions located in the control 

room are not increased by using DS instead of PBS (see positions 18 and 19 in figure 

III-30 vs. positions 8 and 9 in figure III-23, considering the simulations with the 

gantry ring). The total neutron fluences are very similar in both cases, because they 

mainly depend on the production of the high-energy neutrons inside the treatment 

room. In fact, the multiplicity for high-energy neutrons does not increase that much 

with the atomic number of the proton target [238]. Moreover, as a compensating 

effect, a part of the high-energy neutron fluence in the DS case is also produced at a 

somewhat larger distance from the control room: the nozzle elements are indeed 

further removed from positions 8 and 9 than the water phantom (see figure III-6).   

Concerning the positions inside the adjacent treatment room, it should be 

remembered that these are not situated at the same heights in the PBS and DS 

irradiations: positions 10 and 11 (PBS) are at ~1 m above the floor, whereas 

positions 20 and 21 (DS) are right on the floor. The total neutron fluence in position 

20 (DS) is about 1.4 times larger than in position 10 (PBS). The difference is in this 

case mostly due to the fact that position 10 (at ~1 m height) is shielded by the gantry 

counterweight, whereas position 20 (on the floor) is not. As for the positions located 

closer to the proton beam axis, the total neutron fluence in position 21 (DS) is about 

two times smaller than in position 11 (PBS). That might be related to the fact that, in 

the DS irradiation, high-energy neutrons produced in the First Scatterer and the 

Range Modulator are attenuated by the scanning magnets of the nozzle.  

With the DS irradiation, the influence of the gantry front ring is also a bit 

different than for the PBS case. Inside the maze, the inclusion of the gantry front ring 

mainly causes a small fluence decrease, mostly visible in the spectra at the level of 

neutrons above ~1 MeV (see figure III-29). A part of the gantry ring indeed intercepts 

neutrons that are produced in the First Scatterer and the Range Modulator and are 

emitted towards the entrance of the maze. From that point of view, the iron ring plays 

an attenuating role, via inelastic scattering (threshold in iron: 847 keV) and non-

elastic interactions of high-energy neutrons. In Position 12, one can however notice a 

small increase in the fluence of intermediate and evaporation neutrons up to 

~847 keV. This resembles the “backscattering” role of the ring observed in the PBS 

case, which is essentially caused by elastic scattering. In the DS case, however, the 

attenuating role globally exceeds the backscattering role, so that the presence of the 

gantry ring results in a slight decrease of the total neutron fluence in the maze. As 

shown in table III-10, H*(10) inside the maze is reduced by 9-14% due to the 

inclusion of the gantry front ring (positions 12 – 16). 

As in the PBS case, the most important impact of the gantry front ring is 

observed in one position inside the control room: position 19. High-energy neutrons 

emitted from the water phantom towards position 19 have to travel through the ring. 

The effect of the ring is however much less pronounced than in the PBS case, because 

high-energy neutrons are also emitted from the nozzle elements and these neutrons 
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can reach position 19 without crossing the ring. H*(10) in position 19 is therefore 

“only” reduced by a factor of 1.36 (vs. a factor of ~2 in position 9 of the PBS case). The 

other positions in the control room and the adjacent treatment room are not 

significantly affected by the presence of the gantry front ring, like in the PBS case.  

 

Figure III-33 - Fractions of the simulated neutron fluence that are due to 'thermal’, 
'intermediate', 'evaporation' and 'high-energy’ neutrons, in the positions inside and around the 

gantry room operated in DS (simulation with gantry front ring). 

Figure III-34 - Fractions of the simulated neutron H*(10) that are due to 'thermal’, 
'intermediate', 'evaporation' and 'high-energy’ neutrons, in the positions inside and around the 

gantry room operated in DS (simulation with gantry front ring). 
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Table III-10 - Neutron H*(10) obtained in the DS simulations, without and with the gantry front 

ring. The results are expressed in µSv/(nA.h), where the nA.h refer to the proton charge 

delivered at the nozzle entrance. The given uncertainties are the MCNPX statistical 

uncertainties (1σ). 

Position 
H*(10) [µSv/(nA.h)] 
without gantry ring 

H*(10) [µSv/nA.h] 
with gantry ring 

𝐻∗(10)𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝐻∗(10)𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
 

12 2228 ± 2 2020 ± 2 0.907 ± 0.001 
13 1188 ± 2 1035 ± 2 0.872 ± 0.002 
14 160.3 ± 0.5 138.6 ± 0.5 0.865 ± 0.004 
15 33.8 ± 0.2 29.6 ± 0.2 0.877 ± 0.007 
16 10.9 ± 0.1 9.9 ± 0.1 0.90 ± 0.01 
17 0.57 ± 0.02 0.52 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.02 
18 2.87 ± 0.01 2.88 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.01 
19 1.66 ± 0.02 1.20 ± 0.01 0.72 ± 0.01 
20 1.26 ± 0.04 1.27 ± 0.04 1.01 ± 0.03 
21 0.82 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.03 1.00 ± 0.03 

 

 

From the figures III-33 and III-34, it appears that: 

 In most positions (all except 12 and 20), the thermal neutrons constitute the 

largest fraction of the fluence, but do not cause dominant H*(10) contributions.  

 Inside the maze (positions 12 – 16), the largest contribution to H*(10) is due to 

the evaporation neutrons (~50-85%). At the beginning of the maze, this H*(10) 

fraction is a bit larger than in the PBS case. The relative contribution from high-

energy neutrons is relatively small throughout the entire maze (2-11%).  

 Starting from position 14, after the first maze corner, the fluence fraction of 

high-energy neutrons keeps increasing along the maze, but does not exceed 

that of the evaporation neutrons until outside the treatment room, as in the 

PBS case. However, the fraction of high-energy neutrons is smaller compared to 

the PBS irradiation.  

 Outside the treatment room, the high-energy neutrons represent ~35-60% of 

H*(10) and the evaporation neutrons ~25-40%, which is quite similar to the 

PBS case.    

For the DS irradiation, the WENDI-2 responses simulated using the response 

functions of figure III-9 (p. 126) are given in table III-11.  The percent deviation of 

these simulated WENDI-2 responses with respect to the simulated H*(10) is shown in 

figure III-35. The results are similar to those of figure III-28 for the PBS case. Small 

differences with the PBS case can be noticed essentially inside the maze (positions 12 

– 16) and behind inside the maze door (position 17). These are a logical consequence 

of the small differences in the energy spectra already discussed in this section.    
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Table III-11 - Simulated WENDI-2 responses obtained in the DS simulation (with gantry ring), 

using the different versions of the response function shown in figure III-9. The results are 

expressed in µSv/(nA.h), where the nA.h refer to the proton charge delivered at the nozzle 

entrance. The given uncertainties are the MCNPX statistical uncertainties (1σ). 

Position 
MCNPX 2.7.0 

Bertini & 
Dresner 

GEANT4 9.6 
Bertini 

GEANT4 9.6 
BIC 

FLUKA 
MCNP4B + 
 HE QMN 

Olsher et al. 
12 1955 ± 2 2032 ± 2 2014 ± 2 1902 ± 2 1988 ± 2 
13 991 ± 2 1032 ± 2 1019 ± 2 968 ± 2 999.4 ± 2 
14 146.8 ± 0.4 160.8 ± 0.4 160.6 ± 0.4 135.3 ± 0.4 159.2 ± 0.4 
15 31.6 ± 0.2 35.8 ± 0.2 35.6 ± 0.2 28.2 ± 0.2 34.8 ± 0.2 
16 10.1 ± 0.1 11.8 ± 0.1 11.6 ± 0.1 8.8 ± 0.1 11.0 ± 0.1 
17 0.51 ± 0.01 0.68 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.01 0.51 ± 0.01 0.50 ± 0.01 
18 3.09 ± 0.02 3.42 ± 0.02 2.94 ± 0.02 3.07 ± 0.02 2.26 ± 0.01 
19 1.32 ± 0.01 1.47 ± 0.02 1.25 ± 0.01 1.31 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01 
20 1.46 ± 0.04 1.64 ± 0.04 1.37 ± 0.03 1.44 ± 0.04  0.99± 0.03 
21 0.94 ± 0.03 1.04 ± 0.03 0.88 ± 0.03 0.92 ± 0.03 0.66 ± 0.02 

 

 

Figure III-35 – Percent deviation of the WENDI-2 response with respect to the neutron H*(10) 
obtained in the DS simulation with gantry ring. The WENDI-2 response was calculated using the 
different versions of the response function shown in figure III-9. The uncertainty bars represent 

the MCNPX statistical uncertainties (1σ). 
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Table III-12 shows the results for the average simulated WENDI-2 response 

Rsim,avg and its total uncertainty σtot,, which is based on the uncertainties listed in table 

III-13. As in the previous cases, Rsim,avg outside the room is very similar to the BIC-

based response. The total relative uncertainty on Rsim,avg is of 4-10 % depending on 

the positions. As in the PBS case, the largest contribution comes from the 

uncertainties on the response function below 0.144 MeV and above 19 MeV, except 

for the two first positions in the maze.  

Table III-12 – Average WENDI-2 response Rsim,avg  and its total uncertainty σtot in the simulation 

of the gantry room operated in DS. 

Position 
Rsim,avg 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
σtot 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 

𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑎𝑣𝑔

𝑥 100% 

12 1.98 x 103 0.08 x 103 4% 
13 1.00 x 103 0.04 x 103 4% 
14 1.53 x 102 0.08 x 102 5% 
15 3.3 x 101 0.2 x 101 6% 
16 1.07 x 101 0.07 x 101 6% 
17 5.6 x 10-1 0.4 x 10-1 8% 
18 3.0 x 100 0.2 x 100 8% 
19 1.3 x 100 0.1 x 100 9% 
20 1.4 x 100 0.1 x 100 10% 
21 8.9 x 10-1 0.8 x 10-1 9% 

 

Table III-13 – Uncertainties on the average WENDI-2 response in the simulation of the gantry 

room operated in DS: the average MCNPX statistical uncertainty σstat, the systematic uncertainty 

σexp representing 5% of the contribution of 0.144 MeV – 19 MeV neutrons to the simulated 

WENDI-2 response, and the systematic uncertainty σresp.fct. caused by the uncertainties on the 

WENDI-2 response function below 0.144 MeV and above 19 MeV. 

Position 
σstat  

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
σexp 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
σresp.fct. 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
12 2.0 x 100 8.0 x 101 2.5 x 101 

13 1.6 x 100 4.0 x 101 1.1 x 101 

14 4.4 x 10-1 4.9 x 100 5.7 x 100 

15 1.7 x 10-1 8.7 x 10-1 1.7 x 100 

16 1.0 x 10-1 2.4 x 10-1 6.1 x 10-1 

17 1.3 x 10-2 6.4 x 10-3 4.0 x 10-2 

18 1.6 x 10-2 6.1 x 10-2 2.3 x 10-1 

19 1.4 x 10-2 2.4 x 10-2 1.1 x 10-1 

20 3.5 x 10-2 2.3 x 10-2 1.3 x 10-1 

21 2.5 x 10-2 1.7 x 10-2 7.6 x 10-2 
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III-3.4 Fixed-beam treatment room 

The neutron fluence spectra simulated for the Fixed-Beam Treatment Room 

(FBTR) are shown in the figures III-36 and III-37. The corresponding H*(10) spectra 

are shown in black in the figures III-38 and III-39. The fluence and H*(10) fractions 

of thermal, intermediate, evaporation and high-energy neutrons are subsequently 

compared in the figures III-40 and III-41.  

The fluence spectrum of position 1b, located inside the treatment room at a 

small angle with respect to the proton beam axis, is characterised by a large high-

energy peak because the emission of high-energy neutrons during intranuclear 

cascades is strongly forward-peaked (see figure III-36). In fact, the size of this peak 

quickly drops as the angle to the proton beam axis increases, as can be noticed in 

positions 1c (at ~60°) and 1a (at ~90°). The maximum of the high-energy peak also 

tends to progressively shift towards lower energies (starting from Emax > 100  MeV in 

1c, to Emax ≈ 25 MeV in 1a).  

The evolution of the spectra along the maze (1c – 1g), is as expected very 

similar to the ones obtained in the two previous case-studies of the gantry treatment 

room. In terms of shape, the spectra at the beginning of the maze (1c – 1d) are more 

similar to those of the PBS case (see figure III-22; positions 1 – 2), because no 

scattering elements of the nozzle were used to shape the proton field in this US 

irradiation. The larger fraction of high-energy neutrons in position 1c, compared to 

PBS Position 1, is however related to (1) the smaller angle of 1c with respect to the 

proton beam axis and (2) the absence of an iron gantry which increases the fraction 

of backscattered neutrons in the PBS study.  

The positions 2a – 2c – 2b located in the technical room are comparable to the 

positions 8 – 11 in the PBS study, because they are shielded by a concrete wall of 

~2 m in thickness and are located at angles smaller than ~45° from the proton beam 

axis. Unlike in the PBS case, however, there are no solid structures – such as parts of a 

gantry – between the water phantom and this shielding wall, which is thus a simpler 

case to model. The fluence in positions 2a – 2c – 2b  should for instance essentially 

depend on (1) the fluence of high-energy neutrons emitted from the water phantom 

towards the considered position, (2) the distance from the water phantom to the 

concrete wall along this direction, and (3) the concrete thickness along this direction.  

As explained in section III-2.1.4, the assumption was made that equipment of 

the eye treatment line does not interfere significantly with the high-energy neutron 

flux emitted in the direction of position 2d. Since no solid elements were modelled 

around the water phantom, the simulated fluence spectrum in 2d will also mainly 

depend on the three abovementioned parameters. 
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Figure III-36 - Neutron fluence spectra simulated inside the fixed-beam treatment room 
(positions 1a – 1e). 
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Figure III-37 - Neutron fluence spectra simulated in the maze of the fixed-beam treatment room 
(positions 1f, 1g), in the technical room (positions 2a, 2b, 2c). and in the adjacent treatment 

room (position 2d). 
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Figure III-38 - For positions 1a – 1e inside the fixed-beam treatment room: neutron H*(10) 
spectra (in black) and WENDI-2 spectra based on the GEANT4 9.6 BIC response function  (in 

green), the FLUKA response function (in cyan) and the response function of Olsher et al. based 
on experimental data above 46 MeV  (in pink). 
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Figure III-39 - For positions 1f – 2d around the fixed-beam treatment room: neutron H*(10) 
spectra (in black) and WENDI-2 spectra based on the GEANT4 9.6 BIC response function  (in 

green) and the response function of Olsher et al. based on experimental data above 46 MeV  (in 
pink). 
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Figure III-40 - Fractions of the simulated neutron fluence that are due to 'thermal’, 
'intermediate', 'evaporation' and 'high-energy’ neutrons, in the positions inside and around the 

fixed-beam treatment room. 

 

Figure III-41 - Fractions of the simulated neutron H*(10) that are due to 'thermal’, 
'intermediate', 'evaporation' and 'high-energy’ neutrons, in the positions inside and around the 

fixed-beam treatment room. 
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The figures III-40 and III-41 show that: 

 In all positions except 1b, the thermal neutrons constitute the largest fraction 

of the fluence, but do not cause dominant H*(10) contributions.  

 Position 1b in front of the water phantom has the largest fraction of high-

energy neutrons: 37% of the total fluence, also representing 61% of the total 

H*(10). 

 As in the other case-studies, the largest contribution to H*(10) inside the maze 

is due to the evaporation neutrons (~45-65%). Position 1g is an exception, 

where the relative contribution from high-energy neutrons exceeds that of the 

evaporation neutrons. 

 In the technical room (2a – 2c – 2b) and the adjacent gantry room (2d), the 

high-energy neutrons represent ~45-55% of H*(10) and the evaporation 

neutrons ~40-45%.        

The total neutron H*(10) is given in table III-14. For positions in the technical room, 

it can be noted that the largest H*(10) was obtained in 2c, even though this position is 

situated at a larger angle from the proton beam axis than 2b.  This is due to the 

smaller distance of 2c with respect to the water phantom and the smaller concrete 

thickness along the corresponding line of sight (see table III-15).  

Table III-14 - Neutron H*(10) obtained in the simulation of the fixed-beam treatment room. The 

results are expressed in µSv/(nA.h), where the nA.h refer to the proton charge delivered to the 

water phantom. The given uncertainties are the MCNPX statistical uncertainties (1σ). 

Position 
H*(10)  

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
Position 

H*(10)  
[µSv/(nA.h)] 

1b 2054 ± 1 2a 6.28 ± 0.03 
1a 578.2 ± 0.6 2c 15.24 ± 0.04 
1c 388.9 ± 0.5 2b 10.98 ± 0.03 
1d 35.1 ± 0.1 2d  0.099 ± 0.001 
1e 10.78 ± 0.05   
1f 3.74 ± 0.02   
1g 2.89 ± 0.02   

Table III-15 – Characteristics of positions 2a – 2c – 2b in the technical room and position 2d in 

the adjacent gantry room. 

Position 2a 2c 2b 2d 

Angle to the proton beam axis, 
measured w.r.t. isocentre 

~40° ~15° ~5° ~90° 

Distance from centre of water phantom 
to concrete wall, along line of sight [m] 

4.9 4.9 5.4 5.9 

Concrete thickness along  line of sight 
[m] 

2.0 2.0 2.2 ≳ 2.5 
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The WENDI-2 responses simulated using the response functions of figure III-9 

(p. 126) are given in table III-16.  The percent deviation of these simulated WENDI-2 

responses with respect to the simulated H*(10) is shown in figure III-42.  

In Position 1b, in front of the water phantom, the discrepancies between the 

different versions of the simulated WENDI-2 response are comparable to those 

obtained in positions located behind the 2m thick shielding walls (1g, 2a,2c,2b, 2d), 

because of the comparable fraction of high-energy neutrons. On the whole, the results 

for the positions in the maze and behind the shielding walls are very similar to those 

of figure III-28 for the PBS case. Position 1c at the entrance of the maze contains 

however a larger fraction of high-energy neutrons compared to PBS Position 1, which 

leads to a somewhat larger uncertainty in the simulated WENDI-2 response. Position 

1a is in fact more similar to PBS Position 1 in this case, because their angles with 

respect to the proton beam axis are more alike.  

Table III-17 shows the results for the average simulated WENDI-2 response 

Rsim,avg and its total uncertainty σtot. The uncertainties included in the calculation of 

σtot are listed in table III-18. Rsim,avg behind the shielding walls is obviously very 

similar to the BIC-based response, as in the PBS case. The total relative uncertainty on 

Rsim,avg is of 4 – 9 %. In most positions, the largest contribution to this uncertainty is 

due to the uncertainties on the response function below 0.144 MeV and above 

19 MeV. The exceptions are positions 1a, 1d and 1e, where the uncertainty on the 

response to evaporation neutrons is larger.  

 

Table III-16 - Simulated WENDI-2 responses obtained in the simulation of the fixed-beam 

treatment room, using the different versions of the response function shown in figure III-9. The 

results are expressed in µSv/(nA.h), where the nA.h refer to the proton charge delivered to the 

phantom. The given uncertainties are the MCNPX statistical uncertainties (1σ). 

Position 
MCNPX 2.7.0 

Bertini & 
Dresner 

GEANT4 9.6 
Bertini 

GEANT4 9.6 
BIC 

FLUKA 
MCNP4B + 
 HE QMN 

Olsher et al. 
1b 2460 ± 1 2758 ± 2 2289 ± 1 2385 ± 1 1667 ± 1 
1a 530.8 ± 0.5 555.0 ± 0.5 537.4 ± 0.5 521.8 ± 0.5 510.8 ± 0.5 
1c 373.3 ± 0.4 382.7 ± 0.5 354.7 ± 0.4 358.3 ± 0.5  312.2 ± 0.4 
1d 33.2 ± 0.1 35.9 ± 0.1 35.2 ± 0.1 32.1 ± 0.1 33.9 ± 0.1 
1e 10.28 ± 0.05 11.28 ± 0.05 11.11 ± 0.05 9.75 ± 0.05 10.71 ± 0.05 
1f 3.88 ± 0.02  4.37 ± 0.02 3.98 ± 0.02 3.67 ± 0.02 3.38 ± 0.02 
1g 3.25 ± 0.02 3.68 ± 0.02 3.15 ± 0.02 3.11 ± 0.02 2.41 ± 0.02 
2a 6.67 ± 0.03 7.35 ± 0.03 6.44 ± 0.03 6.59 ± 0.02 5.14 ± 0.02 
2c 17.10 ± 0.04 18.99 ± 0.04 16.14 ± 0.04 16.83 ± 0.04 12.24 ± 0.03 
2b 12.13 ± 0.03 13.41 ± 0.03 11.55 ± 0.03 11.93 ± 0.03 8.98 ± 0.03 
2d 0.099 ± 0.001 0.108 ± 0.001 0.098 ± 0.001 0.098 ± 0.001 0.082 ± 0.001 
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Figure III-42 – Percent deviation of the WENDI-2 response with respect to the neutron H*(10) 
obtained in the simulation of the fixed-beam treatment room. The WENDI-2 response was 
calculated using the different versions of the response function shown in figure III-9. The 

uncertainty bars represent the MCNPX statistical uncertainties (1σ). 

 

Table III-17 – Average WENDI-2 response Rsim,avg  and its total uncertainty σtot in the fixed-beam 

treatment room simulation. 

Position 
Rsim,avg 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
σtot 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 

𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑎𝑣𝑔

𝑥 100% 

1b 2.3 x 103 0.2 x 103 9% 
1a 5.3 x 102 0.2 x 102 4% 
1c 3.6 x 102 0.2 x 102 5% 
1d 3.4 x 101 0.1 x 101 4% 
1e 1.06 x 101 0.05 x 101 4% 
1f 3.9 x 100 0.2 x 100 5% 
1g 3.1 x 100 0.2 x 100 8% 
2a 6.4 x 100 0.5 x 100 7% 
2c 1.6 x 101 0.1 x 101 8% 
2b 1.16 x 101 0.09 x 101 8% 
2d 9.7 x 10-2 0.6 x 10-2 6% 
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Table III-18 – Uncertainties on the average WENDI-2 response in the fixed-beam treatment 

room simulation: the average MCNPX statistical uncertainty σstat, the systematic uncertainty σexp 

representing 5% of the contribution of 0.144 MeV – 19 MeV neutrons to the simulated WENDI-2 

response, and the systematic uncertainty σresp.fct. caused by the uncertainties on the WENDI-2 

response function below 0.144 MeV and above 19 MeV. 

Position 
σstat  

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
σexp 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
σresp.fct. 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 
1b 1.3 x 100 3.9 x 101 2.1 x 102 

1a 5.4 x 10-1 1.9 x 101 7.9 x 100 

1c 4.4 x 10-1 1.0 x 101 1.5 x 101 

1d 1.0 x 10-1 1.2 x 100 6.6 x 10-1 

1e 4.7 x 10-2 3.5 x 10-1 2.9 x 10-1 

1f 2.0 x 10-2 8.8 x 10-2 1.7 x 10-1 

1g 1.9 x 10-2 5.6 x 10-2 2.4 x 10-1 

2a 2.5 x 10-2 1.5 x 10-1 4.3 x 10-1 

2c 3.7 x 10-2 3.3 x 10-1 1.3 x 100 

2b 3.3 x 10-2 2.5 x 10-1 8.7 x 10-1 

2d 1.3 x 10-3 2.4 x 10-3 5.0 x 10-3 

III-4 Conclusion 

Monte Carlo simulations were carried out with MCNPX 2.7.0 to compute 

neutron fluence spectra inside and around four different rooms of the proton therapy 

facility of Essen: the cyclotron room, a gantry room operated in PBS, a gantry room 

operated in DS and the fixed-beam treatment room operated in US. In these 

simulations, the same conservative choices were made as in the original shielding 

design simulations for this facility: 

 the MCNPX physics model selected for the intranuclear cascade was the one 

that leads to the highest neutron doses at forward angles, namely the Bertini 

model; 

 the concrete density was set to 2.30 g/cm³, a slightly lower value than the 

minimum density which was officially requested to the concrete provider when 

building the Essen facility: 2.35 g/cm³.  

No specific information was available on the average elemental composition of 

the concrete used at Essen, so a standard composition defined by the NIST for 

ordinary ‘Portland’ concrete was selected, like in the original shielding design 

simulations.  

With the abovementioned assumptions, one expects that the simulated 

neutron doses will overestimate the true neutron doses behind the shielding walls, 

which would confirm that this methodology provided a legitimate basis for the 

shielding design. It will be the goal of our next chapter to verify this, by comparing 

our simulation results to on-site neutron dose measurements performed with a 

WENDI-2.  
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Since most ambient neutron dosimeters in use today – the WENDI-2 included – 

were designed to measure the operational quantity H*(10), our simulated neutron 

spectra were folded with the appropriate conversion coefficients of ICRP Publication 

74 to compute H*(10) at the positions of interest.  

However, as we explained in the previous chapter, the WENDI-2 does not 

possess an ideal response function and caution should be taken when using the 

detector in neutron fields with energy distributions that differ strongly from the 252Cf 

calibration spectrum. Therefore, an attempt was made in this chapter to predict the 

response of the WENDI-2 at the positions of interest, in order to verify its agreement 

with H*(10). Because large uncertainties exist on the WENDI-2 response function at 

thermal energies and above 20 MeV, a systematic study was carried out in which the 

neutron spectra were folded with five different versions of the WENDI-2 response 

function presented in Chapter II. From these results, an average WENDI-2 response 

and its total uncertainty was determined for each position.  

The discrepancies between the five versions of the simulated WENDI-2 

response were evidently the largest in positions characterised by: 

 a large fluence fraction of high-energy neutrons, such as the FBTR Position 1b 

in front of the water phantom and positions located in adjacent rooms, and/or 

 a large fluence fraction of thermal neutrons, such as positions located near the 

maze door of treatment rooms or, similarly, Position 7 in the middle of the 

cyclotron maze.  

In such positions, all simulated WENDI-2 responses regardless of the used 

response function agreed with H*(10) within at most 30-35 %. 

The smallest discrepancies between different versions of the simulated 

WENDI-2 response were obtained in positions where the contribution of evaporation 

neutrons strongly dominates the response. These are positions located inside the 

room at ~90° or more from the proton beam axis, e.g. at the beginning of the maze in 

the gantry rooms and the cyclotron room, or in the FBTR Position 1a. In these 

positions, the simulated WENDI-2 responses agree with H*(10) within 10-15 %. 

Our simulation results in general thus suggest that, in spite of its imperfect 

response function, the WENDI-2 is indeed relatively well-suited for performing 

H*(10) measurements inside proton therapy facilities.  

Nevertheless, because the uncertainties on the simulated WENDI-2 response 

are non-negligible, the on-site measurements in Chapter IV will not be compared 

directly to the simulated H*(10) but rather to the average simulated WENDI-2 

responses and their estimated uncertainty (4% – 11% at 1σ).   
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 CHAPTER IV

WENDI-2 measurements in the proton 

therapy facility of Essen 

IV-1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the neutron measurements performed with a WENDI-2 

inside and around four rooms of the proton therapy facility of Essen. A comparison 

will be made with the corresponding simulation results from Chapter III.  

The MCNPX simulations described in Chapter III were made following the 

methodology used in the original shielding design simulations for this facility. As 

previously explained, this methodology involves conservative choices regarding the 

defined concrete density and the selected physics models (conservative at forward 

angles). The simulated neutron doses behind the shielding walls are therefore 

expected to overestimate the measurements. An important goal of this chapter will be 

to verify this expected conservative nature of the simulations.  

IV-2 Experimental set-up 

IV-2.1 Cyclotron room 

In February 2012, a series of WENDI-2 measurements was carried out at the 

Essen facility in the access maze and behind the vault door of the cyclotron room, as 

well as in the main control room (see positions indicated in figure III-1 on p. 117). 

The WENDI-2 was placed on a trolley at ~1m above the floor, except in the positions 

outside the cyclotron room (1 – 3) where the device stood directly on the floor.  

The proton beam was extracted from the cyclotron at an intensity of 300 nA 

with a duty cycle of 50%, which corresponds to an average intensity of 150 nA. As 

represented in the MCNPX simulations, the extracted beam was stopped inside the 

nickel beam stop of the degrader wheel. The irradiations were launched before 

starting the WENDI-2 measurement and ended after the WENDI-2 stopped counting.     

  Operated in counter mode, the WENDI-2 counted the triggered impulses 

during a preselected measuring time of 1 min and automatically displayed an average 

dose rate at the end of the measuring time. Dividing this average dose rate by the 

built-in calibration factor of 0.317 nSv/c [155] and multiplying it by the pre-set 

measuring time, the number of recorded counts N and the Poisson counting 

uncertainty √𝑁 was retrieved.  
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Given the 50% duty cycle, the beam intensity was actually zero during 50% of 

the measuring time, so the effective count rate, corresponding to a beam intensity of 

300 nA, was estimated as N divided by 30s. The neutron background was considered 

negligible, since no count was recorded during 60s while the beam was off. Dead-time 

loss corrections for the effective count rates were estimated following the Feller 

model for a non-paralyzable detector (see section II-4.1.2), assuming a dead-time of 

1.8 µs [155]. The estimated dead-time losses were negligible in all positions except 

for the two that are the closest to the beam stop. In positions 4 and 5, the dead-time 

losses were estimated to 88% and 19% of the measured effective count rate, 

respectively. The dead-time corrected count rates were then normalized to the beam 

intensity of 300 nA, for the comparison with the simulation results (expressed in 

µSv/(nA.h)). 

 

IV-2.2 Gantry room operated in PBS 

Two series of WENDI-2 measurements were performed around the Gantry 

Treatment Room 4 at the WPE. The first measurement series was acquired in May 

2012. Measurements were carried out in all positions indicated in figure III-4 on 

p. 119. In positions 1 – 7, inside the maze and behind the door, the detector stood at 

~25 cm above the floor. In positions 8 – 11, in the control room and the adjacent 

gantry room, the detector stood at ~1 m above the floor. The second series was 

acquired in May 2013, for the positions 1 and 7 – 11.  

In both cases, a water phantom was positioned and irradiated in PBS as 

described in section III-2.1.2. The used beam intensity was of ~2 nA. Under these 

irradiation conditions, the WENDI-2 count rates in all measurement positions were 

well within the measuring range specified by the manufacturer of the WENDI-2 [154], 

so dead-time losses were negligible. The neutron background measured with the 

WENDI-2 before starting the irradiations was negligible as well.  

For both series of measurements, the relative counting uncertainties were 

estimated from the number of counts N following Poisson’s law (N-1/2). The measured 

doses, corresponding to N multiplied by the built-in calibration factor of 0.317 nSv/c 

[155], were normalized to the delivered proton charge, in order to be compared to 

the simulation results.     

During the first series, the WENDI-2 was operated in counter mode with a pre-

set measuring time of 1 min. All irradiations delivered the same pre-set proton charge 

and lasted slightly less than 1 min. Each WENDI-2 measurement was started just 

before the irradiation and ended just after it. The number of WENDI-2 counts N was 

retrieved by dividing the dose rate displayed at the end of the measurement by 

0.317 nSv/c [155] and multiplying it by the pre-set measuring time. The delivered 
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proton charge was monitored by means of the Monitor Units (MU) of the ionization 

chamber ‘IC2-3’ inside the treatment nozzle (manufacturer: IBA, [239]). Based on 

calibration data provided by IBA: 

 1 MU corresponded to a collected electron charge of 3 nC on the primary 

integral plan of the IC2-3, and 

 the ratio of this collected electron charge to the delivered proton charge was of 

138.8 ± 3.5. 

The delivered proton charge was thus calculated as follows:  

𝑄𝑝 [𝑛𝐴. ℎ] =
𝑀𝑈 × 3×10−9𝐶

138.8  
× 

1 𝑛𝐴.ℎ

3.6×10−6𝐶
     

The relative uncertainty on Qp was estimated to 2.5% (private communication, 

Gilles Mathot, IBA). 

During the second series, a longer measuring time was selected for the 

WENDI-2 measurements and the length of the irradiations depended on the 

measurement position. The irradiations were launched right after starting the 

measuring time and were stopped manually after at least 100 WENDI-2 counts could 

be recorded. The displayed number of counts N at the end of the irradiation was 

written down before the display automatically switched to the average dose rate at 

the end of the measuring time. The delivered proton charge was monitored in an 

independent way, using a Bragg Peak Chamber Type 34070 (an ionization chamber 

manufactured by PTW [240]) placed at the isocentre. The proton charge was 

determined as: 

   𝑄𝑝 [𝑛𝐴. ℎ] = 𝑁𝑝 × 1.602 × 10
−19𝐶 × 

1 𝑛𝐴.ℎ

3.6×10−6𝐶
 

with    𝑁𝑝 =
𝑄𝑒[𝐶] × 

𝑤

𝑒
 [
𝐽

𝐶
]

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙 [
𝑀𝑒𝑉

𝑐𝑚
]× 𝑑 [𝑐𝑚]× 1.602×

10−13𝐽

𝑀𝑒𝑉

  

where Qe is the electron charge collected in the Bragg Peak Chamber, w/e = 34.4 J/C  

the mean energy expended in air per unit liberated electron charge [241], d = 0.2 cm 

the gap thickness of the Bragg Peak Chamber [240], and Scoll = 0.00445 MeV/cm the 

stopping power in air of 225 MeV protons (product of the mass stopping power of 

3.69 MeV.cm²/g [241], and the air density at NTP conditions of 1.205 x 10-3 g/cm³).  

In this case, the relative uncertainty on Qp was estimated to 4.0%, taking into 

account the following relative uncertainties: 3.0% on the Bragg Peak Chamber gap 

thickness [240], 2.0% on the mass stopping power [241], 1.4% on the air density and 

1.2% on w/e [241]. In this second series of PBS measurements, the overall 

uncertainty on Qp is thus a bit larger than in the first series (4.0% vs. 2.5%). This is 

mainly due to the mechanical tolerance on the gap thickness of the used ionization 
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chamber: the relative uncertainty on the gap thickness is about 3 times larger for the 

Bragg Peak Chamber than for the IC2-3.  

For both measurement series, the total relative uncertainty on Ri, the 

measured WENDI-2 response normalized to the delivered proton charge, was 

calculated by combining the relative statistical uncertainty on the WENDI-2 counts 

and the relative uncertainty on Qp as follows: 

𝜎𝑅𝑖
𝑅𝑖

= √(
1

√𝑁 
)
2

+ (
𝜎𝑄𝑝
𝑄𝑝
)

2

  

The results of the two measurement series were eventually combined by 

calculating their averages weighted by the uncertainties σRi: 

R = (
𝑅1

(𝜎𝑅1)
2 +

𝑅2

(𝜎𝑅2)
2) (

1

(𝜎𝑅1)
2  +  

1

(𝜎𝑅2)
2)⁄   with  𝜎𝑅 = (

1

(𝜎𝑅1)
2  +  

1

(𝜎𝑅2)
2)

−1/2

 

 

IV-2.3 Gantry room operated in DS 

In May 2013, WENDI-2 measurements were also performed around the Gantry 

Treatment Room 3 at Essen. A water phantom was irradiated with a simple DS 

configuration, as already described in section III-2.1.3. The proton beam intensity at 

the nozzle entrance was of ~18 nA. The measurement positions for the WENDI-2 are 

indicated in figure III-6 on p. 121. The detector stood on a trolley at ~1m above the 

floor, except in the adjacent gantry room (positions 29 and 30) where it was placed 

on the floor. 

The WENDI-2 was operated in counter mode, in the same way as in the second 

series of PBS measurements (see previous section). At least a few hundred counts 

were recorded in each measurement position.  

To normalize the measurements for the comparison with the simulation 

results, it was necessary to determine the delivered proton charge at the entrance of 

the treatment nozzle. The proton source defined in the MCNPX simulation is indeed 

located just in front of the First Scatterer (see section III-2.1.3). Since an ionization 

chamber could not be inserted at the nozzle entrance, the MUs of the built-in 

ionization chamber ‘IC2-3’, located just downstream the collimating jaws, were 

recorded instead. In the used DS configuration, the proton field at that location is 

however too large with respect to the sensitive area of the IC2-3, so the MUs could 

only correspond to a limited fraction of the total proton charge. The relationship 

between the proton charge at the nozzle entrance and the MUs of the IC2-3 had to be 

determined through a preliminary series of measurements in which the treatment 

nozzle was set in ‘pass-through’ mode, i.e. the scattering elements of the DS mode 
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were taken out of the beam path. In pass-through mode, the proton charge at the 

nozzle entrance could be measured with an ionization chamber placed at the 

isocentre. The used ionization chamber was a Bragg Peak Chamber Type 34070 

[240]. Without modifying the beam intensity, successive irradiations of 1 min were 

performed, alternately with the nozzle in pass-through mode (to measure the proton 

charge with the Bragg Peak Chamber) and in DS mode (to record the MUs of IC2-3). 

Thanks to the good beam stability, the repeatability of these preliminary 

measurements was satisfactory (see table IV-1). The irradiations were carried out at 

a lower beam intensity of ~3 nA to avoid any saturation effects in the Bragg Peak 

Chamber. The proton charge crossing the Bragg Peak Chamber was determined from 

the collected electron charge as outlined in the previous section for the second series 

of PBS measurements.  

The obtained coefficient for the conversion of the MUs into the proton charge 

at the nozzle entrance was of 2.44 . 10-4 nA.h/MU. The relative uncertainty on this 

conversion coefficient, and thus on the delivered proton charge, was estimated to 

4.2%. This combines the following uncertainties: 3.0% on the gap thickness of the 

Bragg Peak Chamber [240], 2.0% on the mass stopping power of the protons [241], 

1.4% on the air density, 1.2% on w/e [241], 1% on the electron charge collected per 

minute in the Bragg Peak Chamber (see table IV-1), and 0.5% on the number of MUs 

delivered per minute (see table IV-1).  

As for the PBS measurements, the relative Poisson uncertainty on the number 

of WENDI-2 counts and the relative uncertainty on the delivered proton charge were 

then combined in “root-sum-of-squares”, to provide the relative uncertainty on the 

measured WENDI-2 response per unit delivered proton charge.   

Table IV-1 – Preliminary calibration measurements: electron charge collected during 1 min in 

the Bragg Peak Chamber, with the nozzle set in pass-through mode, and MUs delivered during 

1 min as recorded by the IC2-3, with the nozzle set in the DS configuration.  

Electron charge collected in 
Bragg Peak Chamber [nC] 

IC2-3 [MU] 

82.6 215 
81.4 218 
84.2 218 
80.1  

Average : 82.1 ± 0.9 Average : 217 ± 1 
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IV-2.4 Fixed-beam treatment room 

In April 2014, WENDI-2 measurements were carried out inside and around the 

fixed-beam treatment room at Essen. The fixed-beam line was used to irradiate a 

water phantom in US mode as described in section III-2.1.4. No beam scatterer was 

used in this irradiation. The beam spot was simply scanned over a predefined area of 

~19 cm x 22 cm at the entrance of the phantom. The shape of the proton field is 

shown in Figure IV-1, which is the scan of a GafChromic sheet that was temporarily 

placed on the vertical entrance plane of the phantom and irradiated with the selected 

US field during one full cycle of 1 min. The beam intensity was of ~2.5 nA for neutron 

measurements performed inside the treatment room and its maze. It was increased to 

~25 nA for neutron measurements performed inside the technical room or the 

adjacent gantry room. The measurement positions are indicated in figure III-8 on p. 

124. All of them were situated at ~150 cm above the floor, except for 2d (on the 

floor). 

The WENDI-2 was operated in counter mode, in the same way as in the second 

series of PBS measurements. The irradiations were long enough to ensure at least a 

few hundred WENDI-2 counts in each measurement position.  

 
Figure IV-1 – Shape of the US field: scan of the irradiated GafChromic on the vertical entrance 

plane of the water phantom. 

During this experiment, measurements were performed not only with a 

WENDI-2, but also with several other types of neutron detectors. The latter were 

operated by two collaborating research teams, one from CERN and the other from the 

SCK-CEN. Their results will be discussed in Chapter VI. Here, we would mainly like to 

stress the fact that a large number of irradiations had to be delivered during this shift. 
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The total irradiation time was of ~2 h, which is nearly ten times more than in one 

average day of treatment. The total delivered proton charge was therefore large, also 

because for measurements performed behind the shield the beam intensity was 

roughly five times the typical treatment intensity. In fact, it was estimated that the 

total proton charge delivered during the experiment would reach almost 20% the 

average annual treatment workload for this beam line, which constituted the main 

reason for choosing the US delivery mode. Indeed, scanning the beam into a field of 

~400 cm² reduces by a factor of ~20 the proton charge that crosses the small 

ionization chamber ‘IC2-3’ inside the nozzle (manufacturer: IBA). This ‘IC2-3’ is 

relatively fragile since it has an average lifetime of about 1 year in regular treatment 

conditions, which usually involve scanned fields. Concentrating the whole proton 

charge into a small fixed spot through the ‘IC2-3’, by keeping the scanning magnets 

switched off, would have induced a very high risk of destroying this chamber during 

our experiment.              

Similarly to the DS case (see previous section), no available ionization 

chamber was large enough to encompass the entire proton field of 19 cm x 22 cm. 

Therefore, the delivered proton charge was indirectly monitored by means of the 

MUs recorded with the ‘IC2-3’. The relationship between these MUs and the real 

proton charge delivered to the water phantom was established through a preliminary 

measurement with a Bragg Peak Chamber Type 34070 [240] placed at the isocentre. 

During this test, the scanning magnets of the treatment nozzle were switched off in 

order to keep the proton beam spot steady within the diameter of the Bragg Peak 

Chamber. The test was conducted at a low intensity of ~2.5 nA to avoid saturating the 

Bragg Peak Chamber. The beam was thus delivered in this fixed spot during 1 min. 

Then, without changing the beam intensity, the scanning magnets were switched on 

again and the beam was delivered in US mode during 1 min, so as to record the 

corresponding number of MUs. The results are given in table IV-2. We assumed the 

same uncertainty on the number of MUs delivered per minute as in the DS 

measurements (0.5%; see table IV-1). The proton charge corresponding to the 

delivered MUs was calculated in the same way as in the second series of PBS 

measurements (see section IV-2.2). 

Table IV-2 – Preliminary calibration measurements: electron charge collected during 1 min in 

the Bragg Peak Chamber, with the nozzle set in pass-through mode, and MUs delivered during 

1 min as recorded by the IC2-3, with the nozzle set in the DS configuration. 

Electron charge collected in 
Bragg Peak Chamber [nC] 

IC2-3 [MU] 

4.05 x 103 236 
 

The obtained coefficient for the conversion of the MUs into the proton charge 

delivered to the water phantom was of 1.84 . 10-4 nA.h/MU. As in the DS case, a 

relative uncertainty of 4.2 % was associated to this coefficient, taking into account the 
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same sources of uncertainties. The total uncertainty on the measured WENDI-2 

response per unit delivered proton charge was then also determined in the same way 

as in the DS case. 

IV-3 Results 

IV-3.1 Cyclotron room 

The results of the WENDI-2 measurements carried out inside and around the 

cyclotron room are summarized in table IV-3. In figure IV-2, the simulated WENDI-2 

responses, from section III-3.1, are also compared to these measurements.  

Table IV-3 – WENDI-2 measurements inside and around the cyclotron room. The cyclotron-

extracted intensity was of 300 nA with a 50% duty cycle. The measuring time was of 1 min.  

Position 
WENDI-2 

counts 

Dead-time 
corrected count 

rate [cps] 

Measured WENDI-2 
response [µSv/(nA.h)] 

Relative 
statistical 

uncertainty 
4 7.80 x 106 4.89 x 105 (1.8571 ± 0.0007) x 103 0.04 % 
5 2.64 x 106 1.05 x 105 (3.973 ± 0.002) x 102 0.06 % 
6 1.02 x 105 3.42 x 103 (1.300 ± 0.004) x 101 0.3 % 
7 6.48 x 103 2.16 x 102 (8.2 ± 0.1) x 10-1 1 % 
8 2.2 x 102 7.4 x 100 (2.8 ± 0.2) x 10-2 7 % 
9 2.5 x 102 8.4 x 100 (3.2 ± 0.2) x 10-2 6 % 
3 1.7 x 101 5.7 x 10-1 (2.2 ± 0.5)  x 10-3 24 % 
1 1 x 100 3 x 10-2 (1 ± 1)  x 10-4 100 % 
2 1 x 100 3 x 10-2 (1 ± 1) x 10-4 100 % 

         

Figure IV-2 – Cyclotron room: ratio of the simulated WENDI-2 response to the WENDI-2 
measurement. The uncertainties combine in “root-sum-of-squares” the relative statistical 
uncertainty on the WENDI-2 measurement and the relative uncertainty on the simulated 

WENDI-2 response determined in Chapter III.  
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The simulation-to-measurement comparison in figure IV-2 is not shown for 

positions 1 and 2 because of the insufficient measurement statistics: the WENDI-2 

only registered one count in one minute in these positions. These measured values 

are nevertheless given in table IV-3 to indicate that the neutron dose rates in the 

main control room were very low even though the experiment was conducted at 

maximum levels of secondary neutron production. The highest beam intensity was 

indeed selected and the cyclotron-extracted protons were fully stopped on the 

degrader wheel. The main control room is in fact particularly well-shielded thanks to 

a concrete shield of ~3.50 m in total thickness and a location at backward angles with 

respect to the direction of the cyclotron-extracted proton beam (implying a reduced 

high-energy neutron flux emitted towards the control room).      

In terms of agreement between the simulated and measured WENDI-2 

responses, the considered positions seem to fall into two categories: 

1) Positions 4 – 7, in the first half of the maze, are characterised by a relatively 

good simulation-to-measurement agreement. The simulated responses are smaller 

than the measurements by at most ~35%. As explained in section III-3.1, the neutron 

fluence in these positions originates mainly from neutrons that have been scattered 

throughout the maze. Neutrons transmitted directly through maze wall ‘A’, on the 

contrary, do not give a significant contribution to the response. The satisfactory 

results in these positions thus suggest that, from a global point of view, the neutron 

production and scattering inside the cyclotron room has been relatively well 

modelled in the simulations. The cause of the slight underestimate of the simulation 

results with respect to the measurements is difficult to identify because many 

parameters influence the simulated spectra, such as e.g. the proton and neutron 

interaction cross-sections and physics models, the distribution of the proton losses 

inside the cyclotron, material definitions and the modelling of all the equipment 

pieces which may significantly influence the neutron flux distributions inside the 

room.        

2) Positions 8 – 9 in the second half of the maze, and position 3 behind the 

maze door, are characterised by an overestimate of a factor of 3 – 4 of the simulated 

responses with respect to the measurements. According to the simulation results in 

section III-3.1, the maze-scattered fluence component is already strongly attenuated 

and fully thermalized in position 8, so that in comparison the fluence component 

transmitted through wall ’B’ becomes more significant. This transmitted component 

originates mainly from a small amount of high-energy neutrons emitted at ~135° by 

the protons impinging on the beam stop. These high-energy neutrons travel in nearly 

straight line through wall ‘B’, and probably through the corner of wall ‘A’ as well. The 

few interactions that these high-energy neutrons undergo inside the walls lead to the 

generation of evaporation neutrons, which also appear in the spectra of positions 8 

and 9. As shown in section III-3.1, these evaporation and high-energy neutrons that 

emerge from wall ‘B’ strongly determine H*(10) and the WENDI-2 response in the 
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last part of the maze and behind the maze door. The overestimate by a factor of 3 – 4 

of the simulation can thus be linked to this wall-transmitted component, for which 

the simulations were indeed expected to be conservative.  

A combination of uncertainties affecting several simulation parameters should 

explain the observed overestimate. The neutron flux emerging from wall ‘B’ near 

positions 8 – 9 is mainly influenced by:  

 the high-energy neutron flux entering wall ‘B’,  

 the concrete composition and density, 

 the traversed concrete thickness, and 

 the cross-sections for the neutron interactions within the wall.    

The simulated high-energy neutron flux entering wall ‘B’ certainly depends a 

lot on the double-differential neutron production cross-section at ~135° for nickel, 

the material of the beam stop. This cross-section was based on the Bertini model, 

above 150 MeV, and the endf70prot library in the range of ~10 MeV – 150 MeV. Its 

accuracy is difficult to verify since little corresponding experimental data is available. 

It should however be noted that at backward angles the Bertini model is in fact not 

the most conservative model amongst those available in MCNPX 2.7.0 (this will be 

shown in Chapter V). 

A metallic cupboard, which was not modelled in the simulations, intersects the 

straight lines from the beam stop to positions 8 – 9 (see picture in figure IV-3). This 

cupboard contains electrical equipment (e.g. transformers) belonging to the final 

power amplifier (FPA) of the cyclotron RF system. It might perhaps attenuate the 

high-energy neutron flux in a non-negligible way so as to cause a non-negligible 

reduction of H*(10) in positions 8 – 9.  

 
Figure IV-3 – Picture of the cyclotron room showing the FPA cupboard standing between the 

cyclotron and the entrance of the maze, as well as the position of the beam stop (behind a 
protection panel)  
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Furthermore, the influence of the defined concrete composition and density on 

the simulation results in positions 8, 9 and 3 might be unexpectedly large, as will be 

shown in Chapter V too.   

Uncertainties on the traversed concrete thickness may also play a role, since in 

practice a constructed building is never the perfect reflection of its architectural 

plans. These uncertainties may not necessarily be large, but are most probably non-

negligible for such a thick concrete shield.  

As for the variance reduction technique necessary to achieve the statistical 

consistency for the wall-transmitted fluence, we assume that it must not have 

introduced a significant bias in the simulation results since it was applied according 

to the general recommendations of the field (see section III-2.4).  

Finally, uncertainties on the positioning of the detector and its angular 

response were not formally evaluated in this work by lack of time. These 

uncertainties are both thought to be relatively small (on the order of a few percent).  

The uncertainties on the delivered proton beam intensity, which may have fluctuated 

over time, were not estimated either. 

IV-3.2 Gantry room operated in PBS 

Two series of WENDI-2 measurements were performed around the gantry 

room operated in PBS. The results of the first series are given in table IV-4, those of 

the second series in table IV-5.  The results of both series are compatible with each 

other within 1σ or 2σ for all positions, except for position 8 (agreement within 4σ). 

Table IV-4 – First series of PBS measurements: recorded number of WENDI-2 counts (N) and its 

relative statistical uncertainty; delivered proton charge Qp in one minute (corresponding to 

5698.2 MUs) and its relative uncertainty;  measured WENDI-2 response per unit delivered 

proton charge (R1) and its relative uncertainty.  

Position N 

1

√𝑁
 

𝑥 100 % 

Delivered 
proton 

charge Qp 

[nA.h] 

𝜎𝑄𝑝
𝑄𝑝

 

𝑥 100% 

Measured WENDI-2 
response R1 
[µSv/(nA.h)] 

𝜎𝑅1
𝑅1

 

𝑥 100% 

1 3.40 x 104 0.5 % 3.42 x 10-2 2.5 % 3.14 x 102 2.6 % 
2 7.87 x 103 1.1 % 3.42 x 10-2 2.5 % 7.28 x 101 2.7 % 
3 2.02 x 103 2.2 % 3.42 x 10-2 2.5 % 1.87 x 101 3.3 % 
4 7.8 x 102 3.6 % 3.42 x 10-2 2.5 % 7.2 x 100 4.4 % 
5 4.3 x 102 4.8 % 3.42 x 10-2 2.5 % 4.0 x 100 5.4 % 
6 2.0 x 102 7.2 % 3.42 x 10-2 2.5 % 1.8 x 100 7.6 % 
7 1.7 x 101 7.8 % 3.42 x 10-2 2.5 % 1.5 x 10-1 8.2 % 
8 1.4 x 102 8.5 % 3.42 x 10-2 2.5 % 1.3 x 100 8.9% 
9 3.6 x 101 17 % 3.42 x 10-2 2.5 % 3.3 x 10-1 17% 

10 1.8 x 101 24 % 3.42 x 10-2 2.5 % 1.7 x 10-1 24% 
11 7.7 x 101 11 % 3.42 x 10-2 2.5 % 7.1 x 10-1 12% 
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Table IV-5 – Second series of PBS measurements: recorded number of WENDI-2 counts (N) and 

its relative statistical uncertainty; delivered proton charge (Qp) and its relative uncertainty; 

measured WENDI-2 response per unit delivered proton charge (R2) and its relative uncertainty. 

Position N 

1

√𝑁
 

𝑥 100 % 

Delivered 
proton 

charge Qp 

[nA.h] 

𝜎𝑄𝑝
𝑄𝑝

 

𝑥 100% 

Measured WENDI-2 
response R2 
[µSv/(nA.h)] 

𝜎𝑅2
𝑅2

 

𝑥 100% 

1 3.17 x 104 0.6 % 3.1 x 10-2 4.0 % 3.2 x 102 4.1 % 
6 4.0 x 102 5.0 % 7.2 x 10-2 4.0 % 1.8 x 100 6.4 % 
7 1.0 x 102 10 % 2.9 x 10-1 4.0 % 1.1 x 10-1 11 % 
8 8.0 x 102 3.5 % 3.6 x 10-1 4.0 % 7.0 x 10-1 5.4 % 
9 3.0 x 102 5.8 % 3.4 x 10-1 4.0 % 2.8 x 10-1 7.1 % 

10 2.0 x 102 7.1 % 2.4 x 10-1 4.0 % 2.6 x 10-1 8.1 % 
11 3.0 x 102 5.8 % 1.3 x 10-1 4.0 % 7.2 x 10-1 7.1 % 

 

Table IV-6 contains the weighted averages of the two series. The ratio of the 

simulated WENDI-2 responses (from section III-3.2) to these average measurements 

is shown in figure IV-4, for the two versions of the PBS simulations; without and with 

the gantry front ring.   

Figure IV-4 shows that the insertion of the gantry front ring in the modelled 

geometry improves the agreement of the simulated WENDI-2 response with the 

measurements, both in position 9 (in the control room) and in positions 1 – 6 inside 

the maze. A discussion of the impact of this ring on the simulation results has been 

given in section III-3.2. 

Table IV-6 – PBS measurements: Average measured WENDI-2 response per unit delivered 

proton charge, and its relative uncertainty 

Position 
Average measured WENDI-2 

response R [µSv/(nA.h)] 

σR
𝑅

 

𝑥 100 % 
1 (3.17 ± 0.07) x 102 2.2 % 
2 (7.3 ± 0.2) x 101 2.7 % 
3 (1.87 ± 0.06) x 101 3.3 % 
4 (7.2 ± 0.3) x 100 4.4 % 
5 (4.0 ± 0.2) x 100 5.4 % 
6 (1.78 ± 0.09) x 100 4.9 % 
7 (1.1 ± 0.1) x 10-1 9.9 % 
8 (7.6 ± 0.4) x 10-1 4.7 % 
9 (2.9 ± 0.2) x 10-1 6.5 % 

10 (2.4 ± 0.2) x 10-1 7.8 % 
11 (7.2 ± 0.4) x 10-1 6.0 % 
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Figure IV-4 – Gantry room operated in PBS: ratio of the simulated WENDI-2 response to the 
WENDI-2 measurement. The uncertainties combine in “root-sum-of-squares” the relative 
uncertainty on the measured WENDI-2 response per unit delivered proton charge and the 

relative uncertainty on the simulated WENDI-2 response determined in Chapter III. 

The trend already observed in the case of the cyclotron room exists as well in 

the results of the PBS case-study: 

1) The maze of the gantry room is in fact comparable to the first ‘S’ of the 

cyclotron maze (CYCL positions 4 – 7). For the PBS positions 1 – 6, a relatively good 

agreement is indeed obtained between the simulated and measured WENDI-2 

responses.  

In the first part of the maze (1 – 3), the simulated responses underestimate the 

measurements by 20-25 % (for the simulation with the gantry front ring). In these 

positions, the WENDI-2 response is almost entirely determined by the maze-scattered 

fluence. As previously discussed for the cyclotron maze, multiple parameters may 

cause this slight underestimate. Unmodelled iron parts of the gantry could perhaps 

play a determining role in this case, judging for instance by the positive impact that 

the modelling of the gantry front ring has had in these positions.  

In the second part of the maze (4 – 6), the simulated responses agree with the 

measurements within 2σ or 3σ. As explained in section III-3.2, the contribution of the 

wall-transmitted neutron flux increases towards the end of the maze. The better 

simulation-to-measurement agreement in these positions is perhaps a consequence 

of a compensating effect in the simulation between an overestimate on the wall-

transmitted component and the slight underestimate on the maze-scattered 

component.  
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2) For positions located outside the treatment room (7 – 11), the simulated 

WENDI-2 responses overestimate the measurements by a factor of 2 – 5 (see 

simulation with the gantry front ring). As in the case of the cyclotron room, the 

overestimate is clearly linked to the wall-transmitted neutron fluxes.  

Many possible causes of the overestimate have already been enumerated in 

the previous section. In this case, the high-energy neutrons were however produced 

inside a water phantom. The simulation results in the positions 7 – 11 are thus 

sensitive to, amongst others, the accuracy in the high-energy region of the double-

differential neutron production cross-sections for oxygen, at forward angles. These 

were also based on the Bertini model, above 150 MeV, and the evaluated data of the 

endf70prot library below 150 MeV. 

IV-3.3 Gantry room operated in DS 

Table IV-7 shows the results of the WENDI-2 measurements performed inside 

and around the gantry room operated in DS.  The ratio of the simulated WENDI-2 

responses (from section III-3.3) to these measurements is shown in Figure IV-5, for 

the simulations without and with the gantry front ring. 

The results are very similar to those of the gantry room operated in PBS. The 

insertion of the gantry front ring into the simulated geometry also improved the 

agreement between the simulated WENDI-2 responses and the measurements, 

although the impact was a bit smaller than in the PBS case (see discussion in section 

III-3.3).  

Concerning the simulation with the gantry front ring, we observe that:  

1) In positions 12 – 16, inside the maze, the simulated responses are in very 

good agreement with the measurements (agreement within 1σ or 2σ). The 

maze-scattered fluence, which gives the dominant contribution to the 

responses all along the maze (see section III-3.3), was thus simulated with 

good accuracy.  

Unlike in PBS, no underestimate of the simulated responses is noted in this 

DS case. Therefore, it seems possible that the simulation overestimates the 

contribution (production) from the additional neutron sources inside the 

DS nozzle, which involve several target materials much heavier than water. 

These overestimates, if indeed they exist, seem to “compensate” for the 

underestimate observed in the PBS case.    

 

2) In positions 17 – 21, outside the gantry room, the simulated WENDI-2 

responses overestimate the measurements by a factor of 2 – 6. Like in the 

two previous case-studies, the simulation was thus as expected 

conservative with respect to the wall-transmitted neutron fluxes.  
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Table IV-7 – DS measurements: recorded number of WENDI-2 counts (N) and its relative 

statistical uncertainty; delivered proton charge (Qp) and its relative uncertainty; measured 

WENDI-2 response per unit delivered proton charge (R) and its relative uncertainty. 

Position N 

1

√𝑁
 

𝑥 100 % 

Delivered 
proton 

charge Qp 

[nA.h] 

𝜎𝑄𝑝

𝑄𝑝
 

𝑥 100% 

Measured WENDI-2 
response R 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 

𝜎𝑅
𝑅

 

𝑥 100% 

12 6.72 x 105 0.1 % 1.2 x 10-1 4.2 % (1.85 ± 0.08) x 103 4.2 % 
13 3.67 x 105 0.2 % 1.3 x 10-1 4.2 % (9.2 ± 0.4) x 102 4.2 % 
14 5.47 x 104 0.4 % 1.3 x 10-1 4.2 % (1.35 ± 0.06) x 102 4.2 % 
15 2.43 x 104 0.6 % 2.6 x 10-1 4.2 % (2.9 ± 0.1) x 101 4.3 % 
16 9.13 x 103 1.0 % 2.7 x 10-1 4.2 % (1.1 ± 0.5) x 101 4.3 % 
17 4.7 x 102 4.6 % 4.6 x 10-1 4.2 % (3.3 ± 0.2) x 10-1 6.2 % 
18 1.57 x 103 2.5 % 5.3 x 10-1 4.2 % (9.4 ± 0.5) x 10-1 4.9 % 
19 3.9 x 102 5.1 % 5.4 x 10-1 4.2 % (2.3 ± 0.2) x 10-1 6.6 % 
20 2.9 x 102 5.9 % 2.8 x 10-1 4.2 % (3.2 ± 0.2) x 10-1 7.2 % 
21 2.7 x 102 6.1 % 2.8 x 10-1 4.2 % (3.0 ± 0.2) x 10-1 7.4 % 

   

Figure IV-5 – Gantry room operated in DS: ratio of the simulated WENDI-2 response to the 
WENDI-2 measurement. The uncertainties combine in “root-sum-of-squares” the relative 
uncertainty on the measured WENDI-2 response per unit delivered proton charge and the 

relative uncertainty on the simulated WENDI-2 response determined in Chapter III. 
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IV-3.4 Fixed-beam treatment room 

The WENDI-2 measurements performed inside and around the fixed-beam 

treatment room are summarized in table IV-8. Figure IV-6 shows the ratio of the 

simulated WENDI-2 responses (from section III-3.4) to these measurements. 

Table IV-8 – FBTR measurements: recorded number of WENDI-2 counts (N) and its relative 

statistical uncertainty; delivered proton charge (Qp) and its relative uncertainty; measured 

WENDI-2 response per unit delivered proton charge (R) and its associated total relative 

uncertainty. 

Position N 

1

√𝑁
 

𝑥 100 % 

Delivered 
proton 

charge Qp 

[nA.h] 

𝜎𝑄𝑝

𝑄𝑝
 

𝑥 100% 

Measured WENDI-2 
response R 

[µSv/(nA.h)] 

𝜎𝑅
𝑅

 

𝑥 100% 

1b 2.40 x 105 0.2 % 3.7 x 10-2 4.2 % (2.03 ± 0.09) x 103 4.2 % 
1a 6.88 x 104 0.4 % 3.7 x 10-2 4.2 % (5.8 ± 0.2) x 102 4.2 % 
1c 7.20 x 104 0.4 % 6.1 x 10-2 4.2 % (3.8 ± 0.2) x 102 4.2 % 
1d 9.28 x 103 1.0 % 8.1 x 10-2 4.2 % (3.6 ± 0.2) x 101 4.3 % 
1e 2.51 x 103 2.0 % 7.6 x 10-2 4.2 % (1.04 ± 0.05) x 101 4.7 % 
1f 7.3 x 102 3.7 % 8.3 x 10-2 4.2 % (2.8 ± 0.2) x 100 5.6 % 
1g 3.4 x 102 5.4 % 7.7 x 10-2 4.2 % (1.4 ± 0.1) x 100 6.8 % 
2a 4.76 x 103 1.4 % 5.6 x 10-1 4.2 % (2.7 ± 0.1) x 100 4.5 % 
2c 9.80 x 103 1.0 % 5.5 x 10-1 4.2 % (5.6 ± 0.2) x 100 4.3 % 
2b 5.51 x 103 1.3 % 4.4 x 10-1 4.2 % (3.9 ± 0.2) x 100 4.4 % 
2d 1.28 x 102 6.3 % 7.7 x 10-1 4.2 % (5.3 ± 0.3) x 10-2 7.5 % 

    
 

Figure IV-6 – Fixed-beam treatment room: ratio of the simulated WENDI-2 response to the 
WENDI-2 measurement. The uncertainties combine in “root-sum-of-squares” the relative 
uncertainty on the measured WENDI-2 response per unit delivered proton charge and the 

relative uncertainty on the simulated WENDI-2 response determined in Chapter III. 
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The trend observed in the results of the fixed-beam treatment room is 

consistent with those already observed in the three previous case-studies: 

1)  Inside the treatment room (1a, 1b) and in the part of the maze where the 

maze-scattered neutrons mostly determine the response (1c - 1e, see spectra in 

section III-3.4), the simulated responses and the measurements are in very good 

agreement with each other (agreement within 1σ, or nearly so). 

 2)  In the technical room (2a, 2c, 2b) and in the adjacent gantry room (2d), the 

simulated WENDI-2 responses overestimate the measurements by a factor of 2 – 3. 

The responses in these positions are mostly determined by the wall-transmitted 

neutron fluxes, for which the simulation was thus conservative, as expected.  

In this case, it is certain that there were no equipment parts or cupboards at all 

between the water phantom and the wall of the technical room. In principle, the 

overestimate in the simulation results for positions 2a, 2c and 2b should thus not be 

caused by unmodelled objects inside the treatment room. That might perhaps explain 

the slightly better simulation-to-measurement agreement compared to the results 

obtained around the gantry treatment rooms. 

It is also interesting to note that the overestimate seems to be a bit larger for 

position 2b than for position 2d, even though the traversed concrete thickness is 

actually smaller for 2b (see table III-15 on p. 173). This suggests that some 

uncertainties which are unrelated to the simulated concrete walls are significant at 

least for position 2b. One hypothesis for instance is that, in the simulation of the 

proton interactions with the oxygen nuclei of the phantom, the production of high-

energy neutrons is slightly overestimated, and that this overestimate is larger for the 

near-0° emission than for the near-90° emission.  We will come back on this 

hypothesis when discussing the neutron spectrometry measurements in Chapter VI. 

3)  Concerning the end of the maze: the maze-scattered fluence component is 

strongly attenuated and the contribution from neutrons transmitted through the wall 

of the technical room becomes increasingly important in positions 1f and 1g (see 

spectra in section III-3.4). Compared to the other rooms, the angle of the maze door 

with respect to the proton beam is actually the smallest for this room (~25°). This 

causes a somewhat larger emission of high-energy neutrons in the direction of the 

maze door. In terms of simulation-to-measurement agreement, positions 1f and 1g 

are in fact quite similar to the positions located behind the maze doors of the gantry 

rooms (PBS Position 7 and DS Position 17).    
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IV-4 Conclusion 

WENDI-2 measurements were performed inside and around four rooms at the 

proton therapy facility of Essen: the cyclotron room, the Gantry Treatment Room 4 

operated in PBS, the Gantry Treatment Room 3 operated in DS, and the Fixed-Beam 

Treatment Room operated in US. 

In this chapter, we have compared these measurements to the corresponding 

simulated WENDI-2 responses obtained in Chapter III. As a reminder, the MCNPX 

simulations were made following a methodology based on conservative choices 

which was adopted in the original shielding design simulations for this facility. Our 

main goal in this chapter has been to assess the conservative nature of these 

simulations, i.e. to verify that the simulated neutron doses behind the shielding walls 

are indeed overestimated. The results of the comparison have confirmed this 

assumption for the four rooms. The simulated WENDI-2 responses indeed 

overestimate the measurements by at least a factor of ~2 in every position located 

outside the room in operation.  

However, in positions located inside the room, or in (a part of) the access maze 

– where the contribution of wall-transmitted neutrons is rather small –, the simulated 

WENDI-2 responses are in good agreement with the measurements. In general, the 

production of secondary neutrons, especially evaporation neutrons, is thus relatively 

well modelled in the simulations, as is the scattering of these neutrons throughout the 

room and the maze.  

For the gantry rooms, it has nevertheless been shown that adding the iron 

gantry front ring into the simulated geometry allows further improving the 

simulation-to-measurement agreement inside the maze, especially in the PBS case. 

The ring also drastically improved the agreement for one specific position located 

outside the treatment room, in the “shadow” of the ring with respect to the water 

phantom (from the point of view of high-energy neutrons, which travel in nearly 

straight line). This improvement was particularly large in the PBS case, in which all 

secondary neutrons originated from the water phantom.   

So far, it has thus been confirmed that the simulations of Chapter III were 

conservative with respect to the wall-transmitted neutron fluxes. The largest 

overestimates, obtained inside the control room of the gantry rooms, were of a factor 

of 5 – 6 (when the gantry front ring was added into the model). Similar results were 

obtained by Satoh et al. in a recent study conducted at the Fukui proton therapy 

centre, with a 235 MeV proton beam impinging on a water phantom [242].   
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The overestimates obtained outside the rooms are thought to be mostly 

related to a combination of uncertainties that affect several parameters of the 

simulations. As a non-exhaustive list of these, let us mention:  

 uncertainties on the double differential neutron production cross-sections of 

protons, especially on their high-energy end, because high-energy neutrons 

mostly drive the dose attenuation profile through the shield.  

For protons of more than 150 MeV, the cross-sections were calculated 

according to the Bertini intranuclear cascade model and the Dresner 

evaporation model.  

Amongst the different intranuclear cascade models available in MCNPX 2.7.0, 

the Bertini model constitutes the most conservative choice for the calculation 

of the neutron doses at forward angles in these simulations. 

The uncertainties on these model-based cross-sections might be larger than 

for the cross-sections below 150 MeV, because the latter were based on 

evaluated data (i.e. partially based on experimental data). However, the 

uncertainties on the evaluated data are probably larger in the range of 

20 MeV – 150 MeV than below 20 MeV, due to the lower availability of 

experimental data and their often larger measuring uncertainties. 

 uncertainties on the interaction cross-sections of the neutrons. Similarly to 

those of the protons, these cross-sections were based on evaluated data 

below 150 MeV and on the Bertini & Dresner models above 150 MeV. 

 uncertainties related to unmodelled objects that could cause a non-negligible 

attenuation of the high-energy neutron flux;   

 uncertainties on the average concrete composition; 

 the uncertainty on the average concrete density (in a conservative approach, 

a density of 2.30 g/cm³ was defined in the simulations ,while the true density 

should in principle be ≥ 2.35 g/cm³); 

 uncertainties on the traversed concrete thicknesses; 

 uncertainties related to presence of steel reinforcing bars and potential 

inhomogeneities in the concrete; 

 uncertainties on the positioning of the WENDI-2; 

 uncertainties on the angular response of the WENDI-2; 

 uncertainties potentially related to the applied statistical treatment and 

variance reduction technique; 

Future work should be dedicated to estimating the different uncertainties on 

these shielding simulations. As a first step in this direction, sensitivity analyses 

regarding the selected physics models and the concrete composition will be 

presented in the following chapter. 
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 CHAPTER V

Sensitivity analyses for the MCNPX 

simulations 

V-1 Introduction 

As explained in Chapter IV, several sources of uncertainty affect the Monte 

Carlo simulations of secondary neutrons inside proton therapy facilities. Due to some 

of these uncertainties, the simulated neutron doses behind the ~2 m thick shielding 

are overestimated by at least a factor of ~2 with respect to on-site measurements. It 

is however unclear which sources of uncertainty play the most important role in 

these overestimates. In this chapter, we will try to assess the impact of two main 

simulation parameters:  

 the choice of the physics models for the interactions of protons and neutrons of 

more than 150 MeV. In MCNPX, several models are indeed available for the 

intranuclear cascade and for the evaporation. 

 the average elemental composition of the concrete and its density.    

 

V-2 Methodology 

V-2.1 Modelled geometry 

Our sensitivity analyses for the MCNPX simulations of proton therapy rooms 

were carried out for a simplified geometrical model, consisting of a spherical concrete 

shell with an inner radius of 5 m and a thickness of 3 m, as shown in figure V-1. A 60 x 

60 x 60 cm³ water phantom at the centre of the sphere was irradiated by a thin 

proton beam of 230 MeV (a pencil beam as in section III-2.1.2). 

Ten-degree polar-angle intervals were defined with respect to the Z-axis (the 

proton beam axis; see figure V-1). Within these eighteen polar-angle intervals, the 

neutron fluence spectra were calculated at different depths inside the concrete shell 

and were folded with the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients from ICRP 

Publication 74 to obtain the neutron H*(10).  
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Figure V-1 – ZY cut through the modelled geometry representing a water phantom irradiated by 
a 230 MeV proton pencil beam, inside a spherical concrete shell with an inner radius of 5 m and 

a thickness of 3m. 

For the calculation of the neutron fluence spectra, F4:n tallies in association 

with an E card were defined inside 2 cm thick cells, situated entirely inside the 

concrete, except for those at 3 m depth (which were defined in the surrounding air). 

In what follows, a spectrum calculated in a tally cell defined between a depth of 

x meter and (x + 0.02) meter will simply be referred to as “the spectrum at x meter 

depth”.  

V-2.2 Materials and cross-sections 

The material definitions of the NIST ‘Portland’ concrete, the water and the air 

were the same as in Chapter III. The same evaluated cross-section libraries for proton 

and neutron interactions were used (see table III-1 on p. 128):  

 For most isotopes, evaluated cross-sections were used up to 150 MeV (mainly 

from the endf70prot [100,192] and endf70 [100,218] libraries).  

 For some isotopes, evaluated data was only available up to 20 MeV.  

When defining other concrete compositions, for the sensitivity study of section 

V-2.3, a maximum use of recent evaluated cross-section data was sought too. 

High-energy interactions for which no evaluated cross-section data was 

available were simulated with built-in physics models for the intranuclear cascade, 

the pre-equilibrium and the evaporation (or the Fermi break-up for light nuclei). For 

the intranuclear cascade and the evaporation, the MCNPX user can choose amongst 
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several models. In the sensitivity study regarding physics models, both the 

intranuclear cascade and the evaporation models were systematically varied. In the 

sensitivity study regarding the concrete composition, the default physics settings, i.e. 

the Bertini model for the intranuclear cascade and the Dresner model for the 

evaporation, were used like in the simulations of Chapter III.  

  

V-2.3 Sensitivity to the physics models  

To assess the influence of the selected physics models on the simulation 

results, a simulation was run for each possible combination of the intranuclear 

cascade and evaporation models (used for proton and neutron interactions above 

150 MeV). These combinations have already been listed previously, in table II-2 on 

p. 58. A brief description of these models has also been given in section I-5.4. The 

CEM03 model cannot be combined with other models because it handles not only the 

intranuclear cascade, but also the pre-equilibrium and the evaporation.  

In these simulations, the same concrete composition was used as in our 

simulations of Chapter III, namely the NIST composition of ordinary ‘Portland’ 

concrete.  

 

V-2.4 Sensitivity to the concrete composition 

Concrete is a composite material consisting mostly of: 

 aggregates; typically a mix of coarse aggregates, such as gravel or crushed 

stone, and fine aggregates, like sand. The aggregates generally represent 60 –

 75% of the concrete volume (or 70 – 85 % by mass) [243]. 

 a binder that holds the aggregates together: e.g. hardened cement paste, which 

is obtained by mixing cement powder with water. 

Next to these components, concrete may also contain a few admixtures, e.g. 

CaCl2 or synthetic organic molecules, which modify certain of its properties related, 

for instance, to its workability, setting or hardening. 

Aggregates are usually a mixture of minerals and rocks. Minerals have a 

relatively well-defined chemical composition and a specific internal structure, 

whereas rocks consist of a combination of several minerals. A large number of 

minerals and rocks can potentially constitute naturally occurring aggregates (see 

table V-1). Many elements are represented in these, such as O, Si, Al, Ca, Na, K, Fe, Mg, 

C, H, S … 
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In the case of Portland concrete, the main component of cement powder is 

pulverized clinker. For the production of clinker, several raw materials are used as 

sources of calcium, silica (SO2), alumina (Al2O3) and/or iron. Examples of these raw 

materials are clay, limestone, calcite, marl, shale, sand, fly ash, iron ore etc. [244]. 

Clinker is produced by making the grinded raw materials react chemically under high 

temperatures. The resulting product consists mostly of hydraulic calcium silicates 

(3CaO.SiO2 and 2CaO.SiO2), and, to a lesser extent, of calcium aluminates (3CaO.Al2O3) 

and calcium aluminoferrites (4CaO.Al2O3.Fe2O3) [245]. Eventually, the clinker is 

pulverized and mixed with a small amount of gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) to obtain cement 

powder [245].               

 

Table V-1 – Mineral and rock constituents in aggregates [243]. 
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When mixing water with cement powder, a chemical reaction called hydration 

occurs in several stages. A saturated ion solution is formed and, progressively, 

different crystallization phases start to appear. An overview of the primary 

compound formation processes is given in table V-2. These phases evolve over time 

and as a function of the environmental humidity and temperature. The initial set of 

the concrete, in which the paste loses its plasticity, is largely due to the hydration of 

tricalcium silicate (3CaO.SiO2). The latter also plays a role in the early strength gain. 

The hydration of dicalcium silicate (2CaO.SiO2) is a slower process that contributes a 

lot to the strength development after the first week [244]. For the complete hydration 

of Portland cement, a water-to-cement ratio of 0.40 in mass is required [244]. With a 

lower ratio, some cement will remain unhydrated, whereas with a larger ratio, the 

excess water remains in capillary pores or may evaporate. Eventually, the water-to-

cement ratio and the way in which the cement paste crystallizes influence the bulk 

density of the concrete. Concrete is thus a relatively complex material, of which the 

elemental composition and density depend on many parameters, such as the selected 

raw materials and admixtures, the mixing ratios, the placing methods, the moisture 

and temperature conditions during the hardening, the aging processes etc.   

Table V-2 – Main chemical processes in the hydration of Portland cement [244]

 

     

 In this study, the sensitivity of the MCNPX shielding simulation to the selected 

concrete composition was studied by means of elemental compositions found in 

literature. Twenty-nine ordinary concrete types, including ‘NIST Portland’, were 

compared. Their elemental composition, expressed in mass fractions, and their 

density are given in table V-3 [236,246–253]. Ordinary concretes are commonly 

considered to contain up to 2% of hydrogen in mass [177]. In the present selection of 

compositions, the percentage mass of hydrogen ranges from 0.2% up to 2.0%. The 

densities vary between 2.10 g/cm³ and 2.58 g/cm³.  
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    ‘Hanford dry’, containing 0.4% of hydrogen, represents a concrete that, 

initially, had the ‘Hanford wet’ composition (1.2% of hydrogen, see table V-3), but has 

been ageing for decades in a dry environment [236].  

The concrete compositions containing serpentine minerals (e.g. 

Mg3(OH)4Si2O5) tend to have larger hydrogen contents thanks to the presence of 

hydroxyl groups in their aggregates. Serpentine minerals were originally formed 

during hydrothermal metamorphism at convergent plate boundaries under the 

oceans. They are particularly abundant at the oceanic crust/mantle boundary, but can 

also be found worldwide in places where remnants of an oceanic plate are exposed at 

the Earth’s surface, such as in mountain chains (the Alps in Europe, for instance) or 

coastal regions [254,255]. Serpentine concrete is a fairly common choice for the 

shielding of nuclear reactors [256].  

V-2.5  Variance reduction and statistical treatment 

The variance reduction technique referred to as “geometry splitting and 

Russian roulette” was applied like in the simulations of Chapter III (see description in 

section III-2.4).  The distribution of neutron importances adopted in this case is 

shown in figure V-2. 

For each simulation, twenty-five runs with different pseudorandom number 

sequences were submitted in parallel and the results were combined by computing 

averages weighted by the MCNPX statistical uncertainties, in the same way as 

described in section III-2.4.  

Twenty million histories were simulated in each of the twenty-five runs. For 

every individual run, the statistical uncertainties on the neutron H*(10) tallies were 

smaller than 10% at all depths and all polar angles up to at least 130°-140°.  

A good sampling of the fluence spectra at high energies is particularly 

important because these neutrons drive the attenuation through the shield and 

generate most of the lower-energy neutrons present at large depths. At backward 

angles, the high-energy neutrons play this crucial role even though they are only 

present in very few numbers at the entrance of the shield. In the simulations based on 

the Bertini model, the sampling of the high-energy neutron fluence was satisfactory 

for polar angles up to 130°-140°. In the worst case (at 130°-140°, at 3 m depth), only 

the four energy bins between 88 MeV and 230 MeV had statistical uncertainties larger 

than 10% in the individual runs. The contribution of these bins to the simulated 

H*(10) was of ~15% at 3 m depth. For the simulation based on the CEM03 model, the 

sampling of the high-energy neutron fluence at 130°-140° was a little less 

satisfactory:  at 3 m depth, the uncertainties on the results of the individual runs were 

of ~15% on all bins up to 88 MeV and of 20 – 50% on the four last bins. At 80°-90°, 

the sampling was however fully satisfactory at all depths. 
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Figure V-2 – Variance reduction for the neutron transport through the spherical concrete shield.  
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V-3 Results 

V-3.1 Sensitivity to the physics models 

The figures V-3, V-4, V-5 and V-6 show simulation results obtained with the 

intranuclear cascade models Bertini, Isabel, INCL4 and CEM03, respectively. In each 

figure, the attenuation of the neutron H*(10) as a function of depth in the concrete is 

compared for the polar-angle intervals of 0° - 10°, 40° - 50°, 80° - 90° and 130° - 140°. 

Similar results for thick iron targets obtained with MCNPX, FLUKA or GEANT4 can be 

found in [257], [90,257] and in Chapter 2 of [184], respectively. 

The results obtained with the Dresner and ABLA evaporation models are 

presented together in the figures V-3, V-4 and V-5. The choice of the evaporation 

model has no significant impact on the simulated H*(10).   

The choice of the intranuclear cascade model, on the contrary, does have a 

significant impact on H*(10). The figures V-7 to V-10 show that: 

 The differences between the H*(10) simulated with different intranuclear 

cascade models tend to increase as a function of depth in the concrete.   

 The Bertini model is, as expected, the most conservative model at forward 

emission angles, up to ~40°. At larger polar angles, however, the INCL4 model 

becomes the most conservative.     

 The CEM03 model produces the smallest H*(10) at all considered polar angles 

and is thus the least conservative model in this case. 

 At 0 m depth, the differences between the H*(10) obtained with the Bertini, 

Isabel and INCL4 models are quite small at any polar angle. Compared to the 

CEM03 results, they are larger by a factor of 1.2 – 1.3 at forward angles (up to 

~90°). At backward angles, these differences become smaller.  

 At 2 – 3 m depth, the Bertini model leads to H*(10) values that are larger than 

the CEM03 results by a factor of 1.5 – 1.8. 

 With the Isabel model, the simulated H*(10) values globally follow the same 

trend as the Bertini results, but are a bit smaller (by factor of ~1.1).  

 At 2 – 3 m depth, the differences between the INCL4 and the CEM03 results 

strongly depend on the polar angle. The smallest differences were obtained at 

10° – 20°, where the INCL4 results are larger by a factor of 1.2 – 1.3 compared 

to the CEM03 results. The differences then quickly increase as a function of the 

polar angle, reaching a factor of ~3 at 80°- 90° and a factor of ~5 at 130°- 140°. 

The difference at 130°-140° could be a bit underestimated here due to the 

poorer sampling of the high-energy neutrons in the CEM03 simulation (which 

possibly resulted in a slight overestimate of H*(10) at large depths).    
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Figure V-3 – Neutron H*(10) attenuation curves for different polar-angle intervals, as simulated 

with the Bertini intranuclear cascade model. Concerning the evaporation, no significant 
differences were obtained when using the ABLA model (blue markers) instead of the Dresner 

model (red markers).    

 

 
Figure V-4 – Neutron H*(10) attenuation curves for different polar-angle intervals, as simulated 

with the Isabel intranuclear cascade model. Concerning the evaporation, no significant 
differences were obtained when using the ABLA model (blue markers) instead of the Dresner 

model (red markers).    
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Figure V-5 – Neutron H*(10) attenuation curves for different polar-angle intervals, as simulated 

with the INCL4 intranuclear cascade model. Concerning the evaporation, no significant 
differences were obtained when using the ABLA model (blue markers) instead of the Dresner 

model (red markers).    

 

 
Figure V-6 – Neutron H*(10) attenuation curves for different polar-angle intervals, as simulated 

with the CEM03 model.  
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Figure V-7 – For the polar-angle intervals of 0°-10° and 10°-20° : (Left) Comparison of the 
neutron H*(10) attenuation profiles obtained with the different intranuclear cascade models: 

Bertini, Isabel, INCL4 and CEM03. (Right) Ratio of the neutron H*(10) attenuation profile 
obtained with the Bertini, Isabel or INCL4 model to the one obtained with the CEM03 model.  
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Figure V-8 – For the polar-angle intervals of 20°-30° and 30°-40° : (Left) Comparison of the 
neutron H*(10) attenuation profiles obtained with the different intranuclear cascade models: 

Bertini, Isabel, INCL4 and CEM03. (Right) Ratio of the neutron H*(10) attenuation profile 
obtained with the Bertini, Isabel or INCL4 model to the one obtained with the CEM03 model. 
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Figure V-9 – For the polar-angle intervals of 40°-50° and 60°-70° : (Left) Comparison of the 
neutron H*(10) attenuation profiles obtained with the different intranuclear cascade models: 

Bertini, Isabel, INCL4 and CEM03. (Right) Ratio of the neutron H*(10) attenuation profile 
obtained with the Bertini, Isabel or INCL4 model to the one obtained with the CEM03 model. 
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Figure V-10 – For the polar-angle intervals of 80°-90° and 130°-140° : (Left) Comparison of the 
neutron H*(10) attenuation profiles obtained with the different intranuclear cascade models: 

Bertini, Isabel, INCL4 and CEM03. (Right) Ratio of the neutron H*(10) attenuation profile 
obtained with the Bertini, Isabel or INCL4 model to the one obtained with the CEM03 model. 
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A comparison of the neutron spectra obtained with each intranuclear cascade 

model at different depths is presented in the figures V-11, V-12 and V-13, for the 

polar-angle intervals of 0° – 10°, 80° – 90° and 130° – 140°, respectively.  

In the spectra at 0 m depth, large differences due to the choice of the 

intranuclear cascade model mostly appear for neutrons of more than ~100 MeV at 

forward angles, and neutrons of more than ~50 MeV at backward angles (see close-

ups in figure V-14). In these high-energy bins, the fluence can vary by up to a factor of 

a few (or more) depending on the selected intranuclear cascade model.  

Neutrons of more than ~50 MeV are capable of a creating a chain of 

intranuclear cascades throughout the shield. As a consequence, they continuously 

generate evaporation neutrons at all depths. Even when they are present in very few 

numbers in the spectrum at 0 m depth, nearly all evaporation neutrons and lower-

energy neutrons present at 2 – 3 m depth have been generated by them in outer 

layers of the shield. Therefore, these high-energy neutrons produced in the water 

phantom strongly determine the total neutron fluence behind 2 – 3 m of concrete.  

When selecting an intranuclear cascade model that increases the production of 

high-energy neutrons by the protons, it leads to an increased production of 

evaporation neutrons inside the shield. In other words, the differences that mostly 

affect the high-energy neutron fluence at 0 m depth create differences on the rest of 

the spectrum, which progressively increase as a function of depth. This is for instance 

illustrated in figure V-15, which shows the ratio of the spectrum obtained with the 

Bertini model to the spectrum obtained with the CEM03 model, for different depths in 

the concrete. 

Somehow, this phenomenon is a sort of “less pronounced version” of the one 

that causes an increase as a function of depth of the discrepancies between the 

H*(10) at different polar angles. For example, at 0 m depth, the difference between 

H*(10) values at 0°-10° and 130°-140° is smaller than one order of magnitude, 

whereas at 2 – 3 m depth this difference becomes larger than three orders of 

magnitude (see for instance figure V-3). This is a drastic example since, at 0 m depth, 

the fluence of neutrons of more than 100 MeV is more than three orders of magnitude 

larger at 0°-10° than at 130°-140° (see figure V-14). 

In the same way, it appeared in this study that the ratio of H*(10) values 

obtained at 3 m depth with two different intranuclear cascade models is 

approximately equal to the ratio of the fluences at 0 m depth of neutrons with 

energies greater than ~100 MeV. Concerning the production of these neutrons by the 

protons, the largest differences between the various intranuclear cascade models of 

MCNPX are obtained at backward angles. For this reason, the differences between 

H*(10) behind the shield are thus larger at backward angles than at forward angles.  
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Figure V-11 – Comparison of the neutron fluence spectra in the 0° - 10° polar-angle interval 
simulated with each intranuclear cascade model (Bertini, Isabel, INCL4 and CEM03), at 0 m, 

1 m, 2 m and 3 m depth in the concrete.  
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Figure V-12 – Comparison of the neutron fluence spectra in the 80° - 90° polar-angle interval 
simulated with each intranuclear cascade model (Bertini, Isabel, INCL4 and CEM03), at 0 m, 

1 m, 2 m and 3 m depth in the concrete. 
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Figure V-13 – Comparison of the neutron fluence spectra in the 130° - 140° polar-angle interval 
simulated with each intranuclear cascade model (Bertini, Isabel, INCL4 and CEM03), at 0 m, 

1 m, 2 m and 3 m depth in the concrete. 
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Figure V-14 – Close-ups on the high-energy part of the neutron fluence spectra simulated with 
each intranuclear cascade model (Bertini, Isabel, INCL4 and CEM03) at 0 m depth, in three 

different polar-angle intervals (0° - 10° ; 80° - 90° ; 130° - 140°). 
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Figure V-15 – Ratio of the spectrum simulated with the Bertini model to the spectrum simulated 
with the CEM03 model, at different depths in the concrete (0m, 1m, 2m) and in different polar-

angle intervals (0° - 10° ; 40° - 50° ; 80° - 90° ; 130° - 140°).  
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V-3.2 Sensitivity to the concrete composition 

In figure V-16, the tested concrete compositions are ranked according to their 

shielding effectiveness, based on the simulated neutron H*(10) at 2 m depth in the 

concrete shell (in the polar-angle interval of 0°-10°). The elemental compositions of 

these concretes, in atoms per unit volume, are also graphically represented in figure 

V-17. Amongst these compositions, the most effective neutron shielding is obtained 

with ‘NIST ordinary’, the least effective with ‘Hanford dry’. ‘NIST ordinary’ has an 

average density of 2.30 g/cm³, but is the composition with the largest hydrogen 

content (2% in mass). ‘Hanford dry’ combines a small density (2.18 g/cm³) and a 

small hydrogen content (0.4% in mass), but does neither have the smallest density 

nor the smallest hydrogen content.  

Our results show that the effectiveness of the neutron shielding depends on a 

complex interplay of the different elements and the mass density. No absolute rule 

can be established with respect to the content of one element alone, although the 

hydrogen content does seem to constitute a particularly sensitive parameter. Figure 

V-18 shows, amongst others, the hydrogen content as a function of H*(10) at 2 m 

depth in the 0°-10° polar angle interval (red curve). Hydrogen has one of the largest 

total cross-sections on average for thermal and intermediate neutrons. For 

evaporation neutrons up to ~1 MeV, its total cross-section is also relatively large. 

Moreover, hydrogen is the lightest element and thus allows for the largest energy 

transfers during elastic scattering. For these reasons, hydrogen has an excellent 

moderating power for neutrons up to ~1 MeV. It has in fact already been widely 

acknowledged that the hydrogen content of a concrete has a high impact on the 

attenuation of neutrons of less than ~20 MeV. Much fewer studies have however been 

published about the influence of the concrete composition on the attenuation of 

neutrons with wider energy distributions, ranging from thermal energies up to 

230 MeV. The results of this study are however compatible with those of Brandl et al., 

who published a similar study restricted to concrete thicknesses of 50 cm [258]. 

In figure V-18, other elements have been grouped according to their similar 

atomic masses and total neutron cross-sections. For energies up to ~1 MeV, carbon 

and oxygen have smaller total neutron cross-sections on average than hydrogen, but 

they are light elements. That makes them in principle better neutron moderators than 

elements such as e.g. silicon and calcium, which are not only heavier but also have 

smaller cross-sections below ~1 MeV. Heavy elements such as iron are, despite their 

relatively large total cross-sections, inefficient moderators below ~10 MeV since the 

energy transfers in elastic scattering tend to be small. Their neutron capture cross-

section at thermal energies is however quite large, which means they are relatively 

good absorbers of thermalized neutrons. They also have the largest total cross-

sections above 10 MeV, but the non-elastic neutron reactions lead to the generation of 

additional neutrons in the evaporation stage. On the whole, these heavy elements, 
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which are often present in small quantities, do not seem to have a determining impact 

on the shielding effectiveness. However, for the two serpentine concretes, which have 

very similar compositions, a larger iron content  at the expense of magnesium and 

silicon appears to have a positive impact on the shielding effectiveness: see 

‘Hematite-serpentine Bashter’ (30% iron in mass) and ‘Serpentine Shultis’ (3% iron 

in mass) in figure V-17.     

Figure V-16 – Neutron H*(10) at 2 m depth in the 0°-10° polar-angle interval, as a function of 
the selected concrete composition.  

 

Figure V-17 – Overview of the elemental compositions in atoms per unit volume for the concrete 
types cited in the previous figure.  
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Figure V-18 – Relationship between the number of atoms per unit volume, for three groups of 

elements having similar total neutron cross-sections, and the neutron H*(10) obtained with the 
corresponding concrete composition at 2 m depth in the 0° - 10° polar-angle interval. The lines 

connecting the dots are only a guide for the eye.   
 

In our selection of ordinary concrete compositions, the concretes with larger 

mass densities tend to provide the best neutron shields, but the relationship between 

the density and H*(10) at 2 m depth is far from monotonic, due to compensating 

effects related mostly to the hydrogen content (see figure V-19).    

 

 
Figure V-19 – Mass density and hydrogen content (in atoms per unit volume) of the concrete, as 
a function of the neutron H*(10) obtained with the corresponding concrete composition at 2 m 
depth in the 0° - 10° polar-angle interval. The lines connecting the dots are only a guide for the 

eye.   
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The neutron H*(10) attenuation profiles through the concrete, in different 

polar-angle intervals, are shown in the figures V-20 and V-21 for the concrete 

compositions ‘NIST ordinary’ and ‘Hanford dry’, as well as for the composition of 

reference, ‘NIST Portland’. The ratios of the H*(10) profile obtained with ‘NIST 

Portland’ concrete to those obtained with ‘NIST ordinary’ or ‘Hanford dry’ are also 

shown in these figures. 

At forward angles, the discrepancies between the H*(10) values obtained with 

different concrete compositions increase monotonically as a function of depth in the 

concrete. At 130°-140°, however, this increase remains monotonic only up to a depth 

of ~60 cm (see figure V-21). In the first ~60 cm of concrete, the H*(10) discrepancies 

increase faster for larger polar angles. Softer source spectra seem thus to be more 

sensitive to the studied variations of composition than harder source spectra. This is 

not surprising because the most obvious differences between the three considered 

concrete compositions concern the number of hydrogen atoms per unit volume (see 

figure V-17), and hydrogen is the most efficient moderator of neutrons below 

~1 MeV. 

The non-zero differences between H*(10) values at 0 m depth obtained with 

different concrete compositions (see figures V-20 and V-21, right side) are probably 

due to the “cross-talk effect” from the inner surface of the spherical concrete shell. 

This effect, studied by Agosteo et al. in [90], refers to neutrons that were 

backscattered at the entrance of shield and then re-entered it in a different angular 

bin. By this mechanism, the concrete composition has an influence on the neutron 

spectrum even at 0 m depth. This effect mostly concerns low-energy neutrons, which 

are very sensitive to an increase in the hydrogen content of the concrete. 

In the figures V-20 and V-21 (right side), one can also notice a drop in the 

H*(10) discrepancies behind the outer surface of the spherical shell, at 3 m depth. 

This drop is caused by the fact that fewer neutrons are being backscattered by the air 

and fewer evaporation neutrons are also being produced than inside the concrete 

shield. The emission of evaporation neutrons is indeed an isotropic process, which 

means that some of the neutrons produced in the concrete are emitted towards the 

inner surface of the shield. Due to this contribution of neutrons travelling in opposite 

direction with respect to the main neutron current, the H*(10) calculated at a depth 

d < 3 m inside the concrete shell is a bit larger than if the value had been calculated 

just behind the outer surface of a concrete shell of thickness d. Compared to the 

“equilibrium spectrum” inside the shield, the fluence fraction of neutrons below 

10 MeV is smaller in the spectrum just outside the shield. The influence of the 

hydrogen content is therefore smaller as well.  
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Figure V-20 – For the polar-angle intervals of 0°-10° and 40°-50° : (Left) Comparison of the 
neutron H*(10) attenuation profiles obtained with the concrete compositions ‘Hanford Dry’, 
‘NIST Portland’ and ‘NIST Ordinary’. (Right) Ratio of the neutron H*(10) attenuation profile 
obtained with ‘NIST Portland’ concrete to the one obtained with ‘NIST Ordinary’ or ‘Hanford 

Dry’ concrete. 
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Figure V-21 – For the polar-angle intervals of 80°-90° and 130°-140° : (Left) Comparison of the 
neutron H*(10) attenuation profiles obtained with the concrete compositions ‘Hanford Dry’, 
‘NIST Portland’ and ‘NIST Ordinary’. (Right) Ratio of the neutron H*(10) attenuation profile 
obtained with ‘NIST Portland’ concrete to the one obtained with ‘NIST Ordinary’ or ‘Hanford 

Dry’ concrete. 
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The most correct way to estimate the influence of the concrete composition on 

H*(10) behind the shield would be to repeat this study for concrete shells of different 

thicknesses (e.g. 2.00 m, 2.20 m, 2.40 m etc.). By lack of time, we will assume in the 

present study that the percentage drop in the H*(10) discrepancies observed at the 

outer surface of the shield would be approximately the same when considering other 

concrete thicknesses between 2 m and 3 m. This percentage drop is of ~15 % for the 

comparison ‘Hanford dry’/‘NIST ordinary’, and ~10% for ‘NIST Portland’/‘NIST 

ordinary’.  

The reference composition ‘NIST Portland’ leads to H*(10) values behind a 2 – 

3 m thick shield which, at polar angles of 0°-10°, are larger by a factor of 1.3 – 1.4 with 

respect to the most effective neutron shield based on ‘NIST ordinary’ concrete. These 

differences increase as a function of the polar angle, up to a factor of 1.6 at 130°-140° 

(see table V-4: H*(10)NIST Portland / H*(10)NIST ordinary).  

When comparing the least effective neutron shield (‘Hanford dry’) to the most 

effective neutron shield (‘NIST ordinary), the differences between H*(10) behind the 

shield reach a factor of 2.3 – 2.7 at polar angles of 0°-10°, and 3.8 at 130°-140° (see 

table V-5: H*(10)Hanford dry / H*(10)NIST ordinary).    

 

 

Table V-4 – Ratios of the H*(10) values obtained behind a shield of 2 m or 3 m in thickness when 

comparing the reference concrete (‘NIST Portland’ concrete) to the most effective neutron shield 

(‘NIST ordinary’ concrete), as a function of the polar angle.    

shielding 
thickness [m] 

0°-10° 40°-50° 80°-90° 130°-140° 

2.00 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 

3.00 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.6 

 

Table V-5 – Ratios of the H*(10) values obtained behind a shield of 2 m or 3 m in thickness when 

comparing the least effective neutron shield (‘Hanford dry’ concrete) to the most effective 

neutron shield (‘NIST ordinary’ concrete), as a function of the polar angle.    

shielding 
thickness [m] 

0°-10° 40°-50° 80°-90° 130°-140° 

2.00 2.3 2.6 3.4 3.8 

3.00 2.7 3.2 4.0 3.8 
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V-4 Conclusion 

Sensitivity studies with respect to the selected high-energy physics models and 

the definition of the concrete composition were conducted for MCNPX shielding 

simulations of proton therapy rooms. For the shield, a simplified spherical geometry 

was adopted with an inner radius of 5 m and a concrete thickness of 3 m, in which the 

neutron H*(10) was calculated at different depths in 10° polar-angle intervals. A thick 

water phantom at the centre of the spherical room was irradiated by a proton pencil 

beam of 230 MeV. 

V-4.1 Sensitivity to the physics models 

The high-energy physics models used for the interactions of protons and 

neutrons above 150 MeV were systematically varied. The study showed that the 

simulation results do not depend on the selected evaporation model (Dresner or 

ABLA). However, when changing the intranuclear cascade model, significant 

differences were observed in the neutron H*(10) values at 2 – 3 m depth in the 

concrete.  

The Bertini model was, as expected, the most conservative model at forward 

angles. For angles larger than ~40°, the INCL4 model was however the most 

conservative. The least conservative model at all polar angles was the CEM03 model.  

Behind a concrete shield of 2 – 3 m in thickness, the H*(10) values of the 

Bertini model are larger than those of the CEM03 model by a factor of 1.5 – 1.8, 

depending on the angular bin. With the INCL4 model, the discrepancies with respect 

to the CEM03 model are of a factor of 1.2 – 1.3 at forward angles, but increase up to a 

factor of ~3 near 90° and (at least) a factor of ~5 near 135°. These discrepancies 

approximately reflect those observed at 0 m depth for the fluence of neutrons above 

~100 MeV.  

The neutron H*(10) values behind the shield are thus quite sensitive to the 

high-energy end of the double differential neutron production cross-sections of 

protons of 150 – 230 MeV in water. At forward angles, the impact of the choice of the 

intranuclear cascade model is however lower than a factor of 2. Therefore, it seems 

very unlikely that the uncertainties on these cross-sections could entirely explain the 

overestimate of the simulation results with respect to the WENDI-2 measurements in 

Chapter IV (for positions located behind the shielding). They may nevertheless 

contribute to these overestimates in a non-negligible way.  

Obtaining accurate and precise measurements of the double differential 

neutron production cross-section for protons of 150 – 230 MeV on oxygen (or double 

differential neutron yield measurements for thick water targets) would be valuable 

for a benchmark of the intranuclear cascade models available in MCNPX. Similar 
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measurements for proton energies of 20 – 150 MeV would also be useful to 

investigate possible overestimates in the ENDF-B/VII evaluated data. For the non-

elastic interactions of protons of 50 – 250 MeV with oxygen, these evaluated cross-

sections are indeed based on very few experimental data [118]. 

V-4.2 Sensitivity to the concrete composition 

The sensitivity to the selected concrete composition was studied by 

performing the same simulation for twenty-nine ordinary concrete compositions 

found in literature, of which the hydrogen mass percentage varied between 0.2% and 

2.0% and the density between 2.10 g/cm³ and 2.58 g/cm³. 

The effectiveness of the neutron shielding depends on a complex interplay of 

the different elements and the mass density. The hydrogen content is however one of 

the most sensitive parameters, thanks to its excellent moderating power for neutrons 

below ~1 MeV. 

The largest differences in H*(10) behind a shield of 2 – 3 m in thickness were 

obtained between the compositions ‘Hanford dry’ (0.4% of hydrogen; 2.18 g/cm³) 

and ‘NIST ordinary’ (2.0% of hydrogen; 2.30 g/cm³). They range from a factor of 2.3 – 

2.7 at polar angles of 0°-10° to a factor of 3.8 at 130°-140°. 

 With the composition of reference ‘NIST Portland’ (1.0% of hydrogen; 

2.30 g/cm³), used in the simulations of Chapter III, the neutron H*(10) values behind 

a 2 – 3m thick shield at 0°-10° are larger by a factor of 1.3 – 1.4 compared to those 

obtained with the most effective shielding ,‘NIST ordinary’. These differences increase 

up to a factor of 1.6 at 130°-140°. Based on these results, it seems that the 

uncertainties related to the concrete composition could be significant for the neutron 

doses behind the shielding in the simulations of Chapter III. They can however not be 

the single cause of the corresponding simulation-to-measurement ratios obtained in 

Chapter IV. 
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 CHAPTER VI

Additional measurements with a BSS, a 

TEPC and an LB 6411 in the proton therapy 

facility of Essen 

VI-1 Introduction 

In Chapter IV, WENDI-2 measurements performed in several positions inside 

and around the fixed-beam treatment room at Essen were presented. In some of these 

positions, additional neutron measurements were also acquired by two other 

research groups: 

 a group from CERN, under the supervision of Marco Silari, carried out neutron 

spectrometry measurements [259–261] with an extended-range BSS [159]. 

Measuring the neutron spectrum is the best way to obtain reference H*(10) 

values for the in-field calibration of rem meters used around proton 

accelerators. 

 A group from SCK-CEN, coordinated by Filip Vanhavere, performed ambient 

dosimetry measurements with a conventional rem meter LB 6411, 

microdosimetry measurements with a TEPC, as well as personal dosimetry 

measurements using different technologies. An overview of these results can be 

found in [262]. 

This chapter is largely based on a common paper which is currently under 

review for publication in Radiation Measurements, and of which I am the first author 

[263]. 

VI-2 Methodology 

VI-2.1 MCNPX simulations 

In Chapter V, we have shown that the intranuclear cascade model used to 

simulate the nuclear interactions of the high-energy protons and neutrons can have a 

significant impact on the neutron doses calculated behind the concrete walls of a 

proton therapy room. The simulation of the fixed-beam treatment room presented in 

Chapter III was based on the Bertini model, which is the most conservative 

intranuclear cascade model available in MCNPX for the emission of neutrons at 

forward angles with respect to the proton beam. The same simulation was run again 

using the CEM03 model instead of the Bertini & Dresner models, in order to also 
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compare the neutron measurements to the least conservative simulated neutron 

doses. These simulation results were processed in the same way as described in 

Chapter III. 

VI-2.2 Overview of the measurement positions 

Table VI-1 provides an overview of the measurement positions inside and 

around the fixed-beam treatment room for the different types of detectors. 

 

Table VI-1 – Overview of the measurement positions for the 

WENDI-2 (see Chapter IV), the LB 6411, the BSS and the 

TEPC. The measurement positions are indicated by a ‘Y’ in 

the table 

 

 

 

VI-2.3 BSS measurements 

The CERN BSS [159,264] is composed of seven spheres: five polyethylene 

spheres with outer diameters of 81, 108, 133, 178, 233 mm and two additional 

spheres, nicknamed Stanlio and Ollio, containing a lead shell in order to extend the 

response up to several hundred MeV. The thermal neutron detector placed at the 

centre of each sphere is a 2 atm (202.65 kPa) spherical 3He proportional counter. 

Our collaborators from CERN performed Monte Carlo simulations with the 

2011.2b version of the FLUKA code [105,107] in order to recalculate, by following the 

same methodology, the BSS response matrix calculated several years ago with the 

1998 version of FLUKA [159]. The new simulations confirmed the old response 

matrix, improving its energy resolution (thanks to the new 260 group structure of the 

neutron cross-sections below 20 MeV) and reducing significantly the statistical 

uncertainties on the response of the two largest spheres, labelled as 233 mm and Ollio 

(from maximum 10-20% [159] to < 5% in this work) [261]. The new response matrix 
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is shown in figure VI-1. The experimental validation of the BSS response functions 

between 144 keV and 19 MeV was performed at PTB in March 2002 [159].  

 
 Figure VI-1 – BSS response functions, obtained via FLUKA simulations.  

Figure provided by our collaborators from CERN [261]. 

The neutron spectrum is derived by unfolding the measured number of counts, 

normalised to the number of protons impinging on the phantom, with the BSS 

response matrix [158]. The group from CERN used two numerical unfolding codes: 

MAXimum Entropy Deconvolution (MAXED) [265] and GRAVEL [266]. The first code 

was designed especially for the unfolding of multi-sphere neutron spectrometer data, 

whereas the second has more general applications. 

These two codes need an a priori estimation of the true spectrum, called guess 

spectrum. MAXED and GRAVEL calculate estimated counts for each sphere by folding 

the response matrix with the guess spectrum. By means of their own specific 

algorithm, they iteratively alter this guess spectrum in order to reach the best 

agreement between the measured and the estimated counts.  

In this case, the guess spectra used for unfolding the BSS data were the 

neutron spectra simulated with MCNPX using the Bertini & Dresner models (see 

Chapter III). For position 1b, where the shape of the simulated spectrum depends 

more strongly on the selected physics models, the unfolding was also performed 

using the CEM03 spectrum as a guess.  

The measured neutron spectra were folded with the ICRP fluence-to-H*(10) 

conversion coefficients [87] to obtain the neutron H*(10), for the comparison with 

the response of the other detectors. 

The uncertainty bars associated to the spectra unfolded with MAXED were 

calculated using the IQU code (UMG package) [267][268]. The sensitivity analysis and 

uncertainty propagation calculation was based on the statistical counting 

uncertainties (1%), the uncertainty on the number of delivered protons (4.2%) and 

the uncertainty on the response matrix (5%). The IQU code cannot be used for the 

unfolding analysis with GRAVEL [268]. However, because of the similarities between 
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the unfolding algorithms, the same uncertainties were assumed here for the MAXED 

and GRAVEL spectra.   

Since the BSS response matrix has not yet been validated in quasi-

monoenergetic neutron beams of high energy, the uncertainties associated to the 

neutron fluxes above 20 MeV were assumed to be larger than those calculated using 

the IQU code, which does not deal in detail with the uncertainties associated to the 

response functions of the spheres. According to two studies about the influence of the 

BSS response functions on the unfolded spectra [269,270], the neutron flux above 

20 MeV measured by a BSS outside the shielding of high-energy particle accelerators 

could show variations up to 20%, depending on the Monte Carlo code and the 

selected in-built physics models used for the calculation of the response functions. 

This could result in variations up to 10% in the associated H*(10) rate [269,270]. 

Taking also this aspect into account, the global uncertainties associated to the 

neutron H*(10) measured with the BSS were evaluated at 12%.  

VI-2.4 LB 6411 measurements 

The LB 6411 probe (Berthold Technologies) is a conventional rem meter. It 

consists of a polyethylene moderator sphere (25 cm in diameter) with internal Cd-

absorbers and perforations, which surrounds a cylindrical 3He proportional counter 

[271]. The 252Cf calibration factor of 0.353 nSv/count is used to convert the counts 

into H*(10) values. This monitor is designed to measure neutrons from thermal 

energies up to 20 MeV. It is known to have a strongly decreasing sensitivity to 

neutrons above 20 MeV. The relative dose response function (relative to H*(10)) of 

the LB 6411 as calculated by Burgkhardt et al. up to 20 MeV [271] is shown in figure 

VI-2. 

 
Figure VI-2 – Relative dose response functions of the LB 6411 and the TEPC [84], compared to 

that of the WENDI-2 (simulated with MCNPX using the Bertini & Dresner models [190]). 

The LB 6411 was operated by our collaborators from the SCK-CEN. The global 

uncertainties associated with these measurements (4.2-4.5%) include the standard 
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uncertainty for Poisson counting (0.1-1.5%) and the uncertainty on the number of 

delivered protons (4.2%). 

VI-2.5 TEPC measurements 

The TEPC Model LET-SW5 (Far West Technology) is spherical, with an internal 

diameter of 12.55 cm and a 2 mm thick shell of A-150 tissue-equivalent plastic. The 

TEPC was filled with propane tissue-equivalent gas at a pressure of 8.8 mbar to 

simulate a tissue site size of 2 µm [161]. Figure VI-2 shows the relative dose response 

function (relative to H*(10)) of this type of detector, as calculated up to 20 MeV by D.J. 

Thomas [84].  

Our collaborators from the SCK-CEN operated the TEPC and analysed its 

results. They constructed microdosimetric dose distributions, as a function of equal 

logarithmic intervals of the lineal energy y (keV/µm), by applying the principles 

explained in [161]. Their calibration of the microdosimetric spectra was based on the 

proton edge, which is a distinctive feature in the spectra defined as the maximum 

lineal energy imparted over the full chord length. For a 2 µm simulated site size, this 

quantity equals 136 keV/µm [161]. In the proton edge region, the microdosimetric 

spectra were fitted with a Fermi-like function and the value of 136 keV/µm was 

assigned to the intercept of the tangent at the inflexion point of this function [272]. 

The measured lineal energy range spanned from 2 keV/µm to 230 keV/µm.    

The absorbed dose distribution was obtained with the following formula 

[273]: 

𝐷𝑖  (𝐺𝑦) =
𝑦𝑖𝑑(𝑦𝑖) [𝑘𝑒𝑉 µ𝑚⁄ ]  ×   𝑙 [µ𝑚]

𝜌 [𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄ ]  ×  𝑉 [𝑚3]
 × 1.602 × 10−16 [

𝐽

𝑘𝑒𝑉
] 

where the mean chord length l = 1.333 µm (i.e. 4/3 of the 1 µm radius of the 

simulated spherical tissue site), the gas density ρ = 0.0157 kg/m3 and the gas volume 

V  = 0.001073 m3.  

The dose equivalent H was calculated as the integral of the product of the 

absorbed dose distribution with the quality factor function Q [274].   

The uncertainties on H include the standard deviation of three consecutive 

measurements (normalized per MU) acquired in the same position (1.4%-2.4%) and 

the uncertainty on the number of protons delivered per MU (4.2%). 
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VI-3 Results 

VI-3.1 Simulations with a proton source 

For the simulations based either on the Bertini & Dresner models or on the 

CEM03 model, the results of the average WENDI-2 response and the neutron H*(10) 

are listed in table VI-2. For the simulation based on the Bertini & Dresner models, the 

data is simply recapitulated from Chapter III (table III-17).  

The figures VI-3 to VI-7 show the corresponding simulated neutron spectra, 

obtained with the Bertini & Dresner models and the CEM03 model, in the positions 

1a, 1b, 2a and 1g. These figures also show the BSS unfolding results, which will be 

discussed in section VI-3.2.  

The Bertini & Dresner neutron spectra are larger than the CEM03 spectra on 

the whole energy range. For positions inside the treatment room, the differences are 

more pronounced in the high-energy peak (10 MeV – 230 MeV) than at lower 

energies: 

 For energy bins above 10 MeV: the differences are of a factor of 1.2 – 2.0 in 

position 1b, and 1.2 – 2.6 in position 1a; 

 For energy bins below 10 MeV: the differences are of a factor of ~1.3 in 

position 1b, and ~1.2 in position 1a.  

Due to the propagation mechanisms of the intranuclear cascade through the 

concrete shield, a lot of neutrons are produced at all depths and the initial surplus of 

high-energy neutrons in the Bertini & Dresner spectrum in front of the shielding 

eventually results in an overestimation factor that affects the whole energy range 

relatively uniformly, behind the shield. This effect has already been discussed in 

Chapter V. In position 2a, for example, both simulated spectra have very similar 

shapes, the Bertini & Dresner spectrum being larger than the CEM03 spectrum by a 

factor of ~1.6-1.7 at all energies (see figure VI-6). Position 1g is also partially affected 

by this effect (see figure VI-7) because the neutron flux at the end of the maze 

originates both from scattering inside the access maze and direct transmission 

through the walls of the technical room.  

The discrepancies in the H*(10) values obtained with the Bertini & Dresner 

models vs. the CEM03 model are of a factor of: 

 1.35 in position 1b and 1.21 in position 1a;  

 1.66 in position 2a and 1.60 in position 1g.  

The discrepancies are relatively consistent with those of the related systematic study 

for a spherical geometry, presented in section V-3.1.  
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Table VI-2 – Simulation results for the average WENDI-2 response and the neutron H*(10), 

obtained either with the Bertini & Dresner models or with the CEM03 model, with the proton 

source in front of the water phantom. The data is expressed in μSv/(nA.h). The standard 

uncertainties associated to the neutron H*(10) values are statistical uncertainties. For the 

WENDI-2 response, the uncertainties on the WENDI-2 response function were combined with 

the statistical uncertainties, like in Chapter III.    

Posi-
tion 

Average simulated WENDI-2 response Simulated neutron H*(10) 

Spectra: Bertini Spectra: CEM03 Spectra: Bertini Spectra: CEM03 

1b (2.3 ± 0.2) x 103 (1.6 ± 0.1) x 103 (2.054 ± 0.001) x 103 (1.526 ± 0.009) x 103 
1a (5.3 ± 0.2) x 102 (4.44 ± 0.05) x 102 (5.782 ± 0.006) x 102 (4.773 ± 0.005) x 102 
1c (3.6 ± 0.2) x 102 (2.8 ± 0.1) x 102 (3.889 ± 0.005) x 102 (3.088 ± 0.004) x 102 

1d (3.4 ± 0.1) x 101 (2.79 ± 0.07) x 101 (3.51 ± 0.01) x 101 (2.83 ± 0.01) x 101 

1e (1.06 ± 0.05) x 101 (8.3 ± 0.3) x 100 (1.078 ± 0.005) x 101 (8.33 ± 0.04) x 100 

1f (3.9 ± 0.2) x 100 (2.6 ± 0.1) x 100 (3.74 ± 0.02) x 100 (2.54 ± 0.02) x 100 

1g (3.1 ± 0.2) x 100 (1.9 ± 0.1) x 100 (2.89 ± 0.02) x 100 (1.81 ± 0.02) x 100 

2a (6.4 ± 0.5) x 100 (3.9 ± 0.3) x 100 (6.28 ± 0.03) x 100 (3.78 ± 0.02) x 100 

2c (1.6 ± 0.1) x 101 (9.7 ± 0.8) x 100 (1.52 ± 0.04) x 101 (9.13 ± 0.03) x 100 

2b (1.16 ± 0.09) x 101 (6.3 ± 0.5) x 100 (1.10 ± 0.03) x 101 (6.03 ± 0.03) x 100 

2d (9.7 ± 0.6) x 10-2 (5.7 ± 0.3) x 10-2 (9.9 ± 0.1) x 10-2 (5.75 ± 0.05) x 10-2 

 

 
Figure VI-3 – Neutron spectrum in position 1a, as obtained by the MCNPX simulations, using the 
Bertini & Dresner and the CEM03 models, respectively, and as obtained by unfolding of the BSS 
data using MAXED with the MCNPX Bertini & Dresner spectrum as a guess.The uncertainties on 

the experimental spectrum correspond, below 20 MeV, to those calculated with the IQU code 
and, above 20 MeV, to 20% of the bin values.The statistical uncertainties on the simulated 

spectra are ≤ 1% for bins up to 70 MeV and ≤ 10% for bins above 70 MeV.  
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Figure VI-4 –Neutron spectrum in position 1b, as obtained by the MCNPX simulations, using the 

Bertini & Dresner and the CEM03 models, respectively, compared to the unfolded BSS spectra 
obtained using MAXED with as a guess (a) the MCNPX Bertini & Dresner spectrum, and (b) the 
MCNPX CEM03 spectrum. In grey dotted lines: the envelope of the uncertainties associated to 

the two BSS spectra unfolded with MAXED. Uncertainties on the simulated spectra are ≤ 1% for 
all bins.    

 

 

 
Figure VI-5 – Zoom on the high-energy peak of the spectra shown in the previous figure. 
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Figure VI-6 – Neutron spectrum in position 2a, as obtained by the MCNPX simulations, using the 
Bertini & Dresner and the CEM03 models, respectively, and as obtained by unfolding of the BSS 

data using MAXED with the MCNPX Bertini & Dresner spectrum as a guess. The uncertainties on 
the experimental spectrum correspond, below 20 MeV, to those calculated with the IQU code 
and, above 20 MeV, to 20% of the bin values. The statistical uncertainties on the simulated 

spectra are ≤ 3% for all bins. 

 

 
Figure VI-7 – Neutron spectrum in position 1g, as obtained by the MCNPX simulations, using the 
Bertini & Dresner and the CEM03 models, respectively, and as obtained by unfolding of the BSS 

data using MAXED with the MCNPX Bertini & Dresner spectrum as a guess. The uncertainties on 
the experimental spectrum correspond, below 20 MeV, to those calculated with the IQU code 
and, above 20 MeV, to 20% of the bin values. The statistical uncertainties on the simulated 

spectra are ≤ 3% for all bins. 
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VI-3.2 BSS spectra vs. simulated spectra 

The unfolding results of the BSS data are compared to the simulated spectra in 

the figures V-3 to V-7. The uncertainties associated to the spectra unfolded with 

MAXED are those calculated with the IQU code [268], except for energies above 

20 MeV where 20% relative uncertainties were considered. For all positions, the 

spectra unfolded with GRAVEL matched with the MAXED results within 1σ 

uncertainties. For the sake of readability, only the MAXED spectra are shown. 

VI-3.2.1 Inside the treatment room 

In Position 1a (figure VI-3), situated at roughly 90° from the proton beam axis,  

the guess spectrum – simulated with the Bertini & Dresner models – matches the 

unfolded spectra very well for neutrons with energies larger than ~5 MeV. In the 

intermediate energy range and in the evaporation peak up to ~5 MeV, the guess 

spectrum is smaller than the unfolded spectra by ~20%. The agreement is better than 

for the spectrum simulated with the CEM03 model, which underestimates the 

unfolded spectra by ~30% in the intermediate, evaporation and high-energy regions.  

For Position 1b, located in the direction of forward neutron emission, the 

simulated and measured spectra are compared in figure VI-4 and a zoom on the high-

energy peak is shown in figure VI-5. For the sake of readability, the uncertainty bars 

of the two spectra unfolded with MAXED (using different guess spectra) are replaced 

in the plots by two dotted curves that delimit their envelope. The comparison of the 

unfolding results obtained with the two different guess spectra brings out the fact 

that, as predicted by [275], the energy resolution of the BSS at high energies is not 

sufficient to determine the exact shape of the high-energy peak without ambiguity. 

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the spectrum simulated with the Bertini & 

Dresner models agrees very well with the unfolded spectra at all energies except in 

the high-energy peak, where an overestimate appears above 150 MeV. The spectrum 

simulated with the CEM03 model, however, only matches with the unfolding results 

in the high-energy peak and underestimates them at all other energies. 

VI-3.2.2 Outside the treatment room 

In Position 2a, located at roughly 40° from the proton beam axis, the unfolded 

spectra (figure VI-6) are lower than the simulated spectra by a factor that remains 

relatively constant on the entire energy range: a factor of ~2.3 with respect to the 

Bertini & Dresner spectrum and ~1.4 with respect to the CEM03 spectrum. In this 

aspect, the results are similar to those of Satoh et al. [242], obtained with the 

simulation code PHITS and the DARWIN spectrometer at the Fukui Proton Therapy 

Centre. 
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At the end of the access maze, in position 1g, the neutron spectrum (see figure 

VI-7) is mainly characterised by a large thermal peak as well as a relatively small 

high-energy peak. The simulated spectra are larger than the average BSS results on 

the whole energy range, but the overestimation factor is actually larger on the high-

energy peak (contribution from neutrons directly transmitted through the technical 

room) than on the thermal peak (main contribution from neutrons scattering inside 

the access maze). 

VI-3.3 WENDI-2 measurements vs. simulation results 

Figure VI-8 shows the ratios of the simulation results to the WENDI-2 

measurements. These measurements as well as the simulation results obtained with 

the Bertini & Dresner models have already been presented in Chapter IV. They are 

compared here to additional simulation results based on the CEM03 model.  

VI-3.3.1 Inside the treatment room 

Inside the treatment room (1a, 1b) and the first part of the maze (1c, 1d, 1e), 

the simulated WENDI-2 responses based on the Bertini & Dresner spectra agree with 

the WENDI-2 measurements within one to two standard uncertainties. The 

agreement is better than for the simulation results based on the CEM03 model, which 

underestimate the measurements by a factor of 1.2 – 1.3. This is globally consistent 

with our observations on the BSS spectra (see section VI-3.2.1). 

In position 1b, characterised by a large high-energy peak with a maximum 

above 100 MeV, the average simulated WENDI-2 response based on the Bertini & 

Dresner spectrum slightly overestimates the WENDI-2 measurement. This might 

reflect the slight overestimate on the high-energy peak observed with respect to the 

BSS results above 100 MeV (see figures VI-4 and VI-5).  

VI-3.3.2 Outside the treatment room 

 In the adjacent rooms (2a, 2b, 2c, 2d) and at the end of the maze (1g), both the 

simulations results obtained with the Bertini & Dresner models and the CEM03 model 

overestimate the WENDI-2 measurements. The overestimate ranges up to a factor of 

~3 with the Bertini & Dresner models, and up to a factor of ~1.7 with the CEM03 

model.  

In both cases, the overestimates are larger for positions located at forward 

angles (2b, 2c, 2a) than for position 2d at ~90° with respect to the proton beam.   
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Figure VI-8 – The following quantities are given in ratio to the WENDI-2 measurements:  (a) the 

average simulated WENDI-2 response based on the Bertini & Dresner spectra, (b) the neutron 
H*(10) rates based on the Bertini & Dresner spectra, (c) the average simulated WENDI-2 

response based on the CEM03 spectra, (d) the neutron H*(10) rates based on the CEM03 spectra. 

VI-3.4 Global intercomparison of the measurements 

The neutron H*(10) rates obtained by unfolding the BSS data with MAXED and 

GRAVEL are in good agreement with each other in all positions (see table VI-3). In the 

case of position 1b, a good agreement also exists between the H*(10) rates calculated 

using the unfolded spectra using the Bertini and the CEM03 guess spectra.  

The WENDI-2 measurements agree within ~10% with the H*(10) rates of the 

BSS data in the four types of neutron fields (positions 1a, 1b, 1g, 2a; see table VI-4). It 

corresponds to an agreement within one standard uncertainty. There thus seems to 

be little need to introduce position-specific calibration correction factors, based on 

the local neutron spectrum, to improve the accuracy of the H*(10) measurements 

performed with the WENDI-2. 

Compared to the WENDI-2, the conventional rem meter LB 6411 measures 

values lower by 40% in position 1b and by 27%-28% in positions 2a, 2b and 2c, 

located at forward polar angles behind the shielding (see table VI-4). The low 

response to high energy neutrons of the LB 6411 thus causes an underestimate of the 

measured H*(10) rates in these positions in which the proportion of neutrons with 

more than 20 MeV lies between ~15% and ~30%, according to the MCNPX 

simulations. These results are comparable to the discrepancies observed in 

measurements at GSI [149], at the CERF facility [276] and at the CERN Proton 

Synchrotron [277]. In position 1a, however, a better agreement was found between 

the LB 6411 measurement and the WENDI-2 and BSS data. According to the MCNPX 

simulations, neutrons with more than 20 MeV constitute only ~5% of the total 
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neutron flux in this position. It seems that the LB 6411 can be used for area 

monitoring of neutrons inside proton therapy facilities, but accurate neutron H*(10) 

measurements behind the shielding and in “forward” positions inside the treatment 

room would actually require the calculation of a position-specific calibration 

correction factor. To determine such a correction factor, the shape of the local 

neutron spectrum needs to be well characterised and the response function of the 

LB6411 must be known up to 230 MeV.   

The TEPC measures the dose equivalent H and was not calibrated for 

measuring H*(10) in these specific neutron fields. The results nevertheless agree with 

the other detector responses within at most two standard uncertainties in all 

positions (see table VI-4). Compared to the WENDI-2 and BSS measurements, the 

TEPC results tend to be lower by 20 – 30%.   

 

Table VI-3 – H*(10) results in μSv/(nA.h) from the BSS data unfolded with GRAVEL and MAXED 

using the Bertini & Dresner guess spectrum, and – for position 1b – the BSS data unfolded with 

GRAVEL and MAXED using the CEM03 guess spectrum.  

With thanks to our collaborators from CERN who provided these results. 

Position 
Bertini guess spectrum CEM03 guess spectrum 

GRAVEL MAXED GRAVEL MAXED 

1b 1860 ± 223 1890 ± 227 1930 ± 232 1944 ± 233 

1a 647 ± 78 648 ± 78 - - 

1g 1.46 ± 0.18 1.30 ± 0.16 - - 

2a 2.76 ± 0.33 2.78 ± 0.33 - - 

 

Table VI-4 – Measurements with the WENDI-2, the LB 6411 and the TEPC, compared to the 

average H*(10) measured with the BSS. The results are expressed in μSv/(nA.h). 

Position 
BSS H*(10) 
(Average) 

WENDI-2 LB 6411 TEPC 

1b (1.9 ± 0.2) x 103 (2.03 ± 0.09) x 103 (1.23 ± 0.05) x 103 (1.66 ± 0.07) x 103 

1a (6.5 ± 0.8) x 102 (5.8 ± 0.2) x 102 (5.5 ± 0.2) x 102 (4.5 ± 0.2) x 102 

1g (1.4 ± 0.2) x 100 (1.4 ± 0.1) x 100 - - 
2a (2.8 ± 0.3) x 100 (2.7 ± 0.1) x 100 (1.96 ± 0.09) x 100 - 
2c - (5.6 ± 0.2) x 100 (4.1 ± 0.2) x 100 - 
2b - (3.9 ± 0.2) x 100 (2.8 ± 0.1) x 100 (3.4 ± 0.5) x 100 
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VI-3.5 Simulations based on BSS spectra 

VI-3.5.1 Impact on results outside the treatment room 

As explained in Chapter V, the neutrons of more than ~100 MeV produced in 

the water phantom strongly determine the neutron H*(10) obtained outside the 

treatment room. According to the spectrum measured with the BSS in position 1b, the 

Bertini model slightly overestimates this production at small polar angles (see figure 

VI-5). This overestimate is expected to have a non-negligible impact on the simulated 

neutron H*(10) in position 2b, which is located behind the shielding on 

approximately the same line-of-sight as 1b with respect to the water phantom.  

To show this, an MCNPX simulation was run in which the proton source was 

replaced by a neutron source in position 1b, with an energy distribution 

corresponding to the measured spectrum. In this case, the BSS data unfolded with 

MAXED using the Bertini & Dresner guess spectrum was used. The source was 

actually positioned just in front of the 1b tally sphere, between the water phantom 

and this sphere. It emitted neutrons towards the technical room, with a uniform 

distribution for angles of 0° to 90° with respect to the line-of-sight of 1b. This angular 

distribution of the source allowed reproducing approximately the same neutron 

shape in position 2b as in the simulation with the proton source impinging on the 

water phantom. The default Bertini & Dresner models were used for the high-energy 

interactions of the neutrons.  

Since MCNPX automatically normalizes the simulation results per source-

emitted particle, the spectrum calculated for position 2b was expressed in 

(neutrons/cm²)/neutron. In order to compare that spectrum to those obtained with 

the simulations involving the proton source, a normalization factor thus had to be 

estimated. Therefore, the same simulation was run using the MCNPX Bertini 

spectrum of 1b as energy distribution for the neutron source. In this simulation, the 

shape of the spectra in the positions 1b and 2b was faithfully reproduced with respect 

to the corresponding proton-source simulation. For position 2b, the total fluence in 

the “neutron-source simulation” was then divided by the total fluence in the “proton-

source simulation”, to provide the required normalization factor of 3.12 x 10-13 

neutron/(nA.h). 

    The neutron spectrum simulated in 2b, using the neutron source in 1b with 

an energy distribution corresponding to the BSS spectrum, is shown in figure VI-9. 

The results are, as expected, intermediate to those obtained with the Bertini & 

Dresner models and the CEM03 model in the proton-source simulations, due to the 

intermediate fluence of neutrons above 100 MeV in 1b (see the ‘MAXED Bertini’ curve 

in figure VI-5). The ratio of the simulated H*(10) to the WENDI-2 measurements, for 

positions 1b and 2b, is also shown in figure VI-10 (green circles).  
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Figure VI-9 – Neutron spectrum in position 2b behind the shield, as obtained in three different 

MCNPX simulations: the two simulations that involve a proton source in front of the water 
phantom, based on (1) the Bertini & Dresner models and (2) the CEM03 model; and (3) the 

simulation that involves a neutron source positioned in 1b with an energy distribution 
corresponding to the BSS spectrum in that position (unfolded with MAXED using the Bertini & 

Dresner spectrum as a guess). The statistical uncertainties are ≤ 3% for all bins.   
 

 
Figure VI-10 – The ratio of the simulated neutron H*(10) to the corresponding WENDI-2 

measurement, for three different MCNPX simulations: the two simulations that involve a proton 
source in front of the water phantom, which are based on (1) the Bertini & Dresner models and 
(2) the CEM03 model (same results as in figure VI-8); and (3) results given for positions 1b and 

2b only: the simulation that involves a neutron source positioned in 1b with an energy 
distribution corresponding to the BSS spectrum in that position (unfolded with MAXED using the 

Bertini & Dresner spectrum as a guess).        
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In the proton-source simulation based on the Bertini & Dresner models, the 

neutron H*(10) in position 2b is larger by a factor of 1.4 compared to the neutron-

source simulation based on the BSS spectrum (MAXED, Bertini). This overestimate 

corresponds closely to the initial overestimate on the neutron fluence above 100 MeV 

in front of the shielding (see data for position 1b in table VI-5). As explained in 

Chapter V, this overestimate which only affects the high-energy neutrons inside the 

treatment room eventually spreads out over the entire width of the neutron spectrum 

due to the propagation mechanisms of the neutrons through the concrete shield.  

Table VI-5 – Neutron fluence above 100 MeV inside the treatment room, according to the two 

simulations that involve a proton source in front of the water phantom, and which are based on 

(1) the Bertini & Dresner models and (2) the CEM03 model. Comparison with the same quantity 

in the BSS spectrum unfolded with MAXED (using the Bertini & Dresner spectrum as a guess). 

Position 

Neutron fluence above 100 MeV 
[n/(cm².nA.h)] 

% deviation with respect 
to BSS result 

MCNPX 
Bertini 

MCNPX 
CEM03 

BSS MAXED 
(Bertini) 

MCNPX 
Bertini 

MCNPX 
CEM03 

1b 2.04 x 106 1.11 x 106 1.49 x 106 +37% -26% 
1a 3.78 x 103 1.84 x 103 3.41 x 103 +11% -46% 

 

Unfortunately, the uncertainties on the measured neutron fluence above 

100 MeV are large, because the BSS response matrix has not yet been validated at 

high energies and the unfolding is also quite sensitive to the shape of the guess 

spectrum. Taking the uncertainty envelope of figure VI-5 into account, the simulation 

based on the Bertini & Dresner models overestimates the measured neutron fluence 

above 100 MeV by a factor of 1.7 ± 0.5 in position 1b. Judging by our example, this 

causes an overestimate by the same factor on the neutron H*(10) in position 2b. At 

forward angles with respect to the proton beam direction, the conservative nature of 

the shielding simulations seems thus indeed to be partially caused by an overestimate 

on the production of high-energy neutrons by 230 MeV protons in water.   

The overestimate of the Bertini model for the production of neutrons of more 

than 100 MeV could perhaps be less pronounced at angles of ~90° than at forward 

angles (see table VI-5). If so, it could perhaps explain why the overestimate of the 

simulated neutron H*(10) is larger in 2b than in 2d, despite that the traversed 

concrete thickness is smaller for 2b.  
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VI-3.5.2 Validation of the WENDI-2 response function 

The measurements in position 1b are also useful to the study of the WENDI-2 

response function at high energies, thanks to the large fraction of high-energy 

neutrons in this spectrum: ~10-15% of the neutrons have energies above 100 MeV 

and ~15-20% are in the range of 10 MeV – 100 MeV. The five different versions of the 

WENDI-2 response function from figure III-9 (on p. 126) were therefore folded with 

the BSS spectrum and the results were compared to the WENDI-2 measurement in 1b. 

This procedure was repeated for four versions of the BSS spectrum shown in figure 

VI-4: 

 the unfolding results based on the Bertini & Dresner guess spectrum, 

 the unfolding results based on the CEM03 guess spectrum, 

 the upper boundary of the uncertainty envelope, 

 the lower boundary of the uncertainty envelope. 

The ratios of these simulated WENDI-2 responses to the WENDI-2 

measurement are shown in figure VI-11. Using the unfolding results based on the 

Bertini & Dresner guess spectrum or the CEM03 guess spectrum leads to nearly 

identical results for the simulated WENDI-2 response in 1b. In both cases, the 

response function based on the GEANT4 BIC model yields the best agreement with 

the WENDI-2 measurement. When using the upper boundary of the uncertainty 

envelope associated to these spectra, the results suggest that the actual WENDI-2 

response function is intermediate to the one based on the GEANT4 BIC model and the 

one based on the high-energy measurements of Olsher et al. These results are thus 

consistent with our conclusions of Chapter II regarding the WENDI-2 measurements 

performed in high-energy QMN beams at the TSL. This is however not the case for the 

results obtained when using the lower boundary of the uncertainty envelope, which 

might thus underestimate the true high-energy neutron fluence in 1b. 

 
Figure VI-11 – Ratio of the simulated WENDI-2 response to the WENDI-2 measurement in 
position 1b. The simulated WENDI-2 response was calculated by folding the BSS spectrum 

results for position 1b with each of the different versions of the WENDI-2 response function 
shown in figure III-9 on p. 126. Four versions of the BSS spectrum (see figure VI-4) were used, to 

take the uncertainties on the unfolding parameters into account.   
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VI-4 Conclusion 

Additional measurements with a BSS, an LB 6411 and a TEPC were performed 

inside and around the fixed-beam treatment room. The MCNPX simulation for this 

room, which had previously been run with the Bertini & Dresner models (see Chapter 

III), was also run with the least conservative model in this case, namely the CEM03 

model. 

In positions located both inside and outside the treatment room, the WENDI-2 

measurements agreed within ~10% with the neutron H*(10) measured with the BSS.  

It confirms that, in these neutron fields, the WENDI-2 allows measuring H*(10) with a 

satisfactory accuracy without applying any field-specific calibration correction factor. 

Measurements with an LB 6411, however, require such correction factor in 

positions located at forward angles with respect to the proton beam direction, to 

avoid underestimating H*(10) by ~25-40%. 

The TEPC dose equivalent measurements were globally consistent with the 

other measurements.  The values were however lower by ~20-30% compared to the 

H*(10) measured with the BSS and the WENDI-2. 

The comparison of the simulation results with the WENDI-2 and BSS 

measurements for positions inside the treatment room showed that the CEM03 

model seems to underestimate the global neutron production inside the treatment 

room by a factor of ~1.3. The Bertini & Dresner models lead to a better agreement in 

general with these measurements. However, at forward angles, the Bertini model 

(unlike the CEM03 model) overestimates the production of neutrons with energies 

above 100 MeV, which leads to a non-negligible increase of the neutron H*(10) 

simulated behind the shielding (estimated to a factor of 1.7 ± 0.5). It could perhaps 

partially explain why, for positions behind the shielding, the discrepancies between 

the simulated H*(10) and the WENDI-2 measurements are larger at forward angles 

than at ~90° with respect to the  proton beam direction.  

Finally, the BSS spectrum with the largest fraction of high-energy neutrons 

(position 1b) was also folded with five versions of the response function of the 

WENDI-2, and the results were compared to the WENDI-2 measurement in the same 

position. The GEANT4 BIC-based response function seems to provide the best 

agreement, which is relatively consistent with the conclusions of our high-energy 

QMN measurements presented in Chapter II. A firm conclusion can however not be 

drawn due to the relatively large uncertainties on the high-energy neutron fluence.  
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 CHAPTER VII

Conclusions 

 

Proton therapy uses advantageous properties of proton beams, such as their 

finite range in matter and the Bragg peak at the end of their depth-dose distribution, 

to deliver a highly conformal dose to a cancerous tumour. Compared to X-ray therapy, 

proton therapy allows a reduction of the unnecessary dose delivered to the 

surrounding healthy tissues and offers the possibility to spare critical organs located 

behind the tumour.           

Protons beams used in proton therapy typically have energies in the range of 

70 MeV – 230 MeV. At these energies, protons have a small but significant probability 

of undergoing non-elastic nuclear reactions, which result in the unwanted production 

of secondary particles such as neutrons, protons, light ions and gamma photons. The 

production of such particles occurs, for instance, inside the proton accelerator, the 

beam line, the treatment nozzle and the patient. Many of the secondary particles fall 

into the category of ionizing radiation. People exposed to this radiation are therefore 

at risk of developing, on the long-term, adverse health effects such as, for example, 

cancer. For the patient, the secondary doses can in principle be reduced by using an 

active beam delivery technique (e.g. PBS) instead of a passive scattering technique 

(like DS). To protect the staff and members of the public inside the facility, the stray 

radiation field should be attenuated by appropriate shielding walls. The shielding 

design should ensure that the effective doses outside the shielding do not exceed the 

national legal limits for occupational (or public) exposure.  

The thicknesses of the shielding walls are in the first place determined with 

respect to the secondary neutrons, which give by far the largest contribution to the 

effective dose outside the shielding. Today, the shielding design for proton therapy 

facilities often relies on neutron doses calculated through Monte Carlo simulations. 

The latter involve complex geometries and depend on many parameters. Several of 

these parameters, e.g. related to particle source characteristics, material 

compositions and interaction cross-sections (at high energies, especially), can often 

not be controlled in a precise way. It is also hardly possible to model all the details of 

the building and its equipment. As a consequence, the global uncertainties on 

simulated neutron doses outside the shielding may be rather large.  

Conservative choices are generally made for several parameters of the 

shielding design simulations. Because of these conservative choices, the simulated 

neutron doses are expected to be overestimated outside the shielding. If that is 

indeed the case, it means an implicit safety margin is being taken into account in the 

shielding design. 
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Given the complexity of the simulations and the many sources of uncertainties, 

it is actually important to experimentally verify that these simulations are indeed 

conservative. Ideally, one would also like to understand which aspects of the 

simulations really contribute to this conservativeness, and to what extent. There are, 

however, surprisingly few studies in literature which focus on the comparison 

between shielding design simulations and neutron dose measurements performed 

behind the shielding walls in the constructed proton therapy facilities.     

In this work, we have presented such comparisons for the proton therapy 

facility of Essen. Most of the measurements were performed with a WENDI-2, which 

possesses a good sensitivity over the entire width of the neutron spectra, including 

their high-energy component of 10 MeV – 230 MeV. This is particularly important 

since the literature indicated that conventional rem meters, which have a decreased 

sensitivity to neutrons above ~10 MeV, might underestimate the neutron H*(10) by 

up to a factor of ~2 inside proton therapy facilities.  

A first part of this work focussed on the study of the WENDI-2 response 

function and its comparison with the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients. The 

goal hereafter was to use this information to theoretically assess the accuracy in 

terms of H*(10) of our WENDI-2 measurements performed at Essen.  

We used MCNPX 2.7.0 to simulate the WENDI-2 response function and our 

results were found to be consistent with those of other authors obtained with 

different Monte Carlo codes (MCNPX 2.1.5, FLUKA, GEANT4 9.6) [152,183,184]. 

Relatively large differences were however noted amongst these other results, 

especially at thermal energies (factors of 2 – 3) and in the range of 20 MeV – 230 MeV 

(factors of 1.3 – 1.5).  

In the experimental validation of the WENDI-2 response function, our focus 

lied on the energy range of evaporation and high-energy neutrons, because they give 

the dominant contributions to the H*(10) outside the shielding of proton therapy 

rooms. Concerning the range of evaporation neutrons, our measurements with 252Cf 

and AmBe sources were in good agreement with the simulated responses, especially 

the one based on the FLUKA response function [183]. They were also fully consistent 

with the monoenergetic neutron beam measurements of Olsher et al. (within their 

standard uncertainties of 5%) [152]. At high energies, measurements were 

performed with quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams at the TSL, for peak energies of 

21.8 MeV, 93.1 MeV and 173.4 MeV. Only the fluence of the peak neutrons could be 

measured in this case. Due to the difficulty to obtain a precise characterisation of the 

neutron spectra, the estimated uncertainties on the total neutron fluence, and thus on 

the measured WENDI-2 responses, were as large as 20% – 30%. We compared these 

measurements to simulated responses obtained by folding available evaluations of 

the neutron spectra with the different versions of the simulated WENDI-2 response 

function. The measurements tended to be lower than the simulated responses, but 
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smaller discrepancies were obtained than with previous experimental results by 

Olsher et al. [182] (which were lower than the simulated responses by a factor of ~2 

on average). In general, our measurements agreed within at most two standard 

uncertainties with the responses based on the BIC model of GEANT4 9.6 [184]. They 

also agreed mostly within three standard uncertainties with the other simulated 

responses, except the one based on the Bertini model of GEANT4 9.6 [184].  

The Monte Carlo simulations of the neutron fields inside the proton therapy 

facility of Essen were carried out with MCNPX 2.7.0. Four rooms were modelled: the 

cyclotron room, a gantry treatment room operated in PBS, a gantry room operated in 

DS, and the fixed-beam treatment room operated in US. The same conservative 

choices were made as in the original shielding design simulations for this facility. For 

example, the intranuclear cascade model that leads to the highest calculated neutron 

doses at forward angles (the Bertini model) was selected. The concrete density 

defined in the simulation (2.30 g/cm³) was also slightly lower than the minimum 

density that the concrete provider had to ensure for this building (2.35 g/cm³).  

The neutron spectra simulated at the measurement positions were folded with 

the different versions of the WENDI-2 response function (including also the one 

based on the high-energy measurements of Olsher et al.). The obtained responses 

were compared to the simulated H*(10), obtained by folding the spectra with the 

fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficient of ICRP Publication 74. From this 

comparison, we predicted that the accuracy of the WENDI-2 measurements in terms 

of H*(10) would be better than 30-35% in all considered positions. This was however 

a theoretical prediction based on simulated spectra not yet validated by spectral 

measurements. It was obviously also limited by the uncertainties on the WENDI-2 

response function. The results were nevertheless consistent with our expectations, 

knowing the results of the CONRAD experiment relative to hadron therapy 

[149,177,178] and the prediction of Jägerhofer et al. based on measurements in high-

energy quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams [181].  

For the comparison of the MCNPX simulations to the WENDI-2 measurements, 

we computed the average of the simulated WENDI-2 responses in each position. The 

associated relative standard uncertainties were estimated to 4% – 11%. These 

included the uncertainties on the WENDI-2 response function and the statistical 

uncertainties on the simulated neutron spectra. 

When comparing the average simulated WENDI-2 responses to the WENDI-2 

measurements, the same trend was observed for the three treatment rooms and the 

cyclotron room. A relatively good agreement was obtained in positions located inside 

the room and in the access maze (or at least, in the parts of it where the maze-

scattered neutrons cause the dominant H*(10) contribution). Outside the treatment 

rooms and in the last arm of the cyclotron maze, i.e. where wall-transmitted neutrons 

essentially determine H*(10), the simulated WENDI-2 responses overestimated the 
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measurements by factors of 2 – 6. Our results thus confirmed the expected 

conservative nature of the MCNPX simulations with respect to the wall-transmitted 

neutron fluxes.  

 The overestimates tended to be larger around the gantry treatment rooms 

than the fixed-beam treatment room. This could perhaps be due to unmodelled 

objects inside the gantry rooms which significantly attenuate the high-energy neutron 

fluence. We found for instance that adding the front ring of the iron gantry into the 

simulated geometry significantly reduced the overestimate in one position outside 

the shielding (by a factor of 2 in the PBS case and 1.4 in the DS case). In the fixed-

beam treatment room, however, there were no equipment parts or cupboards 

between the water phantom and the measurement positions outside the shielding. In 

this case, the overestimates were limited to factors of 2 – 3. 

The MCNPX simulations were based on a standard composition of ordinary 

concrete referred to as ‘NIST Portland’, which has a density of 2.30 g/cm³ and a 

hydrogen content of 1.0% in mass. Unfortunately, we did not have the possibility of 

determining the true composition of the concrete in the Essen facility. Instead, we 

carried out a sensitivity study on the MCNPX simulations by testing 29 concrete 

compositions found in literature, of which the densities ranged between 2.10 g/cm³ 

and 2.58 g/cm³ and the hydrogen mass percentages between 0.2% and 2.0%. The 

study showed that errors on the concrete composition and density can lead to non-

negligible over- or underestimates of the neutron H*(10) outside the shielding. They 

can however not be the single cause of the overestimates we observed for the Essen 

facility. With ‘NIST Portland’ as a reference composition, the possible overestimates 

seemed indeed to be limited to a factor of 1.3 – 1.4 at forward angles, and 1.6 at 

lateral angles.  

A sensitivity study was also carried out with respect to the physics models 

selected for the proton and neutron interactions above 150 MeV. We observed that 

the choice of the evaporation model (Dresner or ABLA) has no significant influence on 

the simulation results. The choice of the intranuclear cascade model (Bertini, Isabel, 

CEM03 or INCL4) can however significantly impact the results, especially outside the 

shielding. Inside the room, the differences in the neutron H*(10) are not so large 

(within a factor of 1.3), because the intranuclear cascade model only has an important 

impact on the high-energy end of the spectra. Inside the shield, these high-energy 

neutrons however produce additional neutrons of lower energy. Due to this 

mechanism, the differences that mostly affect the high-energy neutron fluence in 

front of the shield eventually create differences on the rest of the spectrum, which 

increase as a function of depth in the concrete. The differences between the H*(10) 

simulated with different intranuclear cascade models thus increase significantly with 

depth. At 2 – 3 m depth, they are about as large as those observed in the source 

spectra for the neutron fluence above ~100 MeV. With the Bertini model, the 

simulated H*(10) are the largest at forward angles (up to ~40°), whereas the INCL4 
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model is the most conservative at larger angles. Compared to the least conservative 

simulation (based on CEM03), the H*(10) values obtained with the Bertini model 

after 2 – 3 m of concrete are larger by factors of 1.5 – 1.8. With the INCL4 model at 

backward angles (>90°), these differences exceed a factor of 3. 

When using the Bertini model in the MCNPX simulation of the fixed-beam 

treatment room, the average simulated WENDI-2 responses reproduced the 

measurements quite well inside the room. With the CEM03 model, on the other hand, 

the average simulated responses were underestimated by factors of 1.2 – 1.3. The 

global secondary neutron production in the water phantom thus appeared to be more 

accurately predicted by the Bertini model than the CEM03 model.  

The WENDI-2 measurements did however not inform us on the accuracy of the 

simulated neutron fluence above 100 MeV specifically. Spectrometry measurements 

were then acquired with an extended-range BSS in these same positions. In general, 

the measured spectra agreed better with the Bertini spectra than the CEM03 spectra, 

except in the high-energy peak at forward angle. For the interactions of the protons 

with water, the Bertini model appeared to overestimate the forward-angle 

production of neutrons with energies above 100 MeV. We expect this to cause an 

overestimate of approximately the same magnitude on the neutron H*(10) outside 

the shielding (at forward angle). For the considered position, this overestimate was 

estimated to a factor of 1.7 ± 0.5. A more precise estimate could unfortunately not be 

obtained due to the large uncertainties on the BSS response matrix at high energies 

and the limited energy resolution of the BSS.      

By folding the BSS spectra with the fluence-to-H*(10) conversion coefficients, 

we could experimentally assess the accuracy in terms of H*(10) of the WENDI-2 

measurements in a few positions, located inside and outside the treatment room. The 

WENDI-2 measurements agreed with the BSS H*(10) rates within ~10% in each 

position. It thus confirmed that the WENDI-2 allows measuring H*(10) with 

satisfactory accuracy in these neutron fields.      

A few comparisons were also made with measurements acquired with a 

conventional rem meter LB 6411 and a TEPC. We observed that the LB 6411 

underestimates the H*(10) by ~25-40% in positions characterised by a relatively 

large fraction of high-energy neutrons. These are located outside the shielding or at 

forward angles with respect to the proton beam direction inside the treatment room. 

The results thus tended to confirm the underestimates reported in literature 

regarding conventional rem meter measurements inside proton therapy facilities 

[175,242]. As for the TEPC, the measured dose equivalents were lower than the BSS 

H*(10) and WENDI-2 measurements by 20 – 30%. Other authors [46,176] reported 

similar results, but for irradiations with proton beams of 178 MeV (vs. 227 MeV in our 

experiment).     
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During the course of this project, two similar experimental validation studies 

for Monte Carlo shielding simulations of proton therapy facilities were published. The 

first study was conducted by Satoh et al. at the Fukui proton therapy centre [242]. 

Their Monte Carlo simulations were carried out with PHITS, using the high-energy 

nuclear data file JENDL/HE-2007 [278] for protons and neutrons in the range of 

20 MeV – 235 MeV. The second study, relative to the Essen proton therapy facility, 

was carried out by our colleague Thibault Vanaudenhove with GEANT4 (using the 

Bertini model) [184]. For the simulated neutron H*(10) outside the shielding, both 

studies reported overestimates that are similar to our own.  

The causes behind the conservativeness of the shielding simulations regarding 

the wall-transmitted neutron fluxes need to be further investigated. Overlooked 

objects in the simulated geometry and uncertainties on the concrete composition can 

have a significant effect on the simulation results, but they cannot fully explain the 

simulation-to-measurement ratios that we observed outside the shielding.  

Our work indicated that, for the non-elastic interactions of protons of 150 MeV 

– 230 MeV in water, the Bertini model probably overestimates the forward 

production of high-energy neutrons. This could significantly contribute to the 

overestimates of the H*(10) outside the shielding. Future work should be dedicated 

to quantifying this overestimate more precisely. The present results could be 

improved by reducing the uncertainties on the BSS response matrix above 20 MeV. 

This could probably be attained by means of a thorough experimental validation of 

the BSS response functions, using for instance well-characterised high-energy quasi-

monoenergetic neutron beams that have recently become available at the RCNP of 

Osaka.  

Ideally, precise measurements of the double differential neutron yield for 

protons of 20 MeV – 230 MeV on thick water targets (and other targets of interest) 

should be obtained, for instance by means of time-of-flight spectrometry. Benchmark 

exercises should then be run for the la150h library, the pre-equilibrium exciton 

model and the intranuclear cascade models of MCNPX. It should be noted that a few 

measurements are already available in literature (e.g. [238,279]), but there seems to 

be a specific lack of experimental data for neutron emissions at the most-forward 

angle.   

It also seems important to investigate whether other simulation parameters 

may significantly influence the neutron attenuation length in the concrete. It could be 

interesting to perform shielding experiments in which both the neutron source 

spectrum and the concrete composition are well-characterised. The neutron 

spectrum should be measured behind increasing thicknesses of concrete and 

compared to corresponding MCNPX simulations. If the neutron cross-sections (or 

other simulation aspects?) lead to an overestimate of the attenuation length, 

increasing differences should appear as a function of the shielding thickness. The 
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experiment could be repeated for source spectra ranging up to e.g. 70 MeV, 150 MeV 

and 230 MeV, so as to potentially separate the influence from the physics models and 

the evaluated cross-section data.  
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